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., ABSTRACT 

The GaID!'ie and Rhynie Outliers are the major outcrops of Ol.d 

Red Sandstone in north-east Scotland. The stratigraphy of these 

deposits is reviewed and the Crovie and rindon Groups recognised at 

Gamrie, whilst the Rhynie Group is proposed at Rhynie. The exist-

ing stratigraphical subdivision has been modified, expanded, and the 

sediments described in detail. The resulting stratigraphy allows 

speculation as to the relationships between the numerous isolate 

coastal outcrops, but does not as yet allow correlations between 

the Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers • 

. . 
, 

A study of the sedimentary facies forms a basis of the strat-

igraphy, and it is concluded that the Gamrie Outlier eXisted as an 

almost enclosed intermontain basin surrounded by relatively low 

mountains from which a variety of alluvial fan environments debouched 

onto an extensive Piedmont floodplain/Playa surface. Epherr~ral stream 

processes dominate the sedimentary record, with sheets of sediment 

eventually splaying out onto the floodplain surface which at times 

supported temporary lakes. The climate at this time was prci>ahl~' 

arid/semi-ari'd allowing the extensive accumulation of pedogenic 
. , 

carbonate in thick calcrete profiles. 

'\ 

Sedimentation trends indicate that following the development 

of the basin a period of fan recession and floodplain aggradation 

occurred, but renewed tectonism is evident (ultimately causing the 

Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity) and eventually caused re-

advance of alluvial fans at a tire when the 'Orcadian Lake' to the 

north was rapidly expandjng. In the highest deposits of the Garnrie 

sequence, the Orcadian Lake temporarily extends into the Garnrie 

Outlier. 



.... 

Paleocurrent and source rock studies allow detailed source 

area reconstruction and help to confirm the above mentioned tl'ends 

and indicate that an early south east/south supply of granite-rich 

detri tus was eventually dominated by a south "lest/west supply of 

slate material. 

At Rhynie ~ the picture is clouded by poor exposure. but the . 

. sedimentation trends are analogous to the early period of fan recess-

ion at Gamrie, evident from early sheetflood conglomerates being 

replaced by braided stream and finally floodplain sediments. The 

floodplain sediments at Rhynie allowed the development of an exten-

sive, primitive land flora, now preserved in excellent detail in 

fossil 'peats' of the Rhynie Cherts. 

Paleocurrents and source area evidence strengthen the hypothesis 

that the_Rhynie Outli~~a~~ northwards to the Orcadian Basin, 

and not south to the Midland Valley as has been suggested. A probable 

link between the Rhynie and Gamrie Outliers is considered • 

. The Lower Old Red Sandstone of both Outliers (originally consid-, 

ered 'Barren') offers a surprising collection of trace fossils including 

possible lungfish or annelid burrows, insect trac~s and worm burro\'ls, 

and helps to build up a more complete picture .of the Lower Old Red 

Sandstone fauna and environment. 

The clastic sediments have been studied by a variety of tech

niques including'reflected and transmitted light microscopy, scanning 

electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction; their chemistry by a 

. combination of atomic absorption, x-ray fluorescence and electron· 

microprobe techniques, whilst thermal/magnetic techniques have allowed 

an insiglit into the location and genesis of iron oxides. 

• 



Overall, it is concluded that the clirratic conditions were 

conduci ve to the formation of primary red-beds. but the normally 

accepted mechanism of formation are regarded as incomplete. In 

the present case, instead of biotitfe liberating iron by the ~ 

accepted mechanism of in-situ chemical degradation, this study con

cludes that biotite has in fact concentrated iren and liberated 

clay sized haematite principally by the mechanical degpadation of 

biotite in floodplain sites during transport. In-situ degradation 

and remobilisation of iron is considered to be mini~al • 

. : 

" .. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is primarily concerned with providing ,a detailed 

reappraisal of the stratigraphy of the sediments of the Garnrie and 

Rbynie Outliers, and providing a comprehensive description of the 

sequences therein. The absence of any substantial fauna or flora 

necessitates the application of purely lithostratigraphical tech

niques, and therefore a detailed summary' of the sediments (Chapters 

land 2) is complimented by a detailed interpretation of the 

sedimentology and sedimentary history of the deposits (Chapter 3). 

A consideration of the source and dispersal of the sediments 

in north east Scotland (principally paleocurrents, conglomerate 

compost'tion and sandstone composition) is made in Chapter 4, where 

an attempt is made to compliment the sedimentology with a I~gional 

reconstruction of the Old Red Sandstone paleogeography. 

A study of the fauna and flora of a sequence may provide valuable 

evidence as to the nature of the environment. As the sediments con

cerned are effectively barren a study of trace fossils from both 

Outliers has been made in Chapter 5 as an alternative approach to 

this problem. 

Finally, the sediments themselves may provide further climatic 

and paleogeographic evidence in the form of pedogenic carbonate 

accumulations (described in Chapter 7); and in red-beds (described 

in Chapter 6). Paleomagnetism has existed for many years, but its 

wider applications have only been realised in recent years. The 

use of paleomagnetic techniques in conjuncticn with Dr. P. Turner 

has allowed a detailed study of red-bed genesis to be made during the 

course of this study • Although not directly applicable to the main 

the~ of the thesis, this work h.:ls been included in Chapter 6 as 



the concltsions reached are critical of accepted models of haematite 

genesis in red-beds. 

Although each chapter is intended to contribute to a single 

aim, each chapter remains largely independent, and therefore all 

discussion and conclusions have been restricted to within the chap

ter concerned rather than being isolated within a separate section. 



CHAPTER I 



STRATIGRAPHY OF THE OLD RED SANDSTONE SEDI~~NTS OF THE GAMRIE OUTLIER 

1.1 (i) Introduction 

In recent years several successful studies have been directed to-

wards the Old Red Sandstone of the Crcadian Basin, the more recent 

work being carried out on predominantly lacustrine and related facies in 

Caithness and Orkney. In these 'instances a working stratigraphy evolved, 

leaning heavily upon lithological criteria, and often being sUbstantiated 

by biostratigraphical evidence. The Gamrie Outlier differs qui'te 

significantly from previous studies in tha't the seCiments comprising 

the Outlier are of inferred marginal position to the Orcadian Basin and 

as discussed at.a later stage (Chapter 3) are interpreted in terms of 
\'. 

a variety of ailuvial deposits; such are noted for rapid spatial and 

temporal facies variation. The absence of an abundant fauna or flora 

preclude any biostratigraphical confirmation of stratigraphic interpret-

ation. 

/' The following section offers a resurre of past interest in the 

geology of the Gamrie Outlier, in none of this past work was a detailed 

study of the rocks a'tternpted, althoug.'1 some stratigraphic relationships 

were considered and established without formal discussion or descripticn. 

Any. attempt to define a stratigraphy for the Gamrie Outlier is fraught 

with problems: 

" 

(i) lithological variation in many sequences prevents an 

accurate characterisation of such sequences. 

(H) limited exposure prevents the study of 'equivalent sections' 

( •• « ) 
1.1.1. 

and leaves many. rock \.ml ts fault-bounded and isolated from 

the remainder of the sequence. 

litholoeical variations on a laree scale may be expected 

in sequences of alluvial deposits in a tectonically active 

1 



area t and cast doubts on any conclusions drawn •. 

(iv) biostratigraphical confirmation (or e~~n assistance) is 

conspicuously rare. 

In many ways it is understandable that a formal stratigraphy has 

not been attempted, a final blow probably being that outside the realms 

of the Gamrie Outlier such a stratigraphy would have a limited practical 

value •. F2cies variation may be extreme and correlation within the 

outlier may be the limit to which the stratigraphy may be stretched. 

Nevertheless a sedimentological study of the Gamrie Outlier is desirable 

in order to reconstruct the local Old Red Sandstone paleogeography and 

for such a study to be .'temporally and spatially coheI~nt a stratigraphy 

must be formulated, and must in this case rely totally upon lithostrat-
'. 

igraphical criteria. • 

It is tempting to become involved in circular arguments as to order 

of merit, stratigraphy and sedimentology must worle hand in hand, but 

as far as possible restraints have been applied in order to prevent 

assumptions from promoting interpretations. The erection of a stratigraphy 

has required' the incorporation of many fields of worle, from the 

sedimentological study to a study of the structure of the area, and 

• 
including conglomerate composition, sandstone composition, and paleocurrent 

studies. All of these aspects have been cowined to aid the interpretation 

and correlation of the short sequence of sediments exposed at Gamrie and 
".,... 

it therefore seems 'unjust that the end product, a stratigraphy, be 
• 

considered the· basis of the remainder of the study • 

. Accepting that any stratlgraphy must be erected on lithostrati-

graphic grounds the rocks of the Gamrie Outlier have been studied and 

considere~ in terms of their constituent Ii thofacies , a term proposed by 

'Krumbein and Sloss (1963) " ••• the physical and mineY'5logic and petro": 

graphic characteristics of sedimentary rocks"are ex-pressed in tertTG of 

2 



lithologic aspects which res ul t in the delineation of 11 thofacies. " 

Any consistency of lithofacies composition has been considered a ' 

characteristic lithofacies association or more simply, facies association. 

Such facies associations are presumably a record of distinct sedimentary 

environments, and with adequate exposure would form mappable rock \n1i ts. 

On these grounds,wherever practical,this has formed the basis fOl' the 

subdivision of the sequence into formation~~ Distinct lithological 

assemblages suffering significant restrictions in abundance or character 

have been assigned the Member subdivision in an attempt 'to utilise the 

resulting stratigraphy to characterise the sequence more fully. 

1.1 (ii) Previous Research 

Very little attention has been directed towards a detailed study 
. , 

of the rocks of the Gamrie Outlier in the past. The earliest recorded 

interest is the discovery of fossil fish at Gawxie in 1826 by Messrs. 

Christie and Docker (1826 ). Murchison (1829) was the first to draw 

attention to the outlier announcing the discovery of fossil fish in the 

Den of rindon. Sedgwick and Murc'ison (183S) were the first to direct 

at'tention to the geology of the outlier, but it was ~estwich in 1838 

who first considered its stratigraphy. He examined the (Gardenstown) 
• 

coastal section where he felt he could trace red sandstone passing down 

into schistose rocks. He assumed that the red sandstones were equivalent 

in age to the Old Red Sandstone of England, and claimed that the conglo-

merates and fish bearing horizon rested unconformably upon this sequence 

of Sandstones, thus concluding that the fish bearing deposits '~clonged 

to the Carboniferous Series, and most probably to be the representative 

of the Millstone Grit or Mountain Limestone". Malcolmson (1839) was 

quick to challenge these conclusions noting that no passage existed 

(at Gardenstown) between red sandstones and conglomerate sequences. He 
. \ . 

recognised the Gamri~ strata as litholoeical and paleontological equiva-

3 



fI .. ',. •• 

lents of the Old Red Sandstone exposed to the west, and had no hesitation 

in refel~ing the Gamrie rocks to the Old Red Sandstone series. His 

observations unfortunately only referred to the ro~~s of the western 

part of the Outlier, and he was indeed correct to point out 'a lack of 

"passage into schistose rocks". Although an unconformity exists he was 

also correct in pointing out that none is apparent at Gardenstown, yet 

his comments do imply that he thought that no unconformity existed 

anywhere in the Outlier. In 1843 Prestwich's work was attack.ed yet 

again by Hay Cunningham who rather unsuccessfully argued that the Gamrie 

Outlier was not fault bounded but instead that it ha~ been depo~ited 

against large steep cliffs. In 1860 Gregory briefly described fossi1-

ferous Old Red Sandstone localities of the region and noted the 

character of the Gamrie fish bearing nodules. Geikie in l87? was the first 

to offer details of the whole Outlier, his information eventually forming 

the basis of the Geological Survey Memoir. Geikie offered details of 

the sequences, noting the basal unconformity, and the fault-repeated 

sequences west of Dundarg Castle. He commented upon the similarity 

between sequences at New Aberdour Beach and Counter Head, and that 

'I ••• they may possibly be regarded as the same". He also suggested an 
0-1 

equivalence between the lower deposits at Gard~nstown with those fOrther 
. j .. 

east. Geikie proposed a seven-fold subdivision of the Gardenstown 

sequence (later adopted by the Geological Survey) and estimated a.total 

thickness of 1000 feet for the sequence. He suggested that the Gardenstown 

slate-rich conglomerate was equivalent to the conglomerate east of 

Pennan, an opinion not supported by the present work. 

Traquair (1896) illustrated and offered details of fossil fish from 
. 

Garnrie, from which direct correlation can be made with Middle Old Red 

Sandstone horizons of Caithness. 

In 1890 the Geological Survey published explanatory Memoirs to sheets 86 

and 97 but as noted the editions were largely based upon work by Dr. 



J. Horne which was carried out prior to 1890. Much of the information 

provided by the Memoir echoes the thoughts of Geikie, " ••• his succession 

is adopted with but slighi; modifications in this Memoir" (Geological 

Survey sheet 86 p. 167). The survey memoir did not extend the strati

graphy proposed by Geikie, but it did add valuable field observations 

as to fault relationships etc. Inland exposures were noted, but little 

detail offered. The Geological Survey Memoir was the last work to 

consider the stratigraphy of the Outlier, the only other consideration 

being on the source of the sediments, an admirable approach carried out 

by Mackie in 1925. Mackie carried out extensive work on local igneous 

rocks enabling him to track down several of the rock types common in the 

Gamrie Conglomerates (see Chapter ~). 

1.1. (iii) Outcrop Distribution 

The map shown in fig. 1.1. sho~.,s the location of the Gatr.rie Outlier 

and demonstrates the distribution of Lower and Y~ddle Old Red Sandstone 

strata~ Inland exposure is very poor but extends southwards to Fyvie 

near Turriff (see Fig. 1.1); Along the 10 km. of coast between Gamrie 

Bay and Quarryhead the Old Red Sandstone sediments are exposed" in natural 

fault bounded blocks, and for the purpose of the stratigraphic study 

these four naturally occurring blocks of sediment will be discussed ~ep

arately (their extent is shown in Fig. 1~2). 

Le. (i) The Western Coastal Section extending between the Afforsk 

Fault and the western end of the Troup Head Fault. 

(ii) The Central Coastal Section between the eastern continuation 

of the Troup Head Fault and the Langlitterty Fault. : 

(iii) The Eastern Section between the New Aberdour Fault and the 

basal unconformity at:- Fleckies Meadow. 

(iv) The Quarryhead Section, a small embayment containing cl short 

fault bounded sequence of Lower Old Red Sandstone resting 

unconformably on Dalradian. 



Lower Old Red Sar.dstone of the Gamrie Outlier 

1.2 Western Coastal Section 

1. 2 (i),' Introduction 

In their description of the Gamrie Outlier the early workers of' 

the Geological Survey recognised a need for a two fold subdivision of 

. the Old Red Sandstone sequence. Without reference to an unconformity, 

upper and lower divisions were termed Findon and Crovie Groups respect-

ively. 

The Findon Group was so named because of its occurrence in the 

Den of Findon, the Crovle Group for its outcrop along the Crovie 

foreshore to Gardenstown. Wholly on the basis of this Western Coastal 

section the'Geological Survey erected the following sequence (Table 1.1). 

Geological Survey 
Bed Nun'be r 

7. 

6. 

s. 

Conglonerate and breccia. 

Grey and red clay with l1n.!stone nodules. containing 
fish remains. and lenticular grey micaceous shales. 
yielding plant remains and some scales of fishes. 

Coarse red conglorrerate with son.! intercal.1tions of 
red sands tones wi th fi sh scales. 

---. __ .--._._--------------------------------------------------._.------
4. Friable. bright red and mottled sandstone with scattered 

pcbt,lcs and occassional tenticular bands of conglorrcrates 

3. Red and grey sandy flags. shales and ",ads with ribs of 
l1n.!stone and calcareous nodules which have not proved 
fos5111 fe rous. 

2. Dull red sandstone with calcareous concretions. 

" 1. Con9'orrera~. faulted against the fI.acduff Gr0l4>. 

!able 1.' .Stratigrephfc Cjlbdivision of the Gdmrie Outlier outlinf'd by 

~'09ical Survey 

During the course of the present survey a total of ten lithofacies 

have been recognised along the western coastal section, and they have 

been employe~to subdivide and characterise the sequence. These lithofacies 

will be detailed at a later stage, but a brief consideration of their ' 

distribution will outline the nature of the sequence and allo\., an insif,ht 

6 



' .. 

into the basis for the various proposed subdivisions. As noted earlier, 

·the basic unit recognised is the lithofacies, and characteristic groups 

of the lithofacies (facies association) have been recognised and assigned 

various stratigraphic status. Figure 1.3 is a summary of the lithofacies 

distribution in the western section illustrating the presence or absence of 

lithofacies in relation to relative stratigraphic height. The diagram 

perfol'InS several useful functions: 

(i) it illustrates the basis from which the'stratigraphy has been 

formulated. 

(ii) the unique facies content of each stratigraphic unit is 

summarised 

(iii) . the lithofacies have been arranged in a fining order, and 

therefore the initial fining trend is apparent and can be 

seen to be superseded by a coarsening trend. 

Therefore in terms of facies associations, the following sequence is 

recognised along the Western Section, its spatial distribution being 

illustrated in Figure 1.4. In the following table (Table 1.2) nunbers 

refer to the original Geological Survey numerical subdivision noted in 

Table 1.1 

Geo 1 og~ ca 1 Survey. P rese n t Study Proposed Formation 
Bed NUllber Facies Association 

5 coarse conglomerate Findon Conglomerate 
facies I 

.. -._ .. _._-- fau't·-----~--------~----------------------------.--· 
4 sandstone facies Castle Hill SannstQ'~ 

•••••••• ---- fau1t --_._------------------.----------._.-._.----.-

3 Heterol1thfc fades Wes t Ha rbour, 

'3 [as t Harbour 
_ ••• -------- fau1t ------------.-...... --------__________________ _ 

3 S 11 ts tone facf es Crovle Siltstone 

2 Sandstone facies Crovie Sandstone 
.--.---.~--- fault -----------._.---------_____ ._. ______________ ._ 

• 1 conglomerate facies Crovie Conglomerate 
--._-------- fault ------------____________ • _____________________ _ 

Table 1.2 Corrparhon of Geolol)icill Sl1rv~ati9,.aphy with 

suhdivi'ifoM pro,Posl!d de,.,"? prer,ent studt 
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. In noting this sequence the Geological Survey offered few details, a 

direct equivalence can confidently be made between their 1, ~, and 5 Beds 

and the facies associations listed above. Geological Survey Beds 2 and 
-, ;.-

..... ; . 

3, being gradational sequences are difficult to locate from their brief 

descriptions, but bed 2 is apparently equivalent to the sandstone facies 

and part of the siltstone facies • 
. , 

i.e. ' " ... 
I 

• red and grey sandy flags, shales and marls with ribs of limestone 
I 

I and nodules which have not 
I 

: I proven fossiliferous.". ' 
I 

SANDY FACIES I SILTSTONE FACIES 
I 
I 

During the course of this study, based upon the distribution of 

lithofacies, it has been found necessary to further subdivide the Geological 

Survey's bed 3. Details of this will be left until a relevant stage. 

The Western Coastal Section exposes essentially two almost complete 

sequences of Crovie Group sediments: 
~ i· . 

(i) between the Troup Head Fault and the Snook, the Crovie sub 

section 

(ii) between the Snook and the Afforsk Fault, the Gardcnstown sUb 

section 

For convenience these two sections will be dealt with separately, 

as the faulting exposed at the Snook mars the continuity of the sequence 

and introduces problems as to the continuity of the sequence, and particul-

arly the problem of strata removed due to faulting. 

1.2 (ii) The Crovie Coastal Subsection 

The lowest exposed strata of the Crovie coastal section belong to 

the Crovie Group and are faulted against the,Dalradian strata in the 

middle of Croyie Village by the OSSN trending Troup Head Fault (see Figs. 

1.4 and 1.5). The basic subdivision of the Crovie section and thus of 

the lowest Crovie Group sediments is quite clear. 

s 



i.e. faulted against the Dalradian is a Conglomerate facies superseded by 

a sandstone facies which passes ultimately into the siltstone facies. 

1.2 (ii)a Crovie Conglomerate Formation (Conglomerate Facies) 

Faulted against the' Dalradian by the Troup Head fault its position 

in the sequence remains conjectural. The restricted clast assemblage 

C>95% local,Dalradian material) suggests a local supply of ,detritus and 

hints that the Crovie Conglomerate may genuiriely be a representative of 

the earliest sediment deposited in this area. The faulting at the base 

of the sequence prevents an accurate estimation of its thickness or true 

position relative to an unconformable base. 

Characteristics A monotonous sequence of internally massive conglomerates 

consisting of essentially local detritus interbedded 

with thin, rare, medium to coarse grained sandstones. 

TYpe Section The type section is that exposed between the Troup Head, 

fault and the North Crovie fault in the middle of Crovie. 

Equivalent section None 

Lowest Stratum Fault~b6unded by the Troup Head fault bringing conglo-

merate and Dalradian rocks into juxtaposition. 

Uppermost Stratum The 055 N trending North Crovie fault bringing the 

conglomerates into contact with the sandstone facies. 

Thickness Impossible to determine. 30 m are exposed, but the 

section passes from the sea wall out to sea. Consider-

ations of the structure of Gamrie Bay have lead to 

important conclusions relative to the thickness and 

nature of the Crovie sequence (see later discussion, 

page 23 ). 
. 

Nature of Outcrop A narrow stretch of rocky shore e)..'Posing a broken 

sequence of conglomerate. The orientation of the unit 

is such that only a short strike section can be studied 

(Figs 1.4 & 1.5) 
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.General Stratigraphy 

TIle formation is comprised alternations of the following three litho-

facies. 

1.' conglomerate 

2. massive sandstone 

3. flat bedded sandstone 

Conglomerate dominates the sequence (90.5%), being ve~ poorly sorted 

and ranging in grade from gravel to cobble sized clasts (plate l.la). 

Bedding is poorly defined al~o but has been established on the basis of 

variations of grain size, sorting and packing, visible from a distance 

as a crude plana~ layering (plate 1.Ib). 

Interbedded with the conglomerate are: 

a) . coarse to medium grained reddish brown sandstones (3.5%) with 

flat bedding. _ The base of such units is frequently sharp but 

may also be gradational from sandy conglomerate. 

b) Massive units of sandstone with the above characters (6\) which 

may be equivalent to (a) but lack apparent bedding. 

Exposure is neither adequate nor extensive enough to ob'tain sufficient 

'data to surmnarise the formation in a tabular form. Conglomerate bed thick

ness cannot' be accur~tely ascertained but variations in character (i.e. 

grain size, packing and sorting) suggest that conglomerate bed thickness 

may be in the order of 15 to 60 ems. From these textural variations it is 

apparent that multistorey conglomerate tmits are common, sandstones only 

rarely occurring and often related to graded conglomerate units~ , , 

1.2 (ii)b _ Crovie Sandstone Formation (Sandstone Facies) 

The Crovie Sandstone Formation is regarded as being directly equiv

alent to the lower por~io~ of the Geological Survey~s Group 2 beds 

" ••• red and. grey sandy flags I shales and marls ui th ribs of limestone 

and nodules which have not proved fossiliferous ... ", although the upper 

part of their division now belongs to the Crovie Siltstone Formation 



(Le. " marls with ribs of limestone ••• ") 

The Sandstone Formation is faulted against the Crovie Conglomerate 

to the north but is overlain conformably to the south by the Crovie 

Siltstone Formation; the majority is.exposed to the north of Crovie 

Pier. 

Characteristics A sequence representing gradual but rapid change 

from the Crovie Conglomerate Formation through to 

the Crovie Siltstone Formation. Alternations of 

sandstone and siltstone with associated minor 

conglomerates predominate. At higher levels si1t-

stones contain nodular carbonate. 

:!Ype Section Crovie foreshore between the 'North Crovie Fault' 

and 60 m south of Crovie Pier (see Figs. 1.4 and 

1.5) • 

Equivalent Section None, but similar sediments are exposed at the Snook 

and at Craigendargity (see discussion page 23 ). 

Lower Exposed Stratum Adjacent to the 55 N trending North Crovie Fault 

north of Crovie Pier. 

Upper Boundary To the south of Crovie Pier, the highest development 

of trough cross stratified sandstones. 

Thickness At least 45 m. The faulted base complicates an 

accurate estimation of the total development. 

Fossils Poorly preserved spores extracted from silty bands 

in upper part. 

Nature of Outcrop . Easily accessible but narrow foreshore, no cliff 

section but very poor exposure in the hillside and 

in the lower part of Braco Den. 

Small faults are abundant. 
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General Stratigraphy 

The Crovie Sandstone Formation consists of cyclic alternations of 

the fo~lowing lithofacies: 

1. Conglomerate 

2. Massive sandstone 

3. Flat bedded sandstone 

4. Trough cross stratified sandstones 

5. Ripple cross laminated sandstones 

6. Siltstone (modified by concretionary carbonate - lithofacies 9) 

Lithofacies ~.- Conglomerate ranging from gravel to cobble grade, moderately 

well sorted but poorly stratified thick units, to thin sheets of well 

sorted gravel occurring at the base of lithofacies 4 units (Plate 1.2a) 

Lithofacies 2 - Coarse to medium grained reddish brown sandstones with no 

detectable internal structure (Plate 1.2b). The true nature of lithofacies 

2is debatable - as they frequently occur related to lithofacies 2 or in 

similar sites it may be that lithofacies 2 = lithofacies 3 with no 

obvious bedding (i.e. they may have been produced by the same physical' 

process -' bedding is merely not apparent). 

Lithofacies 3 - Coarse to fine grained reddish brown sandstones with 

well developed internal flat bedding. The base of such 'm:u ts is usua~ly 

sharp and may be slightly erosive - otherwise the base is sharply trans- . 

itional (Plate l.1c). 

Lithofacies 4· - Medium to fine grained 'reddish brown sandstones showing 

large scale ~rough cross~stratification (Plate l.3a). The base of such 

units is usually erosive. but may follow lithofacies 3 by sharp passage. 

Erosive litho,facies 4 usually rests on lithofacies 6 and has a thin la~'er . 
of lithofacies 1 at the base. Units of lithofacies 4 are usually multi-

storey in that: 

12 
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a) trough sets overlie one another to produce cosets of trough 

cross stratification. 

b) trough sandstone sets may have individual mud drapes. 

Indi vidual sets range fr<?m 15 ern to 2S'cm the total development .never 

exceeding four sets thickness. 

Lithofacies 5 - Medium to fine grained red brown sandstone with internal 

ripple cross lamination (see plate 1.2b). Lithofacies 5 is usually 

graditional fl~m lithofacies 2, 3 or 4 and may commonly be interbedded with 

lithofacies 6 •. Upper and lower surfaces are usually sharp but not erosional. 

Lithofacies 6 - Brown siltstone, generally fine gra?e tending to mudstone, 

generally structureless, but may contain thin sheets of lithofacies 5 

and/or scattered lithofacies 7 (Plate 1.3b and 1.3c) •. Finest grade horizons 

may show poorly developed flat or wavy bedding.~igher deposits of litho-

. facies 6 show well developed symmetrical ripples and abundant desiccation 

cracks (1. 30) • 

Lithofacies 7 - Nodular carbonate, the occurrence of which is restricted 

to lithofacies 6, more commonly to the upper portion (plate 1.3b). Two 

forms exist: 

1. Large individuals arranged in sheets, red brown, internally 

comparable with nodules of same size, shape and nppearance des-

cribed from New Aberdour Shore. 

2. Small irregular shaped nodules generally pale grey in colour. 

This variation shows no layered arrangements - i.e. randomly 

,distributed and frequently coalescing. Their size is smaller 

than (1) size,shape and form is comparable with nodules found 

in the silts of the Quarryhead Section. 

Fig. 1.6 shows selected field logs from lower, rriddle and upper portions of 
. . 

t'iie Crovie Sandstone sequence. Fig. 1.7 shows a detailed summary of the ferm 

of the sequence. 
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I 
LITHOFACIES\ TOTAL T. 110. KI.NT T. AAX. T. Mm. T. PERCENT 110. PERCENT T. 

m' m m m 

• 
tong lone ra te 5.8 29 0.2 0.66 0.02 13 9.5 

Flat bedded Ss t. 8.0 40 0.2 0.68 0.02 18 13.3 

fI.ass1 ve Ss t. 3.8 20 0.19 0.65 0.03 9 6.3 

Trough cross- 15.91 43 0.37 1.10 0.1 19.3 :26.1 
stratified Sst. 15.91 43 0.37 1.10 0.1 

Ripple cross- 5.04 42 0.12 0.4~ 0.03 18.9 8.3 
lami natcd Ss t. 

Siltstone 24.48 48 0.51 1.80 0.06 21.6 36.5 

TOTAL 63.03 

Table 1.3 Thi cknes'l Pararreters of the lithofacies in the Crovie Sands tone Fonnati on 

In conjunction with the bed thickness frequency distributions shown 

in Fig. 1. 8, table 1.3 allows a summary of the Formation to be made, 

but care must be exercised in any attempt to interpret the pooled data 

in such a table as the .sequence is non-stationary, i.e. the naturJ of 

the sequence, the proportions of the individual lithofacies etc. are . 

variable with stratigraphic height although the lithofacies present are 

invariable. 

General Stratigraphy 

From Table 1..'3. it is clear that overall the Sandstone Formation 

consists of sandstones and siltstones in sub-equal abundance (sandstone 

being slightly more common ~veral1 i.e. sandstone 63%). The bUlk of 

the sandstone part of the sequence consists of cross bedded sandstones, 

although numerically flat bedded sandstone and cross laminated sandstone 

are almost as common, reflecting the small units commonly de"'~loped in 

the latter two lithofacies compared to the thick deve1oprr~nts of cross 

bedded sandstone. 

The following section defines the Formation more specifically and takes 

into account the gradational nature of the sequence. 

The thickness frequency histograms (Fig. 1.8) help to summarise the 
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character of the sequence,' i.e.' Conglomerate . occUr'S in' units up to 66·. em 

thick, but thin uni tsare most" common, .the; average being 20' cm.· Flat 

bedded sandstone may form units as thick as ,the Conglomerate, but these 

are rare', most likely units will. be thin, i.e •. average' 20 cm •. Massive 

sandstone averages 19 cm and has a similar range of thicknesses, and .. 

therefore much of this lithofacies may actually·be flat bedded, but. 

bedding js difficult to detect. Cross ~tratified sandstone, has, the 

largest unit thickness of all sandstone facies average 37 cm and 

ranging from 110 cm to 10 ern skewed towards smaller' uni ts , which is a. 

reflection of the set si ze, and the common occurrence of mul tistorey units 

of trough cross bedding, i.e. set size~is 'in the oreer of 10 ern and cosets 

often show only four sets or less. The average bedthidkness is consistent 

wi th this. Ripple cross laminated sandstone shows. a strong tencency· to 

only occur in thin units 12 ern average: Cross laminated sandstones are 

up to 40 cm thick, thicker examples occurring in relationship with cross 

stratified beds, the bulk of the cross laminated sandstone occurrences 

i.e. the thin beds are those occurring interbedded with the siltstone 

lithofacies •. Siltstone comprises the thickest individual lithofacies (51 cm 

average with a maximum development of 180 cm)again the deposits are 

skewed towards smaller units. 

Basis for Formation Subdivision 

The Sandstone Formation as defined contrasts strongly with the 

under.lying Conglomerate Formation, the former having 64% sandstone compared 

to a mere 9.5% in the latter. New lithofacies are developed in the 

Sandstone Formation; to lithofacies 1, 2 and 3, the Sandstone Formation 

adds cross stratified sandstone (Ii thofacies 4), cross laminated sandstone 

(lithofacies 5) and siltstone (lithofacies 6). Initially, cross strat:'fied 

sandstone dominates the sandstone portion of the sequence with only rr~nor 

amounts of lithofacies 6 siltstone. With increase in stratigraphic height 

. var5.ous changes occur in the abundance of the lithofacies which serve to 
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to demonstrate the gradational nature of the sandstone sequence and 

illustrate its mid way position between conglomerate and siltstone Form

ations. 

i.e. 

1. Lithofacies I conglomerate is ini Hally very abundant j.n thick tmi ts. 

At higher levels the abundance decreases leaving only thin sheets of 

gravel and pebbles as lags at the base of cross stratified sandstone 

uni ts. A temporary return of conglomerate occ~' towards the top 

of the sequence adjacent to the pier at Crovie (Fig. l.$a). 

2. The decline of conglomerate is accompanied by a decline of lithofacies 

,3 flat bedded sandstone (Fig. 1.9c). 

3. With decreasing lithofacies I' and 2, an:. increase in the abundance of 

, lithofacies 3, 4, Sand 6 are noted. Towards the middle of the 

Formation cross bedded sandstone and siltstone are approximately equal 

in. abundance (FIg. 1.9c). 

4~ Towards higher levels cross laminated sandstone and flat bedded sand

stone remain quite consistent in their abundance, but lithofacies 6 

"siltstone increases dramatically at the expense of lithofacies 4 cross 

stratified sandstone. The proportion of massive sandstone a'lso accom

panies this increase. The proportion of cross laminated sandstone 

remains constant but numerically the abtmdance increases due to the 

presence of numerous sandstone sheets in the siltstone portion of each 

cycle at higher levels (Fig. 1.9::1). 

5. Eventually the ,decrease of cross stratified sandstone heralds the 

incoming of the Mudstone Formation. The highest development of cross 

stratified sandstone being used to define the upper limit. of the 

Sandstone Formation (compare Fig. 1.9 d and loge >. 
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The above details are illustrated schematically in Fig.l.9,a series 

of facies profiles demonstrating the intermediate position of the 

Sandstone Formation. Fig. 1.9 also illustrates the problem mentioned 

earlier of accurately ch~racterising a sequence by listing the abundance 

of the various lithofacies. 

1.2 (ii)c The Crovie Siltstone Formation 

The Crovie Siltstone Formation is a natural continuation of the 

upwards fining sequence initiated by the Crovie Conglomerate and continued 

by the Crovie Sandstone Formation. The Geological Survey were vague in 

defining their subdivisions ,but it is apparent that the Siltstone Formation 

is equivalent to a large portion of the Geological Surveys Bed 3. 

i.e. "... Red and grey sandy flags, Shales, and Marls with ribs of lime-

stone and calcareous nodules which have not proved fossiliferous." 

Characteristics A sequence dominated by siltstones but with associated 

regularly spaced subordinate amounts of sandstone 

occurring as thin sheets. Lower parts of the succession 

have 'wavybedded and laminated mud lithofacies. ' 

" Section South of Crovie Pier to the south end of Cr~vie Village. 

Equivalent Section None directly comparable but a relationship is suggested 

between this formation, the East Harbour Formation and 

Lower Boundary 

yPpeY' Boundary 

Thickness 

Fauna 

the New Aberdour Siltstone Formation. 

The base of the s~ltstone unit overlying the highest 

development of cross stratified sandstone used to 

define the top of the Sandstone Formation. 

Faulted against sediments equated with the West Harbour 

, Formation by the South Crovie Fault. 

94 m exposed but the proportion removed ,by the South 

Crovie Fault cannot be estimated. 

Poorly preserved spores such as Dibolisporites and 
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various smooth walled azonate varieties •.• 

Nature of Outcrop A low wave cut platform covered at most tides. Trans-

ected b~ many joints and small faults. Easily accessible. 

General Stratigraphy 

The Crovie Siltstone Formation consists of alternations of the 

following four lithofacies. 

Lithofacies 6 - Red Brown Mud/Siltstone 

Lithofacies 5 - Sandstone, ripple cross laminated. 
"j '-

Lithofacies 8 - "Wavybedded" fine Sandstone with Siltstone partings 

(Heterolithic Lithofacies) 

Lithofacies 7 - Laminated Mudstone/Siltstone 

Lithofacies 5 and 6 are recorded continuously since the Crovie 

Sandstone Formation, lithofacies 7 laminated mudstone/siltstone and litho-

facies 8 are newly introduced. 

Crovie Siltstone Lithofacies 

Red Brown Mud/Siltstone -Thick units (generally) of siltstone, frequently 

coarse, but often as fine as mud grade, red brown in colour (Plate1.14. ). 

Generally structu~less internally except for rare developments of mud 

as laminae preserving an irregular "wavy" bedding. Bedding is also demon-

strated by interbedded thin sandstones (c/cm). Mudcracks are abundant 

throughout finest horizons, and thin muddy lamellae show the development 

of symmetrical (oscillation) ripples. Thin sandstones show linguoid 

ripple development. This lithology is considered equivalent to lithology 

6 of Crovle Sandstone Formation. 

Sandstone - Thinly bedded drab sandstones of medium to fine grain size. 

Always sharp based and also comrr~nly sharp topped, although gradational 

tops are recognised (Plate 1. 4 ). Internally bedding is often obscured 

by extensive carbonate cement but numero\~ examples hav~ been found showing 
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the development of micro trough-crass-lamination or ripple drift - often 

with mudstone veneers. ,This lithology is represented by lithofacies 5 

in hi~~er parts of the Crovie Sandstone Formation but is more analogous 

to interbedded sandstones in the lower East Harbour Formation and New 

Aberdour Shore Siltstone Formation. 

Laminated Mudstone - A new lithology not recognised in lower parts of 

the sequence also ,remains quite rare «1%) within the Mudstone Formation. 

Thinly developed tmi ts of no": great lateral persistence composed of thinly 
l . ' • , 

laminated grey mudstones. Frequently desiccated and ripple marked. 

The abundance of these, four lithologies throughout the Formation is shown 
, ' 

in Table 1.4 but as with sequences at higher levels it has been deemed 
, , 

necessary to subdivide the sequence ,further to allow a more acc~ate 

portrayal of the succession • 

. 
LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. ~:EAN T. MAX. T. ~IIN. T.' PERCENT NO. PERCENT T. 

m m m m 

Siltstone 185.3 87 2.13 .,5.7 0.03 53 , 95 
. 

Sandstone 4 67 0.06 0.25 0.01 41 :2 
" . 

Laminite 0.25 5 0.05 0.11 0.01 2 1 
" 

./avy-bedded sand 4.5 7 0.64 1.04 0.23 4 2 
and s 11 ts tone _ 

TOTAL 194 . 
Table 1.4 .Ih1.ckness Parameters of lithofacies in the Crovie Siltstone Formation 

Basis for Formation 

As with previouS Stratigraphic Units the designation of strata to 

the Mudstone Formation has been carried out with the distribution of 
, . 

" lithofacies as a basis. The top of the Sandstone Formation was defined 

as the highest occurrence of Trough bedded sandstone - this must also 

serve as the base of the Mudstone Formation. The choice of this leVel 

, as a stratigraphic boundar"] is supported by further lithological evidence. 



Above the designated bas~ of the Mudstone Formation. 

Ca) as stated - trough bedded sandstones no longer occur, 

(b) flat bedded sandstone, and conglomerate no longer occur, 

(c) new 11 tho1ogies are introduced, ; 

(i) Wavy bedded fine sandstone.· 

i. (H) Laminated mudstone/siltstone, (laminite), 

(d) siltstone continues but in greater abundance, but suffers a 

marked decrease in average unit thickness, i.e. from 51 cm. 

average in the Sandstone Formation to 30 cm. average in 'the 

Lower part of the Mudstone Formation. 

Basis for Member Division 

Further consideration of the distribution and nature of the mentioned 

lithologies also leads to the necessity for further lithostratigraphic 

subdivision. 

" i.e. (a) The newly introduced laminated mudstone and wavy bedded fine 

sandstone lithologies cease to occur after approx. 20 metres 

and during this 20 m. the siltstone thickness remains consistently 

quite low (Fig. '1.10). , .•.. 

(b) Above the level where the lamlni te . and wavy bedded 11 thofacies 

disappear a rapid increase in siltstone unit thickness occurs' 
- "-

and this continues to a stratigraphic height of approx 55 m. 
\ , 

(Fig. 1.l0)~ 

(c) Above 55 m. the siltstone unit thickness decreases again. 
-, 

These features are illustrated in Fig. LiD', a smoothed time trend 
;, . 

analysis of siltstone bed thickness data showing a clear three fold sub-; 

division of the Mudstone Formation. Throughout these three members Fig. 

1.11 illustrates that the percentage distribution of lithologies remains 

fairly constant and for this reason they have been grouped into the 

Siltstone Formation, divisions being allocated 'Member' status. 



Su~maEY of Stratigraphy 

Thus the Lower Siltstone Member consists predominantly of Siltstone, 

but in quite thin unit;:; (ave,rage 30 cm.) interspaced with wavy bedded 

lithofacies in thick units (approx. 64 cm.) but with only minor anounts 

of l~minated 't"i.ldstone and sandstone; (Fig. l.l2a, Fig. 1.13) , . 
, 

. ; 

Frequently an arrangement of facies exists such that fining upward cycles 

develop: 

(a) based by sandstone, 

(b) . succeeded by wavy bedded lithofacies, 

(c) capped by siltstone, 

Cd) occasionally laterally impersistent 1anunated mudstones may 

follow. 

A further phenomenon separating the lower member is the common occur-

,rence of calcareous nodules in such cycles. They occur either as densely 

packed small nodu1es~ as in the Sandstone Formation, or as individual 

sheets of isolate large nodules (c.f. New Aberdour Shore). 

Table 1.5 lists the lithofacies abundance data for the lower mudstone Member. 
-. , ' 

LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. MEAN T. MAX. T. MIN. T. PERCENT NO. PERCENT T. 
" . m m m II 

Siltstone 15.7 51 0.3 ' 1.74 0.03 53 ,- ,84 
. 

$ancls tone 1.6 34 0.05 0.15 0.01 35 9 

Laminfte 0.2 5 • 0.05 0.11 0.01 5 1 

WavY-beddt!d sand 1.1 7 0.64 1.04 0.23 7 6 
and s i 1 ts tone 

TOTAL 18.6 .. 
; -', , 

i Tab1e 1.5 !h.i£.I:ness Pararreters of the lithofacies in the Crovie Siltstone Fomration. 
, 

l~er ~~rTber 

The Middle Siltstone Member composition is displayed in Table 1.6 

demonstrating clearly that only two lithologies alternate, sandstone and 

siltstone. Siltstone thickness is high, average 2.2 m., and is consist-

ently so, ranging from 0.9 m. to 5.7 m. Sandstone thickness on the other 
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hand is always persiGtent laterally. Laminite and wavy bedded lithofacies 

do Uv t'-~::c:u:,: and in contrast to the Lower Member no calcareous nodules are 
I 

present. (Fig. 1.l2b., Fig~ ,1.13) . '. 
LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. .rAN T. .IAX. T. MIN. T. PERCENT NO. PERCENT T. 

m In m m 

Si ltstone 37.6 17 2.2 - 5.7 0.9 48 98 

Sandstone 0.8 18 0.04 0.11 0.01 52 
,. 

laminite - - - - - -
Wavy-bedded sand - - - - . - - , 

siltstone 

lOTAL 38.4 

Table 1.6 Thickness Pararreters of lithofacies in the Crovie Siltstone Formation. 

roti ddle ~~mhe,. 

-
-
2 

The Upper Silts tone Member consis ts of the same li thofacies as 

the Hidd1e ~~ember but has been distinguished on bed thickness data. 

(1) Siltstone has decreased in mean thickness to 1.2 m. and 
I 

similarly' the total range has decreased to 3.4 m." to 3 cm. 

(2) Sandstone on the other hand has marginally increased. both in 

abundance and in average thickness (9 cm.) having a maximum 

thickness of 25 cm. compared to 6 cm. in the Middle Member. 

. , 

Table 1.7 lists the composition of the Upper Mernber.(see. Figs. l.12c, 1.13) 

LITHOFACIES . ' TOTAL J • NO. r·[J\r~ T~' . t-'')\X. T. MIN. T. PERCENT NO. PERCENT T. 
In m In In I 

Silts tone 22.8 19 1.2 3.4 0.03 56 93.4 

Sandstone 1.4 15 0.09 0.25 0.03 44 5.7 

Laminite . ' - - - ,- - - -
Wavy-bedded sand - - - - . - -

and siltstone 

., 

TOTAL 
, 

24.2 

" . .. 

Tbble 1.7 Thickr.ess Pararrete, ... of lithofacies in the Crovie Siltstone Fonn"tion. 

~pe,. I-bmbe,. 
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1.2 (ii)e Summary and Discussion 

The upward fining trend, and the gradational nature of the sequence 

~~ Crovie leaves little doub,t as to the nature of the sequence, and order 

of stratigraphic units. Problems do exist, and are concerned mainly with 
. ' 

the thickness of each ,Stratigraphic Unit, and the nature of the sediment 

reJroved by faulting. 

The Crovie Conglomerate Formation has an exposed thickness of 30 m 
• 

but passes out to sea. 45 m. of Crovie Sandstone Formation strata outcrop 

but the mit has a faulted base. Equivalent sections of strata analogous 

to the Sandstone Facies and tentati~ly assigned to the Sandstone Formation 

are exposed at Craigendargity, and at the Snook. Fig.l.l4illustrates the , 

main structural elements of Gamrie Bay, and shows the disposition of the 

Stratigraphic Units." 

,. 

. Due to the immature assemblage of detritus it may be true that the 

'Crovie Conglomerate Formation represents the earliest sediment deposited 

in the Western Section. Nevertheless no evidence exists to allow the 

nature or the thickness of sediment removed by faulting at the base of the 

sequence to be estimated. 

, . 

The Crovie Sandstone contains conglomerate horizons 'at the base~ and 

near the top, and in both of these restricted developments the composition 

of the detritus is identical to that of the Conglomerate Formation, and 

more significantly the composition of the conglomerate exposed at the 

Snook and at Craigendargity.compares with that of the Conglomerate Form-

ation also. There is little doubt therefore that the Conglomerate 

Formation and Sandstone Formation are related, and it is tempting to assume 

that the sandy developments at the top of the exposed Conglomerate Formation 

Sequence are related to the conglomerate developments at the bottom of the 

Sandstone sequence and, therefore, to suggest that only a small amount.: 

of strata has been removed by the faulting that connects the two sequences. 
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At first sight this appears reasonable, and the writer is confident that 

the two sequences are related, but the gap between Conglomerate and Sand

stone Formations may b~ large. 

The Conglomerate Formation is 'comprised 90% Conglomerate, the Sandstone 

Formation 19%. Siltstone is immediately present in the Sandstone Formation 

Sequence, but absent from the Conglomerate Formation •. The short ~~ections . 

exposed at the 'Snook and at Craigendargity are s ancs tone dominated, and about 

90% of this is coarse and conglomeratic, quite dissimilar to either Conglom

erate or Sandstone Formations. 

The problems are:-

(i) ,~ . What is the true thickness of the Conglomerate Formation? 

(ii) What is the true thickness of the Sandstone Formation? 

(iii) Do the Craigendargity and Snook exposures belong to a 

sequence of rocks originally between the Conglomerate and 

Sandstone Formations? 

A consideration of the structure of Gamrie Bay allows some light to 

be cast upon these problems. Fig. 1.14 shows that the faulting between 

Craigendargity and the harbour at the Snook follows a trend comparable 

with that of the Troup Head and North Crovie faults, and the possibility 

that these faults may be related is not unreasonable. If such faults are 

connected, then the exposure of Dalradian rocks in the bay at Cr-ovie "Black 

Stones" implies that the unconformable base to the Devonian sequence may 

exist beneath Gamrie Bay and if this assumption is correct then a normal 

sequence may exist up to the conglomeratic sandstones at either the Snook 

or at Craigendargity. 

This consideration does not assist in an estimation of Conglomerate 

and Sandstone Formation thickness but it does serve to suggest that the 

thicknesses may be well in excess of those measured, and also, the 

conglomerate sandstones at the Snook and at Crai~ndargity may belong to 
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a sequence not represented along the Crovie Section but originally 

~~r~sited between the Conglomerate and Sandstone Formations. The Crovie 

Siltstone FOl;lllatioll !'\qy continue into the East Harbour Formation t this 

. would be acceptable, but remains unproven.' Whatever the relationship -

no estimation can be made of the nature or thickness of sediment removed. 

In summary therefore the Crovie section displays the following:-

-------------- Faulted -------------

Crovie Siltstone Formation 

-Transition- - - - -

Crovie Sandstone Formation 

Faulted ----__ 

Snook and Craigendargity 
Sections 

------------- Faulted -------------

Unknown thid<ness of sediment removed 

94 m. exposed .,",," 

45 m. exposed, but thickness may be well 
in excess of this 

~... ~ , 

It is suggested that a further facies, 
poorly representated at present, may 
exist at this horizon. 
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Crovie Conglomerate 30 m +, thickness ,may well exceed this value 

Faulted -----

Dalradian 



1.2 (iii) The Gardenstown Coastal Subsection 

1.2 (iii)a Introduction 

The section of coastal exposure between the Snook and the rindon 

Fault completes the exposure of the Basement Group in the Western Section, 
. .,. ~ 

and provides a reasonably continuous exposure of the higher deposits of 

the Crovie Group sediments. Unfortunately, as elsewhere, continuity Clf 

~xposure is marred by the incomplete nature of the sequence caused by 

faulting. As was shown in Fig. 1.14 the section is bounded to the east 

by the Findon Fault and to the west by the Afforsk Fault. It will be 

apparent from this map that minor faulting complicates the section, 

frequently forming boundaries between proposed rock stratigraphic units. 

Along the section the follow~ng seque~ce is exposed, as defined 

earlier on page 

5 Conglomerate facies 
.----------------------------------

4 

3 

3 

Coarse sandy facies 

Sandy facies 

Silty facies 
----------------------------------

Afforsk Fault 

" 

rindon Fault 

Direct comparison can be made between the conglomerate and coarse 

sandy facies with the Geological Survey's beds 5 and 4 respectively. Agcdn, 

the boundaries of the Geologic~l Survey's bed 3 horizon are obsc~ and 

during the present survey it has been found necessary to subdivide the 
, ,. 

sediments lying between the definite bed 2 and bed 4 (presumably, bed 3!!) 

into two II thological dissimilar units. The above broad groupings, can .. 

be made without' recourse to "ll thological-statistical" means as' the four 

divisions are lithologically quite dissimilar, whilst at the same time 

appear to ~e gradational from one unit to the next. 

As mentioned previously the Geological Surveys numerical notation 



is obsolete and contravenes the proposed code of stratigraphic practice 

(Kruffibein & Sloss 1963) and it is proposed to redefine the sequence on. 

a Formation/Member basis. ·On these grounds the above sequence becomes: 

5 Findon Conglomeration Formation 
) 
) 
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----------------------------------------- Afforsk Fault ) Middle Old Red Sandstone 

4 Castle Hill Sandstone Formation )' 

) . 
3 West Harbour Formation ~'Lower Old Red Sandstone 

3 East Harbour Formation 
----------------------------------------- Findon Fault 

) 
) 

1.2 (iii)b East Harbour Formation (or silty facies) . 

The East Harbour'Formation constitutes the lowest exposed '~ediments 

of the Gardenstown sectio~ a~dis equi~alent to the lower portion of the 

Geological Survey's bed 3'sediments. The naming of the unit is derived 

from its total exposure to the east of Ga~denstown harbour, the basis for 

further subdivision will be discussed later (page 33 ) 

Characteristics 

!YEe Section 

Lowest Exposed 
Stratum 

A sequence of repet!tiveunits of four distinct 1itho-

facies: 

1. Sandstone 

2. Wavy bedded sandstone' and siltstone 

3. Siltstone 

4. Laminated mudstone 

The sequence is dominated,by facies 2 and 3. tqe prop

ortions being variable throughout the sequence and 

necessitating a further subdivision of the sequence. 

The type section is the wave cut platform exposed 

between the Snook and ~he east pier of Gardenstown 

Iiarbour. This remains the only section available of. 

sediments of this character. 

Siltstones outcropping to the '-test side of the Findon 

Fault in the vicinity of the Snook (see Fig. lJ.5 ) 



Topmost Exposed 
Stratum 

Thickness 

Nature of Outcrop 

The incoming of persistent sheets of cross laminated 

fine sandstone occurring adjacent to the seaward 

extension of the eastern pier of Gardenstown Harbour 

(see Fig. 1.15) 

A measured thickness of 94 m is exposed between the 

defined boundaries, but the total extent of this unit 

is unknown because of the faulted base, and faulting 

in mid sequence. 

A broad wave cut platform with easy access but requiring 

low water. The section is backed by a sea wall and 

, 'only poor exposure is available behind this in parts 

of the heavily overgrown cliff.' 

Faulting complicates the otherwise simple structure 

"by causing minor folding at the base of the section, 

and by removing an unknown thickness of sediment from 

the middle of the sequence. 

General Stratigraphy 

The sequence,is composed of sequences involving the following four 
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lithofacies, selected field logs are shown in Figs. 1.16 and l.l~ (see also 1.18) 

Lithofacies 1 Sandstone 

(Plate 1.5) Thin laterally persist~nt, drab, fine sandstone sheets, 

showing'sharP, often slightly erosive bases. Ripple cross lamination 

~y' be present but most- commonly the sandstones are massive with occasional 

flat bedd~d Units 'showing parting lineations. The tops of sandstone 

units are always sharp, i.e. they occur as discrete sandstone units 

rather than grading into higher sediments, and although laterally persist

ent~ sandstDnes may show variation of 50\ or more in thickness over 

distances" of the order of 20 m'. Sandstone frequently occurs interbedded 
• 



ft:thin other lithofacies, or recording a change from one association 

to the next. 

Lithofacies 2 - Wavy Bedded Sandstone and Siltstone 

(Plate 1.5 ) Alternations of thinly bedded impersistent sheets of 

sandstone and siltstone forming thick laterally persistent units. 

Lithofacies 2 always follows the previous facies by sharp passage, but 

may be gradational into succeeeding facies. in a simple fining sequence. 

The base·of lithofacies 2 units is never erosive, but lithofacies 1 

commonly forms the base (55.3% of lithofacies 2 units are based by 

lithofacies 1). Laterally the units are persistent both in thickness 

and internal form. : Compared with this the intera1 bedding is frequently 

obscure and impersistent,consisting of sharp,. often slightly erosive 

based thin sandstones which rarely continue for more than 2 m, these . 

grade rapidly into siltstones and very fine sandstones which are' usually 

of the same order of thickness, 1. e. I to 3 ems. Internally _ the sands 

and silts are frequently massive, but occasionally the sandstones show 

a poorly developed ripple cross' lamination which' is further reflected .:. 

by the overall wavy nature of the interbedding. The colour ranges froJIl 

buff (mainly sandstone) to brown (mainly siltstone). The siltstones may 

grade into mudstone in some instances and in these cases symmetrical 

rippled surfaces may be preserved. F1asered lenses of sandstone may 

also be found in the thicker units of siltstone •. Lithofacies 2 is 

commonly desiccated, and often at ,numerous levels within each unit. 

Lithofacies 2 is commonly overlain by siltstone, but in several cases 

thin lenticular units of laminated mudstone have been observed, but always 

on the tops of the units and never within the units. Less commonly the 

following structures are observed: 

Well devel~ped sheets of ripple cross lamination, . 

Well developed sheets of Climbing ripple cross lamination, 

Graded units, 
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B~l) and pillow structures, 

Convolute beddiui;r 

Lithofacies 3 - Siltstone 

(Plate 1.5 ) Thick units of siltstone or muddy siltstone occurring in 

massive or finely laminated units with a very low percentage of impersist-

ent thin fine sandstone sheets. Units of siltstone are persistent and , 

consistent laterally and usually develop by rapid gradation from the 

previous unit, which is commonly lithofacies 1 or 2, i.e. '32% and 40% 

respectively. The rapidly gradational base often incorporates thin flaser 

type sandstones more typical of lithofacies 2. On the whole bedding is 

obscure and denoted by thin slightly coarser siltstone sheets 'or more 
. , " , 

rarely lenticles of very fine sandstone. Mud veneers are commonly . . 
present in thin persistent sheets but generally only occur towards the 

top of a unit. The ultimate sediment is usually either laminated 

mudstone or reddish brown mudstone. , The laminated mudstone is similar to 

those developed at higher levels, i.e. in the West Harbour Formation, 

and although uncommon, does occur in fairly persistent levels. The mud-
, .• l ' ~ , , 

stone is less common and occurs only as infillingsof lenticular hollows' 
~ :. .,. 

in the .top surface of the s1ltstoneor lam1nated mudstone. The upper 

surface is always sharp,' and may be de~iccated although desiccation 

cr~cks are rarely recorded within siltstone' units.' The soft nature of 

such lIDi ts usually prevents the form?-:ion of bedding plane surfaces -

rare examples found often show symmetrical ripple marks or trains of 

linguoid ripples formed in thin sandstone sheets. The colour of siltstone 

units ranges from' dark grey to reddish brown. Grey sediments dominating 

the base of the formation whilst brown and reddish brown siltstones 

increase in abundance towards higher levels. In lower and mid portions 

of the seq~ence levels of isolated calcareous nodules are common in 

thicker siltstone beds. 
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Lithofaci~s 4 - Laminated Mudstone 
"'. -,-

-'-----
' .. '.' Thinly interbedded laminae of mudstone and siltstone t 

'---, 
usual~y grey in C():.:. .... ~·".;~.nd 'commonly of very :restricted lateral persistence. 

Laminated mudstone is uncommon in the sequence, but when present always 

occurs at the top of units of lithofacies 3 (never interbedded). Internal 

bedding is developed on a mm,scale and of no great persistence but often 

having a micro-ripple appearance. 

Mudstone - occurs very infrequently and has not been included as a 

characteristic lithofacies'. Essentially very thin units of :reddish mud

stone, "internally massive and always in laterally impersistent lenticular 

units.· Desiccation is abundant in these red mudstones. Small tubular 

infillings occur and may :represent either rootlets or burrows, comparable 

to structures more abundant in the West HarboU[' Formation. 

Table 1.8 is a summary of the lithofacies content for the East 

Harbour Formation, mudstone has been omitted as it comprises much less 

than 1% of th~ measured thickness. 

LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. MEAN T. ,..AX. T. MIN. T. PERCENT NO. Pt::RCENT T. 
m m III m 

Siltstone 39.9 53 0.75 2.1 0.02 25.9 '42.4 
, . 

Sandstone 4.6 57 0.08 0.,24 0.03 27.9 4.9 

Laminated 6.9 26 0.26 0.7 0.02 . 12.7 7.3 
Mudstone 

~Iavy-bedd~d 42.6 68 0.63 2.1 . 0.1 33.3 45.3 
sand-s 11ts tone . 

TOTAL 94.0 I 

Table 1.8 TI.ickness Parameters of lithofacies in the East Harbour Formation 

..... .. - ~ 

Lithofacies 2 and 3 (wavy bedded sandstone~siltstone and siltstone) 

clearly dominate the overall sequence having infrequent interbedded thin 
. .' 

units of l~thofacies 4 - laminated mudstone, and also thin units of 

lithofacies 1 - sandstone. (I.e. compare thickness percentages and 

nurrerical abundance) 
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- - -- -------- -. 

Basis For the Recogni don of the East Harbour Formation 

, 'The East Harbour Formation is the lowest group of deposits recognised 

in ~to Gardenstown section'and comprises a sequence of sediwents similar 

in many respects to the Crovie Siltstone Formation, but differing signif-

icantly from overlying deposits in the Gardenstown sequence. In contrast 

to the Crovie sequence new lithofacies have been introduced (i.e. lithofacies 

land 4) and are the basis for the erection, of a new formation rather 

than assigning the sequence to the Crovie Siltstone Formation. 

'In terms of lithofacies abundance, the East HarboUr Formation is a 

gradational sequence necessitating a two fold division of the sequence. 

As no new lithofacies are introduced or previous ones lost within either 

of the subdivisions proposed, it'is felt more appropriate to'retain the 

whole section as the East Harbour Formation but add an internal upper', 

and lower, subdivision on a member basis as the latter characterises the 

gradational sequence more accurately than the one major grouping. 

Fig. 1.19 illustrates the vertical profile constructed for total 

data and compares it with profiles erected using partial data from the 

proposed upper and lower subdivisions. The East Harbour Fault (Fig.l.lS) 

forms a convenient mid point division to the sequence, dividing it into 

an incomplete lower siltstone rich sequence and an incomplete upper 

sequence rich in the wavy bedded lithofacies. Table 1.9 summarises the 

,appropriate lithofacies composition data for the proposed upper:and lower 

members. 

. ' 

Lower' Upper 

" 

r.elilber 1-1err.ber 

. 
Laminated mudstone 6.1 7.2 

t 

Siltstone 59.4 ' 24.6 

Wav,y bedded Sst. Silts. 32.8 48.3 

Sandstone 1.7 19.8 

TClble 1.9 SUII1T1ary of Lithofacies content of Upper and 

tOW!!!' [as t Harbour ~~r.i)P.1'S 
~';';"'=":"';';';:';":="';-' 

• I- :. 
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It is clear from Table 1.9 that the Lower East Harbour Member 

is silts~on~ dominated (59%) whilst in comparison the Upper Member shows 

a considerable reduction in siltstone to 25%, see Figs. 1.19 and 1.21 

This upward reduction in fine lithologies being accompanied by a concomitant 

increase in wavy bedded and sandstone lithofacies (i.e. an increase in 

. coarse sediment). 

A time trend analysis of lithofacies thickness data (Fig. 1.20) 

sh~ws a slight change in form of the sequence with increase in stratigraphic 

height, a feature more clearly illustrated by the thickness frequency 

histograms (Fig. 1.21). Lithofacies 2, 3 and 4 show a clear distinction 
, 

in the thickness distributions in upper and lower members, the upper member 

in each case having a tendency towards thinner units. Also in gen~ral, 

the standard deviation is lower for the bed thickness data of the upper 

member. 

A one way analysis of variance carried out on bed thickness data 

. indicates that to within the 95% level of confidence no significant 

correlation exists between the lithologies of upper and lower members; 

Stratigraphic Summary 

Lower East Harbour Member - Table 1.10 summarises the lithofacies compos-

ition of the lower member, clearly demonstrating the predominance of 

siltstone over wavy-bedded deposi~s,. both of which make up the bulk of 
• ': 4-

. the sequence. 

LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. MEAl'{ T. t'AX. T. MIN. T. PERCENT NO. PERCENT T. 
II II III 1'1 

Siltstone 26.9 24 1.12 2.1 0.3 42 59.4 
-

Sandstone' 0.53 . 11 0.05 0.12 0.03 19 ." 1.7 

laminated 2.75 8 0.34 0.7 0.15 " 14 6.05 
tludstone 

Wavy-bedded 15.3 14 1.1 2.1 0.2 • 24 32.8 
sand-st 1 ts tone 

lOTAL 45.48 .. 

Table 1.10 Thickness Parameters of Lithofacies in the lo~:er East Harbour ~'errber 
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The fI'equencey distribution of bed thickness data (Fig. 1.21 ) . 

shows the Ph:doJo"':'''nnce of thick units of siltstone and wavy bedded 

lithofacies, interspaced with thin infrc1uent laminite and sandstone. 
\ 

Upper East Harbour Member - Table 1.11 lists the lithofacies composition 

of the upper member. 

LITt:OFACIES TOTAL T. NO. MEAN T. "'AX. T. MIN. T. PERCENT NO. PERCENT T. 
m m n: m 

Siltstone 12.96 29 0.45 . 2.02· 0.02 19.7 24.6 

Sandstone 4.13 46 0.09 0.22· 0.05 31.3 .. 19.8 

Laminated 4.17 18 0.23 0.4 0.02 12.2 7.2 
Mudstone ' . 

Wavy·bedded 
sand·s ilks tone 

25.36 54 0.47 1.25· 0.08 36.7 48.3 

TOTAL 46.62 ., 

Table 1.11 Thickness Parameters of lithofacies in the Upper East Harbour Member 

Clearly. the upper member consists of the same lithofacies, but 

it is characterised by: - 1 

(i) a decrease in the importance of siltstone, wavy bedded depc-

sits are most abundant, and sandstone increases markedly; 

(ii) laminite thickness is marginally. lower; 

(iii) siltstone range of thickness has varied very little but.as 

shown in the thickness frequency· histograms the distribution 

is skewed towards smaller beds in the upper member; 

(iv) the same is true in the case of the wavy bedded lithofacies; 

(v) sandstone thickness has increased, but most important the 

numerical abundance of sandstone beds has almost doubled. 

, .. 

Fig. 1.19 illustrates the lithofacies composition of the East 

Harbour Formation, and compares the form of upper and lower members. 
. ~. -

1.2 (iii)~ West Harbour Formation (sandy facies) 

S:haracteristics A rhythmic sequence of coarse and fine beds with 



Lower B01.IDdary 

yPper ~o1.IDdary 

Thickness 

bedforms arranged in simple fining-upwards asymmetric 

_cycles. A gradational sequence divisible into "upper" 

dnd!'lower" member·s on the basis of the ab1.IDdance of 

individual lithofacies, and dominated throughout by 

ripple laminated fine sandstone and siltstone. 

The incoming of the first ripple cross laminated fine 

micaceous sandstone adjacent to the end of the east 

pier of Gardens town Harbour~ (Fig. 1~15) 

N.W.-S.E. trending fault. located z.S m. from \-1est Pier, 

illustrated in Fig. 1. 22 

At least 45 m (logged thickness). A determination of 

thickness is 'complicated by faulting within the seq~ence. 

Nature of Outcrop An easily accessible section formed by a iowwa~e cut 

platform only exposed fully at low water. The section 

is backed by sea wall and offers no cliff exposure. 

The general strike is ~o • ..., , dip '35- Hw although 

this is complicated by the Gardenstown Basin - a small 

low angle basin occurring on the seaward side of the 

. foreshore. The strike of the beds parallels that of 

the East Harbour Formation sediments initially, but 

rapidly bends to the west to form the 'basin'. Sediments 

rest horizontally in the centre of-this structure, but 

are transected by the West Harbour Fault - a fracture 

which causes little disturbance on the east side, but 

produces steep dips and steeply plunging minor folds 

on the west. A small island of West Harbour Formation 

sediment outcrops ~o the north and dips at . 40· 

to the North West. The sediments of this outcrop are 

closely comparable with the Lower West Harbour Me~ber. 

The line of rocks known as Cralgendairgity is separated 
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from the foreshore by a further fault apparently 

parallel to th~ offshore fault just described. The 

Equivalent 
Section 

Upper r'i~:n.'ber outcrops to the west of the West Harbour 

Fault and is formed into a relatively steeply plunging 

syncline with several small faults located on the fold 

axis. 

A short section of sediments, similar in many respects 

to the West Harbour Formation, outcrops to the south 

of Crovie Village, fault bounded on all sides (see page 

43 ) 

General Stratigraphy (PIQ.f:~s /. 'I 3., - 10 - ,,). 

The West Harbour Formation consists of cyclic alternations of the 

following six lithofacies: 

1. Cross-laminated sandstone; 

2. Flat-bedded sandstone; 

3. Siltstone; 

4 •. Laminated mudstone; , 

5. '. Muds tone; 

6. Cross-stratified sandstone. 

1. Cross-laminated Sandstone 

Thin, almost parallel units of fine to medium grained buff 

to red micaceous sandstone, generally slightly erosive1y based. Ripple 

cross lamination dominates the units, being a mixture of ripple drift 

(predominates) d"'" climbing ripple cross lamination. 

2. Flat-bedded Sandstone· 

Either medium grained sandstone with flat bedding and 

parting lineation.occurring at the base of cross laminated sandstone 

units, or, fine grained sandstone with flat bedding at the top of similar 

units. 
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3. Siltstone 

Massive ~d brown siltstone occurring in alternation with 

sandstone units, always pas'sing gradationally from underlying sandstone. 

Immediately above the sandstone the siltstone may contain thin sandstone 

lenses. Siltstones are very rarely desiccated. 

4. Laminated Mudstone 

A thin interbedding of siltstone and red mudstone in small 

0.5 cm graded couplets. 
( f, 

Desiccation is quite common in these levels. 

5. Mudstone 

.Thin developments of internally massive red mudstone, with 

abundant desiccation and sand filled burrows or rootlets. Mudstone units 

being thin tend to be impersistent and form in small channel shaped shallow 

depressions. . 

6. Cross-stratified Sandstone 

Thick developments of fine to medium grained buff to red 

micaceous sandstone. Generally units have an overall lenticular or chalhiel 

shape and have an internaL cross stratification • 

. Lithofaces I to 4 are common in the lower member, whereas lithofacies 

6 dominates the upper member as will be discussed later." 

Basis for Proposal of West Harbour Formation 

A significantly different assemblage of lithofacies marks the 

rapid transition into the West Harbour Formation. The previously common 

sandstone sheets and ~~terolithic facies are no longer recorded, whilst 

si l't::t;vllc, laminite, and red mudstone remain allowing some sense of 
continuity to be envisaged. New lithofacies replace those removed -

primarily ~ine grained micaceous sandstone ,'lith an abundance of. ripple' 

cross lamination. The form of the sequence alters with the above changes, 

and instead of the sirr.ple alternations recol~ded previously, graded bedding 

. 



becomes common and characterises many lithological relationships. 

Associated with the sandstone there is abundant evidence of scouring 

and oth~~·;~;r.o~ ~~osional features uncommon at lower levels. 

Overall the % distribution of lithofacies, particularly those 
. 

retained differs markedly from that previously recorded, except in the 

case of siltstone. For example: 

Upper Eas t Harbour Lower Yes t Harbour 
.lenber Mcrrt>er 

U U TS 

Laminated 7 19 27 
Mudstone 

S11 tstone 26 23 22 

Heterol1thi c 48 0 0 
Facies 

ripple laminated 0 58 50 
Sst. 

Table 1.12 Comparison of lithofacies content of 

Upper Eas t Ha rbour 11e!l'ber lind the 

lower West Harbour Member 

'. Basis for Member Subdivisions 

Of the six lithofacies comprising the Formation only four OCCL~ 

in the lower division whilst all six develop at higher levels. Of the 

lithofacies common to all levels only lithology 3 remains relatively 

unchanged; the remainder suffer marked increases or decreases in ab\IDd

ance. Coarse member lithologies are drastically reduced but replac~d 

by a considerablp- thickness of cross bedded sandstone whereas fine 

i.~":ilLbers suffer an overall reduction in abundance. 

The dependence of individual cycles upon coarse or fine member 

thickness is considered in Fig. 1.23 where sandstone thickness is plotted 

against cycle thickness and siltstone thickness. These graphs show 

that in the lowest member sandstone thickness is related to cycle 
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thicknesR. but the trend is not close to the I : I line as in the upper 

member. This ilh~lies a far greater importance of siltstone in the lower 

member. The second plot (~ig.I.23b) of sand v silt illustrates a clear 

separation of the two members either side of the I : I line of equal 

abundance. Thus it is clear that the lower member is heavily dependent 

upon siltstone whereas the upper. member is dominated by sandstone units. 

"r 

This trend of increasing abundance of coarse sediment is continued: 

. into the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation; inde'ed a coarsening trend has 

existed since the East Harbour Formation. 
~ : i. 

In the Lower East Harbour 

Formation siltstone occupied 59% of the succession reducing to 26% by . . 

the Upper East Harbour Membe~. : The Lower' EastHa~bour'Hembe; consist~d of 
~ '" ~ 

i ~ 

23% whilst the Upper Member contained 7% and looking ahead temporarily 

the Castle Hill Sandstone contains <~l%. Thus a coarsening upward trend 
. :- , ' . , " 

. ." 
exists and is a gradational one but the rate of such gradation cannot be 

estimated due to the incomplet~ nature of the ,sections involved. 

The coarsening trend is also reflected 'in the bed thickness relation

ships with height which serve to separate the upper and lowern~mbers' 

"further. Fig. 1.24 represents a 'smoothed' time trend analysis of the 

thickness of sandstone beds for the West Harbour Formatio~ it is clear 

that by the highest level in the lower member deposits jus~ east of the 

West Harbour Fault an irregularity exists in the otherwise regular 

distribution of sand bed thicknesses. Beyond the West Harbour Fi3:ult this 

irregularity continues but is enhanced in a slow upward trend towards 

Thus, overall, several lines of evidence coincide to support the 

erection of the Formation and its further two fold subdivision. 

A fu~ther feature (but of less value) is the change in dominant 

sandstone colour with increasing stratigraphic height. " Essentially drab 

beds are replaced by red at higher levels, red only being dominant in 
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the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation (see Fig.!. 25 ). 

Lower West Harbour Member (Fig. 1.26 and 1.27) 

Table 1. 13 summarises the lithofacies abundance data for the Lower 

West Harbour Member. " .' 'f -, 

LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. • 9.N T. flAX. T. MIN. T. PERrENT tlO. PERCENT T • 
D1 m D1 II 

Siltstone 2.1 16 0.13 0.3 0.08 22.2 22.9 

F'1 at-bedded S5 t 0.61 7 0.08 0.16 0,04 9.7 6.6 
• 

Ripple laminated 4.66 29 0.16 0.38 0.04 40~3 50.8 
Sst 

Lami na ted rluds tone 1.79 20 0.89 0.18 0.04 27.8 19.5 

Mudstone - - - - - - -
TOTAL 9.16 

Table 1.13 Thickness Parameters of Litnofacies fn the lO\·/erWestHarbour Member: 

Four lithologies alternate in simple fining upward cycles, an 

alternation which is rigidly adhered to, i.e. although sandstone dominates 

each cycle (57.4%), numerically, sandstone occurs in exactly 50% of the 

'recorded transitions. 

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone is the most abundant lithofacies, 

and forms the base of every cycle. 'Units are laterally persistent over 

the whole foreshore t except in two instances where ripple lamination 

changes to planar cross stratification. Vertically and laterally ripple 

cross-lamination may change into flat bedding or more cornn~nly climbing 

ripple cross-lamination. 

Ripple-laminated sandstone may be preceded by coarse grained flat-

bedded sandstone in thin units t or superceded by very fine, flat-bedded 

sandstone ~n thin units. The fine portion of each cycle always rests 

gradationally upon the sandstone, gradation often being very rapid. 

Siltstone is most abundant (23%) and may he rippled in the lower coarser 
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portion, or flat-bedded, but at highest levels massive siltstone is 

most common. • 

With reduction in grain size the siltstone bed invariably shows 

the' development of thin reddened mud laminae which soon alternate with 

silt laminae producing the very characteristic 'red ~triped' laminite 

11 thofacies. 

Thickness frequency histograms for the lower member are shown in 

Fig. 1.28 and clearly demonstrate that: 

1. Ripple drifted (cross-laminated) sandstone has an average 

thickness of 16 cm. 

2 • Siltstone ,-.J 13 cm. 

While: 

3. Flat bedded sandstone and laminite are much thinner-8 cm 

and-'9 cm respectively. 

Upper West Harbour Member (see Figs. 1.26 and 1.29) . 

LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. KAN T. MAX. T. MIN. T. p~Rc£ru NO. PERCENT T • 
m .. In • 

Siltstone 1.53 6 0.25 1.1 0.04 10.1 7.0 

Flat bedded Sst 0.63 5 0.13 0.2 0.07 8.4 2.9 

Ripple laminated 2.07 10 0.21 0.48 0.03 16.9 9.5 
Sst. ~ 

Lami na ted t~uds tone 2.04 18 0.11 0.22 . 0.03 30.5 9.4 . 
Mudstone 2.01 4 0.5 1.2 0.15 6.7 9.2 

Cross Stratified 13.25 15 0.88 1.6 0.2 25.4 60.8 
Sst. 

TOTAL 21.78 

Table 1.14 Thicknes!. Parameters of lithofacies in the Uppe,. \.lest Harbou,. Membe,. 

Table 1.14 contrasts the upper member in that: 

1. N~w lithofacies are included, but none of those previously 

occurring have been lost. 

2. Sandstone dominates the cycles 73% 
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3. Mudstone is present. 

4. The previous simple alternation of coarse and fine is no 

longer typical. . 

Alternation of sandstone and siltstone is still the characteristic 

feature of the upper member, but facies relationships have altered. 

Graded units, although still present, are not typical of the sequence. 

Instead of being dominated by simple cross laminated sandstone sheets 

(the abundance of which has decreased to 9.5\) cross stratified sandstone 

dominates the cycles (6lt) with fine lithologies being reduced to 26t. 

Uni t thickness increases markedly as mentioned previously - cross 

stratified sandstones average 1.6 m. in thickness. Ripple cross laminated 

sandstones show a remarkable consistency in average thickness, being 
, 

16 cm in the lower member and 16.9 cm in the upper. Flat bedded sandstone 

still occurs in thin sheets, whereas siltstone has doubled its average 

thickness to 25 cm. More significantly its maximwn thickness has 

increased from 30 cm to 1.1 m laminite has only increased from 9 em 

average to 11. the maximum values also remaining similar (i.e. 18 cm of 

22 em). Mudstone only occurs infrequently in the upper member, but tend 

to form thick units (average 50 em maximum 1.2 m). 

As mentioned, facies associations differ between the two rnewbers: 

'1. Graded cycles were typical in the lower men'iber. 

2. Graded cycles occur in the upper member but are overshadowed 

in importance by the newly introduced cross stratified 

sandstone lithofacies. 

3. Sharp changes in lithofacies became more typical, and cycles 

became indistinct as erosive surfaces became more apparent 

~ith increasing stratigraphy height, erosion removing the 

final deposits of the preceding cycle. 

4. Cross stratified sandstones may be jnternally graded. i.e. 
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cross stratification is often a form of channel infilling and 

the grain size and sequence of bedforms often grades upwards 

in a similar manner to the deposits of the lower member - the 

main difference being that the deposits of the upper member are 

not laterally persistent, i.e. they are restricted to channels • 

. Crovie Equivalent Section 

Sediments directly comparable to those assigned to the West Harbour 

Formation occur in a small fault bounded block at the south end of Crovie 

Village. The short sequence is directly comparable 

to the Lower West Harbour Formation in terms of grain size, lithofacies, 

and sequences of bedforms. The proportions of the various lithofacies are 

listed in' the following table (Table 1.15), and illustrated in Fig •. 1.30' 

A close comparison exists, but consideration of bed thickness distributions 

(Fig. 1. 31') demonstrates that the lithofacies of the Crovie sequence occur 

in much thicker units. The limited ex~osure available prevents ~,ything 

but speculation as to the equivalent position of these sections, although 

the nature of the Crovie section with the notable absence of large 

scale cross bedding suggests its probable equivalence with the Lower West 

Harbour Formation. Being a fault-contained section this possible correlation 

is of little value, other than to suggest that the South Crovie Fault has 

a large down throw, possibly in an order of 100 m as no. representati ves 

of the East Harbour Formation are present. The fault brings the strata 

into juxtoposition with the Crovie mudstone. 

LITHOFA~IES TOTAL T. NO. K:AN T. r·'Ax. T. MIN. T. PERCENT PERCENT 
m m m m tlO. T. 

Mudstone 3.08 8 0.:18 0.51 0.02 10 13.5 

Laminated 5.94 25 0.23 0.53 0.03 27 . 20 mudstone 

Siltst(lna 3.19 5 0.63 1.50 0.18 5 14 

Ri pp le: 1 ami nated 7.64 . 39 0.19 
. 

1.30 0.03 42 . 33.5 sandstone 

Fl at-bedded 2.96 15 0.19 0.64 0.05 16 13 sands tone 

TOTAL 22.al . 

Tc:b1e 1.15 Thickness PClriinl(>ters of lithofac;(!s in the Hl!~t Harbour Formation 
~ Croy';c hcquIYill('nt'; :)('ctJon. 

---------------.-.--.~.----------------~~- " 



1.2 (iii)d Castle Hill Sandstone Formation 

Introduction 

In the western section the coarsening upward trend initiated at 

the base of the Gardenstown section culminates with the Castle Hill 

Sandstone. Unf~tunately the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation is 

difficult to characterise primarily due to the inconsistent nature of the 

sediments but also complicated by their soft nature, which has resulted 

in much of the sea cliff decaying and becoming vegetated whilst the 

wave platform shows dense sediment-trapping algae covering most of the 

rock and flourishing in the increasing volumes of untreated sewage 

dispersed along this section in recent years. Although much of this 

'damage' is of recent origin, the Rev. John Pratts' thoughts when he 

recalled Gamrie Bay as a " ••• deeply inlaid detached strip of oouldering 

Old Red Sandstone" are probably more applicable today than in 1~70 when 

written (Pratt 1870). 

Castle Hill Sandstone Formation 

The Formation consists essentially the Geological Surveys Bed 4 

" ... friable, bright red and mottled sandstone with scattered pebbles and 

occasional lenticular bands of conglomerate." 

. 
Characteristics 

!ype Section 

Equivalent Section 
• 

A sandstone dominated sequence consisting of fine 

to coarse grained bright red sandstone with abund-

ant channelling and cross stratification. Higher 

levels show the introduction of conglomerate in 

small proportions and quite fine grades • 

• Shore section west of Gardensto\ofD Harbour up to 

the Den of Findon. 
i' , 

Bright red sandstones attributed to the Castle Hill 

Sandstone Formation are exposed in a fault bounded 

block south of Crovie Village and also fault 



Lower Boundary 

Upper Boundary 

Thickness 

Fossils 

Nature of Outcrop 

I' 

bounded between the Snook and Crovie (see Figs. 

1.4, 1.5,. 1.22). 

Red ~edium grained sandstone following fine mica-

ceous sandstone of ~lest Harbour Formation. 

Faulted against Middle Old Red Sandstone Conglomerate 

in the Den of Findon by the Afforsk Fault, and 

against Dalradian by the Findon Fault. 

Impossible to estimate due to faulting, but at 

least, 300 "" are present. 

None 

Continuous exposure exists along the'Gardenstown 
, 

foreshore but its continuity is marred by repeated 

faulting and the dense' growth of sediment-binding 

algae. Majority of the wave platform is obscured 

by such weed leaving only n'ar~w sections visible 

adjacent to the beach. An irregular cliff forms 

the back of the' beach but the'soft nature of the 

red sandston~ has produced an: almost 'badland' 

'topography much of the cliff having collapsed, 

the remainder becoming rapidly vegetated. 
, ,; 

General Stratigraphy In the initial summary of, the Gardenstown Section 

the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation was described 

as a coarse sandy facies. This serves to disting-

uish distinct lithological assemblages, but 

lithostratigrarhi'cally an internal two fold sub-

, division is apparent. 

Upper Member Conglomerati c Subfacies Castle Hill 
Sandstone 

Lower Member Sandy Subfacies 
' , Formation 
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Basis for Formation Subdivision 

The Upper West Harbour Formation with its trough-shaped units of 

rip~le cross-laminated sandstone is replaced rapidly by units of 

coarser grained sandstone lacking the abundant mica of the West Harbour 

Formation and totally lacking the extensive developments of ripple 

cross lamination s~ common in the previous group. The ab1.mdance of 

laminite decreased upwards from the Lower West Harbour Formation and 

is not recorded above the base -of the Castle Hill Sandstone. 

Basis for Internal Subdivision 

The Gardenstown section is noteable for its coarsening upward 

trend in sedimentation and as illustrated in the initial distribution 

of lithofacies this trend is continuous throughout the Castle Hill 

Sandstone For~ation sediments. Of the nine lithologies making up the . 
, ' 

Basement Group sediments 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 comprise the lower portion 

of' the Castle Hill Sandstone while 1, 2 and 3 characterise the upper. 

The coarsening trend is truly gradational and a mixed assemblage of 

these lithologies is preserved between the sandy facies and the " 

conglomeratic facies. " ' 

Lower Castle Hill Sandstone Member (Plate 1·7 ) 

The fine micaceous ripple laminated sandstones previously recorded 
-. r ' 

in the West Harbour Formation gradually decrease in abundance and 

are replaced by large, broad trough shaped units of coarser sandstone 

showing very little micaceous material. It is this change that demarcates 

the base of the lower Member of the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation, i.e. 
I 

the change 'from ripple cross laminated fine micaceous sandstones to 

cross bedded medium sandstone devoid of ripple lamination except in 

finest portions. 

The lower member is, characterised by a predominance of cross 

stratified sandstones arranged in small fining upward units. Cycles 
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are erosively based and begin with coarse sandstone, gravel or lags of 

small pebbles. Flat bedded sandstone may replace conglomerate, but 

rarely overlies it. Cross 'bedding is initially of trough cross bedding 

form replaced at higher level by planar cross stratified sets. Cross 

bedding is overlain by finer sandstones with poorly developed small 

scale cross lamination. The finest deposits recorded are red mudstones 

and brown laminated siltstones but unlike the previous formation their 

chances of preservation appear to be minimal, particularly with increa

sing stratigraphic height (see Fig. 1"32 ). As mentioned the condition 

of the exposed section is not conducive to the production of detailed 

logged sections and therefore the abundance of the various lithologies 

cannot be calculated with accuracy. Perhaps the most significant 

observation to arise is that with increasing stratigraphic lev~l planar 

cross-stratification is replaced by trough cross-stratification and 

marks the change into the upper member. 

Upper Castle Hill Sandstone Member (Plate 1.7 ) 

The coarsening upward sequence ends with the introduction of 

conglomeratic sediments, only a short sequence is exposed beginning at 

the Den of Findon. In contrast to the abundant cross stratified sand

stone and mudstone beds in the lower member, the upper member consists 

of laterally persistent thin sheets of gravel and pebbles, frequently 

showing scoured surfaces to the otherwise parallel units. Cross 

stratification is minimal, although some cross bedding may be developed 

in higher parts of rate channel sequences. Overall sandstone grades 

are coarser, flat'and irregular bedding surfaces are common. Small 

channel shaped conglomerates occur but infrequently. Examples of 

field logs are shown in Fig. 1.32 and demonstrate clearly the above 

mentioned ~eatures. Fig. 1.32 demonstrates the large scale cross 

stratified units common at the base of the sequence, noting also the 

depletion of fine grained sediment. 
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Fig. l.32a and Fig. l.32b show that the lower merrher is rich 

in sandstune ~ith large scale cress stratification whereas Fig.l.32c . .., ,. 

and F~g. 1.32d show a predominan~e of planar erosion surfaces, and 

abundant conglomerate in the upper member, with a complete lack of 

large scale cross stratification. 

1.2(iii)e Summari and Discussion 

Similar problems exist in 'the Gardenstoml Section to 'those 
,~ .. 

mentioned at Crovie. Basically faulting has broken up the sequence and: 

(i)', The total thickness of strata removed: from the base of the 

East Harbour Formation cannot be estimated. 

(ii) No' clues 'are available as to the strata removed by fault-

ing in mid sequence of the same Formation. 

(iii) The West Harbour Formation follows the East Harbour Form-

ation conformably but its upper and lower members are fa~lt 

separated. No evidence is available as to the magnitude 

of this fault. Dissimilar sequence,s are exposed either 

side of such faulting. 

(iv) Faulting separates the West Harbour and Castle Hill Sand

(stone Formations"and faulting withi~ the Sandstone'Formation 

prevents an accurate estimation of its total thickness. 

The relationship between the fining-~pward Crovie sequence and 

the coarsening-upward Gardenstown sequence is an import~nt problem, to 

which 'th::.'r't~ -:"s roc. cor-clusi ve. answer. Many similarities exist between 
. '. 

the highest sediment at Crovie, and the lowest sediment at Gardenstown, 

so that a. relationship between the two sequences is not unlikely. It 

can only be concluded that these two sequences are related,' and possibly 

continuous, but no evidence is available as to the nature or thickness 

of sediment occurring between the exposed Crovie Siltstone Formati~n 
. .' 

and the exposed East Harbour Formation. 'Faulting (the Afforsk Fault) 
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terminates the Castle Hill Sandstone sequence, bringing the conglom

eratic upper meIDber into contact with the Middle Old Red Sandstone 

Conglomerate. The amount of strata removed by this fault is 

unknown, the unconformity only being observed to the east near 

Pennan where conglomeratic sandstones of a different provenance 

to the Castle Hill sequence are eroded. A knowledge of the amount 

and nature of the strata removed by faulting would be desirable, . 
as it would allow speculation as to the tectonic events during. 

the Lower-Middle Old Red Sandstone period. 

Overall in the Western Coastal Section, the following 

conclusions have been reached: 

1. The term Crovie Group has been retained for the sediments 

eXposed,~etween Crovie and Gardenstown. 

2. The sequence of sediments described by Geikie and adopted by 

the Geological Survey has been verified although further 

subdivisions are neces~a~J on lithostratigraphical grounds. ' 

3. The lowest deposits exposed belong to the Crovie Conglomerate 

Formation and are believed to be'not far above the oldest 

sediments of the area. The sequence is incomplete due to 

faulting. 

4. The CrOvie Sandstone Formation is believed to follow the 

Conglomerate Formation unconformably. Faulting shortens this 
. . 

unit, there is no indication of the amount of sediment lost. 

5. Conglon~rates and sandstones exposed at Snook and Craigengargity 

are believed to. rest between Conglomerate and Sandstone Form

ations. The Crovie Siltstone Formation completes the Crovie 

section, resting conformably on the Sandstone Formation. 
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6. The Crovie Section is terminated by faulting • 

• ,. The Gardenstot-m Section is initiated with the East Harbour 

Formation originally part of the Geological Surveys Group 3 

and is believed to belong to a similar environme~t to that 

responsible for ~he deposition of the Crovie Siltstone Form-

. ation. No estimation can be made of the amount of sequence. 

lost by faulting either at the base or within the sequence, 

but the East Harbour Formation is believed to be a continuation 

of the Crovie Siltstone Formation. 

8. The West Harbour Formation conformably overlies the East Harbour 

Formation but is also shortened by faulting. ' Sediments equiv

alent" to the lowest West Harbour member are exposed in a," 

faulted block at Crovie and given an idea of the magnitude 

of the South Crovie Fault. 

9. The Castle Hill Sandstone Formation completes the Gardenstown 

Section, resting comformably upon the West Harbour Formation. 

Considerable faulting complic~tes any estimation of its total 

thickne"ss. Red Sandstones analogous to lower and middle 

members of the Castle Hill Sandstone are exposed between Crovie 

and the Snook but are extremely broken by fa~ting. They never

theless allow an estimation of the extent of faulting in that 

vicinity, i.e. most of the West Harbour Formation has been removed. 

10. The sequence described represents a fining upwards trend to the 

. .... . Siltstone Formation followed by a coarsening upwards sequence 

towards the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation. 

11. The top of the sequence is not exposed, only faulted relations~ips 

exist between known middle and lower Old Red Sandstone deposits. 

12. Crovie Group sediments have yielded spores suggesting but not 

proving a Lower Old Red Sandstone age. 
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1.3 'Central Coastal Section 

1.3 (i) Introduction 

'The Central section extends almost from Downie Shore at a point, 

south of Cowper's Craig to Langlitterty in the. east., The Troup liead , 

Fault bounds the section in the west, the Langlitterty Fault in the 

east. Old Red Sandstone is faulted against Dalradian Metasediments 
r·34 , 

in both cases. Fig. t. 33 ~ illustrates th~ .distribution of Old Red' 

Sandstone sediment along this section. 

Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerate occupies much of the section 

particularly between Cowper's Craig and Pennan Village, and althou~" 

difficult to confirm inland, most of the sea cliff is capped by,Middle 

Old Red Sandstone slate-rich conglomerate as illustrated in Fig. 1.33J"a~. 

Lower Old Red Sandstone is unconformably overlain by Middle Old Red 

Sandstone in Sidegate and Meal Girnel, but is not continually exposed 

until further west. On the east side of Sandy Haven Lower Old Red Sand-
, .. . . 

stone is faulted against Middle Old Red Sandstone conglo~rate, the 

Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity being present but obscure high 

in the cliff~'j L~~~' Old R:d S~ndstone is continualiy e"'"posed between Sandy 

Haven and Pennan but the Sandy liaven to 'Quarry'* section remains inaccess-

ible.. Between the Quarry and Pennan Village Middle, Old Red Sandstone is 

in an inaccessible position at the top of the sea cliff, its base 

approximating to the 100 m. contour. Although accessible, the Lower Old 

Red Sandstone of most of the Quarry to rennan section is difficult to 

observe. Access is by means of a narrow 'boulder' base to the cliff 

and only negotiable at low tides, low swell and preferably offshore winds. 

The cliffs are very friable preventing access from above or below, their 
, 

., . 

*The embayment here referred to as the 'Quarry' is not recorded on 
published maps, but is locally known from its former days as a quarry 
for millstones. 
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vertical or even overhanging nature often preventing obs~rvation from 

the narrow vantage point close to the cliff base. 

Because of these restrictions only a minor portion of the section 

has been studied, the remainder being observed from the sea. Numerous 

gaps are present with regards to details of sedimentology, logged 
• 

sections cover only a minority of the outcrop and are by no means 

representative sections. 

Due to these inadequacies the writer considers that an attempt 

to formalise a stratigraphy as carried out elsewhere would be somewhat 

contemptible. Instead, five facies associations have been recognised 

on lithological and sedimentological grounds and will be described as 

such. These are: 

5. Pennan Sandstone Facies Association 

4. Pennan Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies Association 

3. Need Haven Conglomerate Facies Association 

2. Pennan Head Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies Association 

1. Sandy Haven Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies Association 

Of these five facies association, four, could tentatively be regarded 

as having Formation status having an apparent internal litholigic homo

geneity, the fifth, the Sandy Haven Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies 

Association has not been observed directly and little information can 

be provi ded • 

Of the Facies Associations listed above only 2, 3," and 4 are 

observed in sequence. The Pennan Sandstone Facies Association is 

fault bounded on all sides, whilst the Sandy Haven Sandstone Facies is 

faulted on two sides, one against Middle Old Red Sandstone, the other 

against the Pennan Head Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies Association. 

Fa,ult relationships such as folding adjacent to faulting suggests that 
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the east Sandy Haven Fault is a normal fault dropping Middle Old Red 

Sandstone against Lower Old Red Sandstone, similarly the east Quarry Fault 

has a normal down throw to the west implying that the Sandy Haven sequence 

is older than the Pennan Head sequence. 

On these perhaps shaky grounds the apparent sequence is as listed 

above, although the position ~f the Pennan Sandstone !ormation at the 

top of the sequence is without justification' other than considerations 

of its composition which will be discussed later. ' 

1.3 (ii)a Sandy Haven "Conglomeratic" Sandstone Facies Association 

Apparently the oldest identifiable Lower Old Red Sandstone of 

the Central Section'but unfortunately occurring along an inaccessible 
, , 

section of coast • Viewed from the sea, but not at close range, the,' 
\ 

sequence appears to be conglomeratic. but of a fine nature. In many 

respects the sediments look similar to the Dundarg Castle sequence i.e. 

lateral impersistence of bedding and apparent abundance of gravel. The 

presence of feldspar gpavel would. in the lack of pebble data, suggest 

that a gpanitic source area was present. 

€J3 

1.3 (ii) b Pennan Head Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies Association (Plate ,.~, I,q) 

Fault bounded to the east, in juxtoposition with the Sandy Haven, 

sequence, the conglomerates and conglomeratic sandstones forming Pennan·· 

Head bear several distinct similarities with both the Sandy Haven 

sequ7nce and the Dundarg Castle sequence. Approximately 150 m to 200 m 

of sediment are exposed between 'The Quarry' and a, p'Oint west of Pennan 
, ' 

Head where the Nee,d Haven Conglomerate reaches the shore. Faulting 

complicates the sequence leaving a small amount of uncertainty as to the 

total thickness. 

The sequence is comprised alternations of conglomerate, conglom-

eratic sandstone and sandstone. The conglomerate occurs as laterally 

persistent sheets of DOderately well sorted pebble and cobble grade 



detritus, mainly of granite and felsite, but with large amounts of 

Lower Dalradian Metasediments. Feldspar gravel is an important constit

uent of both conglomerate matrix and conglomeratic sandstone horizons. 

The conglomerates occur in thin parallel fairly persistent non-erosive 

sheets, they are often well packed and frequently show well developed 

clast imbrication. Conglomerate occurs interbedded with conglomeratic 

sandstones. Feldspar gravel is abundant in .such units, but perhaps not 

as rich as in the Dundarg Castle sequence. A crude flat parallel 

horizontal bedding is discernable but again no marked erosion has been 

recorded. Sandstone is a minor constituent in the observed sequence and 

generally occurs in relationship with the conglomeratic sandstone 

rather than conglomerate. At higher levels in the succession it appears 

that conglomerate and conglomeratic sandstone occur in thick parallel 

units up to 10 m in thickness in alternation with conglomeratic sand

stones and sandstones in similar units but up to 1.S m thick. The 

sequence passes rapidly into the Need Haven Conglomerate, but not without 

suffering significant changes. 

The upper portion of the sequence is readily accessible below 

Pennan Head ~nd demonstrates that although the overall nature of the 

sediments and their interrelationships remain generally as described, 

the following trends are apparent with increasing stratigraphic height:-

1. conglomerate bed thickness increases (Fig. 1.36"); 

2. sandstone bed thickness decrea.ses (Fig. i~l5' ); 

3. maximum clast size increases (Fig. 1.35"); 

4. feldspar gravel decreases; 

5. the proportions of certain clast compositions alter, 

(i) granite becomes scarce 

(.ii) felsi te t.ernporarily becomes abmdant 

(iii) vitreous quartzite becomes very common; 
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6. an increase in clast roundness and sphericity accompanies 

these changes; 

7. with the increase. in bed thickness, packing becomes closer, 

sandstone becomes scarce and erosion becomes readily npparent 

with accompanying cross stratified gravels and multistorey 

cross bedded conglomerate units. 

This coarsening upward trend culminates in a quartzite-rich congl-

omerate sequence virtually devoid of sandstone, i.e. the Need Haven. 

Conglomerate. 

1.3(ii)c The Need naven Conglomerate Facies Association_ ( P/4Q. \ "'3). ,. 

A thick, uniform development of quartzite-dominated conglomerate. 

The sequence is characterised by a marked lack 'of sandstone, either as 

matrix or individual sandstone beds. The conglomerates display a high 

packing density, being framework-supported throughout, minor proportions 

of sand and gravel occur as infilling to this framework. Being dominated 

by quartzite the values of roundness and sphericity appear much higher; 
. .' 

while clast size is variable, the quartzite also provides large clasts. 

Bedding is indistinct but when apparent it is usually thicker than 

adjacent conglomerate sequences. 

The Need naven Conglomerate is observed to rest directly upon the 
.1 : 

Pennan Head Conglomeratic Sandstone - a rapid transition being recorded • 
. . 

The sediments of the Quarry section contain similar conglomerate but in' 

thin un! ts only, faulting prevents an accurate location of these deposits 

in the sequence. The Need Haven Conglomerate is present from a position 

west of Pennan nead dipping moderately to the south west until finally 

descending into Need naven and the small ridge to the east. 

Just~s the Need naven Conglomerate occurs by reduction of sand 

detritus from the Pennan Head Conglomerate so it passes into the 

Pennan Conglomeratic Sandstone by a reverse of thi~ process. Towards 



the top of the unit sand becomes more abundant and bedding planes 

1~~nme more persistent until discrete conglomerate/sandstone units 

are present. ~ Accompanying this development we find: - (sec Fig. 1.~) 

1. conglomerate bed thickness decreases; 
" 

2. sandstone bed thickness increases; 

3. clast size decreases; 

4. feldspar gravel returns; .. 

5. quartzi te d~creases markedly; 

6. slate detritus is introduced. 

1. 3(ii)ei The Penn an Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies Association:' (P{ftQ ,.to) 

A thick, but largely inaccessible sequence of pebble to cobble 

grade cong1~merates and interbedded' ~imdstones. 
, r 

The Previous paragraph detailed the changes occuringwith increas-

ing (Fig.: 1.}6 . ) stratigraphic height, and in doing so summarised 

the important characters of,this facies. The sequence is distinct in 
.. 

its abundant sandstone, thin laterally persistent fine conglomerates 

and abu~dance of slate detrit~ (see chapter 4 ). Feldspar gravel is 

present, but not in large quantities. 

High in the cliffs to the east of Pennan the sequence can be seen 

to vary with height ~ecoming sandier, ~r more conglomeratic, in thick 

sequences. Unfortunately none of this material is accessible and thus 

conglomerate composition etc. cannot be studied • 

. The Pennan ~onglomeratic Sandstone Facies is faulted against the 

Pennan Sandstone' Facies, but there is no indication of fining to confirm 

that the sandstone facies actually sits on top of the conglomeratic 

sequence. 
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1.3(ii)e The Pennan Sandstone Facies Association 

Immediately east of Pennan Village the final deposits of the 

Central Section are exposed, faulted against Middle Old Red Sandstone 

Conglomer~te in the Harbour, and 600 m east also faulted against the 

Pennan Head Conglomerate Sandstone Facies. The relationship of this 

facies to preceding deposits is uncertain due to this faulting. The 

Penn an Sandstone is the highest deposit in the sequence being uncon

f~rmably overlain by Middle Old Red Sandst~ne Conglomerate high in 

the cliff to the east of Pennan. 

The Pennan Sandstone rests almost horizontal, dipping to the 

S.S.E. at 50. Approximately 30m are exposed, and overall the sandstone 

remains quite uniform, only one conglomerate horizon is recorded high 

in the cliff. Internal bedding is poorly de~~loped, jointing implies 

small cross stratified sets in the order of 30 cms. in thickness, 

although larger trough cross-stratification is locally developed near 

the foreshore. ~1i thin the cross bedded sets bedding is rarely shown. 

Thin dull red brown silt and mud veneers are occasionally 

developed between cross sets and may show extensive small scale polygonal 

desiccation cracks. Discoidal mudclasts are common, but not as well 

developed horizons, instead merely scattered throughout. Occasionally 

bedding may be discerned by thin gravel strings. 

It has been implied (Geikie 1879) that the sediments to the east 

of Pennan are eqili valent to those at Gardens town • The unconformity exp

osed to th~ east of Pennan refutes any correlation between these sediments 

and the Middle Old Red Sandstone at Gardenstown, whilst grain size, 

colour, and composition contradict any attempt to correlate the red 

sandstones of Pennan with those of Gardenstown. 

With the abundance of conglomerate in the Old Red Sandstone sequence 
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mineralogical studies of the sediments have not been made in bulk. 

Prelindnary studies do, however, show that a distinct difference exists 

between the non conglo~ratic Pe~~an Sandstone and the eastern and western 

sediments of a similar grade (see Fig. 'L~7 ). 

1.3 (iii) Discussion 

Because of the problems mentioned the Central Coastal Section poses 

some of the greatest difficulties in evaluation of the local and regional 

stratigraphy. An attempt has been made to formulate a sequence, and at 

present no improvemerit can be made on this proposal. It is of great 

in teres t to determine: - .: 

(i) the lelati ve age of the sediments in comparison to the 

eastern and western sections; , 

(ii)' the nature and relationships of the Sandy Haven Conglom

eratic Sandstone Facies to the rest of the sequence; . 

(iii) the ~lationship of the Pennan Sandstone Facies to the 

lower deposits., 

From the study of sediment dispersion (Chapter 4) it has been con

cluded,that the Central Section ,sediments are probably related to the - , 

coarsening portion of the Lower Old Red Sandstone sequence exposed at 

Gardenstown, but a more specific correlation is beyond the l~alms of the 

present information. The position of the Pennan Sandstone is conjectural, 
~. . 

it is assumed to follow the Pennan Head ~onglomerate although the amount 

of strata removed by faulting is unknown. Approximately 30 m of Pennan • 
Sandstone are visible against the conglomerates, and as both are over

lain by Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerate the situation does confirm 

the pre Middle Old Red Sandstone tectonic event producing folding and 

faulting of the Lower Old Red Sandstone sediments. 



1.4. Quarryhead· 

1.4 (i) Introdu~tion 

. Approximately 1 km east of Dundarg Castle (see Fig. 1. J ) a small 

outlier of Old Red Sandstone occurs in Quarryhead Bay and although of 

very restricted development this small section serves to illustrate the 

nature of the Old Red Sandstone Dalradian unconformity. The outlier 

is fault-bounded to the west, and rests unconformably on Dalradian grits 
. . 

to the east. No inland exposure is available. The restricted development 

and lateral impersist~nce of the sedirrents (i.e. great lateral variation) 

makes a formal stratigraphic subdivision impractical. Three facies 

associations are distinguished:-

'; : I 

. 1 •. Conglomeratic facies association; I 

2. Sandstone ;facies·association~ 

3. Siltstone facies association. 

These three facies associations probably correspond to distinct 

sedimentary environments to be discussed later (Chapter 3): Six litho-

facies make up the three facies:-

A. Nodular Carbonate············) 
. ) 

B. Fine sandstone/siltstone ••••• ) Facies 3 

C. S d t •••••••••••••••••••• ) an s one . 
) 

D • Gravels •••••••••••••••••••••• ) Facies 2 .. 
E. bl •••••••••• , Cob e conglomerate .. 

) 
F. Very coarse conglomerate ••••• ) Facies 1 

It is important to note that in the Quarryhead section the facies 
. o. 

divisions aroe at any horfzon laterally'interchangeable and thus facies 

boundaries are purely lithostratigraphic, no chronostratigraphic impli-

. cations ar~ intended 
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Nature of Outcrop A sheltered Bay (albeit in the ,flight path of an 

R.A.F. offshore bombing ranget) with easy access 

and almost complete exposure at all but high tides. 

Base of Formation An irregular plane of unconformity between very .. 

coarse conglomerate and Dalradian metasediments. 

Top of Formation Faulted junction between sandstones and andalusite 

• i , schi~t towards the western edge of the Bay. 

Thickness 28 m are exposed. 

Fauna None found (but possible trace fossils have been 

recorded and are discussed in Chapter 5). 

General StratiSEaphy 

As noted previously six lithofacies occur in the Quarryhead sec-

tion. 

~ '" \' , '" ~., 
'- \ > j 

A. Nodular Carbonate Grey green to red brown coalescing nodular 
, . , . 

l • 

carbonate in thick units, always 'modifYing' lithofacies B. 

B. Fine Sandstone/Siltstone Deep red brown and generally massive 

to poorly horizontally bedded; isolated gravel, granule or coarse 

sand strings may clarify bedding. 

C. Sandstone Reddish brown occuring either as thick massive sheets 

D. 

adjacent to lithofacies D and E, or as poorly sorted thin beds in 

higher parts of the succession. Internal bedding is rare, flat 
. , . 

bedding being commonest and showing well developed parting line-

ations. At a few levels a shallow trough cross bedding is evident, . 

but its occUrrence in solitary sets :'may assign this bedding to 

scour and fill rathe'r than true troug.lt cross-bedding. Pebble and 

gravel strings are present but uncommon. 
, 

Gravel 
« Generally medium to coa!'S~ grained sandstone with ,a very 

high percentage of coarser. grained material of granule' to' gravel 
-' 
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grade. Bedding is irregular, flat and itnpersistent. No cross 

bedding has been recorded although minor scour structures are 

present. Bedding occurs in approximately l~m' lmi ts' (3 cm 

maximum). 

E. Cobble Conglomerate Conglomeratic sandstone with clasts up to 

sm~ll cobble grade: commOnly ~rranged in sheets but often as 
,- '. I ...... 

isolated 'floating' fragments. 
, :. ", " 

< < 

• F. Very Coarse Conglomerate Coarser than cobble grade and usually 

well into the boulder class. The maximum clast size :recorded is 

4 m in length; This lithofacies is characterised by poor sorting, 

lack of well defined bedding and lateral impersistence. 

Within the 28 m exposed at Quarryhead the sequence fines upward 

from predominantly ve~ coarse-grained conglomerate at the base to 

siltstones and sandstones at the top. The basal unconformity is well 

exposed and, demonstra~es a conSiderable basement relief, frequently 

steep sided and downcutting in the order of 15 m over very short dist-

ances. The lower 15 m of sediment may be traced along 

the strike and demonstrates the great lateral variation present. Fig. 

1.3' shows the distribution,o~ Old Red Sandstone sediment at,Quarryhead 

while Fig. 1.3, and Table 1.16 allow the distribution of lithofacies 

to be studied. 

~ 
A' B C D E F' 

Section % I 
.. 

I i , 

I 1 32 36.5 8.5 34.5 20.5 0 i , 
2 0 0 11.4 0 21.3 67.2 

! 
i 3 0 0 0 0 28.5 71.5 

I 
I 

4 0 0 0 0 0 100 i 

I 
, 
; 
I - _ ...... - ..... -

~ ".- -- -. --- . -- . ~.~. ..... ~ .. -- , 
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The northernmost extent of the e>.-posure is comprised the con

glomerate facies and is entirely lithofacies F. Progressive sections 

towards the south (illustrated in Figs. 1. 3~ and 1.3, ) demonstrate: 

a) much of. lithofacies F is rapidly replaced by lithofacies E, 

b) lithofacies.F continues to decrease, accompanied by' a 

decrease in lithofacies E but introduction of lithofacies C. 

At the south of the Bay lateral exposure is not available, but 

the sequence is completed by: 

c) the absence of lithofacies F, 

d) ~nly small amounts of lithofacies E are present, 

e). large amounts of lithofacies D and. B, with the introduction 

of lithofacies A, . , 

f) II thofacies C remains very low. 

Thus in vertical terms the conglomerate facies fines through 

the sandstone facies to the siltstone facies. If this were simply the 

case the erection of stratigraphic units,would be relatively simple. 

As it is, the sequence also fines laterally; the irregular basement 

depressions being infilled by coarsest detritus, whilst sandstone 

occupies a lateral positi~n, resting on high-spots of the Dalradian 

basement. The lowest members of the s~ltstone sequence are late~ally 

equivalent to poth sandstone facies and conglomerate. facies sediments. 

Fig. 1. +0 is an attempt to summarise the Quarryhead facies relation

ships and serves to demonstrate the diachronous nature of the units, 

... particularly the sandstone facies. Fig. l.~D also holds the suggestion 

that upper and lower sandstone developments may be regarded as one 

facies. 

The" reconstruction is ~ery generalised and lack of adequate exp

osure prevents certain details being proven, 
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1. The continuity of the congloroorate facies cannot be proven. 

!~terally to the south sandy conglomerate rests upon the Dalradian 

Baseroont. 

2. The sandstone facies may not connect as implied in Fig.l. 40 • 
i.e. they may in fact be two separate sedimentary environments. 

Paleocurrent directions suggest that the upper and lower sections 

of the sandstone facies may have slightly different sourc~ direc

tions, and clast composition does support this. 
" . 

3.' The siltstone facies is continuous but cannot be ,accurately 

related to similar grade carbonate bearing sediments further west, 

(Counter Head, New Aberdour Shore and Crovie). 

Relationships to Adjacent Sequences 

No fauna has been extracted from the sediments at Quarryhead 

and therefore the age of the sediments cannot be confirrood. 'They' I 

rest directly upon the.Da1radian Basement and compare.favoUrably with . 
the sequence-recorded a few kiloIDetr~s to·the west at Fleckies 

Meadow which is confidently regarded as Lower Old Red Sandstone age. 

. , 
Correlation between the main outlier and Quarryhead is not 

difficult, but may pe open to criticism. Clearly the basal conglom-. .. ", . : . 
erates at Quarryhead and at F.leckies Meadow occupy an,alogo us , situations 

, ", 

and lithostratigraphically must be regarded as equivalent. At Quarry-, 
I' • f ;< \. 

, , ... ',: 

head the fining sequence is very short compared to the Dundarg Castle-

New Aberdour· Shore section. Correlation within this fining sequence 

is difficult and direct equivalence c~nnot be stated between the finer 

conglomerates at Quarryhead and the conglomerates of Dundarg Castle; 

in fact the composition of conglonerate fragn~nts contradicts such an 

idea. 

. 
As discussed later (Chapter 7) the nodular carbonate developed 

in the siltstones at Quarryhead has been ide~tified as a pedogenic 
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development and such calcretes are commonly considered to have wide 

lateral extents and are related to drastems, periods of slow aggrad

ation j,n an alluvial environment. In the main sequence at Dundarg' 

Castle and Gardenstown only one such development of calc~te is 

recognised and it seems reasonable to assume that the Quarryhead 

calcrete is 'compa~able with this horizon. If this assumption is correct 

the 15 m of sediment below the Quarryhead calcrete are equivalent'to 

·approx. 200 m of sediment in the west. Three possible implications 

of this are: 

1. the correlation is invalid, 

2. Quarryhead Bay contains a condensed sequence, 

3. sedimentation at Quarryhead began at a later stage. 

Assuming correlation is valid, and from paleocurrent studies 

discussed later (Chapter 4) it is evident that the regional paleoslope 

was towards the east and south~east; combining this with the sediment

ological interpretation of the Quarryhead sequence (Chapter 3) as 

colluvium or similar, the suggestion that the Quarryhead sequence 

accumulated at a later stage than lithologically similar sediments in 

the west is reasonable. Furthermore. if the environmental interpretation 

is valid then the basin margin at Quarryhead would receive little 

~etri tus compared to more easterly regions; a 'condensed' deposit would 

therefore also be likely. 

',. ~ 
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1.5 Eastern Coastal Section 

1.5 (i) Introduction 

'i~i\:: r~c;;tern Coastal Section extends between Fleckies Meadow..; 

in the east to a point below Littl~ Kipp at the west end of New 

Aberdour Shore (see Fig. 1.41). Old Red Sandstone sediments rest 

unconformably upon Dalradian metasediments in the east whereas they 

are faulted againt DaIra.dian Andalusi te Schists in the west. (by the· 

• New Aberdour Fault). 
• J . 

As noted w~th sequences elsewhere, . the trend 

is for finer sediments to occur at higher stratigraphic levels; this 

fining trend is displayed between Fleckies Meadow and Cotmter Head 

where it is terminated hy faulting, the sequence being repeated 

between Counter Head and New Aberdour Shore. 

Overall four facies associations have been recognised in a 

manner analogous to that employed further west. 

4~ Siltstone Facies Association 

3. Sandstone Facies Association 

2. Conglomerate Sandstone Facies Association 

1. Congloroerate Facies Association 

The Geological Survey offered no details of this section but 

recognised a basic three-fold subdivision of the sequence • 

. , . 

i.e •. 

3. Red sandstone, slightly conglomeratic, with shales and 

~ calcCi·reous clay bands. 

2. Red sandstone, partly conglomeratic. 

1 •.. Coarse conglolOOrate. 

. , . , ; , 
adding that "below Dundarg Castle the s~me section is repeated" imply-

.1 

ing that they either derived their section from Quarryhead (whlch 



... 

they do not mention), or that their section originated from New, 

. Abcrd()~:r C:;hore. The present reclassifications would appear to 

compare favourably with 'that of the Geological Survey except that 

the basal conglomerate has been given a definite.separ~te identity 

during the cours~ of this study. 

As with sections already discussed a formal classification on 

a Formation Member basis allows the following sequence to be. proposed: 

Facies Association Formation 

Siltstone Facies New Aberdour Siltstone Formation 

Sandstone Facies Dundarg Castle, Sandstone Formation 
.. 

Conglomeratic Sandstone Facies Dundarg Castle Conglomerate Formation 

Conglomerate Facies. ,- . Fleckies Meadow Conglomerate Formation 

A consideration of Fig. 1.41 indicates that due to faulting repeating 

much of the sequence the section may.be easier considered in terms 

of: 

1. Dundarg Castle Counter Head subsection, 

2. New Aberdour subsection.' . 

1.5(ii) The Dundarg Castle/Counter Head SubSection 

This short coastal strip il~ustrated in Fig. 1. 4 \ represents 

the.most important sectio; for interpretation of sedimentation in 

the east of the Gamrie Outlier. ,The sequence exposed is incomplete 

due to inevitable faulting, but it is felt that no major omissions 

occur. Sediments are exposed from the repeat of the basal conglom-

erate resting upon Dalradian of Quarryhead section, up to the Siltstone 

facies Qf the Counter Head Silstone Formation. Lithological homogen-

eity is the prime concern in the stratigraphic subdivision of the 
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sec i:.: r,n ,and again in the Dundarg Castle Sandstone Formation it has 

been necessary to employ a facies concept to separate strati~aphic 

units. 

The following sequence is exposed in the sub-section: 

Counter Head Siltstone (regarded as equivalent to the New 

Aberdour Siltstone Formation) 

Dmdarg Cas tle Sands tone 

Dundarg Castle Conglomerate 

Fleckies Meadow Conglomerate Formation 

\ 
1.5 (ma Fleckies Headow Conglomerate (Pl .. t:c '.I~) 

The lowest exposed deposits of the Eastern Section, compare very 

favourably with conglomerates exposed at Quarryhead both in lithology 

and marked angular unconformity with underlying Dalradian metasediments. 

The rocks may be equivalent to the Geological Surveys Bed 1 ••••• 

"Coarse Conglomerate" but from their very brief description this 

cannot be confirmed. 

Characteristics • 

Section 

A sequence of poorly-bedded, generally poorly-

sorted coarse :.conglomerates. 

East side of Fleckies Meadow (east of Dundarg 

Castle) towards Pike Rock (see Fig. ,. 4\ -

Eq ui valent Section Lithologically similar sediments exposed ··in 

Quarryhead Bay and are suggested to be facies 

equivalents of this sequence. 

Lower Boundary Irregular angular unconformity with Dalradian. 

Upper Boun~ Introduction of well-bedded sandstone and finer 

conglomerates. 

Thickness o to 40 m at least 
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Fossils None " 

Nature of Outcrop Easily accessible broken cliff bounding the east 
" 

side of Port an Doon embayment, accessible at all 

tides. 

General Stratigraphy 

Retaining the facies concept and terminology employed at 

Quarryhead only one facies is identified at Fleckies ~~adow, i.e. a 

conglomeratic fa des which has been directly assigned Formation status. 

The conglomerate is variable throughout the vertical profile 
'", 

but shows little lateral change unlike the deposits of Quarryhead. 

Initially coarse, angular, poorly-sorted blocks (up to 3 m in length) 
. ' . ,.' . 

within a fine, almost muddy matrix rest upon the Dalradian Basement 
. .~"\ , 

represe~t~d by coarse psammitic rocks and interlayered micaceous 

Andalusite Schists. Erosion is apparent to a depth in the order of 
, ' . 

'40 m with local, steep, cliff-like terraces up to 5 m high (Plate".13 ). 
, . 

The coarse conglomerate'infills these hollows but shows no internal 

stratification. At higher levels the conglomerate grade.decreases 

and is accompanied by an increase in sand percentage. Laterally 

where the Basement terrain rises to its maximum original height the 

coarse conglomerate is absent,' being replaced by the ~iner conglo~ 

erate, and in places even by sandy-conglomerate and'conglorneratic-

sandstone. Bedding is poorlydev~loped in these higher levels, 

indicated only by sheets of cobbles etc. ~ no sedimentary structures 

or erosion being apparent (although exposure is ,very restricted at 

these high levels). Using the previous notation (see Quarryhead) the 

lowest 30 m show the development of lithofacies F with approximately 

10 m of lithofacies E above - no lateral interchange of E and F, 

and no evidence of lithofacies A, B, C or D are recognised. No 
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extensive carbonate cement is developed in the conglomerates either. 

1.6' 

1. ;:;~:!..~i ...... ~.1f.l9-arg Castle Conglomerate Formation (Pla.tb', I ~ J ,.15 J ?>. I J 3.2,3.3, 3·4.1,{ 

The Dmldarg C~=tle Conglomerate Formation is difficUlt to 

locate in the Geological Survey nomenclature, and may therefore be 

equi valent to either their Bed 1 or Bed 2,' i.e. "coarse conglomerate· 

- Bed 1" or "Red Sandstone partly conglolllE!ratic - Bed 2". 

i.e. 

Two sequences are exposed and both are compli.cated by faulting 

(i) from Fleckies Meadow towards Counter Head, a very short 

but well exposed section in which the lowest deposits 

of the facies association outcrop'(0.2 km in length). 

(ii) faulted against the previous section, a duplicate section 

of the conglomerate facies exposing all but the lowest 

sediments occurs from Counter Head to New Aberdour Shore 

(0.8 km in length). 

Characteristics A sequence of interbedded conglomerate,. gravel 

,!ype Section 

Equivalent Section 

and coarse sandstones. showing extreme lateral 

and vertlcal variations in grain-size bedforms 

and textures. 

Two sequences exposed between Fleckies Meadow. 

and New Aberdour Shore separated by the Counter 

Head fault. Both sequences demonstrate the 

higr.est sediments, but only the Dundarg Castle 

section exhibits the lowest deposits of the 

formation. 

None dir-ectly cOI1~arable although as noted in 

.the discussion at the end of this chapter, 

sediments belonging to the Central Coastal 



Section below Pennan Head may be equivalent. 

to th~ Dundarg Castle Formation. 

Lowest exposed Stratum }he Dtm.darg Castle Conglomerat~ Form,ation is 

observed to rest directly upon the Dalradian 

Uppermost Exposed 
Stratum 

Thickness 

Fossils' 

Nature of Outcrop 

Basement on the eastside of Fleckies Mcadow to 

the south of the Bay whilst to the north the 

Fleckies Meadow Conglomerate. Formation infills 

hollows within the Dalradian Basement and forms 

a base to the sequence. ExposUre of the 

Fleckies Meadow Conglomerate is not continuous 

and therefore its relationship with the Dundarg 

Castle Conglomerate Formation cannot be 

observed. 

Lateral impersistence is a characteristic 

feature of sediments belonging to the Conglo~ 

erate Formation - the upper b,oundary being 

the introduction of finer grained sediments 

belonging to the Sandstone Formation. The 

.junction is marked by: 

i) finer sediments, 

ii) laterally persistent stratum, show in 

plate I./b Q. 

,-.J 90 m measured at Dundarg Castle 

. ",400 m to New Aberdour. See later discussion' 

(page 95 ). 

None' 

A broad wave-cut platform r:adil.y accessible 

at most tides, but transe.cted by numerous. fault 

and joint controlled gullies frequently prevent-

ing continued access to long sections except 
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. at low ti des. 

General Stratigraphy 

The Conglomerate Formation consists of conglomerates, pebbly-

sandstones and sandstones, and characteristically has a complete lack 
. 

of fine-grained sediment. A few levels of conglomerate are very 

coarse, reaching sizes common in the basal conglomerate, but on the 

whole, grain-size is reduced as part of the upward fining trend and 

much more sandstone is present in the sequence. 

Seven lithofacies combine to make up the Conglomerate Formation 

and have been defined mainly on the basis of structure ,: but also' 

including grain size sorting and texture. 

i.e. 

,Lithofacies 1 - Channel Fill Conglomerate (Plate ,.tS )" Coarse 

grained channel shaped infills with variable grain size, 'ranging from 

boulder to gravel grade and generally poorly sorted. ' Units of channel 
I 

,fill conglomerate are often graded both vertically and laterally, .. 

lateral grading resulting often in the replacement of lithofacies 1 
. " 

by lithofacies 2. 

Lithofacies 2 - Inclined Bedded Conglomerate (Plate , .. 5 ). Usually 

occurs laterally adjacent to Channel fill conglomerate, in the shallower 

parts of channel bodies. Grain size is lower than lithofacies land 

sorting is better. Grading is again common and may take place either 

perpendicular to bedding, or parallel to bedding, or both. Matrix 

is more abundant, and thel~fore packing density is reduced. 

Lithofacies 3 - Single Sheet Conglomerate (Plate ,·,5 ) Follow planar 
I 

erosive surfaces which may bear isolated scours. Intemal bedding is . 
absent, but units may be either normally or reverse graded. The 
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conglomerate is finer grained than the channel variety, and poor 

sorting is common although the deposits are usually well packed. 

Generally single sheet c,onglomerates are laterally very persistent. 

Lithofacies 4 - Multiple Sheet Conglomerate (Plate1>.2. ) As the 

name implies, a mUltitude of thin laterally impersistent fine grained 

poorly sorted conglomerates. Lithofacies 4 follows all previous ' 

deposits by gradation. Small scour and fill structures may be pres- , 

erved. but no. large scale bed forms are ;developed • 
. , . 

Lithofacies 5 - Small Scale Cross Stratified Gravel (Plate 3.t);) 

Occurs in higher parts of fining sequences, and consists of moderately 

well sorted sandy gravels displaying a shallow trough cross stratif-

ication. ! 
. ! 

.. 

Lithofacies 6 - Large Scale Cross Stratified Gravel (Plate 3.~ ) 
, . 

Generally occurs in higher levels of channel shaped deposits, and 
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consists of moderately well sorted sandy gravel with large scale trough I 

cross stratification. Pebbles are commonly present along foresets. 

Lithofacies 7 - Sandstone (Plate 3.' ) A rare addition to the 

sequence, sandstone generally is medium to coarse grained, and 

laterally impersistent due to erosion by overlying lithologies. The 

sandstones are fairly well sorted but usually show no -interr~l struc-

ture. 

It is difficult to characterise the Dundarg Castle Conglomerate 
, ' 

sequence by constructingli thoprofiles and tabulating li thofacie:s 

abundance data, as vertical and lateral variation is extreme. By 

rigidlY adhering to one vertical line of section Table 1.18 has been 

constructed and illustrates lithofacies. abundance in that section. 

Local variations may show fining-trends, coarsening-trends, or 
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distinct lateral changes in lithofacies. With this in mind Table 

summarises the lithofacies abtmdance, but selected field logs (Fig. '.42" 

I:AJ) should be noted, .as well as the facies relationships recon-

structed in Fig • , ! 

. 
LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. MEAN T. r·lP.x. T. ~lIfI. T. PERCENi NO. PERCENT T. 

m. m - II m 

Channel Fill 10.78 17 0.64 1.35 0.25 28 28.6 
Conglomerate . 

Inc1ine~ Bedded 1.95 5 0.39 1.05 0.17 8.3 ,5.1 
Cong 1 ollie ra te 

Single Sheet 1.43 7 0.20 0.53 0.10 11.6 3.7 
Conglomerate 

Multiple Sheet 16.37 15 1.09 3.6 0.22 25 43.1 
Congl ome ra te 

Small Scale 2.12 6 0.35 0.55 0.30 10 A 5.6 
Cross-strat sravel 

Larger Scale 2.67 5 0.53 , 0.7 . 0.40 8.3 " 7 
Cross-stratgravel 

Sandstone 2.55 5, ~ 0.51 1.0 0.15 8.3 . 6.7 

TOTAL . 37.96 

" Table 1.18 Th1ckn~$5 Parameters of l1thof~cies in the Oundarg Castle Conglo~erate Formation 

-:. Certain' generalisations may be made from Table 1.18; the sequence 

is dominated by lithofacies 4 (multiple conglomerate sheets), both 

numerically and in thickness, while lithofacies 1 (channel fill 

conglomerate) f9llows close behind. Channel-fill conglomerates are 

laterally restricted and therefore a 29% thickness result rather over 

estimates the volumetric importance of such conglomerate. The' 

remaining lithofacies occur in approximately equal abundance, except 

for. the single sheet .conglomerates which are numerically more abundant, 

but constitute a small total thickness, clearly demonstrating their 

small overall size. 

A consideration of conglomerate bed thickness and sandstone 

bed thickness does not sholi any significant trend with increased 

stratigraphic height , although. the frequency of occurrence of lithofacies 
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1 decreases markedlY at highest levels being replaced by fine 

grained lithofacies 4. 

The above details have been extracted from both of the ment-

ioned sequences. Sedimentologically the sequences are regarded as 

comparable, but provenance studies demonstrate that on~y the Dundarg 
. . 

sequence contains the .lowest sediments of the conglomerate sequence. 

Faulting in Fleckies Meadow shortens the succession by an indetermin-

able amotmt. 

Between Counter Head and New Aberdour Shore a much longer 

sequence of conglomerates ~~"\xposed, and faulting again complicates 

any estimation of the total thickness of this sequence. Many of the 

faults are minor normal faults, and will only have ~aused minimal 

extension. The lack of marker h6~izons, or distinctive conglomerate· 

compositions prevents the evaluation of faulting in Boat ShOl~ and 

Li ttle Haven, two locall ties where faulting may be of greater magnitude. 

1. 5(:ii)c Dundarg Castle Sandstone Formation (Pl .. t:. ,. Ii, ) . 

Characteristics 

Type Section 

A sequence of alternating coarse and fine me~bers 

fine sandstone being the finest commonly 

occurring sediment. The Formation represents 

the passage from coarser conglomerates in the 

lower part of the succession into the siltstones 

and mudstones of the Counter Head Siltstone 

Formation and is characterised by laterally pers-

istent bedding surfaces. 

20 m west of the small peninsula\ on. which Dundarg 

Castle is sited - continuing west for a further 

40 m • 

. Equivalent Section West of the Central Sandy Bay of New Aberdour 

Shore an incomplete section. 
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Lower Boundary 

yPper Boundary 

Thickness 

Fossils 

Nature of Outcrop 

Sharp passage from laterally impersistent congl

omeratic sandstones, see plate 

Incoming of roed brown siltstone. 

30 m. 

None. Rare trace fossils of "Plugged pipe" form 

have been found (see Chapter 5). 

Fairly narrow wave platform with poor exposure in 

cliff behind. Easily accessible and not apparently 

complicated by faulting. 

General Stratigraphy 

The. Sandstone Formation overlies the Conglomerate Formation, 

the passage being very sharp. The Sandstone Formation is separated 

from adjacent sequences in that: 

1. A m~rked reduction in conglomerate occurs,. and is associated 

with a decrease in erosive contacts, and an increase in 

lateral persistence of lithofacies. 

2. New lithofacies are introduced, particularly fine grained 

sediments. 

3. The base is sharply defined and laterally persistent, as 

is the top. 

4. The lithofacies composition of the proposed stratigraphic 

unit is distinct, and differs markedly from adjacent sequences. 

The sequence is characterised by the distinct alternation of 

coarse and fine members, five fine members and four coarse members, 

varying in thickness from 1 m to 10 m (fine merrbers), 2 m to 9m 

(coarse members). These alternations are distinct in the following 

respects: 
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Fine Hembers Coarse Member~ 

I 1,. Cl-.:..r,<::.-::torised by sharp con-. 1. Gradational changes common 

tacts between lithofacies, both vertically and horizon-

but erosive contacts rare and tally,sharp contacts commonly 

minor. erosive. 

2. Gradational contacts common 2. Lateral gradation common. 

but vertically. 

3. Fine grade sediments prcdom- 3. Coarse sediment, often conglom-. 
inate. eratic predominates. 

4. Conglomerate rare, and usually 4. Conglomerate abundant and up 

not coarser than gravel. to cobble grade. 

5. Units are laterally very 5. Units are laterally very imper-
·1 -. 

persistent. sistent. 

The above details summarise the criteria (other than lithological) 

used to separate members, similar criteria also serve to demarcate the 

base of the Formation, as the coarse members are in many respects 

comparable to the preceeding Conglomerate" Formation. 

The fine members are made up of the following lithofacies: 

1. Wavy-bedded fine sandstone 

2. Cross-laminated sandstone 

3. Coarse sandsto~e 

4. Very fine sandstone 

5. Fin~ sandstone 

6. Flat-bedded sandstone 

7 • Massive sandstone 

. 8. ,. Interbedded granule and sandstone 

9. Planer cross-stratified sandstone 

10. Trough cross-stratified sandstone 
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Lithofacies I - Wavy-bedded Fine Sandstone 

Fine moderately well sorted sandstone with an internal lenticular 

':"~." \ojH':~' '::'!'learance due to ripple development. Ripple cross±lall1ination 

is only rarely developed, but rare occurrences verify this inter-

pretation. Very fine sandstone veneers separate lenticular units. 

Lithofacies 2 - Cross-laminated Sandstone 

Fine red sandstone with well developed ripple cross-lamination. 
. . 

Lithofacies 3 - Coarse Sandstone 

Coarse, poorly sorted, and generally massive units of red coarse 

sandstone. 

Lithofacies 4 - Very Fine Sandstone 

Red very fine sandstone in thinly laminated units, and resting 

gradationally on previous lithofacies. 

Lithofacies 5 - Fine Sandstone 

Red fine sandstone may preceed lithofacies 4, and occurs in relatively 

thick units showing an internally flat-bedded or more commonly 

massive appearance. 

Lithofacies 6 - Flat-bedded Sahdstone 

Thin units of flat bedded medium grained red sandstone often forming 

a base to erosive cycles, the flat bedding displaying primary current-

lineation on bedding surfaces. 

Lithofacies 7 - Massive Sandstone 

Poorly sorted medium grained red sandstone, in thin units and often 

containing 'floating' granules or gravel. 

Lithofacies 8 - Interbedded Granule and Sandstone Sheets 

Thick units of granule and gravel grade material interbedded with 

medium to fine grained sandstone. No internal erosion is apparent. 



Lithofacies 9 - Planar Cross-stratified Sandstone 

One occurrence recorded of planar cross-stratified fine sandstone, 

la~erally im~~r~lstent. 

Lithofacies 10 - Trough Cross-stratified Sandstone 

Small, shallow trough cross-bedded fine sandstone 

Table 1.19 summarises the abundance of these lithofacies, and 

'demonstrates clearly ,the contrast between conglomerate and sandstone 

formations. 

LITHOFACIES TOTAL·T~ NO. ~IEAN T. f1AX. T. MIN. T. PERCENT 
m m m m NO. 

\~avy-bedded 7.05 22 0.32 0.65 0.06 29.3 
fi ne sands tone 

Cross-laminated 1.16 9 0.12 0.24 0.03 12 
sandstone 

Coarse sandstone 1.60 
.. 

7 0.22 0.47 0.05 9 . 
Very fine 0.96 10 0.09 0.21 0.04 13 
sandstone 

Fine sandstone 2.jS 4 0.59 0.S4 O.OS 5 

Fl at-bedded 1.45 9 0.16 0.32 0.04 12 
sandstone ' . 
~~ssive sandstone 0.32 5 0.06 0.21 0.03 7 

" 
\ 

Interbedded granule 1.84 6 0.30 0.85 0.08 S 
and Sandstone 

Planer cross- 0.14 1. 0.14 0.14 0.14. 1 
stratified sandstone , 

"J:rough cross-
stratified sandstone 

0.45 2 0.22 , 0.2S 0.16 3 

. TOTAL 17.35 

Tab1el.19 Thickness Parameters of lithofacies in the Dundarg Castle, 
Sandstone forma ti on - Fi M i''P-nner; 

PERCENT 
T. 

40.6 

6.7 

9.~ 

5.5 

13.7 

3.3 

.' 1.8 

10.6 

O.S 

2.6 

The fine Inerilers are clearly characterised by wavy-bedded fine 

sandstone, and fine sandstone. Logged sections through the fine 

members show that a vague cycle may develop which consists of: 

1. Slight erosion 

2. A coaroe lag or string of granules 
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3. Coarse sediment 

4. Wavy-bedded fine sandstone 

5. Very fine sandstone possibly silt. 

Generally such a cycle is dominated by the wavy-bedded sediment, 

the coarse sediment being quite variable - lithofacies 3, 6, 7, 8, 

or 10 may be present. Massive sandstone, and interbedded gravel 

and sandstone commonly occur in lenticular, channel-shaped bodies 

and are associated with cross-stratified sandstones. Ripple cross

lamination may develop in relationship to either coarse basal sedi

ments or wavy-bedded deposits~ 

The coal~e·mernbers within the Sandstone Formation comprise: 

1. Wavy-bedded fine sandstone 

2~ Fine sands tone 

3. Massive sandstone 

4. Cross-stratified sandstone 

5. Cross-stratified gravel 

6. Flat-bedded sandstone 

7. Flat-bedded gravel 

8. Massive g-..... avel 

9. Conglomeratic sandstone 

Lithofacies 1, 2, 3, lJ, and·6 are equivalent to similar develp

ments in the fine members. Lithofacies 5, 7,' 8~ and 9 are distinct 

and reflect the conglomerate Formation~ the titles are self explanatory. 

The following table summarises the lithofacies content of the 

coarse members. 
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lITIIOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. I ~1EAN T. 1·1AX. T. mN. T. PERCENT PERCENT 
m m m m NO. T. 

. , 

Wavy-bedc;!d 0.26 ·3 ' 0.08 0.12 0.06 7.7 1.9 
fi ne sands tone 

Fine sandstone 0.67 3 0.22 0.27 0.18 7.7 . 5.1 

r·iassive 1.53 8 0.19 0.34 ' 0.08 20.5. 11.6 
sandstone . 
Cross-stratified 1.37 3 0.45 0.52 0.40 7.7 10.4 
sands tone 

Cross-stratified 2.23 3 0.74 ' 0.95 0.54 7.7 16.9 
gravel 

.' 

flat-bedded 0.52 5 0.10 0.16 0.06 12.8 3.9 
sands tone 

\ 
\ .' 

Fla t-beddcd 1.83 5 0.36 . 0.40 0.08 12.8 13.9 
gravel . 
Mass; ve 1.81 6 0.30 0.48 0.10 ' 15.4 13.7 
gravel 

Conglomerati c 3.02 3 1.0 1.4 0.62 7.7 22.9 
sands tone 

TOTAL . 13.24 
- , . 

TablE.'\. 20 Thickness'Parameters of lithofacies in the Oundarg Castle Sandstone 
Formation - Coa;-se Wiribers . . .. ..' 

Table 1.20clearly demonstrates the predominance of coarse litho

facies in the total composition of the profile, whilst at the same 

time, showing the abundance'of structures pertaining to higher energy 

regimes, for instance flat-bedded sandstone and cross-bedded gravel, 
, 

and therefore clearly contrasting the coarse and fine members. 

Along the New Aberdour Shore the previously noted facies 

associations' 2, 3 and 4 are exposed. 2 and 3 are regarded as 

equivalent sections, facies association, 3 is incomplete. Facies. 

association 4 <'the Siltstone Facies Association} also outcrops at .. " 

Counter Head where it is incomplete due to faulting. At New 

Aberdour Shore the Siltstone Facies Association is well exposed, and 

although. also terminated by faulting, is considered the type section" 
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1. 5 (iii) New Aberdour Shore Subsection 
, , 

l.5(iii)a New Aberdour Siltstone Formation (P'{4.~S 1.17 ) /./g) 

The New Aberdour Siltstone Formation completes the exposed 

sequence in the Eastern Coastal Section and is largely equivalent 

to the Geological Survey's Bed 3, i.e: 

~. , 
"Red sandstone slightly conglomeratic I 'with shales and cal-

Characteristics 

Type Section 

Equivalent Section 

Lower Boundary 

Upper Boundary 

I 
I careous clay bands 
I 
I 
I SILTSTONE FORMATION 

A siltstone dominated sequence with' subordinate 

developments of thinly bedded sandstone and silt- . 

stone arranged rhythmically. 
" ' 

The western' end of New Aberdour Shore, (Fig./.4', 4S ) 

, . 
The western end of Counter Head - D'tmdarg Castle 

'j ., 

section. '. This is suggested as being a lateral 

equivalent, but may represent deposits lower in 
, . 

the sequence than those of New Aberdour Shore, 
f • ~ 

faulting causes both sections to be incompletely 
( 

represented. 

The lower boundary is complicated by faulting and 

over majority of the section mentioned siltstone 

is faulted directly against the previous Sand-

stone Formation sediments •. Further towards the 

sea. as iilustrated in Fig. 1.45' ; the conformable 

junction between siltstone and sandstone Formations 

. may be observed although the succession continues 

to be complicated by faulting. The base of the 

Formation is defined as the incoming of siltstone. 

The Siltstone Formation is faulted against the 
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Dalradian andalusite schists at the western-

most end of New Aberdour Shore at a point below 

·St •. John's .!lell (Fig. '.45 ). 

. Thickness Clearly the section is in~omplete due to faulting • 

89 m of sediment have been logged along the type 

section without recognis~le repetition. Although 

the sequence consists of monotonous repetitions 

of t,hick siltstones· and very thin sands'tones, 

each cycle has sufficient character to allow its' 

repetition to be recognised. 

Fossils Poorly preserved spores, such as .:nibolispgI'1.j:~s_ 

and various smooth-walled azonate varieties. Plus 

Nature of Outcrop 

trace fossils interpreted as possible Dipnoan 

burrows (see Chapter 5 ). 

A low, broad wave-cut platform with very easy, 

access. The soft nature of the sediments and 

numerous fault planes have produc~d numerous 

low areas crossing the foreshore imposing a very 

low.tide restriction on the section. 

General Stratigraphy 

, The Siltstone Formation is composed of alternations of coarse 

and fine members, the sequ~nce being comprised the following litho-

facies: 

a) Siltstone 

Thick, massiveiy bedded, fine to coarse siltstones, red-brown to 

brown-grey in colour. Some horizons preserve sheets of isolated 
., 

calcareous nodules whilst others record thin mud laffJnae. Desiccation 

cracks are uncommon but may be developed at the top and bottom of 
, . 

siltstone units. 
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b) Interbedded Sandstone and Siltstone 

An association of sediments characterised by the alternation of 
. '. 

,H~t:i,nct sandstone and siltstone sheets in approximately equal 

proportions and equal thicknesses. The units are thinly bedded 

and may incorporate thin mud veneers. Ripple cross-lamination is 

,common in the sandstones while desiccation cracks are abundant in 

the silts. The siltstone portion of the ,unit may be replaced by 
. , 

dark grey laminated muds (although quite uncommon) showing the 

development of symmetrical ripple marks. 

c) Mudstone 

Thin al temations of dark grey mudS tone, fine sandstone" a,nd levels 

of reddened mudstone. Such deposits are desiccated at numerous 

, levels. 

The previousiy mentioned coarse-fine member rhythm is repeated 

along New Aberdour Shore at least 25 ~imes, see Fig.' 1.4' (others 

have suffered minor faulting and are therefore incomplete). Fig. 

'.47 illustrates the reconstructed vertical profile for an average 

cycle and indicates the relative dimensions. On average ,siltstone 
, t· 

comprises approximately 69% of cycles whilst interbedded sandstone 

and siltstone make up 31%. Average cycle thickness is 2.6 m with 

an average of 1.Bm siltstone and O.B m interbedded sandstone and 

siltstone. Detailed measurements of the coarse members show that 

interbedded sandstone and siltstone occur in roughly equal'prop

ortions, 55% sandstone, 45% siltstone, SiUd1ar1y the thickness 

of the interbedded units is comparable: 

, : ' 

Average sandstone thickness 6.6 cm Range 5-10 cms 

Average siltstone thickness 6.0 cm Range 2-11 cms , 

. The cycle or rhythm described has been defined on the following 
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grounds: 

1. Sandstones are sharp based s or even slightly erosive 

2. Sandstones may often grade upwards into siltstones 
.~ ~ 

3. The complete coarse member commonly grades' into the 

fine member by means of sand flasers and lenses. 

From this it is implied that coarse and fine members are related 

as no significant bre~~ occurs between them, whereas a sharp passage 

exists between fine and oyerlying coarse members. 

" 

Basis for the Erection of the New Aberdour Siltstone Formation 

The subdivision has been applied on,the basis of the restricted 

'and markedly different lithological assemblage displayed by the 
r .. ,,/cs 

Siltstone Facies Association (compare Fig. 1.4; with "",.to ). 

Although the New Aberdour Shore section is bngest, the short Counter 

Head equivalent section does display the base of the Formation, 

demonstrating that a sharp change in lithofacies does occur. Primarily 

the introduction of siltstone defines the base of the Formation, 

and is accompanied by the loss of all pravi~usly riecorded lithofacies. ' 

Although well exposed, the 'basal portion of the Siltstone Formation 

is considerably modified by pedogenic carbonate, preventing observa-

tion of details of structure (Chapter 7). 

Siltstone Facies'- Coarse Member' 

At the extreme west end of New Aberdour Shore the Siltstone 

Formation rapidly coarsens upward into a thin sandstone development, 

and form of this coarse member is illustrated in Fig. '.41 • The 

highest exposed deposits of the Siltstone Formation show the develop

ment of v~ry thick siltstone dornin~ted cycles, the uP-pe~st cycle 

is abruptly terminated by interbedded red sandstone and siltstone 

which eventually results in the development of coarse sandstones 
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wi th large scale cross-stratification.' The coarse nature of the " 

sediment, the large scale bedfor'ms, and the thick sedimentary units 

,."'It~~ -::Hs horizon quite 'distinct. A thick unit of siltstone sharply 

overlies the coarse member before the sequence is truncated by the 

New Aberdour Fault. Although very distinct, the significance of 

this coarse member is open to question," as it may record the 

uppermost limit of the Siltstone Formation, or it may simply record 

an isolate coarse sediment incursion into the otherwise siltstone 

dominated sequence. Due to the location of the New Aberdour Fault 

this problem cannot be solved. 

l.S(iii)b' Counter Head 'Equivalent' Section 

Although the maximum development of the Net., Aberdour siltstone 

sequence occurs along New Aberdour Shore, an incomplete but important 

'equivalent' section of siltstones are displayed on the foreshore at 

Counter Head. 

Essentially, the sequences are similar, but at Counter Head a 

rapid" (but conforIDable) passage is apparent from the underlying 

Dundarg Castle Sandstone Formation. Few observations on the nature of 

the sequence can be offered for this portion of the succession as 

extensive accumulations of pedogenic carbonate (see Chapter 7) mod-

-'ify majority of the sediments. Nevertheless, the importance of the 

sequence remains in its conformable relationship with underlying 

sandstones. 

l.S(iv) Summary and Discussion 

As with sequences exposed to the west, the succession of sedi-

ments in the eastern coastal section is largely a simple fining 

upward sequence. The nature and order of the stratigraphic units 
- . 

is clear, the only complications being the amount of shortening or 

extension caused by the abundant faulting present "d thin the sequence. 
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• 
Studies of conglomerate composition (Chapter 4) demonstrate 

clearly that the Dundarg Castle sequence contains the lowest strata 

o~ the Dundarg Castle Conglomerate Formation,.while at the same 

time, the upper boundary to this unit is clearly exposed. ~Between 

the base and top of the sequence at Dundarg Castle, .90 m of sed

iment· are exposed, while in the equivalent sequence from Counter 

Head to New Aberdour Shore as much as 400 m may be exposed. 

Faulting within Port an Doon may shorten the sequence, but no estim

ation of the original thickness can be made. 

Thus in conclusion, the following points may be summarised 

for the Eastern Coastal Section: 

1. The sequen.ce is based by the Fleckies Meadow Conglomerate, a 

facies equivalent of the Quarryhead Conglomerate. 

2. The Dundarg Castle Conglomerate follows, locaily resting directly 

upon the Dalradian basement. 

3. The lowest deposits of the Dundarg Castle Conglomerate Formation 

are those exposed at Dundarg Castle. 

4. Faulting may extend the apparent thickness of higher deposits 

to the west, or shorten the apparent thickness to the east, 

although at the same time a westward (basinward) thickening 

would not be unreasonable. 

5. The Dundarg Castle Sandstone Formation and New Aberdour Siltstone 

Formation follow conformably. 

6. The New Aberdour Siltstone Formation regarded to be a facies 

equivalent of the Crovie Siltstone sequence of the Western 

Coastal Section. 
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7. Overall, the Eastern Coastal Section is considered a facies 

equivalent of the fining portion of the Crovie Group sediments 

of the Western Coastal Section. The term Crovie Group is 

therefore applicable to the sediments of both the Eastern 

Coastal Section and Quar~Jhead • 

. ! 
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Middle Old Red " Sandstone of the Gamrie Outlier 

1.6 Middle Old Red Sandstone Un~onformity 

Strata of Hiddle Old Red Sandstone age have been recognised 

from the Gamrie Outlier since the establishment of a fauna from 

the Findon Fish Bed by Traquair «(896) which resulted in the com-

parison of this horizon with the Anchanarras horizon of Caithness 

and its numerous equivalents (placing the horizon near or just 
~i . 

below the Eifelian - Givetian boundary). The relationship between 

these Middle Old Red Sandstone sediments and strata assigned to the 

basement group has only been considered by Westoll (1951) who" 

suggested a Lower Old Red Sandstone age for the local Basen~nt 

Group sediments on the basis of an unconformity between the'two 

sequences. This unconformity" has r~~ined. ·undescribed and in fact 

as mentioned previously some doubt initially existed as to its 

presence. During the present study the relationships between 

Middle Old Red Sandstone and Basement Group sediments have been 

observed at several'more localities; i.e.: 

1) 200 m west of Coral Haven, and in Coral Haven 

2) Black Hill east of Pennan Village 

3) Along the sea cliff between Pennan Head and Sandy Haven 

4) Meal Girnel and Sidegate 

5) West of Strabackie 

6) West of Langlitterly 

The distribution of these outcrops is shown in Fig. ',33, 1·34 

The above mentioned sections have been studied in order to provide 

a more complete picture of the relationships between the two rock" 

groups. Particular attention has been paid to the form of the 
" " 

erosion surface and the time and d~ration of any such erosion. 

Finally, although implicit in the term unconformity, the nature of 
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tectonic events responsible must be sought. 

With respect to the above points, the cliff section ~ km to 

the west of Pennan (locality 1 above) offers evidence on all counts, 

it is also the only readily accessible outcrop of the unconformity. 

Two sections are exposed: 

.. a) Coral Haven 

b) An un-named embayment 200 m west of Coral Haven beneath 

the 'Lodge'. 

(a) Coral Haven 

Poor, restricted exposure, mostly covered by loose blocks 

on the foreshore. Below the unconformity, conglomeratic sandstones 

dip steeply to the north at about 450 while above the unconformity, 

slate rich conglomerate appears flat, with no surface irregularities 

or major erosive depressions. Laterally no great variation in 

the inclination is apparent in the conglomerate, whereas the dip 

of the conglomeratic sandstones decreases over 15 rn until only a 

small angular discordance exists between upper and lower groups, 

suggesting that at least a minor amount of folding has taken place 

prior to erosion. 

(b), Below 'The Lodge' 

A very well exposed accessible section again showing sandy 

conglomerate, flat layered with mud drapes between strata in the 

finer sand portions, occasional widely-spaced oscillation ripples 

with mud drapes, the whole sequence being commonly affected by 

sand injection phenomena and penecontemporaneous minor faulting. 

Above these, coarse conglomerate and slate breccia rest with marked 
'.''fA 

erosive. unconformity. Plates 1.l9i and 1.20 show the almost 

horizontal lower group overlain by a moderately inclined upper group. 

Tracing the unconformity to ,the west only a matter of 25 m shows 
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a marked steepening of the dip of the lower group whilst the upper 

group remains unchanged (plate 1.19 ). Also in this part of the 

o~tcrop further faulting is apparent, only of minor downthrow but 

clearly predating the upper group conglomer~te. This section of 

the unconformity gives valuable evidence as to the nature of the 

events leading up to the unconformity: 

. 1. Sediment below the unconformity contains possible evidence of 

tectonism in the form of sand injection structures. 

2. Variation in inclination of the lower group sediments points 

to a pre-Middle Old Red Sandstone tectonic event.(folding) •. 

3. Faulting, although on a minor scale, is of. pre-upper group age, 
~, .. 

thus supporting the tectonic event of 2 • 

. 4. The erosion surface is irregular and channel like with hollows 

infilled,by derived second cycle conglomerate clasts. This 

suggests ,that erosion of the lower1sediments ~ccurred quite 

early, almost predating extensive lithification. 

5. Steep channel sides suggest partial cementation or a state of 

'wet, s,and' whereby the sediment resisted slumping. 

6. Plate LI,Aillustrates minor rotational faulting, a feature 

common to channels in unconsolidated recent sediments (Heming-

way, pers. comm. and Reineck and Singh, 1973). The important 

feature' in this instance is that the sense of rotation is of 

a reversed nature. The mechanism was therefore not one of 

slumpipg but probably differential compaction. Given that such 

structures require a soft sediment, (Reineck and Sin~~, 1973), 

this rev~rse rotation would imply that some degree of loading 

occurred prior to cementation (i.e. the upper group was deposited 

onto relatively unconsolidated sands and gravels). 
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The remain~ng exposures (localities 2-6) of the unconformity" 

occur to the east of Pennan Village and are mostly inaccessible, 

all can be viewed fvan. the sea, but little evidence can be added 

from the land. The e>:posures in Sidegate and in Heal Girnel 

may be observed directly, Meal Girnel offers difficult access from 

land, but Sidegate is only accessible by sea. 

East of Pennan',the first out~rop of the unconformity occurs 

high in the cliff below Black Hill (locality 2) where the red Pennan 

Sandstone is overlain with marked angular unconformity by slate 

rich breccia. This outcrop is totally inaccessible particularly 

following recent cliff erosion and may only be observed with binoc-

ulars; 

From the sea the capping of breccia is notable between Pennan 

Head and Sandy Haven,with exception of the lower cliffs of Buckies 

Pad. Most direct evidence exists in the large blocks of slate 

rich breccia which litter the foot of these cliffs and confirm the 

presence of the Middle, Old Red Sandstone conglomerates in the cliffs 

high above. All 'of these sections are dangerously inaccessible and 

may only be observed at a distance from the sea • 
. , 

The important feature of these sections is th~t they show the 

upper sediments with uniform inclination towards the east, 

usually at a very low angle, almost horizontal. In contrast the 

lower sediments have a variable dip and ftemonstrate further the pre-

upper group folding. This feature is illustrated in plates 
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1.7(i) Middle Old Red Sandstone Outcrop Distribution (PI.~s 1.2.D,"",%1.) 

Although the presence of Middle. Old Red Sandstone strata has 

long been,recognised, no detailed appraisal has been rrade as to 

the nature or extent of the sequence. The Geological Survey noted 

the Middle Old Red Sandstone of the Gardensto\om section, referring 

it to the rindon Group with a three fold subdivision: 

7. Conglomerate and breccia 

6. Grey and red clay with limestone nodules,containing 

fish remains, and lenticular grey micaceous shales, 

yielding plant remains and some scales of fish. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
5. Coarse red conglomerate.with some intercalations of red 

sandstone with fish scales. 

Unfortunately, the conglomeratic nature of the Middle Old Red 

Sandstone sequence apparently lead the early workers to compare this 

sequence with that of Pennan Head concluding an equivalence between 

the two sections •. From studies of conglomerate provenance, and 

from observations to the east of Pennan Head along sections only 

accessible by sea the present study concludes that such interpret-

ations were incorrect, the Pennan Head section being of Basement 

or Crovie Group equivalence. 

Sediments of Middle Old Red Sandstone age are exposed: 

1. in higher parts of the Den of Findon where the three 

Geological Survey divisions aI~ developed; 

2. at the Snook, where lowerrncst l1iddle Old Red Sandstone 

conglomerate is faulted against a variety of Lo\'1er Old 

Red Sandstone sediments; 



3. between Liens Head and Pennan Village; 

4. between Pennan and Langlitterty. 

Exposure of the Middle Old Red Sandstone sequence is far 

from adequate, and combined with the monotonous nature of the con-

glomerate sequences precludes the establishment of a rigid strati-

graphy. On lithological grounds the original Geological Survey 
, t," 

subdivision has. been retained, but the problems involved with 
. -

adjacent sequences prevent any correlation and therefore form 

naming of the various sequences, serving no practical value, has 

been avoided •. 

Den of Findon (Plate 1.22) 

At present exposure is very poor, and consideration of the 

Geological Survey comments (1890) suggest that conditions had 
, . 

deteriorated by then in comparison to the exposures referred to 

by ,Horne in 1890, but from earlier work. In the Den of rindon 

the following sequence is exposed: 

Upper rindon Conglomerate 

Findon Fish Bed 

Lower Findon Conglomerate 

The Findon Fault brings uppermost Crovie Group sediments 

of the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation into contact with the Lower 

Findon Conglomerate' .'.,' above the confluence of the Findon and 

Afforsk burns •. As far as can be estimated approximately 25-30 m 

of the Lower Findon Conglomerate remain, but are poorly exposed 

in this section. The conglomerates are poor to rroderately well 

sorted and range in grade from small boulder sized fragments to 

gravel:' Gravel and pebble grade conglomerates predomin~te, the 

detritus being mOstly slate (see Chapter 4). 
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Consideration of the Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerates 

at other locali tles indicate that immediately overlying the 

unconformi ty a zone of reworked detritus eXists up to 5 m in thick-

ness. Over the whole of the scant exposure in the Den of Findon 

there is no evidence of such a zone and therefore -it lIIUSt be con-

cluded that the Findon Fault has shortened both Crovie and Findon 

Group sequences. Minor, impersistent, thin sandstones are present 
, . 

within the sequence, but constitute a very small proportion of 

.' the exposed sequence. No further lithofacies have been recognised. 

The Findon Fish Bed outcrops high in 'the east side of the 

rindon Ravine, and at present is in a very poor state of preservation 
\ 

(and rapidly worsening). Minor excavation demonstrates that the 

fine grained sediments comprising this unit rest conformably upon 

the Lower Findon Conglomerate, grading rapidly from it. The follow

ing section is exposed in the type and only section available ( ~ .. i" fer. 
N J 7'. 7tf,,3' ) dipping at approximately aO to the north east. 

Upper Findon Conglomerate 
------------------------------------------------
Red mudstone + 'small red carbonate nodules '60 cm 

Grey Mudstone " 30 cm 

Laminated grey mudstone and fish-bearing nodules 110 cm 

Pale grey soft plant-bearing mudst'one 40 cm 

Red 8i 1 ts tone, locally sandy and gravelly 10 cm 
------------------------------------------------
Lower Findon Conglomerate 

The Lower rindon Conglomerate fines rapidly to be replaced 

by the red sandy siltstone of the Findon Fish Bed which fill 

depressions in the conglcmerate surface. Pale grey mudstones . 
sharply overlie this level, and have yielded specimens of Pt:llophyton 

\ 
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(Geological Survey. 1890). Present exposure does not permit 

examination'of the relationships 'of this horizon,with the overlying 

fish-bearing mudstones,' but Prestwich's original work implies that 

the lower deposits (as recorded above) may be absent, and locally 

replaced by red micaceous sandstones~ and in places the fish-bearing 

inudstones rest directly upon conglomerates. 

The fish-bearing horizon dominates the 'Findon Fish Bed, and 

in many respects is similar to the underlying grey mudstone, differ-

ing slightly in the presence of fine graded laminae and the abund-

ance of calcareous nodules. Although exposure is restricted, 

the nodules can be seen to be arranged in sheets rather than randomly 

distributed. 

The lamination characteristic of the fish-bearing mudstone 

disappears rapidly, returning to the grey mudstones comparable 
, ' 

to the lower plant bearing horizon. By gradation th~ grey mudstones 

become'red, and show the development of clusters of red calcareous 

nodules comparable to calcrete' developments in the Crovie Group. 

The relationship of the uppermost mudstones to the overlying 

Upper FindonConglomerate is vague at present, 60 cm of mudstone 

are' exposed, and appear to be coriformably overlain ~y,the upper 

conglomerate without indication of marked erosion.' Present expos-

ures 'only display 70' cm of Upper Findon Conglomerate; attempts 

to locate the fish-bearing horizon using portable drilling equipment 

verified'that at least 8 mof Upper Conglomerate are present. 

Prestwich (1838) recorded outcrops of the fish bed in the 

Pishlin Burn, where he also records 3B feet (12 m) of the Upper 

Conglomerate~ these are no longer exposed. The Geological Survey 

(1890) a1so record gr·ey mudstones in the Cushnie Burn; and' ina 
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small ditch near South Cushnie. The forn~r location is no longer 

exposed, but plant bearing grey mudstones have been sampled from 

the latter. 

The'Findon Fault may' be traced as far as the Snook, where 

Middle Old Red Sandstone Conglomerate ,is faulted against a variety 

of Crovie Group sediments. At this locality the conglomerates 

are very coarse, and for the first 5 m have a 'mixed assemblage 

of detritus analogous to that observed immediately overlying the 

Middle Old Red Sandstone unconforlllty at Pennant and interpreted 

as reworked detritus. On these grounds the lowest exposed deposits 

at the Snook are considered to be close to the basal unconforrrdty, 

although the lowest deposits have been removed. 

The effect of the rindon Fault appears to vary 'along its 

outcrop. Very little deformation is apparent in the Den of Findon, 

but at the Snook the Crovie Group sequence is folded against the 

fault" and the Findon Group Conglomera'tes are dipping steeply 

600 to 800 to the south (Fig~ loiS ). 

Some sandy horizons are present in the lowest con'glornerates 

at the Snook, but these are rare and the rapid increase in slate 

detritus is accompanied by a decline in the amount of sandstone. 

As mentioned the dip ranges from 35· to 8'0" , the exposed 

thickness being 500 ""1 although the amount of strata removed by 

faulting cannot be reliably estimated. 

The Findon Fault splays as it rounds the Snook, one branch 

skirting the base of the high cliff between the Snook and Crovie 

Village, eventually running inland to meet the Troup Eead Fault 

near Crovie. These relationships are illustrated in rig. LIS • 
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Fig. ,. ~It demonstrates that the Middle Old Red Sandstbne conglom

erates are faulted against Dalradian metasediments at the western 

end of the Central Section and outcrop bet'.-Ieen Downie Shore and 

Pennan Village. The cliffs are inaccessible between Downie Shore 

and Lions Head, but from the sea they are observed to consist of 

almost horizontal slate rich conglomerate. No sandstone is observed 

in the sequence. The cliffs,fall vertic~lly to the sea and thus 

expose '5 m of unbroken ~onglomerate. 

'The conglomerates are accessible at Lions Head, C~lykhan, 

and Mill Shore, and traced in'this direction increase in dip to 

about 30
0 

at Mill Shore. No change in character is recognised. 

Between Mill Shore and Pennan the dip steepens to approximately 

45
0

, the lower portion.of the conglomerate sequence being exposed 

resting unconformably on Lower Old Red Sandstone sediments. 

At the east of Pennan Village, Middle Old Red Sandstone 

slate conglomerates are faulted against red san?stone of the Pennan 

Sandstone facies, and are not accessible east of thjs until Meal 

Girnel and the Quaynan~ (Plate 1.20) 

Middle Old Red Sandstone sediments are faulted down to sea 

level in the east side of San~y Haven, having been present at 

about the 100 m contour along most of the cliff top east of Pennan 

Village. The Quaynan offers the first readily accessible vantage 

point, and along with the slightly more arduous Heal Girnel 

display a mono~onous sequence of conglomerat~.' The conglomerates 

are coarser grade, 'up to cobble and small boulder sizes are common, 

and although slate rich they are strongly influenced by granite, 

psammite,and quartzite. 'Sand is present in large quantities in 

.~ 
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the conglomerate matrix making these de,osits even more of a 

contrast to the slate rich deposits further west. Thin sandstones 

are rare, (less than 1%) reaching a maximum thickness of 40 cm, 

other than this, bedding is as poorly defined as in the slate 

conglomerate. 

In the Quaynan the conglomerates dip slightly towards due 

west, the dip increasing in the vicinity of the Sandy Haven Fault. 

The stratigraphic horizon of the Quaynan conglomerates is uncertain, 

but by, comparison to those exposed in Meal Girnel of knownprox-

imity to the unconformity it is apparent that the Quaynan examples 

are also quite. low in the Middle Old Red· Sandstone sequence. 

Further exposures of Middle Old Red Sandstone sediments are 

accessible from the . the three bays of: " sea ~n 

-

i) Sidegate 
1, : 

ii) Strabackie 

iii) Langlitterty 

The basal unconformity is readily visible in Sidegate and 

may be observed with difficulty in Langlitterty. 

The conglomerates exposed in Sidegate and Langlitterty are 

identical to those of Meal Girnel in grain size and composition 

(see Chapter 4), although slightly more sandstone is present in' 

the lowest deposits.' In Strabackie the conglomerates are exposed' 

over 127 m of inaccessible cliff, although the slight dip to the 

east does allow slightly higher conglomerate to be studied. The 

higher conglomerates are notably finer in clast size, and are corn-

positionally comparable to the deposits at the Quaynan. Sand-
. 

stone is absent in the' higher deposits, leaving at least 100 m 

• of montonous conglon:erate. 
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In the middle of Langlitterty the Biddle Old Red Sandstone 

is faulted against Dalradian metasediments, and although reported 

fl,lrther east by the Geological Survey no exposure is available at 

the present day. Nevertheless the observation by the Survey that 

this conglomerate rested upon,brown siltstones with calcareous 

nodules comparable to those exposed on New Aberdour Shore does 

have very important implications, and may allow estimations to be 

, made of pre MIddle Old Red Sandstone faultinf:~ ': 

1.7(ii) Summary 

Stratigraphically the Middle Old Red Sandqtone sediments 

propose an insurmountable problem due to poor exposure and the 

lack of distinctive marker horizons. The present study supports 

the Geological Survey's proposed 3 fold subdivision at Gardenstown, 

and confirms that Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerate outcrops 

to the east of Pennan - recognising several previously unrecorded 

exposures of the unconformity between Lower and Middle Old Red 

Sandstone. 
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1.8 Stratigraphical Synthesis 

~.8(i ) Lower Old Red Sandstone 

Following the General Stratigraphy of each of the six sections 

described an attempt was made to interpret the nature of the sequence, 

its continuity, and related problems. Very few "problems exist as; 

to the nature of these sequences, but the assembly of the coastal 

sections into a vertically and laterally coherent picture is very 

difficult, primarily due" to the previously mentioned problems of 

lack of marker horizons and the distinct possibility of facies 

variation. 

The proposed stratigraphic correlation is illustrated in 

Table 1.21 but in order. to justify this ,revision several points 

must be considered. Basically the problem is the interrelationships 

of isolated and fault-bounded sections, . 1..e: 

"" 

~ 
~ I I" · · I Cardenstown 1 · · e;ubsection Cedral Coutal I l\ew Aberdour Counter lJoAd I ~u.:lrryhoad . 

Section ' subsection subsectiOJ1 · efloticn 
Crovle I I 
8ubsection · i 

, 
1 ' 

! 

The New Aberdour and Counter Head sequences contain indent-

ical conglomerate, sandstone, and siltstone facies, and little 

, doubt exists as to their direct equivalence. 

At Quarryhead the sequence also fines up into siltstone, 

and as at Fleckies Meadow is resting unconformably on Dalradian 
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rocks. Such a basal unconformity is no criterion for chrono

stratigraphical correlation, and neither are the basal conglomerates, 

they remain only facies eq ui valents. Both seq l.lences fine l'Pwards, 

and both have pedogenic developments of carbonate nodules in the 

basal~_portion of the siltstone sequence (Chapter 7). Calcretes 

are knmm to be well developed in certain regions and characterised 

by slow aggradation, and are frequently of wide lateral extent. 

In all the sequences at Gamrie only one zone of calcrete develop

ment has been recognised, and it may therefore foll~~ that the 

Counter Head and Quarryhead sequerices can'be equated on the basis 

of this horizon of calcretes. This must remain conjectural, as 

certain dissimilarities exist between the calcrete sequences (see 

Chapter 7). 

If the correlation is valid, sedimentation is either condensed 

at Quarryhead or started at a much later time. The latter explan-

ation is acceptable, as palaeocurrent evidence suggests an east or 

south-east palaeoslope, and sediment would be expected to thin in 

this direction. 

At Crovie, New Aberdour, Counter Head and Quarryhead a fining

upward sequence is developed, and as stated, the New Aberdour' 

sequence is equivalent to the Counter Head sequence and possibly 

the Quarryhead sequence., The fining-upward sequence may also suggest 

a broad comparison of the Crovie sequence with those.to the east, 

but a major problem is that none of the lower sediments are 

directly comparable, only the siltstone facies are equateable. 

Equivalence of the siltstone facies across the area may be 

further supported by the developments of calcrete in the upper 

portions of the Crovie Sandstone Formation,.and the lower member 
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of the Crovie Siltstone Formation. Hence correlation of the out-

crops of the lower portion of the. fining upward sequence wOlud 

appear to be: 

Crone Silt~o!!e_ 

Crovie Sandstone 

Crovie Conglomerate 

\ 
I 

Jlov Aber.lour Counter Read Quarryhead 
- - Siltstone - - - - - Siltetone - - - - - - Siltstone 

, . . 

:Dunc!.erg Castle 
SlUldstone 

I 

Dunda::og Castle 
COllgl~orate 

'8a!ldstcme' 

'ooll8lomera tel, 

Flecldee Y.eadov 'conglomerate I 
COll8lome.rate , ... ~'" 
~".,.. 

In the eastern sections exposure is terminated at the level 

of the Siltstone Facies and therefore no correlation can be made 

with the coarsening upward sequence in the west. 

However,' the greatest problem still remains in' attempting to 

locat~ the relative stratigraphic position of the sediments of 
: ( j 

the Central Coastal Section. The sequence is almost totally 

conglomeratic, the lowest accessible rocks having aconglorr~rate 

composition. similar to, that ,of the Dundarg Castle conglomerates 

(Chapter 4). At higher levels, a quartzite-rich conglomerate 

prevails and is unlike any so far recorded in'the area •. The 

highest conglorrerates observed becon~ slate-rich, and are thus 

comparable to the conglomerates of the western section. Several 

possibilities thus exist: 

1. That the lowest conglomerates may be comparable with the Dund-

arg Castle and Counter liead conglo;'!lerate sequences; 
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2. That the upper slate-rich conglom~rates may reflect a relation-

ship to the western conglomerate sequence, either in the: 

a) lower fining portion 

b) upper coarsening portion; 

3. That the quartzite-rich conglomerates may have no ccmparable 

facies or conglomerates of the same composition. 

This leaves at least two alternatives: 

• A. That the lower conglomerates of the Central Section are compar-

able with those further east, whilst at the same time higher 

conglomerate levels are influenced by the westerly Crovie 

slate-rich conglomerate sources. 

This would produce a situation illustrated in Fig. "~'~ where 

the deposits of the Central Section exist beneath the main siltstone 

development: 

B. If the slate development in the upper conglomerates of the Central 

Section is equivalent to the coarsening portion of the Gardens-

.town sequence then the central section sediments would be above 

the main siltstone development.as shown in Fig.I.~/6 • 

Petrographically the Pennan Sandstone formation does not 

compare'with rocks of either east or west sections following either 

of the above methods of correlation (Chapter 4, and this Chapter, 

page 57 ), but being quartz dominated may belong to a similar 

source area to the quartzite-rich Pennan Head Conglomerate. If, 

this is so, then the sequence of sediments in the Central Section 

may be considered a fining-upward sequence, in which case the 

sequence would be anlogous to the lower fining-upward trend in 

eastern and western sections and alternative A outlined above would 
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be fav~ured. At the present state of knowledge, alternative A 

appears most favourable, but alternative B cannot, as yet, be over

looked. 

Middle Old Red Sandstone 

As mentioned, correlation within the Middle Old Red Sand

stone is impossible, and a rec?nstruction of the stratigraphy is 

out of the question. The unconformable relationships have been 

described, and from the vario~~ levels of strata encountered 

by the unconformity it is readily apparent that considerable 

tectonism and faulting occurred during the period of this uncon

formity. 
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1.9 Regional Setting 

The Devonian sediments of the North 'East of Scotland, being 

largely coarse clastic sequences, pose as yet unsolved problems in 

the determination of their relative ages. Lithostratigraphical 

correlation over the large distances involved is to be avoided 

considering the nature of most of the sediments~ Nevertheless the 

regional setting must be considered, as the Old Red Sandstone of 

North East Scotland has several l.mportant featU'es'only recently 

apparent follo\'ling the' recogni tion of Lower and Hiddle Old Red 

Sandstone strata in several of the Outliers previously considered 

to be entirely of Middle Old Red Sandstone age. 
, , 

By comparison of spore assemblages from the Basement Group 

of Scotland with those ·of other British Lower Devonian sequences, 

Richardson (1967) suggested that a Lower Devonian age was likely 

for the Basement Group. Westoll (1951, 1964) had already noted the 

unconforrrJty between k~own Middle Old Red Sandstone and Basement 

Group in North East Scotland and suggested that the Basement Group 

was in fact of Lo, ... er Old Red Sandstone age. He also postulated 

a Basement Group equivalence for the deposits of,the Rhynie Outlier 

(Westoll, op.cit.). Spores extracted from the lower deposits of "_ .. -'--" 

silts and shales and also from the chert in the RhYoie sequence 

have yielded poorly preserved, a zonate , "smooth and apiculate spores 

of the genera Retusotriletes and Apiculiretusispora (Richardson, 

1967), and are thus comparable with aGsemblages from the Ousdale 

Mudstones'both in type of spore and the lack of v~riety compared 

with other Devonian assemblages. The main difference is that the 

Ousdale asserrhlage contains undoubted specimens of Emphanispori tes 

whereas#the Rhynie Outlier has to date only offered rare specimens 
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possibly of the same genus (Richardson, op cit.). From Strathpeffer . 
the assemblage suggests a range of possible age from upper Lower 

Devonian to lowermost l1i'ddle Devonian, the former being most 

likely (Richardson, OPe cit.). Although the spores from the Rhynie 

Outlier do not show a level of complexity equivalent to those seen 

in the Middle Old Red Sandstone, neither are they comparable with 

the Basement Group assemblages from Strathpeffer (Richardson, op. 
... ,,"< , 

cit.). Richardson explains this as being a reflection of the' in 

situ flora and thus no indication of the total spore spectrum at 

that time. However, he continues, the Rhynie spores resemble 

forms from the Basement Group at Ousdale providing at least some 

evidence to suggest that the Rhynie depo~its are of B~sement Group 

Age. Furthermore, the size-range of the Rhynie spores compares 

more favourably with Midland Valley, assemblages than with those 

from the Middle Old Red Sandstone, and as the Midland ~alley 
-

assemblages are probably Siegenian to Emsian in age there is some 

evidence for a Lower Devonian age for the Rhynie deposits. Recent 

work (pers. comm. to Westoll, 1975~ from Richardson) implies that 

a Siegenian age is more likely for the Rhynie sediments. 

, During the course of this study acid-insoluble residues from 

dark fine grained sediments belonging to the Crovie.Siltstone, and 

New Aberdour Siltstone Formations have been studied, and poorly 

preserved spores extracted. Only Dibolisporitesiand various, 

smooth-walled azonate spores have been recognised, no apiculate 

examples being present. This work was carried out in conjunction 

with Mr. A. Collins, in whose opinion the assemblage suggested an 

Emsian to Eifelian age for the Basement Group, and although not as 

conclus~ve as would be desired it does to a large extent support 

Westoll's (1951, 1964) ideas of a Lower Old Red Sandstone Basement 
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Group at Gamrie •. 

To the west of Rhynie lie restricted developments of coarse 

clastics at Cabrach and Tomintoul. As .yet these outliers have not 

been studied in detail, and only the Cabrach Outlier can be related 

to strata of known age,. and then only tentatively on the presence 

of thin lava flows comparable to those at Rhynie, in the lower 

portions of both sequences. The Tomintoul sequence offers no means 

of correlation, but its location close to Cabrachand Rhynie does 

not pr~clude a Lower Old Red Sandstone age, although the Teplacement' 

of Lower Old Red Sandstone by Middle Old Red Sandstone along the 

Moray Firth coast does cast doubt on 'guesses\ as to the age of 

such deposits. 

Along the MoraY,firth coast to the west of Gamrie several 
.. 

small outcrops of Old Red Sandstone, originally recorded as Middle 

Old Red Sandstone in age exist. 
. . 

i.e. At Sandend Bay, Cullen, and Buckie 

The';'ali di ty of this Middle Old Red Sandstone age is open 

to question.' Peacock et al (1968) have recently supported this 

date suggesting that at .Buckie the" Buckie Beds' are of Middle Old 

Red Sandstone age •. They offer no explanation as to the nature or 

~ignificance of this unconformity.' If such an interpretation is, 

valid it would demonstrate a marked thinning of the Lower Old 

Red Sandstone westwards, from at least 300 m at Gamrie 'to zero 
. .' .' ~ :l~b'VI't~.c. ... - .... 

at Buckie. Peacock's. ~~lat: 1968) a!.~g~l!lent cannot be accepted 

without question, but in the light of Donovan's (19.75) discussion 

of a Middle Old ~ed Sandstone marginal lacuStrine limestone in 

North C~ithness, a situation exists which rray be analogous to 

that at Buckie, and would allow for the whole of the Buckie seq~ence 
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to be regarded as Middle Old Red Sandstone in age. Although 

the sequence has not been studied in detail the present author 

has observed the 'calcareous deposits' comprising the Buckie 

Beds and following the recognition of algal or similar structures 

regards the similarity to Donovan's 
" " 

(1975) description as being highly likely, and thus it is consid-

ered that the conclusions reached by Peacock et al (that the 

Buckie Sequence is of Middle Old Red Sandstone age) are likely 

to be corre ct • 

At Cullen and at Sandend Bay short sequences (10 m) of 

coaroe clastic sediments are exposed but offer very little inform-

ation"as to their relative age. Both sequences are of local 

derivation preventing an assessment of their age in terms of 

conglomera te provenance ~ At Sandend Bay a remarkable lIDconformi ty 

exists between Old Red Sandstone and Dalradian Limestones resulting 

in the development of a 'fossil karst' structure, (see plate 1.2)) 

Whether such a structure is indicative of less arid 

climates than those implied further east is open "to argument, but 

must remain doubtful grounds on which to 'date the Outlier. The 

only useful evidence which may be employed in paleogeographic 

reconstruction is the N.W.-S.E. trend of irregularities in the 

basement, and. imbrication suggesting a N.W. direction of transport. 

The distribution of Middle Old Red Sandstone sediment in N.E. 

Scotland is of great importance, particularly as the comnon presence 
. 

of a reliable fauna allows correlation of the isolated sequences. 

At Gamrie at least 200 m of Middle Old Red Sandstone slate-rich 

\ 

conglomerates are recognised and when traced to the west of the Outlier 

Middle Old Red Sandstone sediments are noted to overlap the Lower 
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Old Red Sandstone deposits to eventually overstep onto the Dalrad-

ian and Moine basement. Even accepting the' doubtful position of 

the Buckie Beds no Lower Old Red Sandstone strata are recognised, 

west of the River Spey, "lhilst Middle Old Red Sandstone deposits 

are relatively c'omrnon, the five fold division ,applied by the 

Geological Survey to~alling at least 900 m of sediment in the 

Nairnside-Inverness area. 

Lithostratigraphic correlation is out of the question, but 

comparison may be made between the faunas of the many fish beds of 

thEse Middle Old Red Sandstone deposits. At Gamrie, Traquair 

(1895) listed the following species from the Findon Fish Bed: 

Diplacanthus striatus 

Rhabdinacanthus longispinus 

Cheiracanthus murchisoni 

Cheiracanthus latus 

Pterichthys milleri 

Pterichthys product us 

Glyptolepis leptopterus 

Coccosteus decipiens 

Cheirolepis trailli 

Diplacanthus tennistriat~ 

Diplopterus agassizi 

Osteolepis macrolepido~ 

Gyroptychius microlepidotus 

Fl"om this assemblage the Findon Fish Bed has long been equated 

with the Achanarras horizon of Caithness. More specifically it allows 

correlation between Gamrie, Tynet Burn, and the Nairnside fishbeds 

at Clava, Nairn and Lethen Bar and also north to the Cromarty fish 

beds, Edderton Burn, and as far north as Orkney (Sandwick Fish Bed) 
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and Shetland (Melby Fish Bed), thus allowing considerable paleo-

geographic speculation as to the nature and extent of the 

Orcadian Lake during both Lower and Middle Old Red Sandstone times. 

Although the age of these horizons was initially based on verte-
, 

brate faunas (see Westoll, 1951, Miles and Westoll, 1963) it 

has since been confirmed on palynological data (Richardson, 196$,,~,,). 

As mentioned this correlation has .important paleogeographic 

implications, indicating that whilst the general region of maximum 

lacustrine sedimentation probably existed in the offshore Caithness

O~kney region', the basin itself was extending in a N .E.-S. W. form, 

overstepping Lower Old Red Sandstone sediments to the south-west. 

Eventually of course overlap occurred to the north, west, south and 

south-east. As well as having imPortant paleogeographic significance, 

this evidence has recently been employed by Donovan, Archer, Turner 

and Tarling (1976) to confirm magnitudes and timings of Great Glen 

Fault activity. Attempts have been made to support or refute the 

Lower Old Red Sandstone age suggested by field relationships and 

supported by sparse palynological evidence. Attempts ~o obtain a 

K-Ar. age date from the volcanic deposits at Rhynie (although not 

assisting the dating of the Gamrie Outlier) proved impossible due 

to the state of decay of the feldspars (Mitchell, .pers. comm.). 

~1agnetic studies (Turner and Archer, 1975) do give some support to-

wards a Lower Old Red Sandstone age by comparison of pole positions 

with known Lower Old Red Sandstone positions, in contrast with 

Middle Old Red Sandstone positions. 
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CHAPTER 2 - STRATIGRAPHY OF THE RHYNIE OUTLIER 

2.1 Introduction 
! 

. The R.~ynie Outlier consists of a narrow faulted strip of Lower Old 

Red Sandstone occupying the valley of the 'Water of Bogie' and other tri-

butaries of the River Don. The location of the Outlier relative to the 

Gamrie Outlier is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

The sediments enclosed within this small Outlier rest unconformably 

on a range of Dalradian rocks along the eastern margin, but are terminated 

to the west by a series of major faults (Fig. 2.2). 

2.2 His tmy of Previou..'3 Research 

Although the Rhynie Outlier is widely known for its plant bearing 

deposits, the overall geology and stratigraphy have raceived little 

attention later,than the brief description offered by HinxnEn (1888) and 
\ 

the Geological Survey (Gran~ Wilson and Hinxman, 1890) in their description _ 
I 

of Sheet 76. lbeir work offers the only outline of the sedimentary 

sequence, and is, itself based on work previously carried out and noted 

by Geikie in his major publication in 1878 where he made a six fold sub-

di vision of the sequence: 

(6) Greenish grey shales, with beds of flagstone. Dryden 

(5) ,Thick group of hard pale grey and reddish or purplish sand-

stones, wi th oc~asional pebble beds, and numerous pipes, 

, galls', ar,d irregular veinir.gs of red clay. Rhynie Quarries, 

Burn of Craig 

(4) Band of Diabase Porphyrite, Sf:en betw'3en Com:lach and 

Auchindoir Hanse. 

(3) Very soft and crun~ling, grey and red, pebbly sandstones and 

conglomerates of ... Tell-rounded pebbles, with bands of red 

shale, seen be10H Glenbogie l'lhere the valley is cut out of 

this soft series. 



(2) Red shales, with calcareous red nodules seen in small ravine 

to east of Gle~bogie. 

(1) Band of red and .yellm-l conglomerate and breccia, sometimes 

with calcareous cement. This lowest deposit immediately 

underlies the shales at the last named locality and rests 

on the crystalline rocks. 

Realising the difficulty in tracing lIrii ts laterally with the often 

poor exposure, the Geological Survey used the term 'zones' for areas of 

the Outlier sho~ing similar' deposits. Only five zones were recop.;nised: 

Zone 5 - Dryden Flags and Shales 

'Zone 4 Quarryhill Sandstone 

Zone 3 - Tillybrachty Sandstones with Volcanic Zone 

Zone 2 Lower Red Shales with Calcareous bands 

Zone I - Basal Breccia and Conglomerate 

The term 'zone,' brought together the numerous outcrops available, 

and the Geological Survey considered that these 'zones' were "generally 

persistent throughout the greater part of the basin". 

They commented brieflY on the structure ,of the area, and drew 

attention to the existence of a very small outlier of presumed Old Red 

Sandstone in the bed of the River Don at Towie (see Fig. 2.2). 

:1. 1 2 

In reducing the subdivision to five they acknowledge Geikie as having 

successfully demonstrated that the 'diabase-porphyrite' was interbedded 

with deposits of the upper Tillyb~achty Sandstones. They thus included 

the lava in their 'zone 3, along with the more extensive lavas occurring 

in the north of the Outlier. 

The Rhynie Cherts (a restricted facies developed within the Dryden 
. 

Flags and Shales subdivision) have received most 'attention. They were 

discoveI'Cd in 1914 by Hackie and immediately aroused heated discussion 



Mackie regarded the deposits as 'older than the Old Red Sandstone of 

the Outlier'. The deposits were subsequently studied by Horne et al in 

1916 who concluded that "the" sequence was in fact of Old Red Sandstone age. 

In 1917, Kidston and Lang published the first of their classic papers 

on the flora of the Rh~ie Cherts identifying Rhynia Gwynne-Vaughani" 
• 

and subsequently (1921) Asteroxylon Mackiei. Kidstonand Lang (1917) 

considered the sequence" ••• cannot be younger than lIJ.ddle Old Red 

Sandstone in age". Hirst (1923) recorded the presence of small arachnids 

in the chert and thus greatly extended the field of interest, and Scour-

field (1926) offered detailed descriptions of Lepidocaris Rhyniensls 

a small crustacean also found in the cherts. Hirst and Maulik (1926) 

added details of arthropod remains found in the cherts. Very little 

attention followed until 1959 when Croft and George remarkably identified 

(petrologically!) three species of blue green algae from thin chips of 

chert. 

A wealth of botanical information has since been extracted from 

the cherts, and interest has even extended to a study of the hydrocarbons 

present (Dungworth and Schwartz, 1971). 

Westoll (1951, 1964) drew attention to the presence of two sub-

divisions in the Old Red Sandstone of north east Scotland separated by an 

unconformity. The upper division was reliably dated as being of Middle 

Old Red Sandstone age, while the lower was until quite recently regarded 

as 'barren'. Westoll (op. "cit.) suggested that the lower division was 

probably of Lower Old Red Sandstone age, and further suggested, on 

paleobotanical evidence, that the Rhynie deposits were probably of the 

same age. Richardson (1967) offered the first direct evidence to support 

Westoll's views by comparing Spore assemblages from the Rhynie deposits 

with spores"from other Basement Group deposits. He concluded that the 

Rhynie deposits were probably of Seigenian to Emsian age, recent work 
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(Richardson pers. comm.) supporting a Siegenian age. 

2.3 Stratigraphy 

During the present study, the great lack of outcrop in the Rhynie 

Outlier (many of the original localities having disappeared) prevents 

any extensive elaboration on the stratigraphy proposed by the Geological 

Survey. It is suggested from the present study that the 'zonal' sub

division erected by the Geological Survey is as good as can be achieved 

from the limited evidence available, and with further outcrop it is 

presumed that these zones would confidently be raised to the Formation 

status, but at the present state of knowledge' zones 1, 2, 3 and 5 

cannot be observed in sufficient detail to warrant such a move. (In' 

the following discussion numbers in parenthesis following localities 

refer to Fig.' 2.2) ", 

2.3 (i) Basal Breccia and Conglomerate 

The Geological Survey (1890) record "brecciated conglomerate" 

forming a local base to the sequence with a maximum thickness of 50 feet. 

Initially this basal deposit was exposed in: 

(i) the bank of the River Don at Milltown of l<ildrummy (27) 

(ii) the Linthaugh Burn (24) 

(iii) the Carlin den Burn (23) 

(iv) the Slughallen Burn (20) 

Local residents confirm the fi~st locality, but indicate that it 

was 'removed by the river many years ago'. Similarly the remaining 

three outcrops no longer exist, but augering in the Linthaugh and 

Carlinden Burns has confirmed the presence of a dark, pebble/gravel rich 

conglomerate largely' composed of local Dalradian' fragments. 

There remains no direct evidence to confirm the basal unconformity, 

or indicate its ma~litude and form. 
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. 2.3 (ii) l.owel" Red Shales with Calcareous Bands 

According to the Geological Survey, 'red shales with calcareo~ 

bands' follow all of the above sections and are particularly well exposed 

in a deep ravine known as the Corbiestongue (21). They describe" ••• red, 

greenish, and purple sandy shales with intercalated calcareous sandstones 

and layers of oval flattened concretions". 

During the present stuq,small excavations in the Corbiestongue 

have provided red and purple sandy shales with numerous non-laminated, red 

brown calcareous nodules. No grey calcareous deposits have been observed. 

This latter point is of great significance as Hinxman (1888) and Grant 

Wilson and Hinxman (1890) record the presence of 'fish remains' in grey 

limestone nodules from this horizon. 

Similar deposits have also been found during the present study in 

the Carlinden Burn where red-brown siltstones intercalate with thin: .' 

sandstones, but very little detail could be extracted from this temporary 

exposure (a farm ditch) as the rock head was deeply weathered. 

Thin sections of the calcareous nodules (see Chapter 7) lead to 

their interpretation as products of the development of calcareous soil 

profiles, such calcrete horizons being common in lower portions of the 

Gamrie Outlier, and clearly fish remains would not be expected in such , 

nodules. Rather than contradict these authors on negative evid-

ence it must be pointed out that the mudstones overlying the Findon Fish 

Bed at Gamrie are in fact reddened, and calcrete nodules although small 

are abundant. However, the Gamrie depo~its are of Middle Old Red Sandstone 

age. 

If such deposits ~ fish bearing it is of great importance in the 

implication of a· Lower Old' Red Sandstone connection to a major lacustrine 

development. From the present study of the Gamrie Outlier it is concluded 

~,? 
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that such a development in the Orcadian Lake did not extend south until 
:; . ,:. 
Middle Old Red Sandstone times, and Lower Old Red Sandstone sediments 

contai.n no record of anything larger than shallow ephemeral lakes. It 

is thus ,tempting to assume that Hinxman (1888), and Grant Wilson and' 

Hinxman (1888) were in error in their observation, particularly as 

Westoll (pers. comm.) having studied all the Moray Firth fish bearing 

nodules regards them as unlike anything he has' observed from the lower 

deposits at Rhynie. 

2.3(iii) The Tillybrachty Sandstones' (Plate 2.1) 

The Tillybrachty Sandstones are regarded by the Survey'as following 

the lower red shales, although no passage can at present be observed. As 

noted by the Survey they are" ••• composed of soft, crumbling incoherent 

sandstones" • 

The sequence is best exposed in the Corbiestongue and the banks of 

the River Bogie in the Craigs of Tillybrachty (19) south of Rhynie with 

similar deposits observed at Mill Farm (17), Auchinleath (22) and in 

the road side south of Kildrum~ Castle (30). 

. , 

(a) Corbiestongue - Small exposures of very soft conglomeratic sandstone 
. , " 

occur in the Corbiestongue in close proximity to" the previously 

mentioned red nodule rich siltstones. ' 'The conglorrerates and sand-

stones are coarse (up to large cobble grade) and occur in relatively 

thick units (up to 0.5 m). 

(b) Craigs of Tillybrachty - This series of outcrops, cut into by the 

Ri ver Bogie, are largely obscured by sand washed from the crumbling . 
surface of the poorly cemented sandstone. Nevertheless, the crags 

do demonstrate the development of the Tillybrachrjsandstones and 
• - <' :-

their passage almost into the Quarryhill Sandstone. 

In the lowest part of the sequ~nce the Tillybrachty Sandstones consist 
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of reddish conglomeratic sandstones and thin impersistent pebble 

and cobble grade conglomerates. Erosion surfaces are common, and 

~xtend over long distances although sandstone features frequently 

change rapidly. Bedding is largely obscure in these lowest deposits. 

Two thin siltstone horizons have been observed but are laterally 

impersistent due to erosion by overlying conglomerate. 

In the uppermost part the Tillybrachty Sandstones show a marked 

reduction in grain size and unit thickness~ Conglomerates are res

tricted to small pebble lags overlying numerous scoured surfaces. 

Siltstone films occur but are rare, mudclasts present on foreset 

laminae attest to the presence of fine grained deposits elsewhere 

at this level. Cross-stratification is patchily developed and 

laterally impersistent. 

Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 compare. the sequences exposed in the upper and 

lower parts of the crags. Note the development of apparently large 

channelled surfaces. 

Clearly a reduction in grain size and unit thickness, plus the intro

duction of siltstone and mudclasts heralds the close proximity of the 

overlying Quarryhill Sandstones. The Tillybrachty Sandstones differ 

fr'Om the Quarryhill Sandstones pr·incipally in: 

1. Their higher conglomerate and pebbly sandstone content 

2. Their lower siltstone content and absence of discrete developments 

of intraformational conglomerate. 

3. Units are still laterally quite impersistent 

(c) f1ill Farm, Auchinleath and Kildrummy - In these localities exposure 

is extremely poor, but considered adequate to identify the sediments 

exposed as belonging.to the Tillyhrachty Sandstone sequence. 

At Mill Farm a heavily overgro~~ e~~osure of poorly conglomeratic 
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:red sandstone ,"lith mudclasts occurs, and is regarded as belonging to 

the upper portion of the Tillybrachty Sandstone unit. They are in 

~act overlain in Craig Bum quite nearby) bysediments assigned to the 

Quarryhill Sandstones by the Geological Survey. 

At Auchinleath, coarse conglomerate occurs in a farm ditch and 

although the Geological Survey record clasts of two feet in diameter 
\ 

. only pebble and cobble grade sediments now remain. Although difficult 

to allocate due to lack of apparent structure, the sediments are 

considered from this study to belong to the middle or lower part of 

the Tillybrachty Sandstone sequence. 

Near Kildrummy, conglomeratic sandstones can be excavated from road-
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side cuttings, the maximum clast size is quite small, and the occurrence 

of mudclasts would suggest a high position in the sequence. _The 

deposits in these roadside outcrops are overlain quite closely by 

the Quarryhill Sandstone outcrops in the quarries belmoJ Kildrummy 

Castle. 

2~3 (iv) Interbedded Volcanics (Plates 2.3 t 2-4-) 

Geikie (1876) noted the presence of a band of "diabase-porphyrite" 

near Contlach (18) and Auchindoir Manse, and later the Geologica~ Survey 

included these deposits in their zone 3 (the Tillybrachty Sandstones). 

The Geological Survey also drew attention to similar deposits outcropping 

in the Glen of Cults (3), and in the northern prolongation of the Outlier 

near GartlY,(2) •. Unfortunately, the Survey introduced an element of 

confusion by not conforming to their zone system (used for the main part 

of the Outlier) when they described the northern portion of the Outlier 

out~ropping in the area of sheet 85. E~sentially, the volcanic deposits 

of the main part of the Outlier were considered to follow the basal zones 
. . 

conformably, and wel'e considered to occur at the base of the Tillybrachty 

Sandstone sequence,. (Le. zone 3). In the Glen of Cults, the numerical 



subdivision is retained, but the zonal arrangement is abandoned, hence 

the lava rests on "red sandy shales" assigned to a group 3 but apparently 

equi valent to zone 2 further south. It' would therefore appear from the 

Geological Surveys evidence that the lavas described in these two 

localities are either one and the same, or closely comparable. 

Exposure is extremely poor, and the only guide available remains 

the field evidence provided by the Geological Survey. They note outcrops 

at three main' locali ties ': 

(i) Contlach (18) 

(ii) Glen of Cults (3) 

(iii) Near Gartly (1 and 2) 

(a) Contlach 

The Geological Survey observed a hard, fine grained, bluish-black, 
,.' , 

diabase porphyry which they interpreted as the inner portion of a lava 

flow. They offered no further details, and none can be added from the 
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present study as the original small quarry at Contlach has now been infilled. 

Only loose debris could be sample d 

From information provided on original Survey field slips it is 

apparent that the lav~ outcropping at Contlach also belongs to the 

Tillybrachty sequence, but does not appear to be anywhere near the base 

of this sequence. ' Lava certainly existed during early Tillybrachty 

Sandstone deposition as fragrrents of purply-brown vesicular lava are 

included in the lowest exposed conglomerates of this unit. 

(b) Glen of Cults 

, In the neighbourhood of the Glen of Cults the lava is notably 
. 

vesicular, and is locally termed 'the cork rock'. As mentioned, the, 

Survey have pieced together fragments of exposure and indicate that the 



lava rests upon red sandy shales. In this locality the lava is regarded 

as occurring at the base of the Tillybrachty Sandstone sequence, and 

was described as a 'slaggy; acid-andesite'. During the present study 

no outcrop was found in the Glen of Cults, but thin sections of loose 

debris are illustrated in plate 2.3. 

(c) Gartly 

The survey note a purplish slaggy lava outcropping near to Gartly, 

and observed it resting upon both red shales and red sandstones. The 

initial roadside exposures have been lost, but small outcrops are still 

available to the extreme north of the Outlier where road improvement 

schemes have not occurred. Further exposure has also been noted during 

the present study on the western side of Gartly Village where a small 
. .f· 

quarry has been used as a road gravel dump. Here the lava is a non-

vesicula~ bluish-black variety. Similar outcrops have been commented on 
'. 

by the Survey who described the lava "... as a compact dark greenoli vine 

basalt/olivine andesite". 

From the Surveys field slips the lava is clearly sonJewhat local in • 

its outcrop, its ~hickness is difficult to assess as the Survey do stress 

that boundaries are conjectural, nevertheless the development would appear 

to be in the order of 10 to 20 metres. Also, from the position of the 

Contlach lava at least two horizons are probable. 

2.3 (v) The Quarryhill Sandstones (Plate 2.~) 

The Quarryhill Sandstones are perhaps the best exposed deposits 

of the Rhynie Outlier due to their past exploitation as a local building 

stone. They are primarily exposed in a series of quarries on the south 

east side of Quarryhill (10, 11, 12), other exposures occurring at 

Broadley (25), Kildrumrny Castle (28) and in the banks cf the Burn of 

eral' g (14, 15, 16). The Ge 1 ' 1 S d " d ' " () oglca urvey recor • •• goo sectl.ons 

in the ~1ossat Burn near Wester Clova (east of Lumsden) although these 
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are no longer apparent. 

, ,. 

The total exposure of the Quarryhill Sandstones comprises alter-
, 

nations of ' the following seven lithofacies: 
I 

(1) cross-stratified sandstone . 
(H) flat-bedded sandstone 

(Hi) massive sandstone 

, (iv) cross-laminated sandstone 

(vL mudflake conglomerate 

(vi) con glome r·ate 
i· 

(vii) siltstone 

2.3 (v)a Quarryhill 

, At Quarryhill a series of quarries have worked sandstone at three 

principal hor·izons. ,Each horizon shows distinct li thologi~al featuroes t 

and although there is no indication of intermediate horizons the lower, 

middle and upper quarries are regarded as adequately showing the devel

opment of 'the Quarryhill Sandstone sequence. The exposure at Quarryhill 

is very much incomplete ~ only middle and upper portions of the Geological 

Survey's zone 4- are exposed. 

Lower Quarry 

Fig. 2.5(a) illustrates graphically the nature of the sequence 

exposed in the lower quarry, the details of lithofacies abundance and 

thickn~ss are ,summarised in Table 2.1 • 

. " . The lower portion of the Quarryhill Sandstone sequence is clearly 

couip'ased (If large amounts of flat bedded and massive sandstones, but also 

has significant amounts of cross-stratified sandstone and mudflake 

conglomerate. The average thickness of these units is generally high, . 
and reflects the nature of the uppermo~t Tillybrachty Sandstones both 

in thickness and lithofacies content. The sequence is distinct from the 
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-

LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. fo[Afl T. 1·\4.X. T. !\IN. T. PERCENT NO. 
m m 1ft 1ft 

Cross-strat. Sst. 2.65 2 1.33 1.6 1.05 5 

Siltstone 0.15 6 0.03 0.02 0.01 15 

Massive Sst. 6.49 10 0.65 2.11 0.40 25 

11udflake 
, 

2.55 7 0.36 0.80 0.12 18 . -
conglomerate 

; 

I' 

Cross-l ami nated 0.59 2 0.30 0.35 0.24 , 5 
Sst •. 

Flat-bedded Sst: , 8.45 13 0.65 , 2.8 0.1 33 
, 

Conglomerate - "- - - - - -'. 

iQTAL ·20.88 40 
~. 

Table 2.1 Thickness Paral'1eters of litttofacies in the Quarryhill Sandstones. 

lower Quarry 

PERCENT T. .. 

13 

7 

31 

12 

3 

. . 
40 

-
\ , 

from the Tillybrachty Sandstones in the relative abundance of siltstone, 

the presence of cross-laminated sandstone, and the absence of conglomerate .. 
horizons. 

The sequence at this horizon still retains a significant amount 
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of distinct channel-shaped horizons, frequently overlain by cross-stratified 

sandstone, but often infilled with thick poorly sorted mudflake conglom

.erate. Much of the sequence is problematical, bedding is never distinct 

and it is considered quite possible that the thick units of flat bedded 

sandstone are in fact very low angle cross-stratification. Similarly, 

truly massive sandstones are rare in nature tending to be restricted to 

finer sediinent grades or the products of density currents. The abundant 

massive units in this' sequence are therefore presumed to be lacking 

apparent structure. 

The lower quarry contains the first of the recorded trace fossils 

present at ~hynie which here . occur as thin but densely packed red mud 

filled· tubes originating in siltstone units overlying thick sandstone 

horizons. 



.. 

Mi ddle Quarry 
i 

Fig. 2.5(b) illustrates parts of the logged sequence, lithofacies 

data are summarised in table 2.2 

1 
I 

.' '" 
LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. MEAN T. MAX. T. MIN. T. PERCENT NO. PERCENT T. 

I 

! m m m m 

! , Cross-strat. Sst. - .. .. .. .. .. .. 
I Siltstone 0.23 Z 0.12 0.15 0.08 8 3 .. 

Massive Sst. 3.17 8 0.40 0.70 0.14 33 43 

Mudf1ake 1.66 . 5 0.33 0.60 0.16 21 23 
L conglomerate 
i' 
; " Cross-laminated 0.24 3 0.08 0.12 0.05 .13 3 

Sst. 

'! Flat-bedded Sst. 2.06 6 0.34 0.75 0.10 25 28 
I· Conglomerate .. .. .. - .. .. .. 
" " . 

TOTAL 7.36 24 
j 
1 . 

Table 2.2 Thickness Parameters of lithofacies in the Quarryhill Sa~dstones. 

Mi ddl e Qua rry • 
. ' .,.: 

In the middle quarry massive and flat-bedded sandstones are abundant, 

the most striking featur~ being the frequent thick mudflake conglomerate 

Units ... .Furthermore the absence of cross-stratified sandstones makes the 

sequence quite distinct. 

I : r. The nature of the lithofacies assemblage is similar to that described 

for the "loW-Tel' quarry except for mudflake conglomerate which occurs as 

large. channel infills. Mudclasts are large, often reaching 40 cm. in 

dimension. Siltstone is a relatively small component of the sequence, 

but often occurs as thin drapes over individual sandstone horizons. 

"Rootlet horizons (mud filled tubes) described in more detail in 

Chapter 5 ,are also a common feature in the middle quarry, occurring in 

the upper portions of most sandstone units overlaIn by siltstone • 
• 
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Upper Quarry 

Fig. 2.5(c) illustrates the form of the sequence exposed in the 

upper quarry. This upper level appears to have offered the most useful 

building material as the quarry is the largest of the three. 

The upper quarry also shows two distinct levels of working, and 

thus the summary of lithofacies abundance has been listed separately in 

tables 2.3 and 2.4. 

l ITIlOFACIES TOTJ'.L T. NO. MEAN T. f;.~X. T. MlN. T. PERCENT NO. P~RCF.NT T. 
m m III m 

- - -
Cross-strat. Sst. 1.96 7 0.28 0.38 0.15 15 19 

Siltstone 0.72 13 0.55 0.08 0.01 27 7 

lI.ass; ve Sst. 1.65 7 0.24 0.45 0.08 15 '6 
Mudflake .. - . .. .. .. .' .. .. 

conglomerate 

Cross-l aminated 2.82 11 0.26 0.85 ~ 0.03 23 28 
Sst. : 

Flat-bedded Sst. 2.79 8 0.35 0.65 0.13 17 28 

tong 1 orne ra te 0.14 2 0.07 0.10 0.04 3 1 

TOTAL 10.08 48 -
,Table 2.3 Thickness rarameter~ of lithofacies in the Quarryhill Sandstone, Upper Quarry 

(lower portion). • 

LITHOFACIES TOTAL T. NO. ~:t:AH r. MAX. T. 14IH. T. PERCENT NO. 
m m m m 

" , 

Cross-strat. Sst. 0.2 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 Z 

Siltstone 0.33 7 0.05 0.08 0.02 19 

'-lass i ve 5s t. 6.69 13 0.51 1.9 0.07 35 
Mudflake .. .. .. .. .. .. 

conglomerate 

Cross-laminated 1.78 9 0.02 0.4 0.06 24 Sst. 

flat-bedded Sst. 1.38 7 0.20 0.39 0.02 19 
Conglomerate .. .. .. .. .. .. 
TOTAL 10.38 37 . 

Table 2.4 Th1ckness Parameters of lithofacies in the Qu~rryhil1 Sandstones. 

!!P.r.cr Quarry (upper portiOn). 

PERCENT 1. 

Z 

3 

65 

.. 

17 

13 

.. 
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In many ways, the upper quarry is a reflection of the lower quarry, 

and therefore suggests that the sequence exposed in the middle quarry ·is 

anomalous. The upper sequence differs in th~t although massive sandstone 

is still quite abundant~ flat bedded sandsto~es are diminished while 

cross-stratification is increased. Cross-lamination is significantly 

higher, and most distinctive - mudf1ake conglomerate is not recorded 

forming distinct horizons (mudflake being only recorded on bedding pl.anes). 

A s'urprising feature of the upper sequc~ce is the relati va . 

paucity of siltstone. The Quarryhi1l Sandstone is overlain quite close 
• ,c , 

to the upper q~rry by the Dryden Flags and .Shales, and a higher proportion 
~ -. . 

of siltstone would be expected to accompany this transition. The 
.. 

development of the Dryden Flags and Shales must therefore be either rapid, .-

or have been formed in a sub-facies of the environment producing the • ., ,," '> 

Quarryhill Sandst~ne •. In the latter case major changes in lithofacies 

abundance would not need to preceed what would in fact be only a temporary . 

facies change. 

The upper quarry shows the greatest development of trace fossils occurring 

at Rhynie. Rootlet horizons, burrows and locomotion trails all occur 

in this upper level.' 

2.3 (v)b l<i1drurnmy Castle Quarry (Plate 2.1) 

Approximately 20 m. of sedilr.ent are exposed in the small quarry 

behind Kildrummy Castle, the quarry itself having now been converted into 

an admirable ornamental garden. The base of the quarry wall has been 

built up and landscaped and houses an extensive collection of Alpine 
,. 

plants. Much of the quarry wall is covered by an attractive but rock 

obscuring foliage! 

Nevettheless, the sequence clearly consists of: 

(i) cross-stratified sandstone 

., 



ii) massi ve sands tone 

(iii) thinly bedded fine sandstone and siltstone 

. (i v) thin gravel-grade conglomerates· 

In many ways the sequence is comparable to the up~er deposits of the T1lly

brachty Sandstone sequence. The most prominent features are: 

(i) the listed lithofacies occur in thick indivisible units com

parable with sequences in the Tillybr~chty Sandstones, 

(ii) true ,siltstones are absent, but fine sandstone/siltstone 

levels break up the sequence and distinguish the deposits 

from those of the Tillybrachty Sandstones, 

(iii) conglomerate is present in the sequence, but the units are 

small and the grade is small. Their presence makes the 

sequence more comparable with the underlying Tillybrachty 

Sandstones than the overlying sandstones exposed in the 

Quarryhill sequence. It is concluded therefore that the 

sediments exposed at Kildrummy are perhaps close to the 

upper boundary of the Tillybrachty Sandstone, 

(iv) a further feature indicating that the sequence is close to 

the TillybrachtY Sandstones is the lack of mudflake con glom-

erate, and the lack of rootlet horizons so common in the 

deposits at Quarryhill. 

2.3 (v)c Broadley 

Several small ,!uarries exist near the farm of Broadley, but all 

1!!6 

... 

are partially infilled at present. Thick units of massive and cross

stratified sandstone occur in these quarries and gravel strings occur 

frequently at the base of sandstone units and along foresets.· Mudflakes 

occur on foresets, but are uncommon. The presence of thin silts tone veneers 

implies that the sediments genuinely belone to the Quarryhill Sandstone 



sequence, and are probably higher in the succession than the previoUsly 

consioel~d Kildrulm~ Castle quarry deposits, yet lower than the Quarryhill 

sequence itself. 

2.3 (v)d Burn of Craig 

Small exposures of thickly bedded gravel rich massive sandstone 

occur in the banks of the Burn of Craig, but it is only the presence of 

thin siltstones (veneers) which allow this ,series of exposures to be 

regarded as Quarryhill Sandstone and not Tillybrachty Sandstone. The 

Geological Survey initially regarded these exposures as belonging to the 

Quarryhill Sandstone zone. 

2.3 (vi) Dryden Flags and Shales 

The Dryden Flags and Shales are a poorly exposed but important 

sequence'of sediments as they include the well known and botanically imp

ortant Rhynie Cherts. 

~ The sequence follows the Quarryhill Sandstones and is so named from 

small exposures in farm ditches .at Dryden Farm (7, 8) where thinly bedded 

dark grey micaceous siltstones outcrop. 

The most extensive outcrop occurs in'the Den of Wheedlernont (9) and 

consists of a short sequence of thinly interbedded sandstones and laminated 

grey bro~~ micace?us siltstones and mudstones. The nature of the sequence, 

is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Poorly preserved plant remains are quite 

common in the grey mudstones, and poorly preserved spores have been 

extracted from the mudstones and micaceous siltstones. 

2.3 (vii) Chert Bearing Deposit~ (Plate 2~J) 

In the early part of this century deposits belonging to the Dryden 

Flags were studied to the west of Rhynie. Mackie (1912) studied a series 

of rocks consisting of cherts, silicified grits, conglomerates, and a 

silicified rhyolite, and concluded that the deposits (which included the 
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famous Rhynie Chert) were older thun the Lower Old Red Sandstone fonnirlg 

the Outlier. 

Subsequent investigation by Horne et al (1916) included a study of 

the plant bearing cherts,resulting in the conclusion that: 

(i) the plant hearing cherts are of Old Red Sandstone age 

(ii) the plant bearing cherts are interbedded in the Dryden 

Flags and Shales. 

The plant bearing chert~ were inti ally studied in a s,eries of 

trenches dug in farm fields south of Windyfield (4) near Rhynie. 

E~~osures also existed in the roadside adjacent to this field, and in 

the nearby Easaiche Burn (5, 6). At present no exposures are apparent 

in the Easaiche Burn, road improvements have removed the roadside exposures 
I • 

and the trenches by necessity are long infilled. ~aterial for the present 

study has come solely from debris in the field. Clearly this is an 

important section, but unfortunately the only sections available are those 

logged during early studies and a section contributed by Dr. Lyons - a 

botanist and owner of the chert deposit. These sections have been re~awn 

and are compared in Fig~ 2.7. 

Quite clearly from this figure the sequences comprise sandy 

cherts/cherty sandstones and clays, with relatively thin but quite pure 

intervening dark cher'ts. Both the·c~erts and sandy cherts have been 

observed during this study, but only from loose material occurring near 

previous trench sites. The 'clays' and any other interbedded fine grained 

non-siliceo~s deposits could not be sampled, and apparently were not 

sampled even during the more recent trenchings· (Lyons pers. comm.). This 
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latter point is unfortunate, particularly as Horne et al (1916) in desc- \-

ribing the sequence of Dryden shales exposed along· the P~ynie-Cabrach 

roadside noted the presence of at least four 'ashy' horizons (see Fig. 

2.~). Generalisations about the origin and remarkable preservation of 



material within the Rhynie Chert frequently invoke contemporaneous volcanic 

'. .. activity which result in the silicification of local peat swamps. The 

presence of 'ashy' bands would certainly assist such a concept, and 

samples of these horizons may in, future prove fruitful. 
" , 

An attempt was made during this study to sample at least part of 

the chert sequence, using a 'Packsack' portable drilling rig.· The hard-

ness and brittleness of the chert caused the project to be abandoned at 

the expense of several diamond impregnated bits. In several hours only 

8 inches of chert ~ere penetrated~ Hopefully, at some later date the 

trenches will be're-opened and geologists (other than paleobotanists) 

will be invited to stqdy or at least record and sample the sequence fully. 

Much of the. chert material collected is of a brecciated nature and 

shows no clear structure. Small samples have been observed with clearly 

preserved plant material in growth positions. 

For the purpose of this stratigraphical study, the clay horizons 

confuse the evaluation of the sequence. Horne et a1 (op. cit.) certainly 

record ashy bands, but other logs simply refer to the presence of clay 

bands, making no distinction ben~een recent clay and weathered shale and 

mUdstone. The clays have generally been reported as being grey clays, 

and drilled portions of Dryden Shales certainly proved to be grey ~dcaceous 

siltstones - perhaps these could easily weather to produce the mentioned 

grey clays. Unfortunately Lyons (pers. comm.) has observed in a recent 

trenching that the chert appears to~tand proud and is surrounded by 

recent Clay (the nature of which is unrecorded). It may also be possible 

therefore that the grey clays arc simple infillings of recent material. 

2.4 Relationships with Adjacent Sequences 

The rulynie cherts have yielded the famous flora Rhynia, Asteroxylon 

Mackiei, and Horneophyto~ etc. plus numerous invertebrate species such as 
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the arachnid Paleocharinus rhyniensis, the crustacean I~pidocaris rhyniensis, 
. 

the Merostome Crania l'hynie:nsis, plus prim ti ve insects Rhyniella praecursor 

and Rhyniogratha misti (also including early but less well documented 

finds of Pachytheca from lower deposits in the Glen of Cults). Although 

this fauna and flora appear somel-/hat rich it was the palynological studies 

made by Richardson (1967) that strongly indicated that a Siegenian age 

for the deposits in place of the original belief that the deposits,were of 

Hiddle Old Red Sandstone age. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the present study 

has obtained poor palynological evidence to suggest (but not confirm) that 

the lowermost deposits at Gamrie are of Emsian age. 

Chronostratigraphically, therefore, the two Outliers may be closely 

comparable, but Li thostrati graphi cally no comparisons can be made. This 

however must not be taken as evidence against correlation, as in such 

marginal alluvial envirOnments (Chapter 3) extreme facies change would be 

common, and sediment composition closely controlled by local supply area. 

It seems reasonable that the deposits of the Rhynie Outlier, being 

amongst the oldest Old Red Sandstone in North East Scotland, is equivalent 

in age to the lowest deposits at Gamrie, and is also a close equivalent 

to the small deposits further west at Cabrach and Tomintoul although it 

is tmlikely due to the coarse nature of the deposits of the latter two 

Outliers that confirmation of this view will be possible. The possibilities 

of a more significant relationship between the Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers 

is discl~sed further in Chapter 4, where, although largely speculation, an 

attempt Is made to draw together paleocurrent, sedimentological, and 

structural evidence in order to produce a paleogeographic reconstruction. 



2.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The stratigraphical subdivisions employed by the Geological Survey 

are retained. 

2 •. The sequence is of Lower Old Red Sandstone age, and belonging 

to the Basement Group of north-east Scotland, it is probably comp

arable (a facies equivalent) to the Crovie Grot~ sediments to the 
, 

north. In the absence of direct evidence of such an equivalence, 

the term Rhynie Group is proposed for the sediments of the Rhynie 

Outlier. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Facies Analysis of Se'diments of the Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers 

PART 1 - Gamrie Outlier 

3.1 Introduction 
, ' 

The subdivision of the sediments of the Gamrie and Rhynie 
. . 

Outliers on a Formation/Men~er.basis (Chapters 1 and 2) relied on 

lithostratigraphical techniques, and the subdivisionsproposed are 

sedImantologically important. A study of the facies present and 

their interrelatlonships has been undertaken, primarily to assess 

objectively, and illustrate, the differences between the stratigraphic 

subdivisions, and hence provide justification for the stratigraphy. 

For this purpose a continuous field record of Ii thology, colour, 

~'ain size and sedin~ntary st~uctures has been made. Facies content 

and variation within stratigraphic units ,have been largely considered 

by constructing facies profiles as described by Selley (1968), a 

technique allowing larg~ amo~,ts of data to be summarised, and 

providing a useful means of illustrating differences bet'liaen strati

graphic levels. Facies profiles represent the graphical display 

of larg~ amounts of field data, and must be considered in conjunction 

with field logs and bed-thickness histograms. It is essential, 

therefore, that much of the following discussi~n be complimented with 

data incorporated in the previously discussed stratigraphy (Chapters 

1 and 2). 

Vertical l'elation~hips are an important consideration in any 

attempt to ~valuate the gen~zis of sequences of sediments, and the 

recogni t~on and interpl"etation of cyclic and rhythmic sequences 

may often be of crucial importance. Several authc~) have outlined 
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ways in which such relationships can be objectively assessed (see 

Duff and Walton (1962), Duff (1967), Krumbein (1967), Potter and 
~ 

Blakely (1968), Allen {l970~, Selley (l970), Anderson and Goodman 
. (""4) 

(l957), Read~nd Doveton (l97l). "~ere possible the techniques 

employed by these authors have been kept in mind during evaluation 

of sequences, but unfortunately most sequences in the present study 

and either too short, or show complex lateral variation, or are 

vertically gradational, preventing wide application of such tech

niques. Only is Subfacies C2 have such techniques proved to be of 

practical value in assisting to characterise a complex se~uence 

more fully (see page %OJ. ). 

As outli~ed in Chapter 1, the Gamrie Outlier consists of 

three time related but lithologically dissimilar coastal sequence~ 

which sho\~ an initial upward fining 1·1egacycle followed by a coarsening 

Megacycle. The coarsening trend continues to the Middle Old Red . '. 

Sandstone unconformity, and is followed by very coarse Middle Old Red 

Sandstone conglomerate •. These ~~gacycles are regarded as consisting 

of sediments belonging to four major facies or environments, here 

termed ~1egafacies. The succession is wholly continental in origin, 

and is interpreted as deposits in an almost enclosed Intermontain 

Basin including the following four Megafacies: 

A. Alluvial Fan Hegafacies 

B. Braided Stream/Wadi Megafacies 

C. Piedmont Floodplain/Playa ~1egafacies 

D. Lacustrine Megafacies 

These subdivisions are reg~rded in the broadest sense only, 

and are intended as l'1orking terms to ~ssist in the description a.nd 
. 

evaluation of the facies of the study area. Fig.~. \ is an attempt 

to illustrate and interrelate the Megacycle/~egafacies and strati-
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grapby concepts briefly mentioned above. 
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3.2 Alluvial Fan Merafacies (A) 

3.2(i) Introduction 

During the lithostratigraphical evaluation of sediments 

belonging to the Alluvial Fan Megafacies. three subfacies were 

separated: 

Subfacies Al - Colluvium/regolith 

Subfacies A2 - Alluvial Fan s.s. (Lower Old Red Sandstone) 

Subfacies A3 - Alluvial Fan (Middle Old Red Sandstone) 

3.2(11) Alluvial Fan St:bfacies (Colluvium/regolith) (Pl~bzs 1. (1 ) 12,/3) . . 

Sediments assigned to this grouping outcrop in two sequences 

at Quarryhead and at Fleckies ~~adow, and in both instances rest 

directly on tipper Dalradian metasediments with a marked lIDconformi ty. 

In both local! ties Old Red Sandstone/Basement relationships 

are complex but serve to demonstrate that at least 45 m of relief 

occurs locally, with steep-sided gullies up to 15 m deep and SO m 

wide. Fleckies Meadow shows 5 m cliff-like terraces. 

A strong relationship exists between deposits of subfacies 

Al and this basement relief, the coarsest deposits being essentially 

restricted to the gullies and cl~ff-terraces. 

3.2(li)a Facies Description 

A variety of lithofacies are displayed at Quarryhead and .. ' 

Fleckies Headow. details have already been considered in Chapter 1. 

The general reiationships, both spatial and temporal; are illustrated 

in Fig. 3.2 (a reccnstruction of interrelationships found at . 

Quarryhead) • 

. ' ; Basement depressi'ons or gullies are irlfilled by 'IerJ-coarse 

very poorly-sorted cone1orrerate (Fig. z,. 2 A ) which is always 



confined to such situations, being replaced laterally by finer oiten 

non-conglomeratic deposits. The coarse conglomerate consists entirely 

of local rock types, suggesting that transport has been minimal. 

For example, the Upper Dalradian sequences at both Quarryhead and 

Fleckies Meadow, are closely comparable, being made t~ of psammitic-
i ~ 

schists, meta-conglomerate, pelitic-schists and andalusite mica

schists. At Quarryhead psa~tic-schists dominate the conglomerate 

with minor additions of meta-conglomerate. At Fleckies Meadow·· 

psammitic-schists again predominate, but andalusite-schist is only 

a minor accessory. These two accessory pebble types are restricted 

to locations where the rock types occur in the immediate basement 

sequence'. Andalusite-schist is notably unstable, being recordeu' 

only in the conglomerates close to the basement outcrop of andalusite~ 

schist. 

The deposits are clearly proximal , a conclusion supported by 

the very poor rounding of all rock types, and also by their very poor 

sorting. The size of rock fragments ranges from gravel to boulders 

up to 3.5 til in length, and set in a matrix ranging from sand to mud. 

In no instances .in the main conglomerate units has winnowing taken 

place, and no internal-bedding is apparent. 

At higher levels the Quarryhead sequence shows the development 

of wedge-shaped congloTOOrate unit~ (Fig. 3.2. e). Sorting is 

still poor, although maximum clast-size is reduced. Adjacent to 

these higher conglomerates, wedges of well-sorted conglomerate occur 

(Fig. ~. 2. c:. ) apparently being re-worl<:ed sediment from the main 

conglomerate units. The highest conglomerate units are carbonate 

cemented • 

. 
3.2(ii)b ~patial and Temporal Relationships 

In both localities coarse conglomerate rests directly upon 
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the Dalradian Basement, and is replaced laterally and vertically by 

finer deposits. 

Coarse conglomerate is intially confined to gullies (at 

Quarryhead) or occurs adjacent to small cliff-like terraces (at 

Fleckies Meadow). 

Exposure is restricted at Flecldes Meadow, but at Quarryhead 

higher levels of conglomerate occur as thick but internally-massive 

units of poorly-sorted conglomerate having an overall wedge-shape 

or lobate form. The units are non-erosive. . . 
/ 

• 
In general cor.glo~~rate grade decreases with height at both 

localities, and sorting improves (although large blocks, often 

isolated, are still present in higher deposits - see plate 1.'2. ). 

Laterally the conglomerates at Quarryhead are replaced by 

. conglomeratic sandstones, sandstones, and eventually by siltstones 

and mudstones (see Fi g. 3.2 E ). 

3.2(ii)c Interpretation 

The coarseness, poor-sorting, poor rounding, poor packing, and 

compositional immaturity of the deposits are features suggesting a 

near-source deposit and are commonly attributed to alluvial fan 

sediments (Sharp and Nobles 1953, Blissenbach 1954, Bluck 1967, Miall 

1970). 

The small scale of the deposits and their intimate relation-

ships with basement topography precludes an interpretat.ion in terms 

of normal alluvial models. The general restriction of coarse conglon~ 

erate to gullies implies that these basement features probahly acted 

as cond~ts, channelling coarse detritus onto a floodplain surface. 

These features, plus poor stratification are typical of slope dcpo~its 

(for example colluvium, talus and scree). Hovernent of detritus 
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in such environments has been given much attention by geomorphologists, 

and several classifications have arisen (see Varnes, 1958 and Leopold 

et al, 1964). A recent simplification. by Cooke and Warren (l973) 

based on the controlling processes outlines three general modes of 

deposition: 

(i), gravity-controlled slope deposits, 

(ii) debris-controlled slope deposits (where mass movement 

of detritus is characteristic), 

,(iii) wash-controlled slope deposits. 

The conglomerates at Fleckies lI.eadow are regarded' as having 

formed essentially under the influence of gravity. with no subsequent 

movement of debris being apparent •. Orientation studies of blocks in 

this conglomerate (see Chapter 4) suggest an accumulating slope 

inclined at about 210 to Dalradian cliff-like terraces. Mp.lton 

(1965a, b) considered slope 'deposits in Arizona, and found that slopes 

were inclined at 12 to 37.50 for granitic rocks, and from 17.5 to 340 
" 

~ .' 
for volcanic rocks. Both had a mean slope of approximately 260 , 

closely comparable to the'present example. 

The deposits at Quarryhead are clearly more complex. It is 

presumed that gravity-deposits have been 'funnelled' into pl~-existing 

gullies, a phenomenon common in present day Scandinavian slope-deposits 

(Rapp, 1963). They have subsequently been modifed by 'debris-

controlled" slope processes such as infiltration of fine sediment, 

and perhaps ev~n re-mobilisation as mudflows or less miscous debris-

flows (see Leopold et al, 1964). Such an interpretatio~ wOuld.be 

consistent with the restriction of conglomerate to gullies, and also 

with the lobata form and sharp boundaries of higher non-erosive 

conglomerate units ( see Fig. 3.2 B ). 
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The transition from 'debris-controlled' slope deposits to 

'wash-controlled' slope deposits is regarded as being recorded in 

the small hodies of re-worked conglomerate adjacent to the previously 

mentioned lobate deposits. Further evidence for this intel~retation 

lies in the fact that although the gully debouched onto a piedmont 

floodplain, the coarse conglomerate is surrotmded almost in delta 

fashjon by a local sand-apron on the playa surface, (such features 

are very common in modern playa environments - see Cooke and Reeves, 

1976) • 

The gullies clearly did not accommodate channeliredflow, and 

perhaps periodic sheet-flooding represents the maximum transfer of 
• <-;-

sediment onto the floodplain surface. Transfer of detritus onto the 

floodplain was clearly minimal as the rate of accumulation kept pace 

with laterally equivalent siltstones -and mudstones in which extensive 

calcretes confirnl long periods of non-deposition. 

Carbonate cementationis extensive in the con~omerates later

ally adjacent to calcretes, and although 'a connection is implied, 
,-

the lack of extensive studies (see Lattmann, 1973) of carbonate 

cemented coarse-clastic material precludes detailed interpretation, 

although Stalder (1975) has described ~apid p~eatic and ~adose 

cementation in coarse-clastics in the Oman Mountains. At Quarryhead 

the conglomerates have an extensive micritic matrix cement, but 

show none of the structures and textures noted by these authors. 

Both authors recorded laminated hOI'izons, and Stalder (op cit) 

in particular detailed 'dripstone' or 'stalactica-asymmetric' micro-

crystalline vadose cements. The e'xistence of extensive microcrystalline 

carbonate cement probably suggests a vadose origin, and Pettijohn et 
. ' 

al (1972) regards the micritic cement'in such a location as suggesting 

a rapid development. • 
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3.2(ii~) Alluvial Fan Stibfacies A2 (Sheetflood Conglomerates) 

3.2(iii)a Facies Description 

Subfacies includes the lowest exposed strata in the west of 

the outlier (C~ovie conglorr~rate) and consists of an alternation 

of three lithofacies, i.e: 

(i) conglomerate 

(ii) massive-sandstone 

(iii) flat-bedded sandstone 

Reddish-bI'own slate conglomerate dominates the sequence, 

being very poorly-sorted and ranging in grade from cobbles (8~lO cms 

diameter) to ~ilt orm~d-grade matrix. 
., , 

Bedding is alway's poorly-

defined, sequences be'ing typicrtlly 1M.ssive· Ol~ showing 'only vague and 

discontinuous internal textural changes. 

Exposure is poor and repeatedly broken by minor faulting~ yet 

as' far as can be observed conglomerates exist in laterally-persistent 

thick tabular-units. Erosion surfaces are not evident in the conglom-

erates, nor the sandstones. Bedding is lOOre reliably displayed by 

the rare interbedded red sandstones which may be internally massive 

or flat-bedded, and range from medium to coarse grainedt~moderately 

well-sorted sandstone. Sandstones comoonly overlie a'graded portion 

of conglomeI'ate, and are seemingly related to underlying conglomerate 

depositional phases. 

Not all conglomerate uryits have sandstone tops, finer-grained 

graded-conglomerates commonly do. Significant changes in clast 

. size, packing a~d fcun'ic have been noted and are considered to be 

a record of individual d~positional events. Individual horizons tend 

to be un{form in teroo of grain-size and fabric, but these parameters 

may vary (;oTlsiderably between successive horizons. Packing has been 
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considered to be open or close depending on the presence or absence 

of a supporting framework of coarse particles. The conglomerates 

showing the poorest packing thus show the least well developed frame-
, " 

work and vice-versa. Similarly poor-packing is displayed in poorly-

sorted deposits. In no ca'ses is a pure"ly fine grained matrix (_ 

developed, and clasts are never recorded floating in fine grained 

matrix. Framework supported conglomerates show the greatest tendency 

to be graded. 

Clast shape enrichment is noted in better-sorted deposits, 

disc-shaped fragments being more abundant in well-sorted framework-

supported conglomerates. Shape enrichment is an ~mportant problem 

to be considered, but the predominance of disc-shaped slate clasts 

introduces great problems to such a study in the present case. ,: 

Imbrication has not been observed, but poorly-sorted conglom

erates sho~ disc-shaped clasts with long axes oriented parallel to 

bedding surfaces. 

" 

3.2(iii)b Interpretation 

The coarseness, poor sorting and compositional immaturity 

suggest that the sediments are relatively proximal deposits. The 

lack of fine-grained deposits and lack of erosive surfaces precludes 

an origin by the more normally accepted fluvial processes of high" 

and low sinuosity streams and braided streams., 

Miall (1970) describes similar coarse poorly-sorted conglomerates 

with little clast orientation and poor pebble-framework, interpreting 

them as debris-flood deposits of an alluvial fan. Poor-sorting, 

poor stratification, and loose packing are features commonlY.attrib

uted to alluvial 'fan sediments (see Sharp and Nobles 1953, Blissenbach 

1954, Bluck 1967, and Miall 1970) while at the same time Blissenhach 

(op cit) also notes that such features are not consistently found in 
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stream sediments. 

In modern allu\~al fans, sedimentation is quite variable. The 

processes in operation being a f~~ction of climate, source-rock 

type. and, more important, the location within the fan complex. From 

fan-head to fan-toe an increase in depositional precesses exists, 

with erosion being more common. towards the fan-head (Bull1964) 

. The sediments of subfacies A2 clearly lack the erosive prop-

erties attributed to fan head ~ediments and therefore more distal 

situations must be considel~d. 

At lower levels on alluvial fans sedimentation occurs by means 

of a spectrum of processes, with viscous mudflows at one end (i.e. 

a medium of low Reynolds number "'ith insignificant turbulence, Black:-

welder 1928, Blisscnbach 1954, Sharp and Nobles 1953),' and aqueous 

deposition at the other (Hooke 1967). Three mechanisms dominate the 

aqueous processes: 

a) sheetflood 

b) streamflood 

c) stream-channel 

Each of these processes may grade into the next (sheetfloods 

verging towards mudflows at high sediment loads), but the mechanisms 
. . 

characterictic of each process lead to distinct types of deposits. 

Although a single depositional process may characterise one position 

on the fan, Blissenbach (1954) notes that vertical sections may 

frequently show an intimate interbeddi.ng of sediments produced by all 

. of the above processes. 

1'h~ veI,tical and lateral lithological consistency of subfncies 

A2 suggests that the sediments originated by only one of these pro-
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cesses, and not a mixture as observed by Blissenbach. A detailed 

consideration of the sediments allows some speculation as to this 

process. 

The frequent failure of conglomerate horizons to erode either 

sandstone or conglomerate' is anomalous, pat'ticularly as Hjulstrom 

(1935) from theoretical considerations, and Fahnstock (1963) from 
, , ' .' " '\ 

field observations deduced that a normal stream capable of transporting 

fragments in the order of 10 cms diameter could erode material -up 

to 4 cms diameter. 

As mentioned thls lack of erosion surfaces, and the lack'of 

fine-grained deposits, preclude an origin by normal fluvial processes 

of. channel and floodplain character, and also exclude' the stream-

flood and stream-channel mechanisms common to alluvial fans, as 

these are typified by marked erosion. The lack of channelling, and 

the lateral pers~stence of the units implies that instead of being 

confined to ~ channel, flow was deployed quite uniformly over a 

broad planar-surface in a manner similar to that described by Hooke 

(1967). At the same time, although the process responsible was 

capable of transporting a large volume of coarse detritus, it was 

incapable of eroding previously deposited sediment, and therefore 

must either have been loaded to capacity or water rapidly infiltrated 

into.the poorly-packed substrate producing a 'seive-deposit' (see 

Hooke 1967). Such unchannelled surfaces and laterally -extensive 

beds are produced during sheetflood episodes (Davis 1938) but not 

during streamflood and stream-channel phases (Blissenbach 1954). 

Although few in number, sandstone horizons do punctuate the 

conglomerate sequence at several levels~ commonly following a graded 
. 

conglomerate unit. Such an apparent relationship to the conglomerate 

is useful in evaluating flow conditions, the abo~ mentioned profile 
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implying that flow decreased in competence during later stag~s in .;, 

the flood episode~ Blissenbach (19S3) is not alone in noting that 

in modern sheetfloods a similar inte'rbedding of coarse and fine 

deposits may result, a relationship considered d\~ to late-stage run-

off following a main flood episode, (see also Sharp and Nobles 1953, 

Fahnstock 1963, Dluck 1967) such run-off frequently being a n~re 

persistent event than the initial sheetflood (Blissenbach op ci tJ. + , . 

Such sandstones that do occur are moderately well-sorted and 

may develop flat-bedding, they are considered to record a greater 

degree of reworking, and certainly a higher fluidity allowing the 

velocity gradients necessary for the establishment of upper flow

regime conditions and the development of flat-bedding. 

Clast packing, as mentioned, is very variable and may either be; 

a record of separate depositional events, or variations or pulses 

'within a single flow. Fisher (1971) notes that, velocity pulses are 

a common feature of modern sheetfloods. Although temporally variable 

the clast fabric tends to be laterally consistent, which may imply 
,- ", 

that processes were fairly constant for anyone horizon, and that 

conglomerate fabric formed in response to physical conditions which 
~ . . . . " , 

varied with time but not space. This prope'rty'adds further support 

to the concept of a more viscous typ~ of flow such as a sheetflood 

or debris-flood. The conglomerates clearly ·did not develop through 

the action of highly' viscous mudflow proces,ses as pure fine-grained 

matrix and floating clasts are not recognised, but are regarded as 

typical of such high density deposi~s. 

There is some evidence in the wide ,variation in sorting and 

packing that a range of sediment concentrations and flow durations 

, must have existed~ The 'more viscous flows would result ir. poor.ly-
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sorted deposits, and would be of rather short duration (fisher 1971), 
. . 

Conversely the better sorted deposits were probably much less viscous 
, . 

and of longer duration allowing increased winnowing of fine material. 

a noticeable feature of the well sorted conglon~rates is the marked . 

depletion of sand-grade material. 

Framework supported conglomerates .also show the greatest tend-

ency to be graded, and thus support the notion that they were deposited 

from a more turbulent flowing medi urn in which competence could vary 

with time. 

The common orientation of m,.sc-shaped cl~sts parallel to bedding 

in poorly-sorted deposits confirms their origin from more viscous 

sources, Fisher (1971) observed this phenomena in high viscosity 

flows and attributed it to the development of laminar flow-conditions 

common in highly concentrated dispersions. 

The clast-shape enrichment recorded earlier ,is difficult to 

interpret, as the clast lithology (pelite) preferentially produces 

disc-shaped clasts •. Nevertheless, the decrease of disc-shaped 

clasts relative to equant shapes in bettel' sorted deposits does reflect 

a higher fluidity in the better sorted deposits where the settling 

,vel?city of blades and discs is lower due to their ~uch lower 

effective settling sphericity (Sneed and Folk, 1958). 

In summary the deposits are attributed to sheetflooding on an 

alluvial fan and although the immature clast assemblage suggests 

a proximal deposit, the lack of erosion within the sequence implies 

that the sediments formed in a more distal position, beyond the 

region of fan-head incision • 

. 
The predominance of sheetflooding over any other depositional 

process is perhaps unusual and may reflec~ either climatic control 
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where precipi ta tion was an intense but rare event, ~.' the absence 

of sand, having left a porouS surface of fairly open conglomerate, 

causes water to infiltrate rapidly as in the generation of seive 

deposits (Hooke 1967) thus leaving little or no surface run-off 

for the development of channelled flow. 

3.2(iii)c COmparison with Recent Deposits 

Much of the limited work carried out on alhivial fan sediments 

has been referred to in the previous interpretation, futher comments 

may be relevant and help to con~irm the interpretation. 

Davis (1938) studied sheetflood processes in the Mojave Desert, 

he noted their short duratio~, and obser~edlaminar non-erosive flow 

of the heavily-laden flood medium. Analog~us poor-sorting and 

absence' of cross-stratification has been referred to by Chawner 

(1935), Sharp and Nobles (1953), Fahnstock (1963) and Bull (1964). 

Bluck (1967) considered alluvial fan sediments, and for sheet

flood deposits he found that maximum clast-size and bed-thickness, 

had a positive correlation. As particle size is known to increase 

towards source he concluded that bed-thickness must increase towards 

the source also and therefore sheetflood deposits must be wedge-shaped 

(this has been demonstrated by Sharp and Nobles,I.1953, Bull, 1964). 

3.2(iii)d Sedimentation Trends 

A vertical profile through the conglomerate sequence may 

provide useful information as to fan processes with time. Unfortunately 

such a sequence is not expo~ed, but the overlying sandstone facies 

. does have minor conglomerates towards the base of the succession. 

The gradual depletion of conglomerate is regarded as a continuation 

of the above mentioned distal thinning (a wedge-shaped deposit), 
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the decrease in particle size .(although small) is also recorded and 

confirms that with time, fan deposits contribute less and less 

sediment to the piedmont. surface. This in turn imples that either: 

(i) the source-area was reduced significantly, 

(ii) .climatic conditions were unfavourable for fan construc

tion, ) 

(iii) the fan was only a small local deposit which rapidly 

equilibrated with its surroundings. 

A reduction in source area cannot be confirmed, although the 

Lower Old Red Sandstone sequence does show a major, fining trend 

which would be expected if relief were reduced and sediment supply 

caused ·fan recession. Climatic conditxms were apparently semi-arid, 

allowing calcrete development at higher levels; whether climate 

changed or not also cannot be confirmed as calcrete distribution would 

also be environmentally sensitive to a large extent. If the fan was 

a small localised deposit it would be expected to mature rapidly, 

and eventually equilibrate with supply of detritus. If no further 

relative elevation of relief occurred, then fan advance would cease. 

The lack of channel deposits may indicate that fan slope was too steep 

to allow any other than sheetfloods. if so, this may confirm that the 

fan was only of local extent; smaller I'ecent fans being widely 

observed to have steeper slopes (Eckis 1928, Melton 1965a, b)~ 

Unfortunately, yet again this cannot be confirmed as fans derived 

from fine grained rocks are often 35-75\ steeper than fans of 

similar area and derived from coarse l'Ocks (Bull 1964) • 
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3.2(iv) Alluvial Fan Subfacies A3 (Sheetflood congiomerates) 

3.2(iv)a Facies Descripton 

Subfacies A3 consists of the slate-rich Middle Old Red 

Sandstone conglomerate'sequence outlined in Chapter 1. Although 

probably in excess of 300 m In thickness, the monotonous nature of 

the conglomerate sequence prevents any further subdivision. 

The conglomerates of subfacies A3 are dominated by local 

Macduff Slate detritus, the only significant variation occurring 

immediately above the Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity where 

considerable reworking of the Lower Old Red conglomerates has con

tributed granitic detritus to the otherwise slate-rich sequence. 

The conglomerates are generally poorly-sorted, with detritus ranging 

from fine sand to cobble grade. Discrete units of sandstone are 

extremely rare, and fine gravel rather than sand tends to form a 

watrix for the abundant pebble and cobble grade material. 

Bedding is always poorly defined, and displayed only by vague 

internal textural changes. Erosion surfaces are practically non~ 

existent, only two having been recognised in the whole sequence • 

. ' Texturally the conglomerates are regarded as very immature 'in 

that although a framework of coarser material may develop, larger 

clasts are normally supported in gravel matrix. This apparent 

textural immaturity is also supported by a structural immaturity in 

which clasts.,show no apparent preferred orientation in vertical and 
. . .. 

bedding plane sections. In these features the conglomerates closely 
. 

resemble the slate-rich subfacl3s A2 conglomerates of the Crovie 

Conglomerate sequence. The most significant difference is that the 

conglomerates of subfaces A3 sho\-# occasional (!istinct structural . , . 

and textural features not recorded in the subfacies A2 conglomerates. 
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These features include improved sorting/clast size enrichment, 

whereby a reduced pebble assemblage generally occurs supported by a 

well sOI·ted gra:vel matrix. Sueh horizons are occasionally associated 

with improved packing and distinct developments of imbrication, clast 

orientation, and crude cross-stratification. 

Anomalous horizons have been recorded showing vertically-inclined 

fragments, these will be discussed in a following section. 

Although the conglomerates clearly show a greater diversity than 

in subfacies A2, indicated earlier, erosion surfaces are rare, only 

one distinct channelled surface has been recorded, the other erosion 

surface observed was related to cross-stratified conglomerates. 

, , 

An exception from the norm occurs in the vicinity of Mill Shore, 

near Pennan where conglomerates commonly show the development of 

zonp.s of vertically oriented clasts extending for up to 1 m horiz-
" . 

ontally and 40 cm vertically. In all instances a moderate amount 

of clast-size enrichment is apparent with pebble sized clasts occu-

rring in well packed conglomerates but still retaining a significant 

fine gravel matrix (see Plate '.:tl cf ). 

3.2(iv)b Spatial and Temporal Relati~nships 

The failure to establish a detailed stratigraphy based on 

either sedimentological criteria or conglomerate composition prevents 

a specific consideration -of such variations. 

In general, variations in conglomerate composition and form 

are most apparent in the lower deposits of subfacies A3 only. 
1 • 

Immediately overlying the Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity, the 

composi tion of the conglomerates strongly suggests that much of the 

material involved has been derived from Lower Old Red Sandstone 

conglomerates. In these conglomerates sandstone horizons are common 
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and the conglomerates themselves quite well sorted. Plate 

shows perhaps the most accessible of these conglomerates at The 

Snook near Gardenstown where there is a strong indication that 

detritus was moved as a series of shallow braid-bars. Whether such 

conditions prevailed into the slate-rich ~onglomerates cannot be 

decided with confidence although in the previous discussion the 

evidence was regarded as being weighted against this possibility. 

The lowermost conglomerates are not well e:>.-posed, but where 

present they do tend to reflect the conditions apparent at The Snook 

both in the development of braid-bars, and in the strong re-worked 

component. 

3.2(iv)c Interpl~tation 

The overall coarseness, poor-sorting, compositional immaturity. 

lack of fine grained deposits, ~ndvirtual absence of erosional, 

surfaces precludes tile majority of fluvial environments and suggests 

a relatively proximal deposit. Alluvial fan deposits have been 

discussed in some detail in the previous section under subfacies A2 ' 

(Crovie Conglomerate). and in many ways the conglomerates of subfacies 

A3 are comparable in that the lack ·of erosion precludes streamf100d 

and stream-channel environments, whilst a gross vertical and lateral 

11 thological consistency j.mplies that sedimentation was dominated 

by one general mechanism for long periods of time. 

By analogy with arguments put forward during consideration of 

subfacies A2~ a. sheetflood mechanism would again receive strong 

support for the poorly-sorted texturally immature conglomerates of 

subfacies A3. 

" 

During sheetflood processes, flow would be deployed somewhat 

uniformly over broad planar surfaces, and lack of erosion during this 
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event is generally taken to indicate that the depositing medium 

was either loaded xo capacity or else water rapidly infiltrated 

in~o the bpen'substrate producing 'sieve deposits' (Hooke 1967). 

In such instances a well developed fabric would not be expected • 

. The development of framework supported fabrics and improved sorting 

imply increased fluidity of the depositing medium, and sufficient 

energy available to transport and winnow the coarse sediment. The 

poorly defined bedding implies that such conditions were occasionally 

persistent, and cl1anged slowly, thus preventing the development 

of distinct"breaks and erosion surfaces. These implications contrast 

quite strongly with the normal concept of flow conditions during 

sheetflood episodes, as periods of high fluidity aIe normally late 

stage run-off events following a main flood. Late stage run-off is 

generally accepted as a less competent phase of sheetflooding and 

responsible for finer sediments often interbedded with sheetflood 

conglomerates. 

The lack of interbedded sandstones at first detracts from this 

possi~ility, but as the conglomerates are d~rived from local pelitjc 

schists and Pettijohn (1975)' considers that grain si~e •••• "is: 

if:nheri ted from parent rock" and that the breakdown of such parent 

rod~ •••• "will lead to the llb\!ration of particles from an earlier 

phase of primary production" - sand would probably not have been 

available in subfacies A3 for such a late stage run-off episode. 

Instead the abundant fine gravel mcy record periods of winnowing during 

late stage run-off, when, due to a reduced traction carpet caused by 

lack of sand in suspension an increased bed shear-stress would make 

considerable energy available for erosion of the finest-grade of 

sediment. The reduced bed-thickness, regarded by Bluck (1967) as 

indicative of reduced water depth would also aid such a process. 
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A consideration of graphs relating velocity and particle 

size to erosion, transport, and deposition (e.g. Hjul.strom, J.935) also 

would indicate that erosion and deposition of ccarse sediment are 

separated by only a small velocity change. Similarly, high velocity 
. . 

flo'-IS are capable of eroding and transporting a broad spectr\.lm of 

sediment grade making theoretical considerations of transportation" 

open to question. 

Alternatively, the abundance of crud~ horizontal bedding may 

fit into a proximal braided-stream model where a predominance of 

longitudinal bars would typically produce, such bedding. Unfortunately 

a high suspended load would reduce the critical shear-strEGs and 

favo~ bar development, but on the other hand the paucity of sand in 

the' present example would not favour this. Also, 'low-stage dissection 
. 

of such bars would be likely and would result in extreme lateral 

discontinuity - a factor normally regarded as aiding recognition 

of br~ded-stream environments, but lacking within subfades A3 sed-

iments. 

The only major erosive surface recorded in subfacies A3 shows 

steep downcutting of 1.6 m and could quite easily be a single rare 

stream-channel episode more common in proximal alluvial fan environ-

ments. 

It is concluded that although interpretation is complicated by 

a strong possibility that a restricted sediment grade would modifY 

normal concepts,of conglomerate deposition, the conglomerates are 

comparable to those described in the literature and interpreted as 

Alluvial Fan sheetflood conglomerates. The relatively corr~n levels 

of imbrication and well sorted conglomerate may attes:t to larger . 
run-off episodes, or they may be a result of,the acarcity of fine 

sediment. Perhaps the 1ac.1< of fine sediment may even modify distal-
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fan environments and allow braided environments to develop with 

very broad shilllow channels and low longitudinal bars. 

At higher stratigraphic levels variation in .composition and 

form are not readily apparent, and even when the Alluvial Fan environ-

ment was overstepped by the Lacustrine development in the region of 

the Den of Findon (subfacies Dl), no advance warning of this exists 

in the Lower Findon Conglomerates, and no differences are apparent 

in the overlying Upper Findon Conglomerates. The Lacustrine advance 

has interd~gitated wi th the Alluvial Fan' environment without signif

icant gradation, the change occurring over as little as 25 cm. 

Vertically-packed sediments as noted earlier have been described 

from numerous environments ranging from offshore ·marine (Greensmi th 

and Tucker,.1968, 1969), to EstUarine' (Weidemann, 1972) and marine 

and Lacustrine beaches (Mii, 19,57, Sanderson and Donovan, 1974, Dionne, 

1971). In these instances the action of low energy waves on disc and 

blade shaped fragments is regarded as being responsible for the prod-

uction of s~ch textures. Clast shape enrichment is prominent, but 

unfortunately this cannot be confirmed in the present situation as 
. . . 

blade and disc-shaped slate fragments predominate overall. Documented 

examples also record a high degree of size-sorting, with very little 

fine matrix present - this feature constrast~ with the vertically-

packed conglomerates of subfacies A3. 

The occurrence of such an unusual texture is of interest, but 

its lnterprctation is difficult in this instance as no direct evidence 

exists to indicate that low energy waves may have acte~ upon the 

conglomerates. The rapid replacement. of the fan environment by 

Lacustrine conditions in the Den of Findon may offer slight support 

by demonstrating the ease by which such conditions could develop, 

and also thp. lack of influence they had on the fan environment both 
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before and after the change. It may be possible therefore that the 

Orca dian Lake remained close to the present fUddle Old Red Sandstone 

outcrop and at times even interdigitated with fan conglomerates with

out leaving significant record other than these possible re-worked 

beach deposits. 

Although specific interpretation is difficult, the general form 

of the ~onglomerates does in many ways fit into the criteria 'outlined 

by Bull'(1964) for the recognition of Alluvial Fan environments. 

In particular, Bull stresse,d that each horizon is commonly a record' 

of a unique set of hydraulic conditions which~determine such properties 

as grain-size~ bed-thickness, clast orientation, and the presence or 

absence of erosion. As the bulk of fan deposits are deposited as 

sheets or lobes, these conditions generally prevail over distances 

in excess of most outcrops, thus bedding in fan deposits is frequently 

observed to be 'laterally consistent'. Variatiomin beddin'g are 

most distinct when differing mechanisms have contributed to a sequence 

of sediments, for example interbedding of sheetflood - debris flood 

- and mudflow deposits. Late,rally, bedding is probably most distinct 

in water-lain deposits, but even here thi ckness is a f1.D1ction of 

relief between shallow-channels and low bars and erOsional and pcst

deposi tional modification. Bull also indicated that ephemel"'al 

condi tions may contribute thin clayey gravels during the waning stages 

of flow, the less well sorted finer grained horizons may represent such 

condi tions. 
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3.3 Braid~d StTeam/Wadi Megafacies (B) 

Introduction 

. Sediments regarded as belonging to Megafacies B follow 

Megafacies A alluvial fan sediments in the east of the Outlier (Dundarg 

Castle Conglomerates and Dtmdarg Castle Conglomeratic Sands tones), 

and include the whole of the sequence accessible in the Central 

Coastal Section - here interpreted as being laterally equivalent 

to the Megafacies B.sediwents in the east. Megafacies D type 

sediments are not developed in the lower part (the fining megacycle) 

of the Western Coastal Section, but dominate the upper'coarsening 

megacycle in this section. 

The megafacies is subdivided into the following three broad 

. subfacies: 

Subfacies Bl - ephemeral-stream/wadi environment represented by_:_ 

Subfacies Bla - Dundarg Castle Conglomerate Formation 

Subfacies BIb - Pennan Head Conglomerate 

Subfacies Blc - Pennan Conglorr~ratic Sandstone 

Subfacies B2 - predominantly fine-grained braided-stream environment 

at times ephemeral flow, represented by!. 

Subfacies B2a - Castle Hill Sandstone Formation 

Subfacies B2b - Pennan Sandstone 

Subfacies B3 - coarse-grained braid~d-stream environment represented by: 

Subfacies B3a - Need Haven Conglomerate 

3. 3(i). Bl";<\icled-stream/Wadi Subfacies Bla 

3.3(i)a Introduction 

In contr~st to th~ wester'll portion of the Outlier, the lowen' 

sediments of the Cnst are coarse and completely lacking in finer 
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grades of sediment so common in the Crovie section. The Dundarg 

Castle Conglomerate Formation overlies the coarse basal conglomerates 

(Subfacies Al) conformably and in places. oversteps these lowest 

deposits to rest unconformably on the Dalradian Basement. Although 

no unconfirmity necessarily exists between these two lower sedimentary 

units a great dissimilarity exists in sediment type and consequently 

in presumed environment of origin. 

The transition from the basal conglomerate (Subfacies AI) to .. 
Subfacies Bla is exposed between Fleckies Meadow and Dundarg Castie 

and involves: 

(i) an overall decrease in the- predominant grain size 

component.with a concomitant increase in the percentage 

of sandstone, 

(ii) an increase in the proportion ~f coarse matrix and 

gravel size sediments, 

(iii) an increase in well defined bedding surfaces accompanied 

by amarl<ed development of erosional features and internal 

stratification, 

(iv) a marked increase in clast roundness, and 

(v) a marked change in clast composition. 

The majori ty of the subfacies is exposed between Fleckies ~teadow 

and New Aberdour Shore, although the sequence is complicated by 

faulting at Counter Head. The subfacies consists essentially of 

conglomerates, pebbly-sandstones and sandstones, and characteristically 

a total lack of fine-grained sediment. A few levels of conglomerate 

are as coarse as the basal conglomerate, but the majority are much 

finer and more sandstone is present in the sequence. 

The facies has been subdivided into eight lithofacies mainly 
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. 
on the basis of structure. but also including grain size, sorting, 

and texture. Fig. 3.3 is an attempt to reconstruct the relation-

ships between these lithofacies and is compiled from numerous . field 

logs. Lateral and vertical variation is very significant and 

therefore this reconstruction is by no means definitive, it is merely 

an apparent relationship of lithofacies as exposed. 

3.3(i)b Facies Description 

Lithofacies A - Channel Fill Conglomerate 

Channel shaped erosion surfaces are abundant and may range in 

size from a mere 40 cm wide to large channels 1.5 m deep and over 

20 m wide. The nature of channel infills is as variable as are the 

dimensions mentioned. Smaller channel forms are invariable infilled 

by moderately \OTell packed coarse conglomerate, whilst larger channels, 

tending to be asymmetric in shape, have coarse conglomerate situated 

in the deeper, more steeply eroded portion of the hollow. 

Step-like low relief terraces frequently occur on the steeper 

edges of large channels and may correspond to structural differences 

within the channels themselves. Lateral migration of channel deposits 

is evident in many sections, but primarily by distinct and discrete 

movements of position (Fig. 3.4 ) rather than by gradual lateral 

migration as is common in modern and ancient high sinuosity systems. 

In a few instances migration has taken place along a horizontal plane 

(Fig. 3.4 ), whereas in the majority of situations adjustments 

occur in height also and therefore are even less analogo~~ to 

lateral accretion described elsewhere (Allen,I~'S~b). 

A salient feature of channel conglomerates' is their abundance 

throughout the stratigraphic unit, scattered examples occur in most 

of the short c.oastal sections available, but it is only at restricted 
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horizons that developments of channels are abundant. It therefore 

appears that stream development in anyone area may have been somewhat 

ephemeral, a p~b1em discussed later when channel infilling is con

sidered (see page /U. ). 

Channel fill conglomerates are always coarse grained infi11s 

roughly increasing in grade with increasing channel size (see Fig. 3.6 ). 

Sorting is generally poor although exceptions do exIst (mainly at 

smaller cha.nne1 f;izes)·. Packing density is high and results in a 

predominantly 'grain' supported fabric. The matrix may often be 

fine grained, and relatively well sorted, although in many cases a 

gravel mode is present. Gravel abundance appears to be strongly 

re1ated.to the amount of matrix present, whilst at the other end of 
. . 

the scale when matrix is very low, very coarse gravel ,and small pebbles 

may occur in the matrix cavities. Grain size within channels shows a 

lateral grading towards finer deposits in lateral positions, particul-

ar1y towards the shallow edge where replacement by lithofacies B 

bedded conglomerate may occur. Vertical fining occurs and is rapid, 

channel deposits may frequently be replaced by single thin sheets of 

conglomerate which overlie planar erosion surfaces. A lateral decrease 

of grain-size occurs in such instances, the conglomerate being replaced 

by gravel with irregularly bedded coarse and fine portions. 'Fining 

in a simila~ manner has been described by Sr.~th (1974) from longitudina1-

bars in a braided outwash stream and is analogous to coarsening upward 

sequences described by several authors, and regarded as being due to 

the downstream migration of longitudinal-bars' allowing coarser bar-head 

gravelS to overstep the finer bar-tail sediments, such structures are 

commonly related to erosion structuI~S at Gamrie. 

It is notable that the lo,,,er finer portion of such bars shows 

a better degree of sorting than the poorly sorted upper deposits. Ora 

(1964) included such' evidence in his criteria for the recogni tl.on of 
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braided-stream deposits. 

Li thofacles B - Cross-stratiHed Conglomernte 
.. 

Inclined bedded conglomerate sheets occupy the shallower portions 

of many channel shaped depressions and grade into both channel fill 

conglomerates and the single and multiple sheet varieties. The conglom-

erates are characterised by finer grain sizes generally, and a low to 

moderately steep inclined bedding with grain size variations both 

parallel and perpendict~ar to the inclined laminae such that individual 

laminae fine upwards perpendicular to the bedding and also fine upwards 

along the individual laminae' (see Fig. 3.3 ). Sorting is moderate 

and increases away from the channel base, and away from the channel 

fill conglomerate. A higher proportion of matrix is present, resulting 

in significantly lower packing densities, fran~work supported fabrics 

are rare, but not totally absent. 

These conglomerates may pass sharply into single sheet conglom-

erates, or multiple sheet conglomerates, the latter case being by far 

less common, such passages occurring in a direction away from the 

channel. Within the channel area Lithofacies B conglomerates a~ 

often . overlain by either irregularly bedded gravels, or cross-stratified 

gravels. 

Lithofacies C - Single Sheet Conglomerate 

Single sheet conglomerate occurs immediately overlying a planar 

erosion surface which is sometimes cut by deep conglomerate filled 

scours. Single sheet conglomerates are characterised by a lack of 

internal bedding, but often show either fining up\ofard or more interest-

ing reverse grading. The conglomerates are frequently finer grained 

than many of the channel varieties and show a relatively low packing 
. 

density, although still generally higher than Lithofacies B. Poor 

sorting is typical although graded portions show a variation in this 
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parameter, finer portions being better sorted than the coarser •. 

Sorting within the coarse mode of Lithofacies C is better than in the 

previous examples. 
" . 

Lithofacies C is always erosively based and always overlain 

by irregularly bedded gravels or multiple sheet conglomerates. Later-

ally such sheets may persist for tens of ~tres and become lost due to 

lack of exposure; many cases demonstrate a clear relationship to 

channel deposits where a lateral'decrease in grain-size is appar~nt 

away from such a channel. 
#; 

~~~ ..... 
,.1;." 

Li thofacies D .: .. ~tul dple Conglomerate Sheets 

Multiple conglomerate sheets with restricted lateral extent 

occur in laterally persistent thick units. Such conglomerates follow 

all previous deposits by rapid gradation;but never erosively. Internal 

bedding is poorly developed and generally of no great lateral persist-

ence, although small scour and fill structures are common, as is very 

low lnclined planar cross-stratifiC'ation. 

Clast size is small, but well sorted with regard to the coarse 

mode. Overall sorting is poor, the matrix generally containing abun-

dant gravel. No apparent relationship exists between unit thickness 

and maximum clast size, although this is discussed at a later stage 

(page "). Lithofacies D includes the bulk of stibfacies Bl sediment. 

Li thofacies E and F ., . C ... ..s. ~hb.l;&f'.41' {jnt"~l. 

Lithofacies E and F are related in that both occUr in the higher, 

finer portions 6f fining-upward units and also frequently occur at 

similar horizons. 

In areas overlying channel deposits a low cross-stratification 
. 

is developed with grouped sets up to 20 cm deep and 1 m wide common. 

Laterally these may become larger and often solitary sets up to 60 cm 
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deep are found. Such forms are several metres wide and tend to become 

more planar in form. Such cross-stratified sets develop in gravels 

ranging from poor to wel~ sorted, the larger varieties occurring in 

the better sorted sediments. Febbles do occur in foresets, but are 

uncommon constituents in such deposits. , 

I.i thofacies G - Sandstone 
'" 

Sandstone is rare within these deposits < and when present is 

rarely persistent for any great di$tance~ The grain-size ranges from 

medium to coarse, the sediment being moderately' well sorted. No 

internal bedding has been recorded from such deposits. 

Variations 

Certain variations do occur, but tend to be structural variations 
" 

rather than the introduction of a new grade of detritus, for· example, 

as a final channel infill, the multiple-conglomerate or gravel sheets 

may develop as curved surfaces mirroring 'the 'original channel shape, 

and causing an infilling of the channel form in which the final channel 

form is deflected towards the deeper portion of the 'original channel 

(see Fig. 3.4 ). Fig. 3.4 also shows that coarse poorly-sorted 

conglomerate may occur in positions adjacent to'the channel fill 

varieties, appearing as .'bars' overlying planar erosion surfaces. 

3.3(i)c Interpretation 

Structural Variability within Subfacies B1~ 

Wi thin the conglomerate facies channelling is ubiquitous, and a 

maximum recorded depth of 1.5 m may be a reasonable approximation of 

maximum channel depth. More comm:m1y channels are less' than 1 m deep, 
.... 

with widths in the order of 25 m, giving an average width/depth ratio 

in excess, of 25:1. Erosion surfaces change in form laterally and may 

commonly pass into non-eroded junctions and illustrate the restricteJ 
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extent of many char~els, drawing attention to the frequent proximity 

of erosion and deposition, (the latter being an important factor 

which must be taken into ~ccount when bed thickness is used as a mea

sure of capacity or competence, see page "6). 

Abundant scouring exists indicating that channelling is important 

(Moody Stuart, 1966) while low relief terraces indicate successive 

margins of shallow channels cut during the falling stames of stream 

flow (see also Krigstrom, 1962, Doeglas, 1962, and Williams ,and Rust, 

1969). Channels appear to migrate by distinct steps rather than by grad-

ual changes, and therefore lateral accretion deposits are unimpoI·tant. 

Although not directly comparable, Moody-Stuart (1966) concluded that 

a significant feature of low sinuosity stream systems was the develop

ment of channel fills by vertical'accretion rather than by lateral 

migration and accretion • .. 

Coarsening upwards and fining upwards units do occur and may 

record periods of increasing and decreasing competence of flow during 

accumulation. Coarsening upward units are commonly found in close 

proximity to channel conglomerates and occur within short vertical 

distances of planar erosion,surfaces. Laterally these seq\~nces grad

ually fin~ and are replaced by irregularly bedded gravels and coarse 

sandstones .. often with a low int~rnal cross-stratification. Internal 

bedding is rare in all coarsening upward units, but when recognised 

is always of very low angle. Such relationships may record the 

downstream migration of longitudinal bars, (Doeglas, 1962, Leopold 

and Wolman, 1957, Bluck, 1971). Longitudinal bars have a downstream 

reduction in grain size and consequently their downstream migration 

results in the n~vement of coarse sediments over fine (see Bluck, 1971, 

and Smith~ 1974). It is interesting to note that in dealing with the. 

problem of paleocu~rents around longitudinal bars Rust (l972a) illustrates 

a model of bar and channel section showing many featllres typical of 
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sections recorded at Gamrie (see Fig. 3.5 ,). During high flood stage 

coarse detritus is transported and dumped at certain sites, any initial 

grouping of such tends to preserve the concentration and promotes the 

formation of a gravel bar (Leopold et al 1964, and Raichlen & Kennedy \ 

'1975). At lower flow stages water movement is concentrateq into 

channels and slight lateral adjustment is likely, presumably the stage 

when terracing occurs. Accompanying this lateral divergence of flow, 

finer sediment accumulates at bar margins and builds outward to form 

sets of high-angle cross-strata (Rust~ 1972, Smith, 1974). Rust 

(op cit) goes on to describe ultimate stages of ripple development 

and suspension fallout, the 'latter he adds occurs rarely or never 

in active channels. Such deposits are never recorded in subfacies Bl 

deposits. Similarly Schumm (1961) found that in streams with ephemeral 

flow aggradation may begin at localised points, and as the channel 

fills the zone of major deposition migrates up stream causing two 

distinct deposits, (a) coarse sediment overlying fine upstream, and 

(b) fining sequences downstream. 

Thus it seems possible that channel development may be related 

to bar development, or simply ephemeral stream flow. Trough cross-

stratification is limited in all cases to small restricted examples 

within finer gravel fills to channels. Larger exampl~s occur,but are 

very rare, thus suggesting a preponderance of longitudinal bars over 

transverse bars as the latter would be expected to produce significant 

contributions of either trough bedding or planar cross-stratification 

recording avalanching down ,lee faces of migrating curve or straight 

crested dunes. Such a dominance of longitudinal bars implies a 

proximal site of deposition with associated implications of higher 

paleoslopes. 

Smith (1970) substantiated Ores (196~) conclusions that braided 



patterns are created mainly by accretion of longitudinal bars, and 

dissection of transverse bars, noting that coarser poorly sorted sed

i men ts favoure d the deve lopment of longi tudinal bars. 

Lithological Variability within Subfacies Bl~ 

The coarse nature of the conglomerates plus their common 

internal planar bedding is indicative of high velocity competent flows 

(Nevin, 1946, Helley, 1969~ Fahnstock, 1963). A direct evaluation 

of current flow cannot be made (but Eynon and Walker, 1974, demonstra

ted that with certain assumptions an order of magnitude may be deter

mined), although data from modern streams suggests that larger 

clasts may only be moved during flood conditions. Leopold et al (1964) 

suggest' that even so large floods may be incompetant ~t IDO,::ing large 

clasts and that small surges may be more effective, or the initial 

and falling stages of major flood. 

A large amount of coarse detritus is present in the facies 

described implying that the environment was probably quite proximal 

and of relatively high slope.' Floods must have occurred frequently 

being contr·olled by the high slopes and vegetation deficiency (Schumm, 

11"). High flow co~ditio~s are verified in the presence of cross

stratifi~d conglomerates (Simons et aI, 1961). Pebbly sandstones . 

and sandstones retain a horizontal or massive stratification in most 

instances 'and may record lowerflow:velocities (Hel1ey, 1969, FahnstocK. 

1963) but only ':'if a source of coarse detritus was always present; as' 

pebbly lithologies interbed with coarse conglomerates a coarse clast 

source is assumed to have always been present •. Siltstone is notably 

absent except at the very highest levels (in the overlying sandstone 

facies) at ~ position where the transition into the Siltstone Facies 

is ~nitiated. In braided river syste~s on alluvial fans siltstone is 

only recorded in low energy areas (Doeglas, 1962), normally being 
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removed by the lateral migration of channels and bars (Ktigstrom, 1962). 

In the present situation the lack of siltstone is probably a function 

of non-deposition on originally high paleoslopes rather than deposition 

and subsequent removal,as the evidence at hand does not indicate that 

the channel systems suffered major lateral shifting in all but a few 

cases. 

Textural Variability wi thin' Subfacies Bla 

Several aspects of conglomerate bedding and textures have recently 

been studied by Bluck (1967) in an attempt to evaluate more precisely, 

the 'genesis of alluvial conglomerates. In the Gamrie Outlier outcrop 

prevents the widespread application of such techniques, but reasonable 

exposure of the Subfacies Bl sequence allows such a study to be made. 

Primarily, Bluck (op cit) attempted to evaluate flow-power and 'discharge 

by considering easily measured parameters such as bed thickness and 

grain size. Several authors (Nevin, 1946, Hjulstrom, 1939, Fahnstock, 

1961) have already used values of maximum particle size as an 

expression on ndnimum flow velocity, and hence competence (Fahnstock 

op cit). For example, tractive, force, recorded by the relationship 

between maximum particle size and ground slope was considered by 

Lustig (1965) as an alternative measure of flow velocity. In Blucks 

(1967) studies maximum particle size was considered in relation to be 

thickness; a parameter regarded as indicative of the discharged 

sediment load, (this assumption must be supported by field observation 

with evidence of the lack of erosion and reworking, before bed thick-

ness may be regarded as recording the magnitude of a depositional 

,event) • 

,. 
Fig. 3.6 illustrates the data obtained from Subfacies Bl. No.~ ~1 

~, 

significant correlation is apparent. The distribution compares favour-' 
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where neither maximum clast size or bed thickness are regarded as 

reliable indicators of competence or discharge. 

Throughout Subfacies Bla clast packing and sorting are as 

variable laterally and vertically as are grain size and structure, 

indicating that the processes of winnowing and lagging clearly operated 

to quite different degrees on closely associated sediments. The 

common occurrence of moderate to good clast packing associated with 

some imbricate developments suggests the attainment of a moderate 

degree of textural maturity (Bluck, 1967), but a comparison with many 

associated horizons clearly demonstrates that such processes were 

limited in their distribution. The presence of poorly-sorted conglo~ 

erates implies that a whole range of sediment grade was available for 

transportation at times, and the preservation of such a spectrum of 

detritus may suggest that deposition"in such sites was rapid. Rapid 

reductions in flow velocities are typical of many ephemeral streams 

where high percolation causes floods to be of short duration (Leopold 

and Miller, 1956). Size sorting is variable in both conglomerates 

and sandstones and is indicative of diverse depositional environments. 

At times the stream system had the potential f~r considerable reworking, 

while at others it could not separate sand and gravel grades. 

A reconsideration of rig. 3.6A with the grouping of data with 

regard to clast packing, sorting and shape of the deposit leads.to 

the clear distribution of rig. 3.se. 

Good correlation is observed only in the conglomerates of 

grOUp A, single sheet conglomerates. The deposits are distinguished on 

. the grol.D1ds of their lateral persistence but only mi~or associated _. 

erosion. Bed thickness is very restricted, but clast size shows a 

great spread. Clast sorting is poor overall, but good within the 

coarse-mode. Packing is variable, moderate to good •• 
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Group B conglomerates. channel conglomerates. are distinct in 

the association of erosive units, coarse grain sizes, poor sorting, but 

goo~ clast-pack~ng. 

Group C._multiple-sheet conglomerates, are also distinct in 

their small clast size, very poor overall sorting, but'good ~orting of 

the coarse mode, lack of erosion, internal bedding and very poor 

clas t-packing. 

In single-sheet conglomerates A bed thickness correlates with 

average maximum particle size implying that coarser detritus may only 

be transported during larger flood events when stream power is high 

enough. Unit thickness correlates with stream competence suggesting 

that either more' powerful flood events discharged larger volumes of 

detri tus or that the more 'competent flows were more persis tent events. 

Texturally two separate modes exist, a coarse tractive-mode 

and a finer-mode presumably transported within the tractive-mode and 

also in suspension,(Bluck, 1967). ,In comparison to the channel deposits 

considerable suppression of the coarsest material occurs, and is . ' 

enhanced by the distribution ,of maximum clast sizes being skewed 

towards finer grades. The competence of the system must have been 

such that restricted coarse mode transport was possible, and was 

associated with cons,iderable transport and deposition of sand-grade 

detritus while at the same time winnowing of fine sediment was only 

localised. 

Bed thickness is notably reduced, and may provide .informatlon as 

to the flow depth as Bluck considers that reduced wuter depths cause 

a reduction in the thickness of the traction carpet and hence a reduct-

ion in c~nglornerate thickness. The sparce framework developments point 

to periodic reworkine of fine detritus as competence declines. The 
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magnitude of the fine population is normally high, and high concentra

tions of sund would reduce the critical shear on the bed (Bluck, 1967); 

this would serve to enhance the smaller pebble grades as much of the 

streams' energy would be occupied in sand transport. 

Bar top environments (see Eynon and Walker, 1974) provide suitable 

conditions for the development of such depcsits, having reduced 

water-depth and also, being inundated during flood episodes only, they~ 

provide a situation where suspended load is high also. Normal and 

reverse grading have been noted, reverse grading being a common feature 

of the downstream migration of coarse detritus over fine in longitudinal 

bars. 

Channel conglomerates B shou a less well":defined correlation 

between competence and discharge presumably due to the failure of one 

or both parameters (i.e. maximum clast size and bed thickness) to 

record competence or discharge. Understandably, thickness relates to 

total channel depth, and not to individual discharge events, whereas 

maximum clast size will give some idea of competence although selective 

removal of finer grades will enhance this value. ComPetence is thus 

recorded as the maximum competence over a long period of time. 

Framework supported conglomerates are patchily developed, and 

demonstrate that ,deposition was pulsatory, with reworking taking place 

during depositional pauses (Jopling, 1964). Augustinus and Reizebos 

(1971) record similar variations in outwash plain deposits, while 

B1uck (1971) described well-packed conglomerates from deposits of 

meandering streams. 

As particle size correlates with bed thickness, and bed thick

ness generally indicates channel magnitude, the evidence would seem 

to imply that channel magnitude would increase towards source, as 
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particle size is regarded as increasing towards n~re proximal locations. 

This inference is considered false, thus pointing to the invalidity of 

one or both of these parameters. 

Erosion surfaces form the base of channel units, and may be 

traced laterally and are observed to be equivalent to adjacent channel 

erosion surfaces. To some extent this suggests that a network of 

channellised flow was operating. Braided streams are known to function 

on alluvial fan surfaces (Hoppe and Eckman, 1964), generally in 

distal'positions. The present situation appears to be one of a netwo~k 

of low-relief channels separated by large longitudinal bars over 

which sediment was distributed only during flood events. Flow may 

have been more permanent in channel areas allowing winnowing and 

reworking to continue; flow was of greater competence overall, . 

presumably due to increased flow depth. Poorly sorted channel conglom

erates may record sudden depositional events, for example, percolation 

of water into the substrate is a common phenomena in ephemeral streams, 

and results in the rapid deposition of poorly-sorted conglomerate. 

In contrast, reworking would occur in such channel areas when lower 

flow powers prevailed due to the transition from braided to meandering 

stream systems during low-discharge phases (see Fahnstock, 1963). 

Multiple sheet conglomerates C show no relationship between 

maximum clast size and bed thickness, and therefore one or both of 

these parameters must not approximate to competence or discharge. To 

a large extent clast size is considered to ~flect competence, but 

the inten1al bedding wi thin such conglomerates records periodic 

lagging, due to rewol'king of finer grades, and thus bed thickness 

records a sequence of depositional events and not simply one discharge. 

Local dev~lopm~nts of good clast-packing'co~firm linuted reworking 

as the :ls1"ge fragments resist movement ~hilst fines are winnowed. 
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The slight bias in the maximum clast size distribution towards coarser 

deposits does add further evidence to the notion of winnowing of smaller 

pebbles. Bluck (1967) noted that during periods of high discharge 

streams pick up large amounts of sand from the stream bed in preference 

to coarser grades. The more sand eventually in suspension, the more 

energy expended in transportion of this load, and thus by reduction of 

the critical shear stress acting on the bed only -finer grains can be 
., 

moved. This phenomena would explain the abundance of sand and finer 

gravel, and the well-sorted nature of the coarse mode. The'suppression 

of coarse detritus may thus be due to decreased competence, magnitude 

of suspended load etc. 

Environmentally the multiple sheet conglomerates are considered 

to represent a lower energy environment, although their,common assoc-

iation with cross-stratified gravels does suggest relatively high flew 

powers. Multiple conglomerate sheets probably record what is effectiv~ly 

the 'braided srt-eam floodplain', being inundated only during large 

floods, but not forming an active migrating part of the braided stream 

system. The sequence accumulates principally by vertical accretion, 

and maY,be analogous ,to either side-channel or shallow braided 

environments described by Eynon and Walker (1974). Low-angle planar 

erosion surfaces, with i.mpersistent granule and gravel lags, also 

bear features similar to deflation structures (McAlpine, 1978), and 

may support the notion that these deposits are formed on an inter-

channel area, exposed for long periods. 

Overall the structure and textures described imply frequent 

attainment of high velocity flows, which in turn 'imply that deposition 

took place on or near to' steep slopes, (Leopold and Wolman, 1957, 

Chien, 1961, Brice, 1954) and support the idea that these streams, 

braided at time, operated on alluvial fans adjacent to the Caledonian 

HOlIDtain front. 
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The poor-sorting recorded in many of the conglomerates may be 

a result of rapid aggradation and bar and channel migration commonly 

found in modern braided systems (Doeglas, 1962, Fahnstock, 1963, ' 

Shantzer, 1951, Chien, 1961, Krigstrom, 1962). " 

3. 3(i)d Summary and Discussion 

The sediments are red, coarse- grained, and have textures and 

structures including cross-stratification and channelling of fluvial 
, , 

type. The presence of poorly-sorted coarse grained deposits with 

abundant high velocity structures implies deposition mafnly of bed-load 

material from strong turbulent traction currents (Sundborg, 1956) and 

probably on a moderately high slope (Fahnstock, 1963, Rust, 1972a). 

Paleocurrent data is sparse and cannot be used to irrply unimodal 

sediment transport directions although the sparse data available does 

suggest a rather limited spread (Chapter ~). Fluvial systems belong 

to a series ,(Schumm, 1963) the end members of which are high and low 

sinuosity streams (see Brice, 1964), the low sinuosity member often 

being braided. Different physical conditions operate in these end 

member si tua,tions and it should therefore be possible to characterise 

the two different types of deposit and thus determine the stream 

type dominant in the rocks described, compare Doeglas (1962), Williams 

and Rust (1969), Smith (1970), with Frasier and Osanick (1961), Harms 

et al (1963), McGowen and Garner (1970), Bluck (1971). Deposits of 

subfacies B2 show a marked lateral and \~rtical variability of 

lithology, texture, and structures indicative of a stream system capable 

. of responding rapidly to changes in flow conditions such ~s water depthL 

velocity relationships, competence and discharee. The great variability· 

of grain size implies that not only were such fluctuating conditions 

freq uent, they were also extreme and spatially and temporally highly 

variable. Lateral and vertical changes in textural maturity confirm 

the variability of the system, inferring a varying capacity to rework 
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the sediment. Such features are typical of nodern low-sinuosity 

streams in which great velocity fluctuations are recorded with similar 

variations in competence ,and discharge (Kri8Strom, 1962, Doeglas, 1962, 

Williams and RuSt, 1969, Smith, 1970, Collinson, 1970) but are typical 

of the high-sinuosity stream types with their quasi-cyclic sequences of 

sediments and relatively uncommon fluctuations in velocity and discharge 

which rarely reach extreme values. 

Perhaps due to the complexities involved "the braided model is 

poorly developed" (Eynon and Walker, 1974) and examples tend to relate 

specifically to individual cases. Generalisations are restricted to 

the following indicators of proximal positions. Proximal deposits 

have ~ very low proportion of fine-grained sediments partially due to 

their non deposition on high slopes but also related to their low 

preservation potential amidst the actively mi~ating channel and bar 

systems. Coarser grain sizes are more abundant in more proximal 

situations whilst horizontal stratification also predominates over 

cross-stratification more typical offdista1 reaches. ' 

Longi tudina1 bars dominate over transverse bars in proximal 

situations and the bed relief index increases towards the source, 

(Eynon and Walker, 1974, and see Krigstrom, 1962, Ore, 1964, Williams 

and Rust, 1969, Collinson, 1970, Smith, 1970, Rust, 1972). The marked 

lack of overbank sediment alone has been used to imply low sinuosity 

braided systems (Doeg1as, 1962, Williams and Rust, 1969, Smith, 1970) 

where. due to higher slopes, coarser material is transported and 

fine overbank deposits are,inhibited. Yeakel (1962) points out that 

meandering streams suffering only slow aggradation may comb across 

their floodplains and thus remove fine grained deposits. Sequences 

of bed~o~ms are grossly dissimilar in such meandering deposits (Smith, 

1970) and the lateral variation alone in the present examples precludes 
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such a mechanism. 

As detailed in later .chapters the sediments studied are inferred 

to have a marginal position in the Orcadian Cuvette and were thus in 

close proximity to the rising Caledonian Mountain Chain. Alluvial fan 
. . 

deposi ts would therefore be expected in such a situation and have 

. been recorded from other marginal sites (Mykura, 1975 pers comm., 

Stephenson, 1972). As previously considered alluvial fan processes 

are characterised by three dominant rnechanisnsof deposition, i.e. . . 

debris flood, streamflood, and sheetflood. SUbfacies B2 deposits are 

attributed to more fluid type of process than the debris flood and 

sheetflood mechanism described for subfacies A2 at Crovie. The abund-

ance of channel forms and broad erosion surfaces suggest that processes 

operating were more permanently established. The fluid nature of the 

processes is evident from the abundant record of winnowing,. reworking 

and various transport processes involved. The complex structures and 

lateral relationships exhibited by this facies are more consistent 

with stream channel and stream flood deposits rather than sheetflood 
,. 

processes (Blissenbach, 1954, Bluck, 1964, 1965), but the predominant 
: \ 

vertical accretion and re-activation strongly implies that such stream 

flood events were of an ephemeral nature. 

3.3(ii) Subfacies Blb 

3.3(ii)a' Introduction 

SUbfacies Blb, represented by the Pennan Head Conglomerate, is a 

relatively thick'sequence of conglomerates, congiorneratic sandstones, 

and sandstones. As' noted in Chapter 1 much of the Centra'! Coastal 

Section is quite inacce~sibl~ and in this instance only the upper 

portion of SUbfacies Blb can be observed in any detail and therefore 

it must be stressed that much of the following facies description is 

somewhat generalised. 
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3.3(ii)b Facies Description 

Throughout the sequence five lithofacies have been ~cognised: 

(i) poorly-sorted conglomerate, 

(ii) moderately well sorted conglomerate, 

(iii) weil sorted conglomerate, 

(iv) conglomeratic sandstones, 

(v) sandstones. 

The sequence of conglomerates and sandstones in many ways resembles 

the deposits of Subfacies Bla in that a wide range of sediment grade is 

present showing an 'equally wide range of sorting and texture. 

Poorly-sorted conglomerates are most abundant in the lower portions 

of the sequence, they show the widest range of sediment grade and occur 

in thick laterally inconsistent units. Sediment grade ranges from fine 

sand to cobble grade, with grain si~e being skewed toward finer sizes 

leaving coarser detritus generally floating in a . matrix of sand and 

gravel. The conglomerates are impersistent laterally, and frequently 

show features such as erosion surfaces and poorly developed cross

stratification. These are the most variable deposits of the subfacies, 

but being predominant in the lower portion of the sequence they are 
. 

unfortunately the least well exposed. 

Moderately well sorted conglomerates occur in quite thin sheets, 

and are laterally persistent. Small scours may be present on the basal 

surface, but-iarger erosion features have not been observed, other than 

the probability that very broad discontinUities exist between adjacent 

conglomerate sheets. When such conglomerates are abundant in the 

sequence, discontinuities are more readily apparent. The moderate 

sorting i~ apparent as a separation of the coarse and fine modes, 

with each mode being relatively well sorted. The fine node comprises 
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sand with a high proportion of gravel. while the coarse mode is restricted 

to pebble and cobble sized fragments. 

Well sorte'd conglomerates occur in the highest parts of the 

sequence, and occur due to a considerable reduction in the fine popul-

ation. The conglomerat~s show an abundance of pebble grade material 

forming a framework to the conglomerate and supporting a fairly abundant· 

cobble population. Sand and gravel, although considerably reduced are 

still present. Well sorted conglomerates only occur in relatively 

thin sheets, they show no apparent erosive relationships to adjacent 

·sediments (or, erosion has occurred over broad planes in each instance), 

and individual conglomerates are laterally persistent and consistent. 

Conglomeratic sandstones are recognised as fairly thick units 

of medium and coarse sandstone with frequent impersistent conglomerate 
. 

strings, and an abundance of gravel grade sediments. In many respects 

the conglomeratic sandstones of subfacles Blb are very si.milar in 
>' • • .' • " 

appearance to the 'multiple conglomerate sheets' of subfacies Bla. 

Such a similarity may be significant as the deposits most commonly occur 

in association with poorly-sorted conglomerates also quite similar to 

the conglomerates of stibfaci~s 

- . 
Sandstones are always thin, coarse grained, and generally lacking 

in structure. They are most frequent in association with conglomeratic 

sandstones and are either internally massive or show a crude horizontal 

bedding. Sandstones usually appear to grade from underlying conglomerates 

rather than showing distinct break in sedimentation. 

3.3(ii)c Interpretation 

As mentioned, the sediments of SUbfacies Blb are closely comparable 

to those of Subfacies Bl, and are thus interpreted in a similar manner. 
, 

A comparison is considered as follows: 



Lithofacies 1 - comParable to some channel and single sheet conglomerates 

of Subfacies Bl. 

Lithofacies 2 - closely comparable to single sheet conglomerates • 

. Lithofacies 3 - comparable to conglomerates in the overlying Subfacies 

BS. 

Li tho facie's 4 - very closely comparable to the multiple sheet conglom-

erates of Subfacies Bl. 
. . 

Thus Subfacies BIb is comprised deposits formed in bar-top and 

ephemeral stream channel environments, with progressive introduction of 

Subfacies B5 conglomerates representing more permanent braided stream 

episodes. 

Thus in surrunary the' deposits of Subfacies Blb are considered to 

have formed due to the vertical accretion of longitudinal'bars in a 

shallow braided stream environment~ 

3.3(iii) Subfacies B2a 

3.3(iii)a Introduction 

Subfacies B2a (the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation) outcrops ,to 

the west of Gardenstown Village towards the'Den of Findon. -The sequence 

is gradational, being sandstone dominated overall, but increasing in 

sediment-grade with rising s:a-atigraphic level. 

, The sequence has been divided into two members: 

a) a lower member dominated by cross-stratif;,ed sandstones t ' 

b) an upper member dominated by conglomeratic sandstones. 

3.3(iii)b Facies Description 

The lower member comprises thick red sandstone units resting with 

sharp erosive bases, initially on brown· siltstones or red mudstones, 

but nora commonly (and particularly with rising stratigraphic level) 
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upon previous sandstones. The sandstone units attain thicknesses in 

the order of 200 cm max., with cross-stratified portion~ in the order of 

70 cms. 

The sharp sandstone bases, are generally smooth channel-shaped 

surfaces and may occasionally show small pebble-filled sco~rs. This 

surface is commonly overlain by coarse sandstone or medium sandstone 

containing pebbles, cobbles. and often abundant red and brololD mudflakes. 

Rarely, the basal sandstone portion may sho,., flat bedding. 

The main portion of the sandstone member consiSts of fine to 
" 

medium grained cross-stratified sandstone. Trough and planar cross-

stratification have been identified. Occasional clay drapes occur in 

the cross-stratified portions, but generally grain size shows no reduc-

tion until at highest levels where wavy or poor cross-lamination develops. 

Rarely, ripple-lamination or climbing-ripple lamination may be preserved 

in these highest, finest portions. Small scours infilled by coarse 

detritus have also been recorded in the highest parts of cycles; In many 

instances particularly at higher levels in the sequence, convolute-bedding 

is common in the cross-stratified portion of the cycl~. 

In the lowest portion of the sequence cycles are capped by red 

mudstone or brown siltstone, these deposits being generally quite massive, 

Desiccation cracks have not been~:recorde1t and in contrast to the coarse 

fine sediment alternations of Subfacies C4 carbonate nodules are 

conspicuously absent. At higher levels in the sequence 'such fine deposits 

no longer occur. 

The upper menmcr contrasts strongly with the lower member in 
" 

many ways; principally, coarse sediment predominates with red wedium-

grained sandstones occurring in laterally persistent sheets and cont-

ainingabundant pebble grade conglomerate sheets and lags overlying 
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frequent scoured surfaces. 

Cross-stratification is rare, being only preserved as planar or 
\ 

'avalanche front' cross-stratification infilling deep scours. Bedding 

is in most cases only apparent as pebble and gravel strings, the remainder 

appearing massive or irregularly bedded. 

Although fine sediment is totally absent from this part of the 

sequence, mudflake conglomerates still occur, and often with abundant 

mudclasts. (P(a.Q. ~.~, '!>·1). 

Deep channelling has been observed in one instance, displaying 

steep cut banks and collapsed, re-worked bank material. ('Pl~b '3.~.Co) 

Interpretation 

; By comparison with model1l alluvial sediments (see Allen, 1965R 

the deposits are regarded as being fluviatile in origin, and although 

the existence of 'cycles' is based on a small amount of evidence, the 

apparent fining upwards sequences with coarse and fine-members in 

alternation may record the establishment of some kind of channel system 

(coarse units) and its subsequent burial beneath a floodplain (fine 

units). Such cycles have been considered by many authors, and attributed 
4t --,\ 

by Allen (19~2.k 1965,e. All.en and Tarlo (1963), and Allen and Friend 

(1968) to factors intrinsic to the fluvial regime, i.e. the autocyclic 

factors of Beerbower (1964) .. 

" " The thick sandstones with large scale cross-stratification probably 

record the establishment of channelled flow with associated basal 

. scouring and overlying coarse lag deposits. The sets of large scale 

cross-stratification presumably represent the deposition of bedload 

sediment by migrating subsqueous dunes dUI'illg the main flood episode, 
. 

while clay drapes and interbedded ripple-laminated sediment represent 

deposition during low flow stages. Ponded-water conditions would 
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be necessary for the deposition of thick siltstones and mudstones in 

the lower part -of the. sequence. Such a situation compares favourably 

with that described by Harms and Fahnstock (1965) from recent fluvial 

sediments. 

Several important features must be noted with regard to the inter

pr~tation of thes~ deposits: 

1. Initially (lower member) the sandstones occupy distinct channel-

. shaped bodies, no lateral accretion is apparent. Upward fining of 

grain-size is not gradual. but. cross-stratified sandstones are 

overlain by finer ripple-laminated sandstones. For this reason, 

the system was probably of low sinuosity, and initially comparable 
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to the system described in lithofacies association C5 (the West Harbour 

Fomatioh). WheI'e sediment is considered to have been distributed· 

by a series of shallow ephemeral channels which eventually choked 

to be overlain by finer 'floodplain' sediments • 

. " 
2. Witp rising stratigraphic level. ripple-laminated sandstones and 

siltstones become scarce, and the sequence becomes dominated by 

cross-stratified and massive sandstones. At this level, the sequence 

is considered to represent the replacement of low sinuosity ephemeral 

channels by more ncrmal braided channels. There is insufficient 

evidence to indicate whether such a system was also ephemeral, but 

. a consideration of succeeding and preceeding (ephemeral) deposits 

would suggest that these also were. 

3. In the uppermost part of the sequence (the upper lJlelnber) cross-

st~atification is very rare and the sediments show many featur~s 

comparable to those of Subfacies ~l, particularly the multiple 

conglqmerate s~ect ~Jpe of deposit. Small 'choked' channels confirm 



the local periodic transport of sediment and indicate the ephem-

eral nature Qf such channels. TIle environment is considered 

closely con~arable to that of Subfacies Bl where shallow low-' 

sinuosity ephemeral stream channels crossed a distal alluvial 
, 

fan surface, at times choking and splaying sediment in sheets 

across large 'bar-top' or interchannel areas. 

3.3(iv) SUbfacies B3 (PI4Q ,. q) 

3.3(iv)a Facies Description 

SUbfacies B3, the Need Haven Conglomerate, succeeds a previously 

considered Subfacies BI~.in the Central Coastal Section by rapid 
, 

vertical gradation. The subfacies is unique in the sequence in that 

although it is not extensively developed it is dominated (99\t) by 

quartzite-rich well sorted conglomerate. 

The well sorted conglomerate apparently occurs in one thick 

un! t, only two thin sands tone lUli ts have been observed breaking up 

the sequence. The sediment ranges from small boulders to sand, but 

is dominated ~y cobble-grade material. The paucity of fine grades 

ensures that a framework is. developed throu~out, and this framework 

has a minimum of sand and gravel as matrix filling giving the conglom-

erate a high packing density. 

As mentioned, bedding is indistinct as sandstones are 

extremely rare in the sequence and conglomerate grade, sorting and 

texture do not vary appreciably through the short sp.quence. The 

subfacies develops as an extension of subfacies Bl~ by rapid increase 

in the content of well sorted quartzite-rich conglorrerates common 

in the upper portion of s~facies BIL Similarly the subfacies declines 

very rapidly and is replaced by subfacies'BI~by replacement of the 

well sorted conglomerates by less well sorted granite-rich conglorn-, 
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erates and conglomeratic sandstones (further consideration of the 

significance of these composition changes is given in Chapter 4). 

3. 3(i v)b Interpretation" 

Interpretation of such coarse grained deposits is generally 

quite difficult as most previous studies of fluvial conglomerates 

have concentrated upon systems transporting finer grades of sediment. 

Recent environments in which coarse detritus has been transported have 

been described by McDonald and Banerjee (1971), Martini and Ostler 

(1973), Gustavson (1974), and Boothroyd and Ashley (lS75)~ ~~d it is 

readily apparent from such studies that a major difference between 

rivers carrying coarse rather than fine loads is the failure of 

systems'. carrying little sand to develop discrete bedforms. In pebble/ 
. : 

gravelly systems, longitudinal bar formation is predominant with 

coarse loads transported in deeper channels (Boothroyd and Ashl~y, 

1975), while deposition .takes place o.ver bars where co'mpetence 13 

reduce d due to a reduction in water depth. Such longi tudi.nal bars are 

large features, but of low amplitude and therefore res ul t in very low 

depositional dips. The lack of apparent bedding in the conglomerates 

of subfacies B5 is consistent with such an origin, as bar development 

occurs by clast by.clast accretion, fines being eventually trapped 

or filtering into the small matrix cavities. Clast supported cQnglom-

erates would be expected from such environments, and the mechanIsm of 

bar development would not be conducive to the developnent of a well 

defined internal bedding unless other processes such as low-water . 
accretion or flood stage fluctuations in velocity occurred. 

The overall consistency of the conglomerates of subfacies B5 

suggests that flow conditions remained uniform for long periods of 

time, an~ even when rare conditions permitted the deposition of thin 

sandstone units a return to conglomerate deposition apparently meant 
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are presumably a result of low-water accretion processes. Miall 

(1977) has noted that a multitude of 'subfacies' may develop during 

low-water stages. Most of these would involve modification of the 

bar surface and would consequently ledve a record of such in sU"lpension 

deposits, minor channel developments, bar front accretion, or react

ivation surfaces. Smith (1971, 1972) described the develop~nt of 

low amplitude sand waves forming in shallow water over bars and 

resulting in the development of almost horizontally bedded sands. 

The thin sandstone developrr~nts are presumed to be of such an origin. 

3.4 Piedmont Floodplain/Playa Megafacies (c) 

3.4(i) Introduction 

Three subfacies comprise the Piedmont floodplain/Playa Megafacies 

and are represented by: 

Subfacies Cla - Crovie Siltstone Formation 

Subfacies Clb - New Aberdour Siltstone Formation 

Subfacies Clc East Harbour Formation 

Subfacies C2 - Crovie Sandstone Formation 

Subfacies C3 - West Harbour Formation 

Subfacies C4 Dundarg Castle Sandstone Formation 

Subfacies Cla, band c are closely comparable in form and 

interpretation, but occur widely separated; Cla and Clb separate in 

distance, Cla and Clc separate' in time. In the following section 

stibfacies Cla,b and c have been considered as one broad subfacies, 

with specific details added where relevant. 

In ~cent environments, the Piedmont floodplain/Playa situation 

may be very complex in form, a feature also reflected in the present 

examples •• Subfacies Cl is considered to represent the Piedmont flood

plain s~nsu-stricto being quite distinct and remote from the adjacent 
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bllt distant alluvial fan complex. Sufacies C2, 'C3 and C4 are complex 

in that they are considerad to represent marginal floodplain sites 

and bridge the gap between true floodplain and alluvial fan deposits. 

These latter two subfacies are regarded in many ways to be similar 

to modern 'Oueds' (ephemeral stream channels) and represent the 

transport of sediment from the distal alluvial fan onto the marginal 

floodplain surface. 

3.4(Ii) Subfacies Cl (la, lb, lc) 
. 

ThroU~10ut the three representatives of subfacies Cl, the 

sequences are comprised alternations of the following lithofacies: 

(1) Siltstone, 

(ii) Sandstone, 

(iii) Laminated Mudstone, 

(Iv) 'Wavy-bedded' Sandstone and Siltstone 

3.4(Ii)a Vertical Facies Relationships 

Lateral persistence of lithofacies is perhaps the most striking 

feature of SUbfacies Cl, a feature which makes evaluation of vertical 

seque?ces quite a simple matter. As shown in the lithoprofiles of 

the representative sections (Figs.~.7) ~.S, ).,) the sequence consists 

essentially of alternating coarse and fine rr~mbers. In the Crovie 

and New Aberdour examples (subfacies Cla and Clb) the coarse member 

consists entirely of interbedded sandstones and siltstones alternating 

with relatively thickersiltstone unIts. 

At Crovle ,'- the sequence (being gradational from the underlying. 

sand3tone-dominated subfacies C2) initially contains a large amount 

of thin sandstone units, whereas at hi~lp.r levels, namely the Middle 

and Upper Crovie Siltst?fle lI.cmbers (shown in Fig. I. I ~ ) the 11 tho

logical content of the sequence is reduced to simple alternations of 
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two lithofacies, siltstone and thin sandstones. 

Figs. 1.12.} I'JI7J 4& are typical field-logs from the three 

sequences, and they demonstrate that siltstone units are wholly 

massive and very thick. Thin siltstones are.rare, but may occur in 

alternation with thin sandstone developments. Sandstones are fine 

grained, grey, micaceous, and always have sharp or slightly erosive 

bases. Internally. ripple cross-lamination is comn~n, but may be 

replaced laterally or vertically by massive or flat-bedded sandstones. 

Flat-bedding may replace ripple-lamination in grad~d fining upward 

unlts. The initial phase of ripple-lamination may also be replaced 

rapidly by climbing-ripple/lamination, again gen'3rally in fining . 
.. 

upward units. 

The basal portions of siltstone units frequently contain very 

thin sandstone sheets or lenses comparable in form to lenticular 

bedding described by Reineck and Wunderlich' (1968). Desiccation 

features are abundant within these deposits, and can often be easily 

dated as occurring between successive events depositing sand, and 

also follO\dng the deposition of the thin sand sheets or lenses in 

the siltstone units. 

AltholJgh the siltstone portions cf the sequences are regarded 

as forming thick units (i.e. 90 to 570 cm in the Middle Crovie Silt

stone Member) the removal of part of the gravel beach at Crovie due 

to storms indicates that on freshly scoured surfaces internal 

bedding is reaCily discernable, being picked out by either subtle 

grain-size changes, or desiccation events. Individual silt units 

were measured to range from 1.5 em to 21 cm, averaging 5.6 em, and 

are probably a reeord of individual flol)d events. 
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3.4(ii)b Sedimentation Trends 

Subfacies Cla 

Lithological Trends 

The litholgical trends 

into subfacies Cla. Towards 

ale n;ted for subfacies C2 continue 

the top of subfacies C2 siltstone is 

n'oted to continue at the expense of declining amounts of cross-stratified 

sandstone units. In the lower part of the subfacies Cla sequence 

siltstone dominates and occurs in conjunction with ndnor amounts of 

'wavy-bedded' sandstone ,and ,siltstone, and small amounts of sandstone 

and laminated mudstone. With rising stratigraphic level the wavy-

bedded sandstone and siltstone and laminated mudstone deposits cease 

to occur. 

Thickness Trends 

Only siltstone units' show any significant variation in thickness 

with ti~. In the lower portion of the sequence average siltstone 

thickness is ~ow (c. 30 em), upon removal of wavy-bedded sandstone 

and siltstone and laminated mudstone from the mid and upper parts of 

the sequence siltstone thickness increases dramatically to c. 220 cms. 

before declining again to c. 120 cm at the top of the succession. 

Subfacies 'Clb 

L:lthological Trends 

In sub facies Clb no vertical lithological trends are apparent 

although the introduction of cross-stratified sandstones towards the 

top of the sequence does indicate that the Piedmont plain may have 

, been repeatedly traversed by small but persistent channels. The 

development of a thick dark laminated mudstone also suggests that 

temporarY lakes may have developed in more distal floodplain sites. 
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Thickness Trends 

Temporal variations in lithofacies thickness are not distinct 

in the major portion of. the succession (Fig. ~.IO.> although at 

highest levels a sudden increase in siltstone thickness OCCUI'S 

temporarily. 

Subfacies Clc 

Lithological Trends 

Subfacies Clc shows no temporal changes in lithofacies content 

although significant changes in abundance of lithofacies does occur •. 

Principally, the sequence suffers a coarsening upward trend in 

which siltstone, initially abundant (59\) is gradually replaced by 

increased amounts of wavy-bedded sandstone and siltstone, and sandstone, 

i.e. wavy-bedded sandstone and siltstone 33\ to 48% and sandstone 
, .' '~ 

2% to 20%. 

Thickhess Trends 

The above noted variations in lithofacies content are accompa-

nied by: 

(1) 

(ii) 

a decrease in thickness of siltstone units, 

an increase in the number and thickness of both wavy

bedded sandstone and siltstone, and sandstone beds, 

(iii) siltstone bed thickness decreases from c. 112 cm to 

45 cm, 

(iv) sandstone increases from c. 5 cm to 9 cm, 

(v) wavy-bedded sandstone and siltstone decreases in thick-

ness from c. 110 cm to 47 cm. 

The increase in abundance of wavy-bedded sand.stone.and siltstone . 
combined with its decreased bed thickness is accompanied by an overall 

increase in its frequency of occurrence. 
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3.4(ii)c Interpretation 

Above the conglomeratic and sandstone sequences' in both east 

and west sections fine grained sediments dorm nate and the available 

evidence suggests that accumulation took place predominantly by 

processes of vertical accretion. The facies is distinct in the 

significant lack of erosive surfaces, the marked depletion of sand 

and coarser grade detritus, the lateral persistence and consistence 

of individual horizons, and the predominance of low-energy bedforms. 

'. ., .. 
Subfacies Cla, Clb and Clc are closely comparable to modern 

floodplain sediments distant from a main channel (Fisk, 1944, Allen, 
~ < 

1965k Coleman, 1967), particularly in the lowest portions of such 

sequences where calcrete developments are a common feature (Chapter 7). 

Similar associations of sediment have been described by Allen (1966), 

" Allen (l97ge and Allen and Friend (l968)'and attrib~ted to overbank 

flooding of fluvial channels. 

Consideration of the magnitude and geometry of the sequenca 

leads to the conclusion that although the sediments may have originated 

by processes analogous to those operating on modern floodplains, the 

lack of channel deposits suggests that the sequence may be more 

analogous to the less well described but more accomodating Piedmont 

plain situation described by Williams (1970, 1973) •. Similar deposits 

have been described by Leeder (19~2) and observed by Horne (Irish 

Geol. Survey pers. comm, 1975) both of whom now favour the latter 

explanation. 

Basically the fine grain size, low energy bedforms, and evidence 

of repeated exposure suggest that deposition largely took place in 

an area quite remote from a main distributary channel. The predom

inance of fine grained sediment in poorly-bedded, often graded units 

indicates that deposition in the finer portion of each cycle was 
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essentially from suspension fallout (Allen,'1'S~). The interbedded 

coarse and fine sediment indicates that the grain size of the 

deposi ts ranges across the suspended and bed load fields of Sundborg 

(1956) whilst their intimate interbedding probably indicates the 

combination of deposition of suspended load via a bed load phase. 

Ripple-bedding is the most common structure and points to relatively 

low intensity lower flow-regime currents, carrying suspended sand, 

while fluctuations in either suspended ioad or flow velocity at 

times lead to the development of a climbing-ripple bedding, or 

washed out ripples. At times current velocity was high, upper flow 

regime conditions being suggested by flat-bedded sandstones with 

parting lineations. 

In the coarser members, the occurrence of. mud-veneers over 

ripple-laminae record frequent cessation of bedform movement and 
~ '~ ~ 

subsequent suspension fallout from shallow ponds or lakes. Erosion 

of such laminae prior to desiccation confirms that flow was 

pulsatory within coarse members. 

Sandstones are poor to moderately well sorted, graded units. 

being less well sorted than rippled units. Graded units are also 

massive, indicating that ~igh sediment loads rnayhave been dispersed 

upon the floodplain area, graded massive units being analogous to 

turbidity current deposits, although Kuenan (1967)'has produced 

sequences showing erosion - current ripple - climbing ripple -

silt from the deceleration of experimental suspension currents. 

In the present case it appears that sediment laden floodwater 

was probably dispersed rapidly in large quantities, but was equally 

rapidly ponded. Coarse detritus fell from suspension as a graded 

deposit, followed by the suspended silt detritus. Such graded units 

are always desiccated as a couplet rather than as individual layers 
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as may be common with rippled sandstone sheets. 

A variety of ripple forms has been identified, ranging from 

straight crested asymmetric to linguoid forms, and demonstrates a 

variability of flow conditions, but all well within the l~wer flow 

regime. Oscillation-ripples record periods of shallow ponded

water, and are frequently preserved in the finest grade sediments, 

suggesting that shallow ponded water conditions may have prevailed 

at times, but the restricted lateral extent of fine deposits, 

indicates that such areas may have been very small indeed. A 

flood event may thus be recorded in several ways: 

(i) the flood surge may at times have been a rapid sediment 

laden event causing graded units which were later 

desiccated as one couplet, confirming their origin by 

one depositional event. Rapid deposition is partially 

confirmed by the close association of graded units t 

and convolute horizons; 

(ii) flat-bedded sandstones with parting lineations frequently 

initiate sandstone units indicating that sorne flood 

events had an initial high velocity, but being spread 

out over a wide lateral extent the increased resistance 

to flow caused a reduction of this velocity allowing 

suspension fallout and ripple development. This plane 

bed to ripple transition has been recorded by McKee et 

al (1967), Allen (1971) and Stanley (1968) from modern 

flood deposits. Pulses in flow are evident with repeated 

sand-silt alternations, the silt or even mud being 

only a thin ven~er ver'ifying that fallout fl"'OID suspension 

was only a temporary event. Climbing-ripple bedding 

is uncommon, but does record periods of increased 
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suspension fallout, possibly confirming flow variations. 

Sandstone and siltstone may alternate, but may not 

always be·re1ated to the same flood event, as sandstone 

and'si1tstone may be 'desiccated individually; 

(iii) thick siltstone units show evidence of wavy or slight 
; . 

ripple-bedding confirming that at times suspension ' 

fallout was from slowly moving floodwater. Thin Jnud 

lamellae may record stilling of this floodwater. Thus 

.. ei ther . repeated flood events, or repeated flood surges 

may be recorded in such thick siltstone deposits~ Such 

units are desiccated, but their soft nature prevents 

the detailed dating'of such desiccation events. 

The ultimate process of desiccation often produced polygonal 

crack patterns, although more commonly a small scale irregular 

pattern is evident suggesting that desiccation was advanced (c.f. 

Donovan and Archer, 1975). Frequent desiccation verifies that periods 
•. t 

of submergence and desiccation alternated. The environmental inter-

pretation of such deposits will probably be clearer with the following 

comparison of recent and ancient examples. 

3.4(ii)d COmparison with Recent Deposits 

Sediments analogoUs to those described h~re have been described 
~ 

by Allen (1966), Allen (197qQ, Allen and Friend (1968), and Leeder 

(1972) and attributed to overbank flooding of fluvial channels, and 

modern floodplains distant to the main stream channel contain similar 
. A , 

sediments (Fisk, 1944, Allen, 1965k Coleman, 1967, Coleman et al, 1964). 

Although sequences of sediments directly comparable to those described 

are not available in the floodplain literature, some comparisons may 

be made.-

'Floodplain deposits' is a term initially proposed by Allen 
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(1965~ to separate that sediment deposited beyond the confines 

of a channel by a process of overbank flow from the all embracing 

term 'alluvium', which is generally accepted to inc1uda all aspects 

of fluvial deposits. 

Initially Happ et a1 (1940) separated alluvial deposits 

into six genetic types: 

1. vertical-accretion deposits 

2. channel-fill deposits. 

3. crevasse-splay deposits 

4. lateral-accretion deposits 

5. channel-lag deposits 

6. colluvium deposits 

and Fenneman (1906) first summarised these environments and 

indicated a major two fold grouping, i.e: 

1. lateral-accretion deposits 

2. vertical-accretion· deposits 

'. 
(see also Wolman and Leopold, 1957) 

CIl . , 

Allen (1965Rsummarised the literature and strengthened the 

above subdivisions and with regard to vertical accretion deposits 

he recognised: 

1. levee 

2. crevasse-splay' 

and 3. floodbasin environments, 

adding a further depositional site responsible for 'undivided 

topstratum' or simply overbank deposits. A wealth of information 

has evolved since the early pioneers K~nsfie1d (1938), Happ et al 
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(1940), and Fisk (1944, 1947) directed their attention towards 

floodplain deposits. 

Levee deposits are recor,nised as highly variable sediments, 

tending "to form" prismatic units parallel to the stream channel. They 

are probably the coarsest overbank deposits, a reflection of their 

proximity to active stream channels. Fisk (19J~4, 1947) noted that 
. . . 

levee sediments of the Mississippi were interbedded coarse and fine, 

generally sandy silts being the coarsest sediment. "" The scale of " 

interbedding is a function of flood magnitude, period, and the nature 

of the channel. Suspended load tends to vary downstream. Fisk 

(1947) noted a downstream decrease in sediment grade and scale of 

interbedding. Overall in the Mississippi alluvial ,valley inter

bedding ranges from inches to one foot. A similar scale and type 

of interbedding is also described by Anderson (1961). Such a rapid 

interbedding of coarse and fine sediment is widely reported, (see 
~ """ 

Allen 196~ and taken as characteristic of levee type sediments 

(see Anderson, 1961, Lattman, 1960, Fisk, 1944, 1947, Shepard, 1956, 
" ~,,, 

Allen 196~ 1965f. 

us'ually low energy 

Sedimentary structures in levee deposits are . 
~ A,. 

bedforms, Allen (196~ 1965R records small scale 

cross-stratification and even lamination. Levee sediments contain 
• . ! 

abundant desiccation cracks, as aggradation is usually Slow, levee 

areas being inundated only infrequently. 

The interbedded sandstone and siltstone, and the wavy-bedded 

or heterolithic lithofacies may be regarded as closely comparable 

with sequences'of levee deposits in many ways, except in the lack 

of lateral variation. In the East Harbour Formation almost 100 rn of 

sediment contain wavy-bedded developments, and apart from vertical 

thickness chances no su~gestion of ereater or lesser proximity to 

an active channel is suggested. 
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Flood basin deposits occur in more distal floodplain site$, 

and represent the long continued accumulation of suspended fine 

material from floodwaters. Deposition is slow, and characteristically 

consists of the finest grained detritus available. Fisk (1944, 1947) 

describes clayey silts and silty clays from the Mississippi flood-
, . 

basins, while Glenn and Dahl (1959) record sandy silts, but mainly 

silty clays from the Missouri. Many other authors confirm these 

findings (see Bernard et a1, 1963, Happ et a1, 1940, Anderson, 1961, 

Lorens and Thronson', 1955). 

Anderson (1961) described alluvium of the Rufuji River, and 

noted two groups of sedirr~nt, a coarse deposit of sandy silt and a 

fine group of , silty clays, which may be comparable to the'present 

situation. 

; 

Floodbasin deposits rarely show strong bedding features, Fisk 
. '. 

(1947) observed 'thin laminations' , but Uapp et al (1940) commented 

that stratification was mainly due to the interbedding of crevasse

splay sands. Although Anderson (1961) ~oted a bimodal grain-size. 

he only detailed thin sandy layers, and pointed out that floodbasin 

sequences up to 2 m had been observed with no pronounced lithological 

contrasts. Si~larlY Bernard et al (1963) observed little va~iation 

in detrital lithologies in the Brazos River floodplain. Other 

than the lack of· internal stratification repeated exposure may cause 

extensive desiccation of such deposits, particularly in more arid, 

regions where calcrete profiles may also develop. Present day 

analogies are somewhat restricted, as vegetation frequently compli-

cates the significance of any comparisons. 

The thick siltstone units characteristic of the Crovie Siltstone 

sequence, and commonly recorded in the New Aberdour and East HurboUl~ 

sections may be ascribed to environments similar to alluvial flood-
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basins. Inter-bedded sandstone sheets may record the interdigitation 

of adjacent coarser environments, for example crevasse-splays, as 

recorded by Happ et al (1940). Sheets of calcareous nodules, 

considered to be a form of calcrete are common at New Aberdour and 

in the East Harbour sequence, and may be compared with similar 

·developments described from recent deposits (Allen, ,.,4", Steel, . 

1974) • 

Deposits occurring environmentally between levee and flood-

basin or backswamp were termed 'undivided topstratum deposits' by 

" Allen (1965/.( see also Allen. and r~iend, 1968) when such overbank . 

deposits accumulate in unrestricted areas, i.e. areas of floodplain 

wi th low relief. 

, 
Deposits falling into this category have been described by 

Happ et al (1940) from the Rio Grande, by Mansfield (1938) from 

the Ohio River, and Jahns (1947) described two flood episodes of. 

the Connecticut River. Other examples worthy of inclusion are: 

the Kansas River (Carlson and Runnels, 1952), the Brandywine Creek 

(Wolman, 1955), the Klaralven River (Sundborg, 1956). In several of 

these examples, topstratum deposits are fine grained, but Mansfield 

opcit, Jahns (1947), Sundborg (1956), and Wolman (1955) all record 

large amounts of fine sand or sandy silt. Jahns (1947) observed 

. sediment up to gravel grade interbedded with fine grained de~ritus. 

A repeated interstratification of coarse and fine sediment is 
. . 

characteristic of topstratum deposits formed on topographically 

unrestricted floodplains, where floodwaters are not impeded. 

Interstratification similar to that observed in sequences 

described here has been observed by Mansfield (1938), McKee (1939), 

Jahns (1947), and Schumm and Lichty (1963), although the example 

quoted by McKee is coarse sediment do"~nated. 



The dominance and scale of coarse or fine detritus is related 

to several factors, mainly: 

. , a) proximity to channel 

b) flood duration 

c) flood magnitude 

d) flood load calibre 

For example, coarse units dominate in the Cimmaron River while 

fine units dominate in the Connecticut River (Jahns,'1947). Sequences 

of bedforms are variable but commonly include small-scale,ripple

bedding asymmetric-ripples, erosive 'based sand units and desiccation, 

all of which are common in the sequences described here. 

Little information is available as to the nature of crevasse-

splay deposits, Happ et al recognised their importance in floodplain 

areas, Russel (1954) offered a geomorpho~ogical Observati~n, while 

good descriptions are given by Coleman (1969) from the Brahmaputra 
,. 

River. With the lack of comparative information it is difficult to 

summarise the ,deposits, but channellised flow, and the introduction 

of coarse detritus into fine floodplain sequences may be expected. 
~ 

Allen (196~ interpre,ts thin sandstones interbedded with siltstones 

as distal crevasse-splays, while Singh (1972) describes channel 

infills from the Gomti River crevasse-splays. Considerable proximal

distal changes are to be expected, in the more distal sites the 

crevasse-splay mechanism contributes to the topstratum deposits, and 

may be an integral mechanism in the production of such deposits. 

In areas where channels are rapidly migrating, velocities of 

overbank flow ,may be rapid, Leopold and Wolman (1957) record velocities 

up to 40 to 50 cms. per second. In such circumstances it is apprec

iable that even thin sheets of sediment may show the development of 

upper flow regime bedding, whilst also enabling large amounts of sand 
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to be introduced into an otherwise fine grained environment. In 

such cases interbedded sand and silt has been attributed to crevasse

" splay or levee modes of' origin (Allen, 196~ as noted above. 

The repetition of coarse and fine beds typical of rna~y over

bank situations has beep widely observed, and attributed.to fluct
". 

uations in flow during individual flood~.(Allen, 1965~ •. 

Small-scale bedforms are typical throughout, horizontal and 
~ 

. ripple bedding are regarded as typical by Allen (196~ t McKee (1939) 

noted that.80% of the floodplain sediment of the Colorado Delta was 

composed (of climbing-ripple lamination, the Indus River being , . 
similar .. (McKee, 1966), whilst the Bijou Creek (Colorado) displayed ". ~ 

1D6 

•• f 
\ Ii' 

over 90% horizontal bedding (McKee, 1967) •. McKee (1966) also noted~ .' ...... 

convolute bedding in floodplain deposits. 
." .... .. ,. 

, 'It ... 

'~> , 

Jahns.(1947) believed that floods of large magnitude were 

rare events (see also Dury, 1971) and that interbedded sandstones in 

otherwise fine deposits were a record ··of such events. 

. . 
. It is clear from this brief review that the siltstone facies 

associations have feat~res in COMmon with trodern overbank sediments. 

Whether such a comparison is valid is open to question, and warrants 

further discussion. 

In all of the recent examples cited, and in ancient analogues 

there exists a cause and effect relationship between vertical and 
41\ 

lateral accretion deposits. Allen.(196~ noted that floodplain 

deposi ts may be well d~ve.loped in some cases, poorly developed in 
. . 

others, but 'lateral accretion deposits hOl/ey·zr are common to all 

floodplains' • In the present example, sediments considered to be 

vertically accreted are exposed for an unbroken thickness of 100 m, 

. I' 



and stratigraphical interpretations sugg~stthat this may be up to 

180 m or even more. A consideration of ancient examples (e.g. 
0.-

Allen, 1964£ shows floodp~ain developments consistently under 10 m 

in thickness, and recent analogues only extend this value to about 

30 m. Clearly, therefore, although the sequence of sediments, 

bedforms and interrelationships may be comparable to an origin by 

mechanisms common to the floodplain environment, the interpretation 

must cease at the mechanism; and a comparable environment must be 

sought elsewhere. 

The 'underlying deposits in eastern and western sections are 

cqnsidered to be of alluvial fan origin, and the absence of l~terally 

accreting fluvial processes ~ecessitates that our attentions be 

directed towards an environment related to such fans.~ 
-... 

Williams (1970, 1973) describes two similar regions, one in 

North Africa, the other in Australia, where thick fine-grained 

sequences occur beyond all,uvial fans. The climate is semi-arid to 

arid resulting in predominantly ephemeral processes; braided streams 

and debris flows have constructed the alluvial fans under conditions 

of brief high rainfall. In his Australian example (Williams, ~973) 

Lake Torrens is the focal point of an internal drainage system, and 

beyond the coarse alluvial fan sediments aeolianites (predominantly 
, , 

seif-dunes) occur as a passage into a thick sequence of silts, 

cl'ays', laminated silts, with local sandy developments. Borings 

(Johns, 1968) have proved that at least 80 m of this sediment are 

present yet still within 10 km of tha alluvial fan apex. Calcrete 

profiles are recorded in a situation adjacent to the distal alluvial 

fan (fan toe). 

A "more complete description of a similar situation is given by 

Williams (1970)concernlng the Biskra region of the Algerian Sahara. 
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A broad Piedmont alluvial plane exists having nggraded by braided 

stream and debris flood processes, again during periods of high 

but impersistent rainfall. Today extensive alluviation is taking 

place in distal portions of the plain by means of sudden flooding. 

Sediment is initially carried across more proximal reaches by oueds, 

ephemeral stream channels. Floodwaters spread out over the Piedmont 

plain surface, often up to 6 rn of floodwater may occur, and deposit 

thick-silts, muds and thin rippled sandstone sheets. Borings have 

lndicated that at least 400 m of such fine grained sediment is 
". " 

present, and still quite close to the alluvial fan area. 

• Fig.:'. l\ is a reconstruction of profiles measured by Williams 

(1970) in the Biskra region, and these are compared with profiles 

measured at various stratigraphic levels with subfacies Cl. 

3.4(ii)e Significance of Sedimentation Trends 

Subfacies Cla is considered to record the establishment of 

a Piedmont floodplain environment, channellisedflow being replaced 

ini tially by· thin sandstone sheets and \mi ts of wavy-bedded sandstone 

and siltstone due to channel widening eventually causing flooawater 

to be deployed in sheet form over the Piedmont surface. 

The decline of wavy-bedd~d sandstones and siltstone deposits 

probably corresponds to the more distal Piedmont plain 'flood basin' 

sites beyond the reach of the bedload laden floodwaters. 

Siltstone thickness is initially low, because at the top of 

subfacies C2 sequence flow was channellised and therefore inundations 

of the floodplain surface were less frequent in such areas. In the 

lower parts of subfacies Cla ~equence, the wavy-bedded sandstone and 

siltstone deposi ts (pr~bably analogous to levee deposits) indicate 

that floods spread over greater lateral extents and hence although 
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flood frequency need not have chaneed, areas slilijected to flooding 

are increased and therefore in profile flood frequcncy is more 

apparent. 

Due to a small floodplain relief, small areas of ponded water 

allowed the development of laminated mudstones, but these decline 

at higher levels' as the sequence eventually represents more and 

more distal situations where floodplain ,relief would be much smaller. 

In such regions, beyond the limit of bedload tra~sport, siltstone 

accumulates in thick units, with coarse detritus being introduced 

only by very infrequent floods of exceptionally large magnitude. 

Within subfacies Clb the interpretation of trends would be 

similar to above, with initial proximal sites being replaced at 

higher stratigraphic levels by more and more distal floodplain sites. 

The development of calcrete is most distinct in subfacies Clh, and 

fits' well into the above picture. In both Subfacies CIa and Clb 

calcrete occurs in lower parts of the succession, in positions 

considered here to represent more proximal locations in the floodplain 

environment. In such locations conditions would in fact be more , 

conducive to extensive calc~te development (see Williams, 1970). 

At higher levels only isolate sheets of nodules occur, recording the 

more permanently developed water table rather than the fluctuating 

water table to be found in marginal situations. 

In subfacies Clc a much different and very sirnificant development 

is recorded in the sedimentation trends. The increase in abundance 

of coarser lithofacies is considered to herald the decline of the 

Piedmont floodplain environment and the subsequent advance of prox-

imal facies over the more distal floodbasin environments. Eventually 

this trend is completed by the overstepping of the floodplain by 



alluvial fan sediments of sUbfacies B. 

Such trends are considered to be recorded in the increase in 

sandstone and wavy-bedded sandstone and siltstone deposits,and in 

the upwards decrease in siltstone thickness. 

Why wavy-bedded sandstone and siltstone units should be 

thicker but less abundant in lower parts of the sequence in situations 

considered to represent distal floodplain environments remains 

problematical. This may ,be partially explained because of the 

tendency for wavy-bedded deposits to equate with interbedded sands 

and silts in such distal sites as in subfacies CIa and Clb. 

Further confirmation of the aggrading nature of the profile 

is provided by the very rapid cecline in the presence of calcrete 

nodules with increasing stratigraphic level in subfacies Clc. 

" 
3.4(iii) • Subfacies C2 

\ .. , 

3.4(iii)a Facies Description_ (Plo.QS (.2. J '.3) 
Subfacies C2 occurs faulting against subfacies A2 in Crovie 

Village, and is comprised alternati~ns of sandstone and siltstone. 

Six lithofacies make up the sequence, i.e: 

(i) conglomerate ) 
) 

(H) flat'bedded sandstone ) 
) 

(iii) massive sandstone ) Sandstone 11ember 
) 

(iv) cross stratified sandstone ) 
) 

(v) cross laminated sandstone ) ) 
) Siltstone Member 

(vi) siltstone ) 

It was noted in Chapter I that subfacies C2 (or the Crovie 

Sandstone Formation) is' in fact a gradational sequence in which the 

relative abundance of the above 1i thofaci'es is quite variable, and 
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for this reason it is difficult to characterise the sequence (although 

in Chapter 1 an attempt has been made in Fig. 1· 9 ). 

Brief details of the above lithofacies have been given in 

Chapter 1 but more specifically the sandstone siltstone alternation 

may be as follows: sandstone units are commonly erosively based, 

and in lower parts of the sequence may be initiated by relatively 

coarse mode~ately well sorted slate-rich'conglomerate. Such conglom-

erate usually infills erosive' hollows, and in isolated examples 

shows the initiation of ,a crude cross-stratification. The erosive 

sandstone bases may preserve step-like erosion surfaces. 

In the majori~y of cases the conglomerate portion of each unit 

is no more than a thin gravel lag overlying an erosi~n surface, and 

at higher levels such lag conglomerates often include corns tone frag-

ments. Red and green mudclasts are a'common constituent at most 

levels. Flat-bedded or massive sandstones may occur in thin units 

overlying conglomerate or erosion surfaces, the flat-bedded portion 
.' " 

has been observed to preserve parting lineations of upper flow regime 

origin, whilst the intimate association of flat-bedding and massi\~ 

.sandstone may suggest that at times high sedimentation rates allow 

the development of sandstor.e ho~izons with no internal bedding. 

The bulk of,most sandstone horizor.s is made up of cross-stratified 

fine to med5.tlm gra:i.ned sandstones. The poor exposure almost always 

prevent~ a thl'ee' dimensional form to be established for this cross

'stratification, . but in se:veral instances planar and trough forms 

have been recognised. Cross-stratal sets occur as multistorey units, 

'and mayor may not be interspaced by siltstone veneers. Gravel and 

'mud flukes are common addi tions to fO!'esets. Finally a sandstone 
. 

uni t may becomE: finer in erain size, or simply deyelop rlpple or 

low~n~ HOi" regime hOI'izontal hedding. Sandstone units are notably 
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of asymmetrical channel form, being erosively based, and flat topped, 

and laterally show a marked thinning and replacement of cross-

stratified sets with cross laminated sandstones. 

Siltstones sharply overlie'sandstone units, and may often 

contain thin massive or ripple laminated sandstones. Although 

siltstones are generally massive, a crude horizontal lamination ~ay 

be cI~ated by thin mud laminae. Where mud laminae are most persist-
, ' 

ent extensive desiccation is apparent, and may often be·superimposed 

upon symmetrical ripple developments. 

Calcareous nod~les develop throughout the sequence in these . 

siltstone levels. 

3.4(iii)b Vertical Facies Relationships (5c... f., 3"2) 

As noted in previous paragraphs a simple alternation of sand-

stone and siltstone typifies the sequ~nce, while internally the 

sandstones may fine or show comrr.on sequences of bedforms. Suhfacies 

C2 is one of the few sequences at Gamrie suitable for the application 

of statistical techniques, and these have been applied, initially 

In an attempt to characterise the sequence objectively • 

. The tally matrix presented in Table 3.1 shows the number of 

upward li thofacies transitions in subfacies C2. 

Lithofacies 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0 9 7 5 1 0 22 

2 7 0 2 3 11 ? 30 

3 6 5 0 0 lJ 3 18 

4 1 7 3 0 12 llf 37 

5 1 5 3 6 O· 16 31 . 
6 8 5 4 22 5 0 44 

23 31 19 35 33 40 162 

Table 3.1 Subfacies C2 - Tally Matl'i>: 



The corresponding transition probability matrix is illustrated 

in Table 3.2. 

Lithofacies 1 2 3 , ~ 5 6 

1 0 .~l .32 .23 .05 0 

2 .23 '0 .06 .1 ~36 .23 

3 .33 .27 0 0 .22 .16 

~ .03 .18 .08 O. .32 .37 

5 .03 .16 .09 .19 0 .52 

6 .18 .11 .09 .5 .11 0 

Table 3.2 Subfacies C2 - Transition Probability Matrix 

To avoid complication, transitions were only recorded between .. . 

differing lithofacies, i.e. transitions from one lithofacies into 

itself were not recorded. and this accounts for the zero elements 

in the main diagonal. Transitions of this nature do occur, but only 
. .. 

within the cross-stratified and siltstone lithofacies. Justification 

for omitting these transitions is felt to be that although within 

the cross-stratified sandstones silt veneers may separate cross stratal 

sets, this is not always the case, and many cross-stratified sandstone 

units may simply be multiple cross'stratal sets.' Sirnilarlymany of 

the siltstones at higher level~ have been shown to be composed not 

of massive sequences, but thin desiccated units of siltstone which 

in most instance~ would be'impossible to l6g as facies transitions, 

either due to exposure or the degree of desiccation rendering them 

effectively thick massive units. 

, 
The foll~wingdiagram is a facies relationship diagram constr-

ucted from table 3.L and shows those transitions having a probability 

of greater than 0.2. The starting state of the diagram is facies 

and it can be seen that a variety of paths lead back to the same 

facies state, indicating clearly that the overall 11 thofacies 

arrangement is cyclic. 
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• " Clearly' the vertical organisation of lithofacies may be complex. 

In order to indicate where variation in the facies transitions lies, 

a predi:~e~.data array and residual data array were calculated (Table 

3.3 and 3.+). These 'allow a corrected facies relationship diagram 

to be constructed, representing transitions which are most likely 

to occur after allowing for those transitions expected had the pro-

cess been random. 

.. Li thofacies 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2.78 3.74 2.29 -4.35 3.98 4.83 

2 3.79 5.1 3.13 5.93 5.44 6.59 

3 2.27 3.06 1.87 3.56 . 3.26 3.95 

4 4.67 6.3 3.23 7.31 6.7 8.13 

5 3.91 5.3 3.24 6.33 5.62 6.81 

6 5.56 7.5 4.59 8.7 7.97 9.67 

Table 3.3 Subfacies C2 _. Predicted Data Array 



Lithofacies 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 

1 -2.78 +5.26 +~.71 + 0.6 -2.9 -~.8 

2 +3.21 -5.1 -1.13 - 2.93 +5.56 +O.~ 

3 +3.73 . +1.9~ -1.87 - 3.56 +O.7~ -3.59 

~ -3.67 . +0.7 -0.23 - 7.31 +5.3 +5.87 

5 -2.91 -0.3 -0.2~ - 0.13 -5.62 +9.19 

6 +2.4~ -2.5 -0.59 +13.3 -2.97 -9.67 

'fable 3.4 Subfacies C2 - Residual Data Array 

Corrected Path Diagram 

4· J 

'1~ -S .U~ 
6 ---------------: .... ::::..1 .... 2 .... 5 

~~~.----------------------------------------------~/ 
The corrected path diagram shows essentially two basic sequences 

one loop from siltstone through cross-stratified sandstone, cross 

laminated sandstone back to siltstone; the other from siltstone into 

conglomerate flat and massive sandstone into cross laminated sandstone 

and then back to siltstone. These two loops are believed to repre-
" 

sent: 

i) sections through central portions of channels where cross-

stratified sandstone is typical, and 
, 

ii) sections through marginal sites where cross laminated 

sandstone alternates with siltstone. 
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Although' certain cycles may thus be detected from the lithofacies 

relationship diagrams, it does not tell us whether the controlling 

process was of an independent trials or Markov type. This has been 

achieved by applying a X2 test as described earlier. The tally 

matrix was treated as a contingency table, and yielded a X 2 0bs • of 

, . 



130.2 against a -x.2 0.05 of 35.17 with 23 degrees of freedom. The 

null hypothesis of an independent trials process was therefore 

strongly rejected. Consideration of the sequence as a regular trans-

ition matrix with fixed spaced intervals was not attempted in the 

light of Turners' (1974) conclusions that although similar ends may 

be .. reached, the latte:r method may create la:rge positive diagonal 

elements leading to conside:rable va:riation and unrealistically large 

X 2 obs. values. 

3.4(iii)c Sedimentation T:rends 

Lithological Trends 

It was noted in the stI'atigraphical desc:ription of this sub

facies (Chapter 1) that lithofacies composition varied with stI'atig

raphic height.- This variation was summarised in Fig. 1.9 and' 

demonstI'ated clea:rly that the following trends occurred wi th :rising 

st:ratig:raphic level: 

i) conglomerate :rapidly thins and becomes only a minor 

constituent, • 

il) flat-bedded sandstone also declines in abundance, 

iii) massive-sandstone, cross-stratified sandstone, cross 

laminated sandstone and siltstone incl~ase in abundance . 
toward the middle of the sequence, 

tv). cross laminated sandstone remains uniform in abundance 

while at higher levels cross-stratified sandstones 

:rapidly disappear, 

v) the decline of cross-stratified sandstone is accompanied 

by a marked increase in the p:roportion of siltstor.e. 

vi) toward the top of the sequence conglorr~rate mak~s a 
I . 

tempo:rary retu:rn in seve:ral quite thick units. 
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Thickness Trends 

'Variations in bed thickness are indistinct in subfacies C2. 

As rnentioned,conglornerate thickness declines rapidly, but apart from 

this neither sandstone nor siltstone show arysignificant temporal 

variations. 

3.4(iii)d· Interpretation 

The simple statistical tests applied to the succession indicate 

that a Markov 1 type process controlled the vertical arrangement of 

lithofacies, with cycles essentially comprised a simple alternation 

of sandstone and siltstone units in a fining upward order. The 

lithofacies content, and their interrelationships compare favourably 

with certain aspects of modern and ancient alluvial sequences (see 
~ , 

Allen~1965U, the coarse and fine interrelationship being interpreted 

as channel'and topstratum deposits respectively. 

The erosive sandstone bases often shewing marked downcutting 

are considered equivalent 
b ' 

196~ and Williams (1968) 

b 
to the scoured surfaces of 'Allen (19621 

and are ascribed to erosional processes 

operating in the scour pools of stream channels (Amborg, 1958). ' 

A variable thickness of conglomerate w~y follow this erosion surface, 

and discoidal' shale and mudclast are often common accessories. ' The 

coarse grain-size of the sandstones indicates that the streams were 

bedload streams (Sundborg, 1956), the mixture of basal lag conglom

erate, (Sundborg op cit, Arnborg, 1958, Williams, 1968) being a record 

~f the coarsest bedload available and in transport (Sundborg, 1956, , 

'Happ et ?l, 1940). The silt and mud clasts are of intraformational 

origin and confirm erosive processes such as bank caving and channel

floor erosion (Happ et a1, 1940, Fisk, 1947, Lugn, 1927, Pettijohn 
( 

and Pttter, 1963) all of which are apparent at lower levels in the 

sequence as step-like erosion surfaces, i.e. reactivatIon surfaces 
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e 
(Picard and High, 1973), providing a record of periodic reju~ation 

of.'erosion, perhaps as renewed flood-surges. At higher stratigraphic 

levels floodplain erosion is confirmed by the inclusion of corns tone 

fragments (Allen, 1960) in the basal lag deposits. 
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The poorly sorted nature of some of the thicker basal-conglomerates 

may suggest that in a similar manner to the ~heet~flood deposits of 

subfacies A2, the floodwater was heavily laden, and thus unable to sort 

and erode. Occasionally cross-stratified conglomerate forms a base 

to coarse members, recording very high flow-powers (Simons ~t al, 

1961). Further evidence is available as to the bedload character of 

these streams, in that the cross-stratified major portion of each 

unit was deposited under conditions of net deposition but moderately 
. ~ 

high flow-pOtoters (Allen, 196BR by migrating subaqueous straight or 

curve-crested sand dunes (Allen op cit.), the lag gravels in many 

instances may be concentrated due to back flow in the lee of stich dunes 

(Williams, 1968) and not due to declining flow-power. At times sed-

imentation was apparently high, resulting in gravity shearing of , 

dune foresets (Simons et al, ~961 ,1965) 

Sedimentation is often initiated w,ith flat-bedded sandstone, 

rapidly being replaced by cross-stratified sandstones and finally 

cross laminated sandstones. Such an upward sequence of bedforms 

indicates a gradual decline in flow-power from upper flow-regime 

conditions responsible for the deposition of traction-load sediments 
-.. 

in flat sheets (Allen, 1968g, or even cross-stratified conglomerate, 

to: bedload deposition and dune migration in the \Ipper part of the 

lower flow-regime (Allen op cit.), prior to the final rjpple-migration 

upon a surface undergoing net deposition at low flow-powers (Allen 

, op cit .0). Such an int~rpretation of declining flow-power is particul-

arly applicable as no significant decrease in grain-size occurs in 
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many of the cycles. Breaks do occur within the sandstone part of each 

cycle, and are represented by silt-veneers between cross-stratal 

sets. At times flow muSt have been rapid, but easily ponded in order 

to allow suspension fallout directly onto the dunes prior to a res urge 

or following flood event. Some of these silt-veneers have been 

desiccated, and the sequence of: cessation of flow - suspension 

fallout - desiccation - flood repeat - must be a record of at 

least some ephemeral-flow within these channels. 
I 

Above each sandstone unit a thick massive siltstone unit occurs, 

its sharp-base suggesting a significant break in sedimentation betwee~ 

coarse' and fine memers. In grain-size the siltstone deposits range 
, ' ,I 

across 'the suspended and bedload fields (Sundborg, 1956) and, are 

thus comparable with modern floodplain topstratum deposits (Wolman 
" 
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and Leopold, 1957). Lower flol-l-l'egirne and relatively low flow-intensities 

are implied and the thick uniform silts have an Clppearance similar to 

backswamp silts of the Mississippi described by Fisk (1944). The 

lack of desiccation cracks is a problem, but the general absence of 

structure may be due to alternate wetting and drying (Brewer, 1964). 

: Sandstone and siltstone thickness in any cycle bear no r~~on
'ship to each other (see Fig. ~.,~ ), and it may follow ,that a cause 

and effect relationship does not exist. Siltstone units always rest 

sharply upon sandstones, and are never gradational from them. Thin 

ripple-laminated sandstones occur interbedded within the lower portion 

of manY,of the siltstone units, but no desiccation has been directly 

recorded, although it may be inferred from the lack of structure 

within the siltstones. Remnants of a thin graded-lamination are 

commonly present in the siltstones but never extensively developed. 

At higher stratigraphic ,levels siltstone units commonly show an exten

sivedeve10pment of calcareous nodules believed to be the result of 



the development of calcareous soil profiles in a semi arid environ-

ment (see Chapter 7). A slowly aggrading soil-profile is implied, 

with frequent desiccation. The inferred ephemeral nature of the 

stream system fits well into this type of environment. 
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Laterally, as well as vertically, large scale cross-stratification 

may be replaced by smaller low-energy bedforms, principally ripple 

cross-lamination. Sandstone units persist laterally for up to 

10 metres, and are notably channel-shaped, with broad, symmetrical, 

gently erosive lower-surfaces, and planar 'horizontal' upper surfaces. 

Smaller channels may be infilled by smaller bedforms, whereas 

larger channels pass laterally into smaller forms and eventually 

may wedge out and be replaced by thin impersistent sheets of 

ripple-laminated sandstone, the notable feature being the absence 

of such deposits immediately overlying channel type deposits~ 

The mechanism of channel infilling appears to be one of pre

dominantly vertical-accretion caused by declining flow-powers, 

No evidence e~ists to suggest that the channels underwent lateral~ 

migration of any great significance, although the sequence of bedforms, 

indicating a declining flow-regime is co~arable to that proposed 

by Allen (1963) for high-sinuosity stream systems which are regarded 

as accreting principally by lateral-migration. For channel-shaped 

sand bodies to develop principal~y by vertical-accretion would 

also require that flow in the 'channels was of an ephemeral nature. 

The overall form and relationships suggest that the deposits 

are fluvial in origin, consisting of both channel and floodplain 

deposits repeatedly formed in one section. The shape of the 

sandstone bodies, their eventual decrease in gr~in-sizeand sequence 
. 

of decreasing-energy bedforms implies a gradually choking stream-

channel. Migration was probably by avulsion rather than lateral- . 



migration, although temporary periods of suspension-fallout 

indicate that ephemeral flow conditions were common, sand sediment-

ation and avulsion were. not continuous processes as in braided-

stream systems. Low-sinuosity streams suffer such processes, 

but are commonly braided, their deposits being markedly different 

to those described.' Moody-Stuart (1966) describes deposits' of 

low-sinuosity streams with a non-braided form and characterises 

them by: 

. a) channel-shaped sand bodies, 

b ). hor! zontal tops to channel uni'ts, 

... c) upward-fining nature, 

d) upward decrease in energy implied by bedforms. and 

e) typically a lack" of evidence of lateral-migration as 

migration is essentially downstream (see also Doeglas, 

1962, Krigstrom, 1962,'Wil1iams and Rust, 1969, Smith, 

1970, Collinson, 1970). 

• 

In such a system, levee-depos! ts are only , -developed laterally 

to channel bodies, and would not be predicted above a channel 

sandstone in vertical-profile as they may !n high-sinuosity stream 

deposits. In the present situation the wedging out of channel 

sandstones and their replacement by impersistent sheets of ripple 

cross-laminated sandstone is probably a representation of levee-
- , 

type deposits forming adjacent to a single channel. Interbedded 

cross-laminated sandstones occurring within siltstone units may 

represent levee deposits of adjacent channels developed at later 

stages. 

Levee preservation is normally quite rare in low-sinuosity 

I stream deposits due to the common development of a high braiding

index (Doeglas, 1962, Fahnstock, 1963). The fine sediment is 



deposi~ed evenly by spreading across the whole surface, and thus 

silt rests upon horizontal upper channel surfaces, channel avulsion 

having occurred by widening and shallowing of the channel by 

aggradation. Such widening and shoaling would lead to a suite of 

structures representing declining flow-regime comparable to that 

proposed by Allen (1963). The evidence therefore combines to 

suggest that subfacies C2 repre.sents a sequence of sediments depos

ited by the action of small, low-sinuosity, essentially non-braided, 

ephemeral-streams. 

The high proportion of fine-grained sediment suggests that 
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the deposits, although initially conglomeratic and possibly influenced 

by alluvial-fan stream-floods of subfacies A, were in fact deposited 

upon a surface of relatively low-angle, allowing the formation and 

preservation of flood deposits. Similar sequences of deposits 

although on a larger scale have been described by Leeder (1972) who 

proposed a mechanism of crevasse-splay or crevasse-flooding. 

The development of channel and floodplain deposits may be 

analogous to that described by Schumm and Lichty (1963) in which' 

channel widening occurs instead of channel degradation during early 

high-peak discharge; floodplain construction by overbank flow is 

performed instead of marked channel-aggradation during later phases 

of discharge. Discharge is considered to be brief, and the above 

mechanism woUld allow initial dune-migration, followed by the 

spreading out of ripple-bedded sandstone over larger areas (a model 

also largely confirmed by Williams', 1970, observations). 

Fine-grained floodplain bank material is known to encourage 

channel deepening and vertical aggradation in recent streaws (Schumm 

I and Lichty, 1963, \~olman and Brush, 1961), and therefore it follows 
'\ 

.. 



that the streams traversing the distal fan-slope must have been 

of short dupation. carrying large amounts of coarse detritus, and 

not having time toequilibrate with suproundings. Schumm (1961) 

confirms this notion, concluding that ••• "the ability of streams 

to adjust to varying and changed conditions does not apply to 

ephemeral streams in channels that are being rapidly aggraded." 

Channel-widening in the rapidly deposited non-cohesive sand would 

occur instead of channel-deepening in the cohesive floodplain-silt. 

The notion that the coarse members in subfacies C2 are 

flood deposits, and therefore were not in equilibrium with their , 
surroundings, may be further apparent from studies made by Schumm 

.. ,b 
(1960A 1968) from which he conc~uded that the type of sediment 

transported by a stream influences the character of that stream. 

Essentially, in fine-sediments channels will be deep and narrow 

i~-comparison to coarser deposits where wide shallow channels pre-

vail. 
T' 

Schumm (1968) went on to classify stream systems in a manner 

analogous to Sundborg (1956) and concluded that duping the long 

prevegetation period sediment would have'been provided at high 

rate, and bedload-channels would be abundant in many locations. 

Fluvial systems would not suffer channel confinement as in vegetated 

terrains, but would be free to 'spread across Piedmont areas' (also 
.. 
see Stokes, 1950). 

3.4(iii)e , Comparison with Recent Deposits 

Recent deposits of this nature have been described by Russell 

(1954) and Coleman (1969). In the present case a comparison with 

these examples is unlil<ely as no evidence is available for the 
. 

I presence or even proximity of a major channel system which would 
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be capable of carrying such coarse bedloads. The conglon~rates 

prespnt are quite immature and are closely comparable to those of 

the adjacent conglomerates of subfacies A. There is no evidence 

of increased transport, and no evidence of an increased area of 

provenence as would be expected with a larger river system. 

Conglomerate is common at several horizons throughout the 

sequence, and such an abundance would require frequent tapping of 

the coarse bedload of a major channel whereas Dury (1971) points 

out that floods of exceptional magnitude are rare events in 

modern rivers and therefore such a mechanism would probably be 

uncommon. 

A better recent analogue to the present example is the 

channel and floodplain deposits of an alluvial floodplain in Algeria 

described by Williams (1970) where a gently sloping distal fan 

surface is traversed by numerous moderate to low sinuosity non-braided 

shallow ephemeral stream channels which transfer floodwater and 

detritus beyond the fan slope (Leeder pers comm, now considers this 

a viable mechanism for at least some of the Border Group sediments). 

The system is in several ways analogous to the crevasse-splay 

mechanism but instead of a major river breaking its, retaining bank, 

the distal fan surface is traversed by n~~erous shallow channels 

which periodically transfer floodwater directly from more proximal 

sites on the alluvial fan beyond the fan slope, and onto the flood

basin beyond. ' 

Such a mechanism would be quite applicable to the interpret

ation of the present deposits as the e-ndence available suggests 

that relatively large volumes of detritu..~ have been released period-' 
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ically, and o':fiten onto floodplain or flood basin siltstones. 

In many instances the medium was so loaded with detritus that 

eI~sion could not take 'place. Floods were probably short events 

(thin units, and poorly sorted conglomerate) and any succeeding 

runoff was incapable of any further modification to the conglom

erate. Fig. ~. \ 3 relates conglomerate and sandstone thickness to 

siltstones, .and no relationship is apparent. It is suggested,. 

therefore, that the conglomerates of facies association B are a 

logical continuati~n of those in facies association A, which are 

probably comparable with the alluvial fan deposits described by 

Williams (op cit.), i.e. "the gently sloping dist~l fan surface". 

The minor channel systems associated with such'an environment are 

probably recorded in the sandstone members of each cycle. 

3.~(iii)f Significance of Sedimentation Trends 

As noted previously, the presence of conglomerate at the base 

of the subfacies C2 sequence may be regarded as indication of a 

relationship with adjacent alluvial fan deposits. The lithofacies 

abundance trends are considered to add further support to the 

concept that subfacies, ~2 environmentally belongs to a situation 

partially related to an alluvial fan, and partially to a Piedmont 

floodplain. 

The initial presence of conglomerate indicates a declining 

influence upon sedimentation by alluvial fan processes. The 

subsequent restriction of conglomerate to channels clearly indicates 

that sheetflood processes were replaced by channel processes. 
" 

, . 
The sequence records the increasing importance of channelled flow 

, , 

with abundant cross-stratified sandstones. Flow was ephemeral, and 

the abundance of siltstone in alternation with sandstones demonstrates 
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that slopes were either gentle enough to allow larze scale ponding 

of floodwaters (see Williams, 1970) or sandstone deposition caused 

an irregular floodplain. relief which allowed ponding of floodHatc!' 

in depressions. Eventually, siltstone deposition pl~dominates and 

records the establishment· of a more permanent, less proximal flood-

plain environment. 

The changes listed and discussed above are displayed in the 

steeply dipping Crovie Sandstone Formation at Crovie, and being 

steeply dipping, the changes recorded are virtually vertical cha~ges 

in facies. Thus the replacement of alluvial fan processes by 

Piedmont floodplain processes in vertical sequence demonstrates 

that the alluvial fan (an environment laterally adjacent to the 

Piedmont floodplain) was in fact receding and being overstepped 

by the :rapidly aggrading floodplain, which was gradually increasing 

in area. 

Further confirmation of this opinion is provided by the 

distribution of calcrete within subfacies C2. The developments of 

calcrete are considered in rrore detail in Chapter 7, whel'e a five 

fold genetic sequence is recognlsed. The distribution of these 
. , 

genetic types is illustrated in Fig. ~.I~ where the following 

points are displayed: 

i) immature calcrete is predominant in lower parts of the 

sequence, 

ii) 
, 

mature calcrete predominates in the middle of the 

sequence, and 

iii) isolated nodules in sheets occur in highest parts of 

the sequence. 

The presence of immature calcrete in lower parts of the succ-
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ession relate to the areas strongly influenced by alluvial fan 

processes where either run-off or aggradation was in ~xcess of 

that required for maturation of the calcrete profile. The flood 

events of the mid portion of the sequence cover a greater area of 

floodplain, and therefore aggradation is reduced. The area is 

frequently provided with floodwater, assisting in generating a 

fluctuating water table necessary for mature calcrete formation. 

In higher levels, more distal floodplain sites are represented. 

Here, floodwater would be held for longer periods, and the water 

table \-lould be more stable, this environment could only generate 

the laterally persistent sheets of isolate nodules. 

Thus several lines of evidence converge to support the envir

onmental interpretation envisaged and help to confirm th~t the vertical 

profile was generated solely by autocyclic processes (Beerbower, 

1964) • 

3.4(iv) Subfacies C3 

3.4(iv)a Facies Des~ription 

Sediments grouped into subfacies C3 are exposed only in the 

Western Coastal Section at Crovie and Gardenstown (Le. the Hest 

Harbour Formation). Details of the nature of these sediments have 

largely been considered in Chapter 1, where a two fold subdivision 

of the sequence was proposed. 

Essentially, subfacies C3 consists of cyclic sequences comp

rising the following six lithofacies: 

i) cross-lami,natcd sandstones, 

ii) flat-bedded sandstone, 

iii) siltstone, 

iv) laminated mudstone, 
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v) mudstone, 

vi) cross-stratified sandstone. 

The lower men~er is typified by an abundance of fine/very 

fine micaceous sandstone in alternation with siltstone and laminated 

mudstone. Cycles are ~ateral1y persistent, with little change 

occurring over 15 m. The units are comprised minor fining upward 

cycles, sharp based sandstone units resting with slight erosion on 

previous mudstones. 

The cycles may be based by thin intraformational conglomerates, . 
but generally consist of ripple cross-laminated fine sandstones 

with abundant .deve1opments of climbing ripple-lamination. Ripple 

development varies from well developed asymmetric ripples to 

ripple-drift, washed out ripples and climbing ripples. Ripple size 

is generally quite consistent, but may vary with level within 

sandstone units, increasing towards the top. 

Vertical changes between ripple forms usually occur quite 

rapidly, 'as do changes between lithofacies, for example. sandstone 

grades rapidly into siltstone, and mudstone rapidly replaces sil t-

stone. 

Fig.3.rS" shows the general form of the sequence, and 

illustrates the common interrelationships of lithofacies. Fig. 

~{6 allows comparison of the Upper Member. The major differences' 

are increased unit thickness, and the development of distinct 

channel-shaped bodies rather than the laterally persistent levels 

common in the Lower Hernber. 

3.~(iv)b Vertical Facies Relationships 

I The most striking feature of subfacics C3 is the simple alter-

nation. of coarse and fine units, particularly apparent in the 
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deposits below the West Harbour Fault, and demonstrated in Fig. 

Although no significant relationship exists between coarse, 

and fine unit thicknesses, each coarse unit is related to the over-

lying fine unit by gra~ation, coarse and fine units forming couplets 

and being approximately equal in total thickness in the lot.,rer 

section (57% sandstone: 43% fines). 
,.. I 

~.IS'J ;.Ib 
rig~ . J...; illustrate' the, t composi tion' of upper and lower 

portions of the .sequence and also serve', to illustrate the common 

facies relationships involved. 

The sharp or erosive base, mayor may not be overlain by 

intraformational conglomerate. Approximately 5% of transitions 

involve such mudflake breccias in the lower portion of the sequence, 

whe~as in the channel-shaped sandstones of the upper portion of 

the sequence 80% show the presence of mudflakes. Isolated mudflakes 

a~ com~on in the lower sequence, whereas dense mudflake conglomer-

ates are present at higher levels. 

Flat-bedded sandstone may follow.the mudflake level or the 

basal surface ~ but again this is rare (less than 5%). The most " 

common deposit in either portion of the sequence is' ripple-laminated 

sandstone (51% and 61% in lower and upper portions respectively). 

Ripple-drift cross-lamination is by far the most common, and 

often associated with extensive developments of climbing-ripple 

cross-lamination (most commonly developed toward the top of sandstone 

units). Occasionally, climbing ripple-lamination appears to cons-

titute the whole coarse me~her, but careful ex~mination usually 

indicates a lower sheet of ripple cross-lamination, and either 

parallel lamination or further ripple-la.mination towards the top. 

.: 
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Ripple size has been noted to increase upwards, but lateral 

changes in form are most ·common. The most common variations are 

changes from ripple-drift lamination to climbing ripple-lamination, 

although several examples show ripple-lamination changing to small 

tabular cross-stratified units. 

With continued fining of sediment grade~ ripple-lamination 

is commonly replaced by flat-bedded very. fine sandstone and silt

stone. Climbing ripple-lamination often develops a shallower 

angle of climb, and ripples may continue into the siltstone portion. 
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The lowest portion of siltstone units may show ripple-lamination, 

but largely shows the development of an irregular flat-bedding. 

Thin sandstone lenticles may develop, decreasing in abundance vert

ically. 

Thin rippled sandstone sheets are. common in the lower 

siltstone portion of ~he cycles and mimic the major units in having 

sharp bases but graded tops. In the upper third of the siltstone 

portion sand is absent, the siltstone showing a very fine flat 

parallel-lamination, and with increasing height the finest mud

lamallae show a red coloration. Initially such. mud-lamallae may 

be isolate, but rapidly become more abundant until they eventually 

equal the laminite in impo~tance~ 

The laminite horizon shows abundant desiccation cracks, but 

none of these originate from within the laminite unit, all are 

infilled by red mud or sandstone depending on the overlying deposit. 

Red mud, \-[here present, is the final capping to a cycle, but 

tends to be rare at lower leve+s and generally is restricted to 

impersis·tent lenticular. units. A summary of these relationships 

is given below: 
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~_ ........ _ red muds tone -
laminite --~-------------
. t 

sJ.ltstone 
. t 

flat bedded siltstone '" rippled siltstone 

t wash'ed out ripples. 
flat bedded sandstone ~ progressive stoss side erosion t . - climbing ripple lamination . 
ripple laminated sandstone ~ increasing stoss side preservation 

~ flat bedded salidstone 

The vertical elements in this summary are regarded as the most 

common transitions,. oblique lines represent less common variations. 

3.4(iv)c Sedimentation Trends .. 
Lithological Trends 

. Overall, six ~ithofacies comprise subfacies C3, but as noted 

in Chapter 1 mudstone and cross-stratified sandstone only occur 

in the upper portion of the subfacies. Numerically, the occurrence 

of siltstone decreases with increased stratigraphic level, as does 

cross-laminated sand>tone. Laminated mudstone remains fairly con-

sistent throughout the sequence, but mudstone and cross-stratified 

sandstone increase with increasing stratigraphic level. 

Thickness Trends 

Fig. ~.I8' shows thickness variations of sandstone units 

throughout the sequence,and demonstrates that in the lower member 

where cross-lamination prevails, unit thickness is reasonably 

consistent. Towards the top of the Lower Member and throughout 

the rest of the sequence considerable variation exists but is asso-

ciated with a general thickening of sandstone units. 

3.4(iv)d Interpretation 

Subfacies C3 supercedes the previously interpreted flood-

plain deposits in a coarsening upwards sequence at Gardenstown. 
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The facies is distinct in the abundance of fine grained micaceous 

sandstone with abundant ripple bedding. Consideration of sequences 

of lithofacies, and arrangements of bedforms leads to the conclusion 

that the deposits represent channelled distribution of sediment .' . 
laden floodwater as a sequence of ephemeral events. 

The sequence is characterised by a dominance of fine grained 

sediment (fine sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone) with abundant 

sedimentary structures; mainly small-scale or ripple cross-lamination, 
, ." , ~ : ~ . ~~ . 

horizontal lamination, mudcracks and burrows •. The sediment and 
.~ I' 

cross-stratal types are similar to those of modern river sediments, .' , 

deposition from traction loads being suggested by many structures 

(Sundborg, 1956) in the coarser portions (e.g. flat-bedding, with 

parting lineations) whi1e·the overlying finer sandstones are char

acterised by structures ,indicative of. deposition from suspension, 

e.g. ripple-lamination •. Such a bipartite mode of sedimentation' 

is typical of many fluvial systems in which segregation of grain

sizes takes place on the depositional surface as a response to 

varying flow conditions. The fine grain~d sandstones, ~ccurring 

in distinct laterally persistent sheets, show only slight lateral 

variability and their occurrence i~ alternation with siltstones 

and mudstones closely resembles modern floodplain sediments in 
. .:,. .' . ' 

possessing pr~of of repeated submergence and emergence of the 
, . 

sedimentary surface, (indicated by the red colour and abundant . . 

evidence of subaerial desiccation condl,tions) and' also evidence 

of sediment deposition mainly from suspension. 

Close comparison can be made here with deposits described . 

by Jahns (1947), Happ Rittenhouse and Dobson (1940)~ McKee 0.939, 1938) 

McKee, erosby and Berryhill (1967) and Shantzer (195l).~ 
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Further indications of the depositional environment can be 

obtained from a consideration of the dominant ripple and climbing 

ripple laminated structures. Ripple-lamination forms only under 

,relatively weak hydrodynamic conditions, climbing-ripples developing 

when large quantities of suspended sediment are available for 

deposition (McKee, 1966', Allen, 191D~ 191'). Ripple-lamination 

forms in many modern environments but climbing ripple-lamination has 

somewhat more specific implications. McKee (1966) notes that river 

floodplains and areas of overbank flow are especially favourable 

for the development of such deposits as they are capable of 

providing the considerable sediment supply necessary. As examples 

McKee q uotesthe ' Colorado, Hississippi and Indus Rivers. 

Although an initial conside'ration of the available evidence 

suggests that the deposits considered may be assigned to·an origin 

due to overbank flow upon a floodplain of some nature, a further, 

more detailed consideration of the evidence must be undertaken 

in order to characterise this environment more fully. 

As each fining upward cycle has a .. lower coarse-member preceding 

a fine-member it may follow that each cyclothem records the estab

lishment of some kind of channel system and its ultimate abandonment 

and burial under floodplain sediments.' As repeated' cyclothems are 

developed such a construction mus~ have been repeated many 'times 

at a given site. The restricted thickness and great lateral extent 

of majority of the sandstone horizons does not favour the above 

concept in the lower part of the sequence, but may be applicable 

within the upper merrberwhere channellised flow does occur. Instead, 

for the lower member, the persistent sheets of sandstone imply that 

deposition occu~red over wide essentially flat areas with a complete' 

lack of channe1 erosion. The initial fining of the sediment, 
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plus the record of flat-bedding changing into ripple-lamination is 

evidence of varying flow conditions recorded as a change from 

deposition often within the upper·flow-regime (Allen,"~ ) to 

deposition by moderate flow-powers within the lower flow-regime 

(Simons et al,l965 )~ and implies that floodwaters may initially 

have been of quite high energy in many cycles but that flow 

rapidly diminished as deposition from traction loads gave way to 

deposition from suspension. 

The sandstone units fine upwards and grade into the siltstone 

and mudstone portions of each cycle, no breaks in this fining 

s~quence have been recorded implying that each fining cycle is 

a record of a single flood event. 'Although the· tendency is for 

cycles to fine upwards, very thin sandstone sheets within the 

lower siltstone portion record the presence of temporary surges, 

perhaps repeated flood peaks at a late stage (see Wolman and Leopold, 

1957) • 

Ripple size remains fairly constant throughout the sandy 

portions of graded. members, however an upward increase in ripple 

size has been detected in several instances, suggesting that flood 

conditions, although remaining uniform during deposition of the 

major-! ty of the sand ,units, suffered a rapid change. toward the 

top of the coarse portion. The upward increase of ripple size 

implies that sand deposition may have imposed a restriction on 

water depth, sh~aling of the water resulting in increased current 

strength and hence larger ripples (McKee ,l95 7 ,19(5).Al ternati vely 

shoaling may be externally controlled, for example, floodwaters 
. . 

having poured into a floodbasin may not become ponded and as a 

result !lould rapidly shoal as the waters migrated across the flood-

basin.' The latter idea is less likely in the present instance as 



overlying siltstones record continued deposition from suspension, 

whilst laminite and mud sheets record continuing suspension fall-

out from ponded waters.. An increase in current strength as a 

result of rejuvenated activity from the sediment source, for 

example repeated flood surges would also cause larger ripple 

bedforms. This is also unlikely in the present, case as a retro-

gressive sequence of bedforms would be expected in such an instance. 

Thus a decrease in water depth due to suspension'fallout 

during waning flood conditions is most likely. Water depth within 
. . , 

the flood basin would remain fairly consistent, but relative depth 

would be decreased due to sedimentation in the vicinity~of local 

'fluvial delta splays'. Laterally i~~phase.ripple laminae have 

been observed to develop into ~limbing rippl~-lamination s~ggesting 

increased current strength with associated suspension fallout, 

(Jopling and Walker, 1968 ). 

Sheets of ripple laminae have been noted to transform into 

short impersistent normal planar 'foreset"beds. Such foresets 

may be produced as a result of a downstream increase in water 

depth, perhaps downstream of a sediment mound. Effective bed shear 

stress is thus reduc~d as the' rapidly moving waters impinge on 

the slower moving deeper portions causing sediment to be dumped 

asforesets (Reineck and Singh, 1973). Several such examples 
\ 

have been noted with varying angles and basal contacts of foresets, 

all of which vary in response to local flow-powers" (Reineck and 

Singh, 1973) •. Such features as deepening of floodwater would be 

expected at the termination of splay type deposits where a limit 

exists to the capabilities of sediment transport as ripple sheets, 

and would produce sheets of sediment moving as tongues across the 

flOOdplain. 
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, The transition of ripple laminae to horizontal laminae again 
.. 

probably forn~ in response to extensive shoaling of water depth, 

~sulting in a change from lower to upper flow-regime conditions 

and a resultant modification of suspension fallout in moderate to 

low currents to transport of ' sedIment as a traction load in 

moderately high flow-powers. Such transitions are not normally . ' . 

followed by extensive suspension deposit,s, and this supports the 

proposed interpetation •. Such a transition from small ripples 

to plane bed phase of ~he upper flow-regime usually -involves 

a phase of. mega-ripples; the generation of mega-ripples apparently 

requires a significant water depth of several decimetres to one 

metre (Singh, 1972) and the by-passing of this large scale bedfo~m 
. 

may be some indication of the ,shallow water depths involved. 
. .... ~ - '" , ... :, 

Vertical changes in cross'':'larnination wi thin sandstone portions 

of.' each cycle are commonly as follows: 

a) tro~gh cross-lamination characterised by incomplete' 

preservationof·the ripple form, 
, , 

. to b) climbing ripple cross-lamination with tabular form and 

no'preservation of stoss side lamina~, 
. 

to c) , climbing ripple cross-lamination with complete preserv-

ation of both stoss and lee-side larninae~ 

The final'stage (c) is frequently absent, presumably replaced 

by the graded portion of the sandstone unit and recording the 

cessation of sedin~nt supply from suspension. 

From considerations of the significance of cross-lamination, 

the above mentioned sequence is impcr·tant in its record of increasing 

net sediment deposi tiop fr'om suspension which in turn lends credance 

to the notion of sedimJnt laden floodwaters pouring onto a broad, 



relatively flat, floodplain surface and rapidly depositing their 

suspended sediment, probably in close proximity to their origin. 

Deposition was probably'rapid, many of the cross-laminated sets 

examined show the development of straight crested asymmetric 

ripples. Experimental evidence suggests that straight-crested 

ripple-drift structures may have such a form because of the 

traIisitory nature of the flou in which they formed (Raichlen and 

Kennepy, 1965). The rapid burial of climbing-ripples could have 

pl'eserved the straight crested morphology preventing the full 

development of more complex forms - linguoid etc. (Middleton, 1970). 

, , 
The angle of climb of climbing-ripple lamination frequently 

• " to 

decreases towards the top of a :sandstcne unit, and as "... the rate 

a moving ripple surface b~lds'up is directly proportional to the 

rate at which sediment is deposited on it from an external source" 

(Allen, 1971) this decline probably records a decline in fallout 
,. """,. 

from suspension either due to a genuine lack of suspended sediment 

or an increase in flow-power. The latter is unlikely as such 

portions are commonly gradationally overlain by siltstone. Siltstone 
l' ~ c • 

- . ; 

deposition was effected intially in slowly moving water, although 
. i ~.: ',... ~ '.'., "1 i... t,' '" , . . 

during later stages this may have been ponded. Minor surges took 
.' , 

place causing the temporary introduction or remobilisation of sand 

into thin rippled sheets. 

, .. 

The deposition of laminite also records the deposition'of the 

finest grade sediment in thin graded units. The numerous sharp 

based laminae within each bed suggest that bottom scour and depos-

ition occurred in small discrete episodes, a suitable model being 

a succession of minor ebbs and surges during the course of a major 

flood episode •. A useful analogue is provided by Larrabee (1962) 
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in his record of the flood deposits of the ,Shenendoah and 

Potomac Rivers. He records over 100 thin laminae 0.1 to 0.5 cms 

thick which were deposited in 'not more·than 12 days of flooding'. 

The laminite deposition was accomplished prior to any drying out 

of the sediment, as desiccation always postdates the whole laminite 

uni t. 

Thus in summary the lower sequence of sediments records a 

sequence of: 

a) sudden incursion of sediment laden floodwater.moving 

with high flow-power allowing deposition of traction 
<" . . ~ 

loads, 

b) deposition of sand from suspension as ripple laminae, 

c) increased suspensio~ fallout due to reduced velocity 
- !. . . ' 

of flow causing climbing ripple laminae to develop, 
'"" , 

d) shoaling of water causing increased ripple sizes, 

e) considerable,decrease of flow-power allowing total sus
\ ' 

" .. 
pension fallout in (at the most) slowly moving water, 

. , . , 

with minor temporary surges, 
;' .. ' 

f) bioturbation, exposure, oxidation, desiccation, and 

g) repetition of the above se~uence. 
" . 

In the case of the upper sequence of sediments of subfacies 

C3 sand and siltstone Units still alternate~ but deeply· erosive 

contacts and multistoreysandstone units dominate at the expense 

of much diminished fine se'diment (Fig. j,11 ) 
.. 

The thick sandstone members represent channel infill deposits, 

the elongation of whi?h is only rarely apparent but is confirmed 

by the ·unidirectional paleocurrent data.· The observed channels 

are quite small (SO cm deep, 15 m wide) and are essentially symmetrical 
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in form, (see also Stokes, 1961), sediment grade, and internal 

structures. Channels taper out laterally and vertical walls 

representing cut banks are not observed. Such observations, 

together with the lack of heteroli t,hic epsilon cross-stratification 
b 

~Allen, 1965l.? suggest that'deposition o,f the coarse sediment did 

not occur in channels with laterally migrating point bars (Moody-
, . 

Stuart, 1966) and implies a lack of high sinuosity meandering 
- . .~ , 

streams but supports the notion of moderately, low sinuosity streams. 

Channels with an overall lateral symmetry probably migrated 

by a~ulsion rather than by' ~ontinual shifting.' Measuredchannel 

sections have a width depth ratio of at least 25:1 and are'thus 

typical of modern low sinuosity ephemeral streams (Leopold and 
J 1 .. , • . . 

Miller', 1956, Schumm,.196l,.~Schumm and Lichty, 1963), Le.a 
. , ,:,:. . '-' .:.. ., ~ , - -,' 

si tuation where channel profile remains a function of bank stability. 
:' . ".. , 

No evidence exists to confirm that ,the channels were anabranches 

of a braided system,:in fact the mechanism of channel infilling 

contradicts such a notio?; even so this does not preclude the 

possibili ty that flo~~ wi thin the channels may have been braided at 
" 

times (Leopold and Miller, op cit.). The abundance of desiccation 

structures and mud .t~minae betw,een many of the channel deposits, 

confirms the ephemeral nature of the flow within such channels. . . 
Sediments were subject to desiccation prior to further infilling, 

implying that channel infilling was effected by quite distinct 
. - '. . . ~ , 

and separate' flood episodes followed by periods of no flow, r Water 
"-,, - .. 

must have been ponded as a final stage in sedimentation, to allow 
, .. ' .. 

the deposition of mudstones. 

Al~hough channel infillings are u'Sually confused by the 

erosive· nature of overlying channel deposits several examples are 

complete enough to confirm the existence of similar profiles to 
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those developed in ,the lower section; instead of laterally persist

ent sheets the sediments are restricted to the broad confines of 

channels. 

Channel symmetry and the concentric infilling together with 

the absence of steep channel walls implies that channel forms 

were cut prior to the depositional phase. The abundance of reddened 

siltstone clasts, lying above the erosive bases is eVidence of the 

destruction of cohesive channel floor and walls. Erosion is slight 

when based by mudstone, but quite deep wheln cutting a sandstone 

unit clearly illustrating the ease of which the fine sand could 

be eroded in comparison to the cohesive mud-based channels. 

. -
Channel margins are smooth and tapering, strongly suggesting 

that the bank material poss~ssed little resistance to erosion 
, , 

(compare with Leopold and Miller, 1956, Arroyos of south west U.S.A.) 
" 

such a phenomena is typical of high, width-depth ratio streams 

(Schumm and Lichty, 1963) but is very unusual with regard to the 

high proportion,of silt and mud forming many of the banks (Schumm, 

i960) •. The reason for this is uncertain, but may be related to 

the ephemeral nature of the flow, (i.e. flow duration was probably 

too short for the stream system to approach equilibrium with the 

environmental controls). 

As channel deposits have a'ma,ximum thickness of ,·tt m they 

probably reflect the lack of significant relief on the floodplain 

sur-face (a feature implicit in th~ laterally persistent sheets 

of sediment common in the lower sequence). Vertical sequences 

of grain size., and bedforms closely follow the nature of the lower 

sequence and confirm a decrease in competence and flow-power with 

time and suggest that the two sequences of deposits may in fact 

be related. ,Overall the upper sequence with higher energy structures 
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appears to be more proximal than the relatively non erosive sheets 

of the lower sequence.' It may follow. therefore. that the deposits 

are environmentally lateral equivalent facies. 

3.4(iv)e Recent Analogues 

The nature of· recent floodplain'sediments has been discussed 

on pages ('to to In and clearly deposits of the magnitude and struc-

ture noted here are not common. The only floo~pl~in environment 

contributing such deposits is that within the crevasse-splay 

category., Recent de~criptions of floodplain sediments commonly 

restrict their details of crevasse-splay deposits to purely , ' 

morphological aspects.' Singh .'(1972) offers the only detailed study 

of such a recent deposit. and a consideration of his results are 

of great interest here. 

The situation Singh describes consists of a meandering river 

subject to seasonal flooding •. Conveniently for this comparison, 

overbank floods provide 'fine sand to silty fine sand with a very 

high proportion of mica' (compare 'the sandstones of facies assoc-

iation D - very fine to fine sandstones with a very high percentage 

. of mica). 

. , 

Singh noted sandstone units in the order of 20-30 ems thickness 

, associated with 10-20 ems of laminat€d mud and up to 5 cm of mud. 
, , 

Small scale cross bedding, climbing ripple lamination and horizontal 
. 

bedding are abundant. In a number of locations the floodplain 

is transected by channels cutting across the levee. These channels 

serve to drain extra water into floodbasin ar~as during high water 

flood periods, and during flood recession eventually choke with 

'channel fill cross bedding' (Singh op cit.)as abundant sediment 

falls rapidly from suspension, and is corrbined with a modicum of 

bed load. Th~ resulting laminae cOlllform to the shape of the channel 
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producing trough shaped channel fills. Such structures may remain 

as relative topographic lows and continue to serve as channels 

during future floods allowing limited erosion and subsequent 

development of mul tis torey channel fills. 

Singh noted further features interpreted in a similar manner 

here in subfacies CS, he considered that the alternation of 

horizontally laminated sediment and ripple cross lamination recorded 

pulsatory conditions of flow. He also regarded upward change from 

small ripple to upper flow-regime plane bed conditions feasible in 

very shallow wa.ter when.i t seems that. the mega-ripple phase may be 
r 

by-passed. " If the analogy with facies association D is close, it 

may thus allow an estimation of water depth, as Singh regards 'very 

shallow' as being in the order of 'several decimetres to one metre'. 

Although McKee et al (1967),Allen(197l), and Stanley (1968) 

recorded plane bed to ripple transitions in modern floodplain deposits, 

much of the lower horizontal laminated fine sandstone recorded at 

Gardensto'tln, lacking in parting lineation and showing abundant mica 

on bedding planes,may be explained by Singh's suggestion that they . , 
originate in sites of reduced tumulence 'as suspension fallout, 

perhaps from suspension clouds as noted by R~ineck and Singh (1971). 

The sequence - erosion - current ripple - climbing ripple -
r, 

silt - has been produced by Kuenan (1967) by the deceleration of 

experimental suspension currents. 

The comparison noted above is remarkably close, and may allow 

further interpretation •. It seems reasonable that the lOHcr horiz-

ontally bedded units are deposited in lower energy conditions and 

may record the rapid introd~ction of floodwaters. The subsequent 
, 

development of ripple and climbing ripple la~ination may thus record 

the flood stage containing the maximum concentr'ation of suspended 



load, a stage recognised to frequently lag behind the maximum water 

or bankfull stage (Wolman and Leopold, 1957). This co'nsideration 

thus allows bias towardS the concept that flow velocity and sus-

pended load were both variable parameters rather than one, varying 

at the expense of the other. 

3.4(iv)f Significance of Sedimentation Trends 

In the interpretation of subfacies Clc the re-advance of 

alluvial fan processes was considered to be "recorded in the initiation 

of a coarsening trend throughout the subfacies; subfacies Clcwas 
c 

considered to record more and more proximal floodplain environments 

with higher stratigraphic level. Subfacies C3 continues this trend, 

coarsening upward by means of increasing predominance of fine sand 

detritus.' , 

In the lower part of the sequence. small fi~ing upward units 

of sandstone predominate and record 'fluvial delta splays' of sand 

debouched from a distal alluvial fan surface onto the margin of 

the Piedmont floodplain. 

In the upper, part of the sequence, the deposits are more 

proximal in that the channelled surface is recorded from which the 

more distal splays originated. 

The development of a channel system would introduce a sign-

ificant relief upon the floodplain surface. and may account for 

the introduction of mudstone deposits by allowing shallow ponded 

water conditions to be more persistent than in the more distal 

regions. Such areas of ponded water would be more persistent. and 

also would be less likely to receive the repeated inputs of sedim

ent laden floodwater' which produced the laminated mudstones in more 

distal sites. 
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3.4(v) SUbfacies C4 

3.4(v)a Facies DesCI'iption 

Subfacies C4 (The Dundarg Castle Sandstone Formation) outcrops 
, . 

exclusively in the east of the Outlier and forms part of the fi.ning 

megacycle, being intermediate between the coarse braided stream 

subfacies Bl and fine playa subfacies CI. 

Subfacies C4 is distinct from its underlying ephemeral 
" 

braided stream sediments in that a marked reduction in coarse sed-

iment is apparent. The sequence is comprised an interdigitation 

of fine and coarse members (five fine members and four coarse 
. , -~ 

merribers), see Fig. "b.' ') 

Details of subfacies CIf have already been considered 'in 

Chapter .1, where it was demonstrated that: 

i) 'fine members' are dominated by wavy-bedded fine sand-

stones and massive or flat-bedded fine sandstone." 

Sharp-based units are common, but erosion is minimal. 

Graded units are con~on, particularly in gravel rich 

. " ' sediments, and overall - sedimentary units show great 

lateral persistence; , . 
ii) coarse units are a direct reflection of sUbfacies BI, 

and need no further detailed considerations. 

With subfacies CIf several forms of cycle are commonly repp.ated 

in fine-members, these are: 

i) ,desiccated very-fine sandstone or siltstone 
, 

wavy-bedded fine sandstone 

massive sandstone 

~ag-deposit of granules or gravel 



slight erosion. 

ii) desiccated siltstone 

cross-laminated fine-sandstone 

cross-stratified medium sandstone 

erosion 

iii) gravel rich coarse sandstone (floating gravel) 

massive coarse to medium grained sandstone 

sharp non-erosive base 

Lateral persistence is a common feature of stibfacies C4 

sediments in all cases except cross-stratified wits, which show 

.the development of broad shallow channels. A final type of deposit, 

also being of channel form, is of massive sandstones with abundant 
~ . t 

iflo~ting' gravel and granule grade material. 
, . 

Throughout the sequence, cycles are thin and laterally pers-

istent.Ripple~lamination is the most frequently observed structure, 

forming within wavy-bedded fine sandstone wits. These wavy-bedded 

sediments are comprised up to 4 cm.' units of crudely ripple-drifted 

fine sand, culminating with very thin veneers of very fine sand or 

siltstone (see Fig. ~.2.o). Occasionally symmetrical ripples, 

with silt veneers, are preserved within these wavy-bedded units. 

- Gravel and granule strings up to 2 cm. thick are common 

throughout the sequence, often persisting laterally for up to 

4 m." Small erosi ve scours may be present in such units. 

3.4(v)b Interpretation 

The reduced grain size, low energy bedforms, and evidence , , 

of exposure and desiccation combined with the lack of evidence of 

extensive channellised flow and erosion suggest that depositiop 

occurred in areas remote from distributary channels. The pre-
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dominance of fine-grained, often graded sediments, and the abundance 

of ripple-drifted units with fine sediment veneers suggest that 

,d~position occurred largely from out of suspension. 

The predominance of low energy, bedload, transport structures, 

points to abundant low intensity, lower flow-regime CUl'rents carrying 
. 

large amounts of bedload sand prob~ly ~or reason~le lengths of 

time. Eventual fine veneers confirm suspension fallout from ponded 

waters. Seve"ral,examples ,?f thicker s~lts imply more exten~ive 

,but still ephemeral water bom es, "as the silts are invariably 

desiccated. Oscillation ripples record periods of shallow water • 

. , , 
The sediments are in many ways analogous'to the sediments of 

, " , 

subfacies C' Co , and are comparable to sediments described by many 

authors (Allen, 1966 ,. Allen', 1970k Allen and Friend, 1968, and 

. Leeder, 1972) and interpreted as overbank deposits. Modern flood-

plains do contain such sediments, but generally in levee positions 

(Fisk, 1944, Allen,1965, Coleman, 1969, Coleman et aI, 1964); , 

pages I~o to t,t ,have already considered in detail some aspects . .; , 

of such environments. 

Throughout the sequence small channels are in evidence, but 

are regarded as being too small to be solely responsible for thick 

, levee' type deposits. : A detailed consideration of such channels 

indicates that in early stages of development high energy bedforms 

are present, but are rapidly replaced by low energy ripple-lamin~tion. 

Thus, just as in subfacies Bl, channelS only transported ephemeral 

flood events and were' eventually choked with sediment. At times 

flood events were apparently. heavily laden with sediment, channels 

being infilled with very poorly-sorted gravel-rich sandstone, the 

gravel occurring floating in medium grained sandstone and indicating 



a distinct lack of reworking, and certainly the absence of a trac-

tional phase dur~ng deposition. It is prc,bable that such deposits 
) 

result from the rapid deposition from suspension from highly 

concentrated sediment dispersions. 

It is considered·that the ephemaral flood events recorded in 

subfacies Bl eventually reached the Pied'mont floodplain/Playa 

and spread out almost in delta, fashion as an apron of sand around 

the distal portion of the alluvial fan (a feature common in modern 

playa environments, see Cooke an'd Reeves,' 1976). On the whole,J 

floods dispersed as sheets of sediment laden water depositing thick 

uili ts of wavy-bedded sediment in proximal positio,ns •. Occasional 

channels served to transfer much of this water and sediment into 

more distal locations, and probably choked with sediment during each 

event. ~ 

In this manner the vertical accretion deposits of stibfacies 

C4 arelogical.predecessors of the rippled sand sheets common in' 

floodplain sediments of subfacies Cl,and in particular Clb which 

record the eventual transfer of floodwater to more distal flood-

plain sites where suspended sediment predominates over bedload 

material •. 

3.5 Lacustrine Megafacies D 

3.S(i) Subfacies Dl 

3.5(i)a Introduction 

The Findon Fish Bed, of Middle Old Red Sandstone age, 

represents the only true Lacustrine incursion into the Gamrie 
. 

Outlier. Its undoubted faunal correlation with other horizons 

regarded as 'Achanarras Limestone' equivalents makes it presence 

one of great importance. 
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Paleogeographically, the Findon Fish Bed provides evidence 

of the extension of the Orcadian Lake during early I·addle Old Red 
, " tl, ~.U'., ", '" ' 

Sandstone time~ but the nature of the fish-bearing sediments 

implies that a marginal site in this lake is most probably at, 

Gamrie. 

, , ' 

3.5(i)b Facies Descri]2tion 

The Findon Fish Bed, as its name suggests, outcrops primarily 

in the steep east side of. the Den of Findon (Plate 1.2l. ). At 

present this outcrop is heavily vegetated and rapidly worsening. 

Initially Prestwich (1838) was able to trace. this outcrop into 

, the nearby Pishlin Burn, whilst the Geological Survey (1890) 
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recorded grey m~dstones in the C~hni~ Burn and near' South Cushnie. . ~ 
'.. .' -, ; , - - ,., . - ,: 1'r"'I. 

Of these latter localities, only very weathered plant-bearing grey ~ 
"'+ er .. ~ 

mudstones have been extracted from a farm ditch at South CuShnie 

during the present study. 

The nature of the Findon Fish Bed sequence is illustrated in 
L 

Fig. ~~:L' An irregular surface of the Lower Findon Conglomerate 

forms the base of the sequence, with irregulad ties up to 45 cms 

in depth infilled by greenish silty gravels, and req siltstones 

(Plate (.ll.c::\ ). Massive grey mudstones follow the initial coarse 

deposi ts (Plate '.u'c. ) and in places rest directly upon the -Lower 

Findon Conglomerate. The'se grey 'mudstones are laterally persistent 

and consistent in form, but are overlain locally by a thin massive 

grey-green plant bearing mudstone. Over most of the outcrop the 

grey mudstones are overlain by mudstones with a 'poorly developed 

fine lamination, which in thin section proves to be composed of 

organic rich carbonate-clastic laminae. At this same horizon, 
. 

nodules become abundantly developed, ranging from 3 cm to 40 cm in 

diameter. They are generally oval in shape, and often contain fish 



remains. Other concretionary forms exist, generally long tubular 

forms up to 50 cms in length and up to 10 cms in diameter. The 

latter forms 'are apparently unrelated to speCific organic remains. 

The lamination poorly preserved in the host sediment is 

excellently preserved within all nodules at this horizon, although 

generally expanded and often deformed by extensive carbonate re-

crystallisation and development of cone-in-cone structures (Plates' 

The nodules are arranged along specific levels, rather than 

being randomly disposed within the sediment • 

. The abundance of nodules decreases upwards, and the presence 

of lamination in the mudstones disappears. The laminated mudstones 
, . 

are replaced by massive grey-green mudstones, which over much of 

the outcrop have subsequently been extensively reddened below the 

overlying Upper Findon Conglomerate. Within this reddened sediment 

calcareous nodules are abundant, and in thin section the carbonate 

shows displacive textures comparable to nodules developed in lower 

parts of the Crovie Group sediments and interpreted here as being 

calcrete developments. 

The Findon Fish Bed is ~harply overlain by :he Upper Findon 

Conglomerate, which over the small outcrop available shows consid-

erable downcutting relatio~ships. 

3.5(i)c Interpretation 

The sequence, although quite short, shows significant 

phases in its development. These phases are illustrated in Fig. 
, 
~. 2. , ., and clearly record: 
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i) rapid establishment of marginal Lacustrine sediment-

ation initially incorporating alluvial gravels and 

local plant debris; 

ii) Lacustrine conditions became better established with 

the development of grey siltstones and the eventual 
. 

'typical' carbonate-organic-clastic laminites forming 

in deeper water, now best preserved in fish-bearing 

nodules; 

iii) the Lacustrine environment was subsequently abandoned, 

the siltstones being extensively oxidised and reddened 

in the upper portion of the sequence. Existing carbon-

ate material was re-mobilised at this stage and assisted 

in the development· of nodular calcrete; 

'iv) alluvial fan sedimentation returned to the area. 

"Throughout the Moray Firth Basin an expansion of the Orcadian 

Lake during Middle Old Red Sandstone times is evident. A major 

extension of the lake area is apparent at the 'Achanarras' horizon 

when the area covered by the lake extended certainly from Gamrie 

to ,the Black Isle, through Caithness, Orkney, and at least into 

Shetland. 

During this expansion, two major types of sediment developed, 

(Donovan pers. comm.): 

i) 

and ii) 

dark grey 'deep water' carbonate laminites, 

grey and greenish grey 'shallow water' flagstones. 

Outside of Caithness the Tarbet Ness and Clava regions appear 

to have suffered the greatest inundation, bearing record of deep 

water Lacustrine laminites. 
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Infrequent inundations are more likely to have occurred in 

Shetland, Edderton Burn, Tynet Burn, and at Gamrie, as laminated 

deep water sediments are not evident. Lamination aoes exist to 

some extent at Gamrie, but not to the extent of the true deep 

water laminities of Caithness 

A striking feature of such inferred marginal sites is the 

common development of abundant, and often quite large, carbonate 
. -_ .. -_ .. _-------

nodules. At Gamrie, the bulk of the, Findon Fish Bed is non-laminated, 

but a distinct carbonate-organic-clastic lamination is well 

developed .in fish bearing nodules and also poorly developed in 

surrounding sediments. (~.A~: p{o.b "1>. \ 4) , 

It would appear from the presence of such laminites that 

perhaps deeper water conditions than at first apparent were in 

existence at Gamrie. Paleogeographically, such a conclusion would 

hold great significance, and it is therefore most important that 

the diagenetic history (particularly the early diagenetic processes) 

be considered as a means of preserving or destroying such organic 

laminae. 

The origin of the Lacustrine laminated sediments has been 

considered in some detail by Rayner (1963) and Donovan (l!J72 ), who 

concluded that with deepening of lake waters, permanent stratif-

ication would develop, allowing an upper layer (epilimnion) warmed 

by the sun to separate from a lower, cool, dense layer (hypolimnion), 

The epilimnion is photic and life supporting, whilst the hypolimnion 

is darker and oxygen depleted. 

Carbonate deposition is induced in the epilimnion by photo

synthesising algae, with seasonal algal blooms leading to increased 



photosynthesis, 'a rise in pH, and carbonate precipitation. Upon 

death, the algae sink and accumulate as organic matter on the lake 

floor along with a continual or sporadic influx of clastic material. 

In the warmer lake margin sites an increased activity of 

phatosynthesising algae would be expected, and greater amounts of 

carbonate would be produced than in the cooler, darker, deeper off

shore waters. In Caithness~ lake margin limestones may in fact 

reach 3 m. in thickness (Donovan pers. comm.). 

The absence of a hypolinm~on in such sites is attested by 

the absence of organic laminae, and the frequent destruction of 

any or~ginal laminatio~ by birdseye s~ructures formed by gas 

bubbles resulting from the decay of organic matter. 

In the Gamrie Fish Bed and other nodular fish bearing horizons 

of the Orcadian Basin, vertebrate organic material is generally 

preserved with excellent and often three dimensional detail. 

" For the excellent preservation of organic "'matter in sediments, 

the organism must have been introduced very rapidly into a reducing 

environment. ,Perhaps at this very early stage a hypolimnion may 

have been developed at Gamrie, or, the sediment/water interface 

closely corresponded to the 02/H2S interface of Krejci-Graf (1963), 

providing enough oxygen for algae· to flourish above the sediment, 

but still allowing organic material to be rapidly introduced into 

a reducing environment within the sediment. 

Oxygen would be rapidly depleted within the sediment whilst 

the amount of C02 would increase due to energetic bacterial acti.vi ty 

(Strakh~v, 1969, Berner, 1968, La1ou, 1957 and Sisler, 1962) support 

this notion of carbonate precipitation assisted by the action of 
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sulphate reducing bacteria. and note the early development of 

sulphide minerals. 

There is at least some support for this hypothesis at Gamrie 

in that early diagenetic pyrite and marcasite have been recorded. 

Galena has been recorded by 

, Pres(;;wlc h. (I ~ 38") , but has not been identified during 

this study. Marcasite crystallisation would require a pH 7, 
. . 

lower than pyrite, and pre carbonate precipitation. Berner (1969) 

regards marcasite as a late forming mineral, certainly post carbon-

ate. In the present instance its displacement of laminae is regarded . .-as evidence of a pre-compaction origin. 

Overall, within the sediment, C02 accumulates and calcitun 

is retained as a bicarbonate~ There is some contention over the 

release mechanism of such carbonate. Increase of temperature or 

decreasing pC02 could help to liberate CaC03, but in the vicinity 

of decaying organic matter the liberation of ammonia or amines 

would allow.a local pH increase. This would then allow either 

direct precipitation of calcium car~onate (Strakhov, 1969) or 

the formation 6f calcium fatty acid salts which could then at a.i. 

later stage be converted to calcitun carbonate ( Berner, 1971). 

Studies in recent environments have shown that the pH may be increased' 

to approximately pH 8 within 6 months, with the formation of .. 
adipocere (a calcitun fatty acid) within as little as 10 years.(Weeks 1957). 

The local enrichment of calcium carbonate would lead to 

the rapid accumulation and crystallisation of calcite with further 

carbonate rich interstitial fluid diffusing tm·rards the organic 

remains. 



The nodules in the Findon Fish Oed fr€quently show an internal 

septarian fissuring implying that the outer regions crystallised 

first, the crystallisation and contraction of the inner material 

occurring sometime. later. This mechanism would allow good pres

ervation of organic remains, by providing immediate protection 

against compaction (whilst also supporting the adipocere replace

ment concept). 

Hence a mechanism for the preservation of both vertebrate 

remains and finely dispersed organic ffiatter seems feasible, but 

wholly dependent in this instance on the early diagenetic environ-

mente . 

"The crucial question which cannot be answered from the present 

study is whether organic laminae can develop significantly in 

marginal sites, or whether in f~ct they may commonly develop but 

are not usually preserved. An answer to this question will allow 

greater speculation as to water depth and area of the Orcadian 

Lake. 
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PART B - Rhynie Outlier 

3.7(i) Introduction 

Although the sedimentological interpretation of the Lower Old 

Red Sandstone sediments of the Rhynie Outlier would be an important 

contribution towards the l~construction of the early Devonian paleo-

geography of north eastern Scotland, such an evaluation is considerably 

hampered by inadequatee.xposure. 

, The remainder of this chapter is an attempt to summarise and 

interpret the sedimentology of the Rhynie Outlier. As the available 

evidence is provided by an extremely small portion of the total 
~ 

sequence, the resulting conclusions must be open to speculation. 

In many, cases interpretation has been made by comparison with sed-

irnents of the Gamrie Outlier where greater exposure has allowed a 

more realistic comparison with ~cent literature. 
, , 

In comparison with the previous analysis of the sediments of 

the Gamrie Outli~r, the Rhynie sequence has been subdivided into 

the following five subfacies (tabulated in stratigraphic order): 

Dryden Flags and Shales Subfacies C5 

Quarryhill Sandstones' Subfacies B4 

Tillybrachty Sandstones Subfacies Blc 

::~ .~- Lower Red Shales Subfacies Cld 

Basal Conglomerate Sub facies A4 

3.7(ii) Subfacies A4 : Basal Conglomerate 

As indicated in Chapter 2, the basal conglomerate is not 

exposed naturally in the Rhynie Outlier although minor excavation 

and augering have provided small sarr.ples arid confirmed its presence. 

In all of the few available sites, the Basal Conglomerate has 



consisted of a pebble/gravel grade conglorr.e!'ate comprising essentially 

very local Dalradian semi-pelitic and psammi tic schist. Very 

little sand grade material is present within the conglomerate,· 

and in appearance the deposits are closely comparable to much of 

subfacies A2 and A3 (Crovie Conglomerate and Middle Old Red Sand-

stone Conglomerate) at Gamrie. The Gamrie deposits have been 

interpreted as alluvial fan sediments,' deposited essentially by 

sheetflood processes. It is possible 'that the' basal deposits at 

Rhynie are also of this nature, but the limited evidence available 

prevents a more specific interpretation. 

3.7(iii) Subfacies Cld (Lower Red Shales) , 

The deposits of Cld are assumed to follow s~facies A4 in all 

parts of the Outlier, but as with subfacies A4 they are at present 

very poorly exposed. Minor excavations have also provided much 

less evidence than for A4. As far as can be established, subfacies 

Cld consists largely of reddish brown siltstones, with occasional 

quite coarse structureless sandstones. The Geological Survey 

record calcareous nodules, and one excavation during the present 
, . 

study has produced small reddish-brown calcareous nodules. 

Clearly on such scant evidence interpretation is difficult, 

but in general form the sediments are comparable to parts of 

subfacies Cla and Clb at Gamrie. If such a comparison is reasonable, 

the sediments of subfacies Cld may represent a relatively stable 

Piedmont floodplain, occasionally inundated by ephemeral sheet 

floods, but generally with a'low accretion rate conducive to the 

development of calcrete nodules. 

3.7(iv) Subfacies Blc (Tillybrachty Sandstones) 



3.7(iv)a Description 

The Tillybrachty sandstones (see Chapter 2), although only 
. . 

poorly exposed over a short sequence, display many features compar-

able with those already included in the consideration of subfacies 

Bla (The Dundarg Castle Conglomerate) in the Gamrie Outlier. 

The sediments are coarse, with cobble grade conglomerates being 

. common in lower portions of the sequence. Lateral and vertical 

facies variations are significant and although poore.xposure prevents 

the characterisation of the sequence in terms of specific lithofacies, 

many distinct features are apparent. 

Erosion surfaces are distinct and laterally persistent and 

small channels are evident, infilled by cobble/pebble/gravel grade 

,detritus •. The bulk of the sequence is made up of poorly bedded 

thick pebble/gravelly sandstones. 

At higher stratigraphic levels, the conglomerate component 

declines and is replaced by abundant cross-stratified sandstones 

with thin mudflake conglomerates. Siltstone veneers may occur 

locally, but are never persistent. 

3.7(iv)b Interpretation 

The predominance of coarse grade sediments, frequent erosion 

surfaces, but lack of distinct stratification makes the lower part 

of the Tillybrachty sequence quite comparable in form to Subfacies 
"'\ 

Bla in the Gamrie Outlier. The environment is envisaged as one 

where small, possibly ephemeral channels, crossed a distal alluvial 

fan surface. The coarse sediments accumulated primarily by vertical 

accretion in interchannel areas as thin 'sheet flood' episodes 

submerged the majority of the fan surface. 

Unlike subfacies Bl at Gamrie which is considered to grade into 
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adistal fan Piedmont plain, the Tillybrachty sandstones show the 

presence of more permanent, relatively high energy processes within 

higher levels. Clearly, although ephemeral events may haVe 

existed during the earliest history of the deposits, they were 

certainly not maintained. Instead, the increasing abundance of 

cross-stratified sandstone units, although initially small, confirms 

the existence of an environment where large quantities of sand were 

transported as small subaqueous dunes. Even so, flow was clearly 

variable as thin silt veneers indicate periods when fine sediment 

was deposited from out of suspension. The presence of even small 

amounts of mudflake conglomerate suggest that the river system was 

a~tivelY re-working its floodplain, a feature very common in modern 

braided stream environments. 

The interbedding of vesicular lava and sandstone noted in 

Chapter 2 implies that ?ontemporaneous volcanic activity existed 

within the Caledonian Highlands and poured thin lavas onto the 

Piedmont plain. 

The apparent introduction of sediment transport as subaqueous 

dunes mixed with evidence of channelling strongly suggests that 

the fluvial system was becoming more permanently established, and 

possibly shallow and braided in form. Such an environment would 

occur in relatively distal alluvial fan regions. The intimate 

relationships between such a system and volcanic rocks may imply 

that transport occurred axially. along a valley or depression, 

flanked possibly by subfacies A4 and even Cld, and also thus within 

easy reach of Highland volcanicity. 
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,3.7(v) Subfacies B4 (Quarryhill Sand~tone) 

3.7(v)a Description (f, i. ;,.: : ?(~t. ;'.J.. ) 

Due to its former use as a building stone, the Quarryhill 

Sandstone provides quarry exposures at several localities and 

levels within its sequence. These are detailed and summarised in 

Chapter 2. The sequence shows significant changes throughout its 

development, which may be summarised as follows: 

(i) the lowest deposits are dominated by thick, massive 
" ' 

and (more 'rarely) cross-stratified sandstones with 

occasional fine sandstones and thin gravels. Channelling 

is apparent, but on a large scale' (up to 1.7 m deep 

and at least 30 m wide). 

(ii) . ,At higher levels, distinct persistent siltstone horizons 

occur and show rootlet horizons and burrows. The 

sandstones no longer show distinct channel forms, 

except when deep erosion occurs with a sUbsequentinfill-

ing of coarse mudflake conglomerate. 

(iii) Towards the top of the sequence cross-stratification 

is quite rare, bed thickness is much reduced, and 

massive sandstones predominate. 

3.7(v)b, InteEPretation 

The lowest portion of subfacies B~is a direct reflection of 

the trends apparent in subfacies Blc and i~terpreted as showing the 

development of shallow braided channels. In the Quarryhill Sandstone 

sequence, such braiding'could have existed as the deposits are comp-

arable to recent braided systems discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 3. 

, Unfortunately, the destruction of floodplain material is often, 



regarded as typical of braided stream systems (Dceglas, 1962), 
, , 

and although the lowest deposits shOl<l ver-J little floodplain sed-

iment, (but do contain mudflakes as confirmation of erosion of 

floodplain ~r bank material) the higher deposits do show well 

developed floodplain sediments. 

In highest deposits, erosion qf floodplain material is 

, occasionally extreme, but overall with increasing level the chances 

of floodplain preservation are very good, and in most instances 

floodplain sites were conducive to the development of a substantial 

fauna and flora (see, Chapter 7). 

_ ' .. 'l, 

An alternative model must therefore be sought in place of 

a simple braided system, and an anology with Moody Stuart's (1966) 

low sinuosity non braided model is considered more likely. 

,Basically, it is considered that the channel sandstones may 

have formed analogous to common braided stream sandstone units, 
~, 'I" .• -;. '- -; • 

but the braiding,was probably confined to a broad major zoneor'; 

,channel thus allowing development of floodplain deposits in 

adjacent areas. The accretion rate was probably quite high, but 

each braided unit was able to overlie floodplain without marked 
, . 

erosion, except in rare instances when a form of c~vasse-splay 

breached portions of floodplain close to the main channel system 

and formed the thick mudflake conglomerate deposits. 

As noted earlier, the Rhynie sedimentary basin may have been 

confined within a narrow depression within the Caledonides with 

transport axially along such a t valley'. Such a restriction would 

assist in the development of a low sinuosity non-braided model by 

concentrating deposition within a small area. 
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The reduction in thickness and amount of cross-stratified 

sandstone is assumed to be an indication'that the system declined 

in magnitude, and was eventually replaced by more typical flood-

plain deposits - eventually subfacies C5 - Dryden Shales. 

3.7(vi) Subfacies C5 (Dryden Flags and Shales) 
\ " 

; -< 

3.7(vi)a Description 

As indicated in Chapter 2, the Dryden Flags and Shales are 

very poorly exposed at Dryden and in the Den of Wheedlemont. A 

logged profile of the main exposure in the Den of Wheedlemont is 

illustrated in Fig. ~. b and clearly indicates that the sequence 
.. 

is dominated by siltstones and thin sandstones~ The siltstones 

are reddish brown to grey, micaceous and generally internally 

massive, although where poorly developed horizontal bedding is 

preserved, plant fragment may occur on bedding surfaces. 

The thin sandstones are rarely coarser than fine sand grade 
'" 

and most commonly are pale grey to buff and highly micaceous. Ripple 
. 

lamination, massive beds, thinly flat bedded sandstones and lenses 
,: 

... • ., > ~, • 

of sandstone are most common. Erosion is rare, generally confined 

to scouring at ,the base of ripple laminated units. Erosion on a 

greater scale is implied by relatively large mudstone intraclasts 

within a single sandstone unit showing a low angle cross-stratification. 

Surprisingly, the sequence shows no evidence of desiccation or the 

development of burrows or rootlet horizons quite common in lower 

parts of the Rhynie succession. 

3.7(vi)b ,Interpretation 

In an earlier section (Chapter 3, page 190) the common features 

of floodplain deposits ,were reviewed in some detail, and many of the, 

conclusions are relevant here. 



The sediments of the Dryden Shales are considered to have 

been deposited in a floodplain environment as the available evidence 

suggests that accumulation was predominantly by vertical accretion 

of low energ-J bed-forms. Calcrete nodules are absent, and probably 

indicate a relatively high accretion rate. Many authors (see page 

,~o) have described similar sequences of sediments, and have 

attributed their origin to overbank flooding of fluvial channels. 

In the earlier discussion about subfacies CIa, Clb and Clc 

in the Gamrie Outlier thick sequences and large volumes of silt-

stone were taken to imply that the si te"of deposition was perhaps 

a Piedmont floodplain or Playa environment • 
• 

Insufficient evidence is available from Rhynie to give strong 

support to such conclusions, and furthermore although low energy 
, , 

bed-form predominate much larger proportions of ripple laminated, 

sandstones are present, and although again there is no evidence 

of channel deposits, the sediments are much more comparable to 

levee or topstratum deposits (see Allen, 19'5~ than to Piedmont/Playa 

deposits (see Williams, 1970). 

It is therefore concluded that the deposits of subfacies C 

probably represent the local and somewhat extensive preservation 

of floodplain deposits, in an area adjacent to a more permanent 

channel system (perhaps subfacies B, the Quarryhill Sandstones, ' 

although as mentioned the available evidence does suggest that with 

time this subfacies was declining in mar;ni tude) •. 

Perhaps the most interesting deposits of the Outlier, the 

Rhynie Cherts, occur within the Dryden Shale sequence, and as noted 
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in Chapter 2 are renown for their well preserved fauna and flora} (PI,,\:; 2.S) , 



p, 2. 7 r 
Published sections through the Rhynie Chertskindicate that I 

sandstones, cherty sandstones, mudstones and cherts make up the 

sequence but have unfortunately been logged by early Geological 

Survey geologists or botanists. In consequence, no detailed 

structure of the sequence is available. 

During the present study only loose, waste. debris, from 

early trench sites could be studied, but nevertheless, significant 

points do arise. 

The sandstones and cherts contain abundant organic material, 

and most important is extremely well preserved in the chert hor-

izo~s where plant material is often preserved in a growth position. 

In thin section, preservation of plant material is most striking. 

Plant cross-sections occur undeformed, cell structure is preserved 
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in excellent detail, and spores and sporangia are quite common. (P(CL(:q2.S) 

Generally, the cherts consis t of microc·rys talline, crypto-

crystalline and opaline silica showing broad regions of undulose 

extinction, and cracks and pores infilled by opaline silica. 

The formation of the cherts would appear to be a relatively 

simple procedure, as the mechanisms are generally agreed. Most 

silica is consid~red to be transported in solution as H4Si0
2 

(Krauskopf, 1967), and the production of a supersturated solution 

of silica may rapidly lead to the formation of a colloid. 

Silica precipitating from ·a supersaturated solution aggregates as 

small Si02 molecules which are rapidly surrounded by a lyosphere 

of water molecules serving to stabilize the charge on the Si0
2 

aegregates. This results in a colloid where the silica, the 

~ispersed phase, is surrounded by water molecules, the continuous 

phase •. 



Dehydration of such a colloid would simply reduce the 

continuous phase and~lead to the formation of a gel which would 

eventually crystallise an amorphous silica. 

allow: 

Such a standard mechanism of chert formation would easily 

(i) the rapid production of a S~02 gel capable of support

ing the plant structure in growth position, 

(ii) preservation of excellent cellular detail, as the 

resulting 8i02 is cryptocrystalline, 

(iii) the colloid/gel would easily support dispersed organic 

matter and ferruginous staining common within the 

cherts, 

(iv) dehydration would give shrinkage cracks and allow 

eventual infi11s of opaline (hydrated Si02) silica, 

(v) shrinkage would also cause a certain amount of dis

tortion causing the slight undulatory extinction 

recognised in some cherts. 

Although there is probably nothing unusual about the mechan

ism of chert formation, the major problem remaining (as with most 

cherts) is the origin of the silica, and its concentration to 

supersaturated levels. Most chert studies have a convenient source 

of silica from microorganisms (diatoms, sponge spiCUles etc.). In 

the present instance no such assistance can be called upon. 

The presence of volcanism in the lowest deposits of the 

Rhynie Group may be significant, as volcanic activity is often 

considered to elevate the Si02 content of ocean waters and allow 

chert precipitation. At the present stc.ge no conclusions can be 

made, except that the lavas produced by the early volcanism were 



certainly not acidic, and no evidence of hydrothermal fluids have 

been recoI'ded in the vicinity, whether. the latest stages of the 

Caledonian Orogeny could have generated silica rich fluids must 

remain open to speculation. 
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CHAPTER 4 



SOURCE AND DISPERSAL OF SEDn~E~TS OF THE GArmIE AND RHYNIE OUTLIERS 

PART A - PALEOCURRENTS 

4.1 Introduction 

During the course of this &udy an atterrq:>t has been made to esta!:>lish 

the depositional environment of the sediments with an eventual aim to 

reconstructing the local Old Red Sandstone paleogeography. With this in 

mind it is important to recognise the source of'detritus, both as an indic

ation of source area composition and regional paleoslope. Temporal changes 

in pal~oslope may thus be recorded and p~vide' uSeful information as to 

the initiation and heirarchy'of tectonic events. 

Previous studies of Orcadian sediments have relied mainly on sediment

ary structures and deb'i tal mineralogy for evaluating source area. In the 

present study, sedimental'Y structures are only locally abundant, and in no 

way can be regarded as fully adequate. Use has therefore been made of all 

possible information including sedimentarj structures, conglomerate con~os

ition and detrital mineralogy. 

4.2 Paleocurrents in the Sedi.ments of the Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers 

Sediments of the Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers range in grain size from 

coarse boulder-grade conglomerate~ to mudstones, and show a similar wide 

range of sedimentary structures from which evidence may be derived as to 

the direction of , transport of sediment and hence local paleoslope. 

The restricted exposures, and lack of laterally equivalent sections, 

prevent the analysis of paleocurrents by conventional statistical techniques 

and hence many of the results presented here lead to conclusions which it 

must be acknowledged are tentative, particularly in an environment where a 

high degree of spatial and,temporal variation may be expected. 

Geologists have long recognised the value of sedimentary structures 

2 fj G 

in the interpl~etati.on of flow directions since the early work of Sorby (1859) 



when small-scale cross-bedding structures were recognised as being the pro-

duct of ripple migration. 

Structures involved in this study include both symmetrical and 

asymmetrical ripple marks, small and large scale cross stratifications, 

scour marks, and parting lineation. In the conglomeratic sequences paleo-· 

current evidence is sparse and attempts have been made to employ clast 

orientation to assist in the study. 

Recently Barret (1970) considered fluviatile paleocurrent indicators, 
; 

noting the reliability of certain structures. Reliability was considered 

in terms of: 

(i) ease of measurement of a structure 

(ii) the efficiency of the depositing system in generating a struc-

ture. 

(iii) local variations in current variation related to a structure 

He ranked the structures he used in order of decreasing reliability. 

Parting current lineation, initially taken to imply flow parallel to the 
" ... " " 

lineation (Sorby 1859, 1908) and later established by Allen (~96~ from 
.... -; . . . ~ . ~. . 

flume studies to develop during flow in the lower part of the upper flow 

regime, was considered to be of highest reliability being easy to measure, 
, . 

and being derived from high velocity currents suffered very little internal 

variation. Parting current lineation unfortunately is rare in the Garnrie 
, 

sediments, being most commonly developed in the flat-bedded sandstones 

occurring within' the finer parts of the sequence. 

Ripple' cross-lamination was considered of high reliability, but 

ranked lower than parting current lineation because of the difficulty in 
. 

obtaining rneasurernents~ Sorby (1859) recognised such bedding as being the 

product of rtpple migration, the mechanics of formation being evaluated by 
~ 

Simons and Richardson (1961), Allen (196?~, and McKee (1965) who confirred 

Sorby's views and established that such structures originated in the lower 
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part of the lower flow regime •. A greater variability in flow occurs, and 

this combined with the difficulty in accurately measuring such structures 

lead Barret to rank them lower than parting lineation. 

Ripple cross-lamination is abundant in the finer grained sediments at 

GaJJlI"ie, both symmetrical and asymmetrical forms being developed. These two 
. ..: . 

broad groups of ripple form are frequently used by geologists, with the 

notion that the former records wave action, whilst the latter records 

current direction, even thoug~ McKee (1965) demonstrated that both wave and 

current action could produce symmetrical and asymmetrical forms.. During 

the present stu'dy ripple-marks used as paleocurrent indicators were only 
, . 

measured on bedding plane surfaces, ripple cross-sections being used in as . , 

many instances as possible only to record syw~try or asymmetry. 

Larger scale cross-stratification, was rated low by Barret, flow 

variation is greater, and outcrop difficulties increase the error present 

in obtaining accurate results. Such bedforms a're rare in the Gamrie sedi-

ments, and in the majority of examples recorded accurate results were 

impossible due to the nature of the outcrop. Well developed planar 

cross-stratification has in several cases only confirmed the 'quadrant' 

from which currents originated. Reliable results were only considered from 

well exposed planar foresets, or when trough or scour axes could be 

measured. 

Of lowest reliability, Barret considered slump folds and drifted 

material, both of which are of very restricted development at Gamrie • 

. The recognition of such a hierarchy of bedforms is an important step 

in ev~luating the significance of paleocurrent results, but the author, 

feels that other factors must be taken into consideration,. that is to say, 

the significqnce of the paleocurrent trends must be considered in terms of 

the sedimentary environment. Ripple cross-lamination may reliably record 

local flow directions and hence local paleoslope, but in floodplain sites 
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may offer no information relevant to r~gional paleoslopes. In contrast, 

vectors means of cross-stratification data from coarse memb~~s laid down 
.. ' 

by ~eanderingand braided streams are considered a reliable esti~lte of 

paleoslope (Bluck 1971, Williams 1969).' Slu.llp folds are prese~t at Camrie, 

and although Potter and Pettijohn (1963) consider that such structures 

reflect paleoslope, the slope concerned is probably of very local signif-. 

icance only" for example, point bar or dune foresets., 

Similar structures of restricted value have been considered by Do'novan 

~ndArcher '(1975) who recognis~d rel~tionships between mudcrack' patterns 
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and slope; slope frequently being no more tha~ floodplain undulations. 

~lave-ripples were 'also considered by' these: a'uthcrS, who observe:d that al th~ugh 
.• ", "f' 

. ,wave-formed symmetrical ripples commonly were" reliable indicatio~ of pro~-

imi ty of shore lines (i.e. symmetric~l ripples formed p~r~llel' and 'clo~'e to 

the~hore) un'de~mo~ intense conditions, such as stronger ~inds, oscillation 

:f:.ipples were frequently perpendicular to wind direction 'a~d hence unrelated 

to shoreline and paleoslope. Similar phenomena' have also been recorded by 

the present author in other recent shallo\-1 lakes. 

4.3 Gamrie Paleocurrents 
,,~. " 

4.3 (i) Eastern Section. 

In the lowest deposits of the eastern section the coarse nature and 

mode of origin of the sediments prevents the development of bE7dforms useful 

for paleocurrent studies. 

At Fleckies Meadow an alternative approach has been attempted 

involving measureme'nt of the: ~rientation and inclination' of large blade and 
, , ~ ~ ; r' 

dis,c shaped blocks (nomenclature of Zingg 1935, and corresponding to an 

elongation index of Johanssen 1965 greater than 2). The deposits have been 

interpreted as forming purely under the influence 'of gravity (Chapter 3, 

page 1)7), and similar although finer grade dep?sits have been observed 



by the author and Donovan (pers comm) who conclude that clast orient-

ation in such deposits is largely bimodal. A dominant mode almost parallel 

to the accreting slope l'laS found, with a minor mode dipping into the 

slope at a low angle. Clast orientation generally reflects maximum slope. 

"The- results of the present study are illustrated in Fig.' 4.1,' a-

stereographic projection of clast orientation and inclination in which the 

data has been corrected for tectonic dip. ,A major mode is developed with 

a corrected mean orientation of 2900 N and a'mean inclination of 210. A 

minor mode inclined at 7
0 

into this slope occurs towards 1160 N, almost 

diametrically opposite. By comparison with the recent analogues the 
, ' 

major trend is interpreted as recording the 'direction of dip of the 'scree', 

being also confirmed by the minor mode. The inclination of the blocks is 
, ," 0: :" "" 

approximately 15 and this may be a reliable estimate of the order of the 

slope of the original conglomerate surface. The low angle of spread of 
- ,; >,,, 

the data is interpreted as confirming a wedge shaped scree rather than a 

cone shapedfa~ ~tthis' l~cali ty, a detail perhaps confirmed by the 2000 N 

strike of the cliff like buried landscape at Fleckies Meadow, i.e. perpend

icular to the computed maxim~m slope (200
0 

v 290°). 

At Quarryhead, conglomerates are observed to wedge out to the south, 

but as only ,one section is available, and as the original shape of the 
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deposit is unknown, no inference can be made. At higher levels at Quarryhead 

fluvial deposits do develop, and limited cross-stratification and parting 

lineation suggests an easterly or north easterly origin for paleocurrents, 

becoming south easterly in origin at highest levels. These results are 

illustrated in Fig. 4.2 but the very limited data available prevents the 

chauge in source from being reliably regarded as a trend. 

The overlying Dundarg Castle Conglomerate sequence offers very little 
, 

paleocurrent' evidence, figure 4.2 summarises the 'sparse data available. 

Although several authors have attempted to relate pebble orientation to 



direction of stream transport, as a paleocurrent tool the idea has numerous 

drawbacks. Nevertheless due to .the lack of an altel~ative, orientations of 

pebbles 'were measured on bedding plane surface's at several points throughout 

the conglomerate sequence. Well-sorted conglomerates were chosen, 

presumably having been longer in the transporting system, and in particular, 

poorly packed conglomerates 'where adjacent particles exert less influence 

on each others' orientation. '. In all cases the long axes of 50 pebbles from 

each site were measured. 

Recent studies of fluvial pebble fabrics have demonstrated that a' 

, bimodal distribution of long axes is common, interpretations of this bimod

ali ty are controversial. Essentially the or·ientations are taken to be 

parallel and perpendicular to flow (demonstrated by Carver (19.71) from 

theoretical considerations, and cdnfirmed experimentally by Johanssen 1965). 

Ruchin (1958) and Sengupta (1966) resolved the problem into one of stream 

gradient, high slopes were claimed to result in the orientation of'long 
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axes parallel to flow low slopes allowing the alignment of long axes 

perpendicular to flow. The interpretation of the Dundarg Castle Conglomerate 

sequence as a distal alluvial fan deposit places them within the low gradient 

class where a dominant mode would be expected perpendicular to flow. 

The results of the present study (Fig. 4.3) do show such an aI'l'angement, 

if the limited cross-stratification data available suggesting a south 

easterly source is reliable. 

More recently, evidence provided by Gustavson (1974) from Alaskan 

glacial outwash fans contradicts the notions of Ruchin Cop cit) and Sengupta 

Cop cit) demonstrating that of twenty seven clast fabrics measured, all 

showed clasts oriented with their long axes perpendicular to flew even at 

steeper stream gradients. Similar observations have been made by Lane 

and Carlson (1954), Doeglas (1962)"and Eoothroyd (1972). With this wealth 

of evidence arguing against the 'stream gradient' concept it is concluded 



that irrespective of the accuracy of the present environmental interpret-

ation, the orientations recorded do confirm the limited cross-stratific.ation 

evidence in showing a consistent dominant modo~ implying.a general north
i 

west/south-east axis of flow, cross-stratal sets and trough axes indicating 

a south easterly origin. 

In ,the overlying fine grained sequence a mixture of mainly symmetrical 

and asymmetrical ripples occur, associated with rare parting lineations and 

very rare large scale cross-stratifications. Fig. 4.2 illustrates this 

combination of paleocurrent indicators, asymmetrical ripple marks, and a 

thin fluvial incursion with common trough cross-stratification confirming 

that the passage of the sediment laden floodwaters still essentially 

originated from the south east • 

• 

. " ' 
, . . 

2 (j 2 ' 
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4.3 (ii) Western Section 

Data for the western section are illustrated in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. 

No information is available for the lowest deposits, the Crovie Conglomerate, 

but the Crovie Sandstone Formation has been interpreted as a distalrepres-

entation of the conglomerate and sparse cross-bedding indicates a southerly 

origin fo~ this sequence (Fig. 4.4). 

The Crovie Siltstone sequence (Fig. 4.4) continues to reflect this 

southerly origin although data is not abundant, the evidence displayed 

i~ Fig. 4.4 being a combination of symmetrical and asymmetrical ripple 

marks~ 

'Similar implications from similar structures are further supported' 
i 

by directions obtained from the East Harbour Formation, but the limited 

evidence available implies that a wide spread of paleocurrent trends 

existed throughout the sequence, possibly a reflection of the floodplain 

'type of environment in which sediments were deposited. 

Unidirectional paleocurrents are not recognised during these finer 

grained deposits until the introduction of thick ripple cross laminated 

-
sandstones in the West Harbour Formation. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the south 

. , 
orsQuth easterly origin for sediments of the lower West Harbour Member while 

higher deposits of this Formation (Fig. 4.5) show a swing to the south west. 

This swing to the south west is accentuated by cross-stratification in 

the highest deposits of the western section, the Castle Hill Sandstone 

Formation, where planar cross-stratification in the lower portion, is 

nerived fronl west of south, becoming more biased to the west at higher levels 

with the introduction of ,trough cross-stratification. 

4.3 (iii) Central Coastal Secdon 

Although the sediments of the Central Coastal Section appear to be 

one of the. most controversial portions of the Gamrie sequ~nce due to their 

uniq ue facies content and unique conglomerate composi tion (see page: 213 



they provide little in the way of paleocurrent indicators to confirm any 

hypothesis about sediment origin • 

. The.rnajority of evidence is crude, coming from parameters such as 

pebble imbrication and ,lag deposits. Cross-stratification is only rarely 

developed, and as the sea cliffs rarely offer such structures in three 

dimensions assessment of. flow direction must be made with caution. 

Overall, a southerly origin is apparent, with very little indication 

of any strong east. or westerly influence. 
,;' 'r ';t 

4.3 (iv) Middle Old Red Sandstone 

.The abundance of conglomerate throughout the Middle Old Red Sandstone 

sequence precludes the development of abundant and reliable paleocurrent 

indicatore. Nevertheless, some portions of.the 'sequence particularly near 

Mill Shore do show poorly developed cross-stratification and imbrication 

.supported by frequent lag gravels in the lee of ' larger clasts. Even so 

the evidence is sparse, and illustrated in Fig. 4.5. 

The results show a considerable spread, but significantly a marked 

swing towards western quadrants is apparent, . a feature which supports 
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the 'similar trend developed beneath the Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity, 

and also supports evidence presented later during conglomerate source area 

reconstruction. 

4.3 (v) Summary and Conclusions (Gamrie Outlier) 

~aleocurrent evidence suggests that in many respects the Gamrie 
, ~ . 

Outlier was an intermontatn basin during Lower Old Red Sandstone.tin~s, 

with drainage originating from the east, S)uth and western quadrants at 

various times throughout the history of the Outlier. 

In the- eastern section a local easterly source was rapidly over-
~ : ~ : 

taken by drainage from a general south easterly direction. 



Analogous sediments in the west show a south to south "lesterly orj.gin 

and may be comparable to the southerly trends observed in the Central 

Section, although as noted later conglomerate composition strongly suggests 

that the sediments of the Central Section are'in fact stratigraphically 

much higher than the Crovie or Dundarg Castle sequences. A westerly swing 

in drainage is apparent with ascending stratigraphic level, culminating 

in the Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerates which show a strong westerly 

derivation. 

In the east, paleocurrent tre~ds are re~a~ively stable above the basal 

conglomerate, suggesting that this initial upward variation was not a 

gradu~l change, but instead was the result of a more vigorous south easterly 

supply actually overlapping the 'initial localised basal conglomerate 

supplied directly from the east. (The interdigitation of the two facies 

does confirm this' vie,., Chapter' 3 ). 

The Siltstone facies at New Aberdour only provides evidence from 

symmetrical ripples, asymmetric ripples, and occasional parting lineations, 
.', , ", 0" - '~ ~ 

and although Barret (1970) considered the two to be reliable paleocurrent 
t ~ ~ " . ", • :~ 

indicators the significance of the paleocurrents themselves in floodplain 

facies (see Chapter 3, - ) must be open to question. The sediments 

have been regarded c~osely 'comparable to modern floodplain sediments and the 

movement of floodwater over such' sites may bear no relation to regional 

paleoslopes except in the very broadest sense. Fortunately, a fluvial 

incursion is recorded at the top of the Siltstone sequence exposed at New 

Aberdour Shore, and confirms that drainage was still originating from the 

south east~ although the admittedly scant evidence does suggest perhaps a 

more so'utherly source. 

From the semi-radial pattern of paleocurrents it has been assumed that 
. 
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an intermontain basin situation existed during Lower Old Red Sandstone times. 

At higher~~ratigraphic levels a westerly source becomes more and more 



apparent in the coarsening-upl-lard profile. _ Sedimentological considerations 

suggest that sediments at higher levels belong to more proximal locations, 

and together with paleocurrent evidence may cOlIL~ineto suggest that during 
, 

the Lower Old Red Sandstone period tectonic events were initiated Nhich 

led to the development of a paleoslope to the west or south west, strongly 

influencing the Crovie Group sediments. The perpetuation of the westerly 

source into the Middle Old Red Sandstone may also imply that the initial.·. 

tectonic events were merely the precursors to those eventually causing 

uplift and deformation of the Lower Old Red Sandstone sequence prior to the 

advance of the major Middle Old Red Sand~tone alluvial fans. 

4.4 (i) Rhynie Paleocurrents 

As with most aspects of the geology of the Rhynie Outlier, the 

source and transport of its sediments is difficult to ascertain due to 
... , 

very poor exposure. Of the major stratigraphic groups recognised during 

this study the Basal Conglomerate and succeeding Red Shales etc. plus the 
... ." ("".. "' 
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Dryden Shales offer no paleocurrent information of any form. The Tillybrachty 
, , 

Sandstones offer only three cross-stratified units which suggest that 

immediately prior to the deposition of the Quarryhill Sandstones at least 

some ,transport was from south-east quadrants. 

The majority of the information at present available comes from the 

Quarryhill Sandstones, which during the present study have provided inform-

ation from the following sources: 

(i) channel axes, 

(ii) asymmetric ripple-marks. 

(iii) symmetric ripple-marks, 

(iv) - cross-stratification, 

(v) parting lineation, 

(vi) drag or tool marks, 

(vii) mudclast imbrication, 

(viii) mudcrack orientation. 



The results from these sources are illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Perhaps 

the most significant point to arise is that the general direction of 

transport is from south to northerly quadrants, as indicated by channel 
! 

axes and confirmed by cross-stratification andasym~etric ripple ~arks. 

Unfortunately, though parting lineation and drag mar,ks would normally , 
• ,; .L; , 

be expected to add support to these conclusions, no support is given by 

the present results. Only two sets of symmetrical ripple marks have been 

observed, these are of no value to the present study partly due to the 

small number of readings, but also symmetrical ripple marks are a poor 

indicator of'paleoslope (Donova~ and'Archer 1975). Mudcrack orientation 

offers further s~pport of the prevailing direction of channel axes,'the 

'm~jor 'crack direction' b~ing: approximately north south with minor cracks at 
" 
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70 to thl.s. In recent floodplain muds Donovan and Archer (1975) recognised 

the preferential orientation of mudcracks parallel and perpendicular to , 

the local paleoslope. A major crack pattern was developed along the strike 

of the slope, with min<:>rcracks developed perpendicular to this. It is 

considered that the crack patterns recognised at Rbynie probably conform 

to this arrangement. 

'4.4 (ii) SummarY and Conclusions (Rhynie Outlier)' 

Clearly, the amount of evidence obtained from the sediments of the 

Rhynie Outlier is far from adequate. It is considered that the only 

n~aningful conclusions that can be drawn from the present study, are that 

the river systems transporting the majority of the Rhynie sediments were 

flowing in general northwards toward the 'Orcadian Basin', and more sign-

ificantly ~ towards the Hidland Valley Graben. 
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PART B - SEDIMENT COHPOSITION 

4.5 Introduction 

" In order to achieve a more complete 'palaeogeographic reco~s tructio~ ~ 

evidence must be sought which aids not· only the delineation of the basin 

of deposition, but also the limits and size of the soUrce area including 

where possible information. on the relief and climate. 

Many atten~ts have been made to utilize detrital mineralogy as a guide 

to provenance (see Blatt and Christie 1963, Blatt 1967a, b, Connolly.1965, and 

Pittman 1963). Both light and heavy minerals have been applied to this 
'. ' 

end, but mest workers outline a complexity of problems including re-cycling 

of grains, intra-stratal solution, and the effect of different relief and 

climate upon the resultant mineralogy. 

In the Gamrie Outlier conglomerates are abundant in both Lower and 

Middle Old Red Sandstone sequences, and have been studied in detail in an 

attempt to provide more information to supplement the previously discussed 

palaeocurrent evidence and aid source area reconstruction. 

Detrital mineralogy has been looked at in less detail for several 

reasons •. Primarily, when an abundance of rock fragments exist in the 

sediments sandstone petrography can hardly add further evidence as to 

source area c'omPosition. Also, the lIldjority of the sequences in the Outlier 
. , 

show very significant changes in grain-size with ascending stratigraphic 

level mak~ng an analysis of petrographic composition very much open to 

criticism. A brief conside~ationof the distribution of heavy minerals 

occurring in the basement in the immediate vicinity of the outlier demon-

strates that the most resistant species could easily be derived from all 

around the area. The less resistant ~ but more useful varieties such as 

kyanite, andalusite, and cordierite either have not been in the source 

area (which is highly unlikely) or diagenetic processes have reduced their 

chances of survival to a minimum. 



4.6 (i) Conglomerate Composition (Gamrie Outlier) 

A variety of rock types characterise the conglomerates of the Gamrie 
, , 

, " 

Outlier, and during the present study thirteen rock types have been ident-

ified. 

4.6 (ii) Total Pebble Assemblage 

" -
l~ Granite - A variety of granitic rock types occur, most common 

being an equigranu1ar feldspathic granite. 'Porphyritic granite and 

microgranite have been observed, but their abundance does not warrant 

individual classes for these rock types. Several specimens of a foliated 

granite have been identified, but these are also' extremely rare. . , 

Granitic fragments usually occur highly weathered and corroded, making a 

subdivision into specific types a difficult and Undesirable proposition. 

2. Felsite - A reddish orange felsite,' frequently containing large 

quartz or feldspar phenocrysts, forms a resistant and readily identifiable 

rock type.- Granite and felsite dominate the igneous components of all 

conglomerates studi.et. 

3. Andesite - A rare and always highly weathered constituent. Andesite 

pebbles tend to be very small, and of a purple vesicular variety: 

1 ' 

4. Doled te - Several specimens of an apparently fine grained basic , 

igneous rock presumed to be a dolerite have been observed, but being highly 

weathered this is difficult to confirm. The abundance of this material 

is also so low as to make its presence somewhat insignificant.' 

5. Gabbro - As with dolerite, several highly weathered sp~cimens of 

a garnetiferous gabbroic rock have been found, having a similar appearance 

to weathered Gabbro/Norite in the vicinity of Huntly. Although confusing 

" 
when deeply ~eathered, the igneous rock types are somewhat easier to 

, 
classify than the Inetamorphic rock types which dominate all conglomerates. 

For this reason metamorphic rock fragments have been allocated to seven 
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groups during this study. 

6. 'pure' Quartzite - A variety of clean 'vitreous' quartzite, occurring 

in well rounded resistant easily identifiable pebbles. 

7. Granular Quartzite - A dark granular gritty looking quartzite. 

8. Vein Quartz - Vein Quartz is a common addition to all conglomerate 

sequences, and occurs as white and milky varieties. 

9. Psammite - A large proportion of metamorphic assemblage consists of 

gri ts, quartzose and feldspathic flags, and psammi tic and semi-ps.ammi tic 

schists. An apparent spectrum of rock types fall into this category, 

and it is felt that without specialist knowledge of these rock types 
~ ~ -' . 

further subdivision woUld possibly prove meaningless or even misleading. 

10. Pelite- A pale grey variety of semi-pelitic schist, very similar 

to the local Dalradian Macduff or Banffshire slate, occurs in many sequences 

as small elongate fragments. 

11. Andalusite Schist - A semi-pelitic schist with abundant large 

andalusite.and cordierite porphyroblasts.Andalusite schist is restricted 

in its occurrence in conglomerates, and tends to occur either as very 

large, or small angular, fragments. 

12 Mica Schist A rare addition, always in extremely small fragments, 

and possibly are of the above andalusite schist with no readily apparent ' 

prophyroblasts •. This is certainly not always the case, as some specimens 

are clearly more psammi tic varieties than any true andal usite schist that 

has been observed. 

13. Meta-Conglomerate - A variety of metamorphosed gravel common in the 

local Dalrad~an basement, and characterised by abundant blue gravel sized 

quartz grains and abundant feldspar. 
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4.6 (iii) Pebble Suites 

Of the' thirteen pebble types recop,nised, a maximum of five form the 

bulk of most conglomerates ,i.e • granite , felsite , quartzite, psammi te 

and pelite.The remainder occur only as minor additions. Although 

individual rock types may provide valuable evidence as to the source area, 

a consideration of figure 4.7 shows that many of the rock 

types listed virtually surround the Outlier.' For this reason it is consid

ered more important to look at the distribution of assemblages or suites 

of rock types in the conglomerates. 

A consideration of Figs. 4~8, 9, 10 allows the separation of at. 

least ,five pebble'assemblages or suites'. 

1. A Psammitic suite 

2. A Granitic suite 

3. A Quartzitic suite 

4. A Slate suite (A) 

5. A Slate suite (B) 

Both the granitic suite and the slate suite (B) may be subdivided 

further, but for simplicity this has been avoided, instead such subdivisions 

will be discussed later. 

1. ThePsammitic suite is dominated by quartzose and feldspathic 

psammitic metasediments, with minor additions of andalusite schist and 

meta-conglomerate •. The assemblage is totally restricted to the Quarryhead 

and Fleckies Meadow s~riesof outcrops, and thus only includes the scree, 

talus, and gully fiils im~diately overlying the Da lradi an Basement. The 

very nature of these deposits, and the sensi ti vi ty of the composition of . 

the conglomerates to the local basement composition confirms the close 

proximity of the conglomerates to source. 

2. The Granitic suite is dominated by psammi tic, pelitic, and semi": 

pelitic schists, but contains an abundant supply of granite and felsi to 

2 '1'1 
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pebbles plus a vast amount of feldspar gravel. The distributlon of the 

granitic suite is restricted to: 

(i) The Dundarg Castle to New Aberdour coastal section, 

(ii) Parts of the Central Coastal section, both east and west of 

Pennan. 

The Dundarg Castle Conglomerate granitic suite sequence offers the 

most complete conglomerate sequence in the Outlier, and demonstrates some·. 

interesting features. 

The conglomerates of this sequence are initially dominated by 

psammitic, pelitic and.serr~-pelitic schists and perhaps should ideally be 

separated as a separate 'sub-suite'. Porphyritic felsite is introduced 

first, initially in small quantities and associated with a small amqunt 

of feldspar gravel. The amount of feldspar gravel increases dramatically, 

and then granite is introduced. Both granite and felsite increase in 

abundance rapidly before continuing relatively unchanged throughout the 

remainder of the sequence. Initially the size of both granite and felsite 

pebbles is small, the size increasing with increasing abundance. 

In the Central Coastal section, th~ Sandy Haven Conglomerate (although 

inaccessible - see Chaper 1, pages S'l- ~~ ) appears. to be rich in feldspar 

gravel, and is presumed to be granitic in composition. The overlying Pennan 

Head Conglomerate has a composition closely resembling the granitic suite 
, 

exposed in the east, but the uppermost conglomerates of thls section, the 

Pennan Conglomeratic Sandstone sequence, is essentially of granitic suite 

composition, but with a significant admixture of grey slate strongly 

resembling the slate rich conglomerates exposed in the west, and presumed 

to be Macduff or Banffshire Slate. 

To the, west of Penn an , the conglomeratic sandstones beneath the 

Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity are again of a graniti.c composition, 



but'significantly lacking any of the grey slate. 

3. The Quartzi tic suite contains large a,mounts of a clean 'vitreous' 

quartzite, and is entir.-ely restricted to the Need Haven Conglomerate. in 

the Central Coastal Section to the east of Pennan. Several important 

features are associated with this conglomerate; firstly, the pebble 

assemblage is quite unique in its high content of quartzite, the variety of 
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quartzite is uncommon in all other conglomeratic sequences, granitic material 

is rare; and finally as discussed in Chapter 3, (page I$D ) a significant 

change in facies takes place with the transi don into the Need Haven 

Conglomerate. 

4. Slate suite (A) occurs only in the Crovie Conglomerate and overlying 

Crovie sandstone sequence,' and it is almost entirely composed of grey slate 

similar to the local Macduff or Banffshire Slate. Granitic and fe1sitic 

detritus is absent from this suite. 

5. Slate suite (B) is also dominated by the same grey slate as in 

suite (A) but in addition a small but significant amount of granite and 

felsite is present in this assemblage. Slate suite (B) is first recognised 

in the coarsening portion of the, Lower Old Red Sandstone in the west of 

the Outlier in the Castle Hill Sandstone sequence. Conglomerates of a 

very similar composition occur in the immediately overlying Findon Cong10m-
. , ~ . 

erates of Middle Old Red Sandstone age, and also in the Middle Old Red 

Sandstone conglomerates further to the east. The slate suite (B) conglomerates 

of the east are slightly different in that much higher proportions of 

granitic, felsitic and the metamorphic rocks'common to the granitic suite 

are present in the assemblage. 

The 'minor constituents' previously mentioned tend to strengthen the 

above sUb-d~vision, for example: 

(i) Meta-conglomerate is only abundant in the conglomerates 
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belonging to the psammitic suite. Isolated fragments are 

found in the granitic suite, but always in amounts much less 

(, than lpercent. 

, (H) Andalusite schist occurs only in small quantities, and is 

essentially. restricted to the psammi tic suite. 'Again, isolated 

fragments ~o occur in the granitic suite, but andalusite schist 

only occurs in abundance within a few metres of the basal 
, 

unconformity, and even then only in situations where such 
. '("' ~. 

rocks are abundant in the Dalradian basement. 

(iii) Gabbro and Dolerite have only been found in the Need Haven 

Conglomerate, i.e. Quartzite suite. 

'(iv) Andesite has only been observed in a rather mixed assemblage 

at the base of Slate suite (B) conglomerates immediately 

overlying the Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity. (This 

mixed assemblage also probably deserves the status of a separate 

suite, but for the sake of simplicity this has been avoided. 

, , (v) Mica-schist has only been recorded in the granitic suite. 
, 

(vi) "> Two major varieties of quartzite have been observed; a dark 

granular variety common to the granitic suite, and a clean 

vitreous variety restricted to the quartzite suite. 

(vii) Vein quartz is ubiquitous, and. therefore of no value in the 

present study. 

4.6 (iv) 'Spatial Distribution of Conglomerate Assemblages 

It is clear from Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.l0that the pebble asserrblages 

just listed are not vertically and laterally consistent. Two completely 

dissimilar sequences exist during Lower Old Red Sandstone times. In the 

east, the lowest conglomerates rest directly upon the Dalradian basement and 

strongly reflect the immediate basement composition. Little transport has 
" 

J 
taken place, resulting in a very immature assemblage of detritus, the 

\, 



psammitic assemblage. Although these lowest conglomerates are overlapped 

by sandstones and conglomeratic sandstones, the conglonerate composition 

does not alter initially (other than a decline in unstable andalusite 

schist fragments). With ascending stratigraphic level, granite is 

introduced, then felsite, plus a new assortrrent of pelitic and psammitic 

schists, forming the granitic assemblage. 

In the west, all conglomerate occurrences in the fining upward 

portion of the sequence are slate rich, no granite, felsite or the metamor

phic assemblages common in the east are recorded. In the coarsening 

part of this seq~ence, slate still predominates, but JunoI' additions of 

granite~ felsite, quartzite and vein quartz are common. 

The implications are therefore that: 

1. the earliest sediments were locally derived, a phenomena confirmed 

by sedimentological considerations. 

2. the major part of the sequence in both east and west is derived from . 

different and contrasting source areas. In the east a granite/felsite 

rich, psammitic metamorphic terrain provided'detritus, whilst in the 

west pelitic rocks predominate in the source area. 
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3. these results are consistent with the basic results of the paleocurrent, 

study. 

4.6 (v) Source Area Reconstruction 

At present North East Scotland is dominated by a diverse assemblage 

of Dalradian metasediments. BOlIDded to the west by hieh~y deformed Moine. 

rocks and penetrated at numerous points by granitic and gabbroic intrusions, 

the region may be loosely considered as a synclinal arrangement with the 

Gamrie Outlier in the centre, flanked by Upper Dalradian which itself is 

surrounded by Lower Dalradian metasediments. 

The present day outcrop may not be an accurate representation of 

the Devonian rock type distribution, but it must remain the only guide to 



the evaluation of the Devonian source area and paleogeography. ' An 

attempt has been made in Fig. 4.11 to summarise the geology of north east 

Scotland, and to indicate th,e present day distribution of rock 't'jpes 

encountered in the Old Red Sandstone conglomerates. In most cases these 

maps demonstrate that similar rock types may be obtained from past distri-

bution; then many of the rock types may be of little value in source area 

reconstruction. 

Even so, with this in mind, the Moine far to the west could provide 

li ttle detritus of the nature of that preserved at Gamrie, being composed 
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of very 'high grade' metamorphics, granulites, schists~ migmatites, and 

widespread calc-silicates (Anderson and Owen 1968). The limited paleocurrent 

evidence helps to reduce the source area possibilities, but can probably 

do no more than indicate that the depositing curr~nts in the east a~e 

biased towards the east of south, whilst those in the west are biased to 

west' of south. 

Mackie (1925) carried out extensive, detailed work in the north east 

of Scotland, and fortunately he applied his great experience to the problem 
.' 

of the origin of the conglomerates in the Gamrie Outlier. His conclusions 

were simple but to the point, " ••• sandstones and granites provided pebbles", 

the sandstones (presumably Dalradian metasediments) he felt were no indication 

of the source area. He considered granites to be of great value, and 

claimed positive identification of the following types: 

1. Rubislaw granite (more specifically he claimed RUbislaw granite from 

Donmouth near Aberdeen) 

2. Correnie granite. 

3. Bennachie granite. 

4. Vein material from the Correnie massif. 

, 5. Garnetife'rous nori te compar'able to that of Battle Hill near Huntly. 

·The location of these sites are shown in Fig. lj .12. Unfortunately, 



the stratigraphic hcrizons of these samples are unknown, the only real 

assumption that can be made is that due to the lack of granite in the 

Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerates his samples must h\lve been derived 

from Lower Old Red Sandstone conglomerates. There is some implication 

from Mackie's report that they may have been derived from the conglomerates 

of the Central Coastal section. 

Mackie's I'esults would clearly indicate an origin of detritUs from 

a south or south east quadrant. Unfortunately, Mackie also collected 

several sphene bearing granites which he considered were derived from the 

Abriachan or Helmsdale granites, and the Inchbrae granite. Both of these 

granites are situated far to the west, and are actually beyond the Great 

Glen Fault zone. Although Mackie had great experience of local geology 

it is felt that the latter identifications are eroneous as: 

l~ Recent work (Stephenson 1972, and Mykura, pel's. comm.) along the Great 

Glen suggests that the fault was active during Lower Old Red Sandstone 

times, the area being a graben with sediments derived from north west 

and south east. Such a s~tuation would prevent transport of detritus 

across such a rift towards Gamrie. 

2. No Moine detritus has been recognised at Gamrie, but would be expected, 

to accompany any granite derived from west of the Great Glen. 
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3. The Lm-ler Old Red Sandstone conglomerates at Gamrie are rich in f~ldspar 

detri tus, suggesting that gran'i te was tmstable tmder the existing. 

conditions. Also ephemeral flow conditions prevailed in the lower 

granite rich sequences, and hence detritus would not be expected to be 

transported over such great distances. 

In conclusion, therefore, although it ll1v-y appe3.r 'convenient' for 

the purpose of the present study, the westerly source implied by Mackie is 

rejected,but his evidence supporting a south east source is retained. 

'., " 

From megascopic comparisons the author has noted a distinct similarity 
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between the granite clasts and the local granites of Peterhead and 

Correnie, but variation within such granites is large and casts doubt on 

'the value of such visual comparisons. 

Fig. 4.11 is a series of maps illustrating the present day distribution 

of the major rock types in north east Scotland, and a consideration of 

this map and the five defined conglomerate assemblages allows the following 

conclusions to be drawn. 

1. The granitic assemblage could theoretically be drawn from east, south 

" or western quadrants (Fig. 4.11), but t,he occurrence of andalusite schist 

tends to favour an easterly or southerly source.' The southern outcrops 

of andalusite schist are intimately associated with gabbro and garnetiferous 

norite which would have presumably been transported with such schist had 

these regions been in the catchment area. Schistose and quartzitic grits 

occur in both east, west, and south. The southern exposures were probably 
. , 

beyond the watershed supplying the Midland Valley with detritus instead, 

while the western exposures would presumably supply Banffshire slate. 

(Slate of this nature is never recordeed in the granitic assemblages) Thus 

an east or south easterly source of detritus would allow a pebble assembla~ 

comparable to that of the granitic assemblage to accumulate. 

2. The slate assemblage (B) is comprised largely of Banffshire slate 

(Fig. 4.11) and supports the paleocurrent evidence suggesting its derivation 

from the west of south. Some mixing of granitic detritus with slate 

detritus had occurred but feldspar gravel is very restricted in its abundance, 

and granite fragments are very small. Both of these observations may 

combine to suggest that granitic material was either re-worked, transported 

over large distances or very rare in the source area. 

3. A local supply of detritus is envisaged for slate assemblage CA) as 

no extra material is added to this conglomerate. Paleocurrent evidence 

from adjacent sequences suggests that fluvial channels may have originated 



from the south. 

4. The Psammitic assemblage is again of local origin, and consists of 

detri tus which may originate from the Dalradian basement immediately to the 

east. Paleocurrent evidence supports this. 

5. The quartzitic assemblage is slightly more problematica~ in that it 

could theoretically be derived from east, west or south of the present 

outcrop. Paleocurrent evidence implies that its derivation was from the 

south, and the well rounded appearance of the fragments suggests that 

transport may have been considerable. The lack of granite and local slate 
,< ~ oj, . ,",,-' 

detri tus precludes east and west supplies', and most of the quartzite 

outcropping in the south was probably within the catchment of the Midland 

Valley sedimentary basin. Similar quartzites do occur in the' Rhynie 

conglomerates associated with small amounts of schist. It has been con-
~- -"' ¥ > ). ' " , 

cluded that the Rhynie conglomerates may have been derived from west or 

south westerly sources (see pagel&7 ) and also that a connection between 
. . 

. , 
the Rhynie and Gamrie Outliers is not unlikely (see page 3 0 .,). It may 

therefore be possible that the quartzite assemblage has been transported 

fro~ well south of the Outlier, perhap~ even from bey~nd the Rhynie OutHer: 

4.6 (vi) Discussion and Interpretation 

The psammitic suite is' cl~arly of local derivation, and of very 

restricted "local extent: A marked change in pebble composition between 

the FlecJdes Meadow (psammitic)' conglom~rate and the overlying Dundarg 
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Castle, (grani tic) . conglomerate conf~rms t~e ~a:::,lier paleocurl"Cnt implications 
) 

of changing source areas. The change is not regarded as ceing a 

tectonically activated change, instead, local screes and gully fills having 

been overstepped by the more rapidly advancing 'granitic' fans from the south 

east. The lowermost Dundarg Castle conglomerate initially lacks granitic 

. detri tus and fclsi te, but consists of the same metamol'phic rock fr~gments' 
- , ~' 

as the higher granite bearing conglomerates. The introduction of fels'i te, 



then felsite plus feldspar gravel, and finally felsite plus granite plus 

abundant feldspar gravel is regarded as being a record of the progressive 

unroofing of the granitic source area to the south east. 

The presence of a granitic suite of pebbles in the conglomerates of 

the Central Coastal section implies that the piedmont plain/playa facies 

overstepped by slate (B). conglomerate suite in the west is overstepped 

by a granitic suite of pebbles in the east and central sections, as the 

highest conglomerates (the Penn an Conglomeratic Sandstones) show a signi-

ficant influx of Banffshire Slate which 
.fJ, 4.1) 

slate fans of the west (see ~~ ). 

is consistent with the advancing 

This conclusion has significant 

implications as at present there is no evidence of sedimentation after the 

piedmont floodplain/playa facies in the eastern section. It would seem 

therefore that the extensive siltstone deposits were probably overlain 
. -

by granitic conglomerates and sandstones in a coarsening upward sequence 

in a manner similar to that occurring in the western sections. Furthermore, 
• 

the presence of Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerate resting directly upon 

the siltstone facies and observed by the Geological Survey would imply 

~ . 1 that a considerable amount of eros~on was re ated to the development of this 

\IDconforrnity. 

The presence of a granitic suite of pebbles beneath the unconfol~ty 

at Pennan implies that considerable downcutting also occurred in this region, 

removing the uppermost slate rich granite suite conglomerates. 

In a later section (see page ~IO ) the detailed paleogeography of 

the northern portion of the Gamrie Outlier is discussed, and with reference 

to this section many asp~cts of paleocurrent trends and conglomerate 

compositi.on can be explained. 

The eastern Coastal Section stands as outlined above, but the Western 

Section could easily (from Fig. 4.11 ) have had a simple local supply 

area from the south which was eventually encroached upon by detritus from 
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and including the unroofing of the nearby Longmanhills Granite. The 

present day outcrop is small, and presumably an even smaller Old Red 

Sandstone outcrog would only provide minor amounts of granite which are in 

fact present in the sequence. 

In the Central Coastal Section it was concluded that the quartzitic 

assemblage was most likely derived from quite long distance~ to the south. 

" 
The probable link with the Rhynie Outlier (page ~o~ ) assists this con-
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clusion whilst the detailed paleogeography illustrated in Figs. 4.13, ;:t and }~: 

would also explain how the varying influence of east and westerly fans 

could provide conglomerates in the Central Section with either granitic 

or sl~te rich composition. The eventual predominance of westerly derived 

slate in the highest conglomerates of this" sequence is also' consistent 

with the view that the source area swung to the west in late Lower Old 

Red Sandstone times. Such a conclusion has further reaching implications 

in that it (does sugges t that the conglomerates of t?e Central Section do 
! ~ , :. "t-

in fact belong to the coarsening'portion of the Mega~ycle fully evident 

only in the Western Section. ThUs conglomerate composition may assist 

stratigraphic dating of at least small portions of the sequence. 

4.7 Conglomerate Composition (Rhynie' Outlier) 

As already mentioned, conglomerate composition is regarded as 

p~oviding the most significant ~vidence for source area e'valuation. The 

sediments of the Rhynie Outlier unforttmately offer only a small amount 

of such evidence. 

The basal Conglomerate would normally be expected to show significant 

local variations ,in cOl~osition due to variations in, Basement composition, 

but only, one outcrop has been located, and in this the basal conglomerate , 

comprised only pelitic and semi-pelitic detritus. 

The Tillybrachty Sandstones contain the most conglomerate material 

but even so this is still unsufficient. In the lower portion of the 



sequence one major conglomerate horiz.on exists with a total assemblage of: 

(i) vein quartz 

(ii) porphyritic felsite 

(iii) q uartzi te 

(iv) pelitic schist 

(v) psammitic schist 

(vi) vesicular and amygdaloidal andesite 
.. 

At higher levels the abundance of coarse detritus declines markedly, 

and the scant evidence provided by these levels must be viewed with caution 

as it may represent a simplified resistant residual population. 

The significance of the Tillybrachty Sandstone detritus is considered 

as follows: 

(i) no granite detritus is readily apparent 

(ii) a clear quartzite is abundant and comparable to that recorded 

in the Central Coastal Section of the Gamrie Outlier 

(iii) a purple vesicular and amygdaloidal andesite is quite common 

in the lowest conglomerates 

The lack of granite is difficult to understand as abundant granite 

is p~sent virtually all around the Outlier except in western quadrants. 

If sediment was initially derived from the ' .... estern quadrants, ·then as well 

as containing little or no granite material, the sediment would be expected 

to contain large amolmts of quartzite,. schist, and gneiss. As indicated 

above, the conglomerate of the Tillybrachty Sandstones contains a large 

amount of quartzite and schists of various forlTls. Therefore although evid

ence is scant, it does seem possible that a small amount of evidence does 

exist to support the notion that sediment was derived from the west or south 

west. 

The presence of vesicular andesi. te at the base of the Tillybrachty 
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Sandstone sequence adds further information to the timing of the extrusion 

of this lava. The Geological Survey initially indicated that the andesite 

occurred within the Tillybrachty Sandstone sequence, but added that it Wa3 

in fact interbedded with the upper deposits of the Tillybrachty Sandstones. 

The evidence provided by conglomerates at the base of the Tillybrachty 

Sandsto~e sequence confirm that within the catchment at that time (regarded 

earlier in this chapter to lie to the south or south west) andesitic lavas 

were extruded and eroded during early Tillybrachty Sandstone times, and 

therefore the 'lavas may possibly have been extruded onto the floodplain 

areas developed during the deposition of the Lower Red Shales. 

Later in this chapter the possibility of a connection between the 

Rhynie and Gamrie Outliers is considered. From the study of conglomerat~s 

in the Gamrie Outlier, it was concluded that quartzite rich conglorne~at~s·"·, ", I,. •. 
wi thin the Central Coastal Section were probably deri ve d from areas' to , .- • 

.. ....... ~ 

If such a link existed betl-reen the ~wo· ."" ;" 
, / 

the south of the present outcrop. 

Outliers then clearly, the quartzite rich congl~merates of the Rhyni~' 

Outlier could clea:rly. have provided or shared a so'urce of detritus for the 
, \ 

/ 

deposits in the Central Coastal Section at G~m,rie.' 

further in later sections' (see page '310 ).' 

This is discUssed . ; 
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4.8 Sandstone Classification 

4.8 (i) Introduction 

Okada (1971) reviewed the great variety of schemes a~~i1ab1e for 

the classification of sandstones, and indicated that as th~ proportion of 

matrix (important in many schemes) increases with decreasing grain size, 

Folk's (1968) concept of textural mat uri ty is not applicable. He also 

convincingly demonstrated that mineral composition was a function of grain 

size, and therefore sandstone composition data should always be accompanied 

by grain size data. Although only briefly considered, the classification 

scheme proposed by Okada (op. cit.) has been adopted here. It has a three 

fold organisation: 

(i) grain size 
" 

(ii) clay matrix and cement 
) 

(iii) composi don of frarne\~ork constituents 

The sandstones al'e divided into wackes and arenites depending on 

whether they have more or less than 15\ matrix. ~e subdivisions of arenites 

and wackes .. are illustrated in Fig. 4.14. 

Generally,the object of classifying sediments is to provide a basis 

for' the study of regional and stratigraphical variations in composition'. As 

mentioned 'already,' during the present study conglomerates' are abundant and 

regarded as a better indication of source-rock composition than detrital 

mineralogy. Nevertheless, detrital mineraloeY has been, considered briefly 

in order to support, if possible, the conclusions already drawn from the 

study of conglomerate composition. For this purpose some modifications have 

, been made to Okada's basic scheme. . ~asically, as Okada dcmonstrated that 

mineral composition varied with mean grain size, and the sediw~nts of the 

study area offer a whole range of.sedirnent grades, sandstone composition has , 

been evaluated from a restricted grain size range. Only medium and fin~ 

gr'ained sandstones have been considered. Furthermore, as the present study 
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is only concerned with source area implications, the abundance of matrix 

(ei ther clay or cement) is not regarded as relevant and has therefor'e 
, .. 

been omitted from the composition diagram. 

4.8 (ii) Sandstone Composition (Gamrie Outlier) 

The results of the present study are illustrated in Fig. 4.15 and 

4.16, and are considered to offer reasonable support to the evidence 

provided by analysis of conglomerates. 

In the eastern coastal section, the low feldspar content of the 

Quarryhead sandstones compared to the Dundarg Castle sandstones and sand-

stones within the New Aberdour Siltstone sequence, is a direct consequence 

of the lack of granite in the source area of the Quarryhead sediments. 

The predominance of quartz reflects the abundance of psammi tic meta-

sediments and the weakness of the pelitic schists failing to produc~ 

rock fragments in any great quantity. The greater abundance of feldspar 

in the Dundarg Castle sediments indicates the strong influence of the 

grani tic. source area, while the apparent reduction in the New Aberdour 

Siltstone sequence is considered largely related to differences in grain 

size of the sanples. The apparent increase in rock fragments in the 

New Aberdour' sediments is directly related to the abundance of mica (A 

clear indication of the influence of even the mode of deposition on 

sediment composition within the same basin). 

In the western coastal section similar conclusions may be dra~~. 

The Crovie sediments are deficient in feldspar, and lack granitic mat-

erial in their conglomerates. At higher stratigraphic levelS, with the , . 
introduction of granitic detritus, feldspar content increases. More 

significantly in this instance, the increase of feldspar content during 

the East Harbour sequence confirms the presence'of granitic material in 

the source ·area long before conglomerates occur in the sequence to 

offer direct evidence. Again, the incrense in rock fragments in the 



East ,Harbour sediments is directly related to the abundance of mica. 

In the Central Coastal Section, sediments of the Pennan Head and 

Pennan Conglomerate sequences demonstrate a granitic influence by their 

feldspar content, but do not show any changes related to the increasing 

ablIDdance of pell tic detritus in the higher sediments. They do, however, 
l 

contrast strongly with the Pennan Sandstones, which, being dominated by 

only quartzite clasts show an almost monomineralic composition. Two 

points complicate this latter observation. Firstly, conglomerate is rare 

in the Pennan Sandstone sequence, quartzite being stable would be 

expected in preference to other rock types. Secondly, the occurrence 

in t~e sequenc~ of iron/manganese rich horizons or 'pans' (see chapter 7 ) 

may indicate abnormal early diagenetic conditions which may have proven 

unfavourable for the preservation of feldspar minerals. 

On the whole, detrital rrJneralogy is considered a useful addition 

to conglomerate analysis in the study of source area composition, the 

nature of its usefulness being demonstrated in the detection of granitic 

influence in the East Harbour sediments too fine to offer conglomerate 

evidence. 

As will be discussed in the following section, the value of detrital 

mineralogy alone is considered very limited. 

4.8 (iii) Detrital Mineralogy 

Three broad mineral groups have been considered during the present 

study. The ablIDdance and details of mineral types have been observed in 

an attempt to evaluate the possible support detrital mineralogy can give, 

towards source area reconstruction. The mineral groups considered are: 

(a) quartz 

, (b) .feldspar 

(c) mica 
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4.8 (iii)a Quartz 

Throughout th~ sediments studied a variety of qua~tz types occur 

and the proportions of strained, unstrained, and composite grains have 

been estimated. In all cases the se~ents are dominated by rnonocrysta1line 

quartz, the proportions of strained and unstrained varieties varying 

throughout the succession and tending to support the interpretations 

made from analysis of conglomerate clast compositions. 

As mentioned, grain size plays an important role in studies of 

detrital mineralogy, in the case of detrital quartz, coarser sediments 

were observed to have higher proportions of po1ycrystalline fragments 

than equivalent finer-grained sediments, and similarly, strained quartz , .' . 

grains were more abundant in coarser deposits than in their finer grained 
. . < :~! 

counterparts. 

Inclusions are common in quartz grains throughout the total sequence, 

and therefore are unlikely to be of value in source area reconstruction. 

Fluid gas inclusions are most common rutile, chlorite, and " . 

muscovite also having been recognised 
. ,t 

Quartz grains are commonly attacked by carbonate cement and are 

heavily fretted. 

" In the past many attempts have been made to relate the nature of 

quartz type to its igneous or metarno~hic precursor.' Blatt and Christie 

(1963) virtually ended such studies by concluding that the nature of 

quartz extinction was an unreliable criterlon for source determinations. 

Part of their argument was based on the argument that undulatory extinction 

could only be successfully evaluated by study with a universa.1 stage. 

Furthermore," they pointed out that most rocks were capable of supplying 

strained quartz grains, and only certain VOlcanic extrusi Yes were reliable 

sources of unstrained grains. Polycrysta1line fragments are possibly 

of greater value, but even so, much work is still required in order to 
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characterise the various optical criteria such as suturing, inclusions, 

grain shape, and crystal size (Potter et al 1972). Blatt (1967) 

attempted this suggesting that crystal size and morphology may help to 

distinguish gneissic and granitic poly crystalline quartzes. 

In the present examples, polycrystalline quartz varieties are 

reasonably common and three distinct forms have been found to be most 

common: 

Type I Large composite fragments showing marked undulose extinction 

and interlocking sometimes sutured grain boundaries, crystal 

size is generally large. 

Type "II Large composite fragments with strained or unstrained ext-

Type III 

inction and sharp, straight crystal boundaries. , Crystal size 

, is again large, and inclusions are abundant. 

Smaller composite fragments with small internal cry'stal size 

and polygonal boundaries producing an interlocking' mosaic 

of fairly uniform sized crystals. This latter grouping may 

show some slight elongation and suturing of crystals, but not 

on . any' marke d scale. 

! / 

The first variety of quartz (Type I) is more abundant in the lower 

portion of the Dundarg Castle Conglomerate Formation and is considered to 
. 

correspond to the higher proportion of metamorphic rock fragments present. 

The second variety (Type II) dominates the majority of the sequence 

in the east and equates with abundant granitic detritus in this portion 

of the sequence. 

The third variety (Type III) is common throughout, but mostly in 

lower part~ of the sequences, r~lated to grits and psammitic schists. 

Although this relationship has not been studied in any great detail 
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a series of diagrams (Figures 4.17 and 4.18) summarise the general 

distribution of quartz types throughout the Outlier. 

'In the eastern coastal section at Quarryhead (Fig. 4.17) unstrained 

quartz is uncommon, a significant point considering the strong metamorphic 
.. 

influence of the source area. The high proportion of composite grains is 

attributed to the abundant psarnrni tic metasediments in the source area. 

Conposite grains are frequently attributed to igneous sources, but in 

this instance the'fragments are of types I and III, sutured grain boundaries 

confirming the metamorphic origin. 

, '. 
In the Dundarg Castle sequence (Fig. 4;17) composite grains are 

less 'frequent, monocrystalline st~ained grains predoininating. This' 

feature would be expected from the plutonic igneous rocks of the source 

area, but the apparent trend towards higher proportions of unstrained 

grains at higher stratigraphic levels (Fig. '4.17 ) is difficult to explain' 

as . conglomerateevid~nce doe~' not' indicate any significa~t change in the 

source area. Several factors must be considered: . 

(i) Granite detritus would intially rapidly produce strained 

quartz grains. 
" . 

(ii) Felsite being more durable would produce quartz grains 
.. ' 

,mo~ slowly, adding more unstrained grains, in distal ·sites • 

. (iii) Felsite would therefore produce a greater 'Proportion of 

slightly strained or at,ieast less strained quartz grains in 

distal sites. 
.'1 . 

(i v) It is also possible that the inevitable decrease in grain .' 

size in the higher, deposits (distal sites) means that strained 

grains will be less apparent in thin section. Also, it is 

well known that strained and composite grains are less. 

• durable and would therefore be expected to d~crease in uburrdance 

'. in more distal s1 tes. 
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In the eastern coastal section it is concluded that quartz type 

can compliment the evidence provided by conglomerate analysis, but this 

relies more on specific typing of the polycrystalline or romposite var-

ieties. 

In the western coastal section (Fig. 4.15) a similar trend exists, 

but as felsite is not present in any great quantity it cannot be responsible 

for the trend towards higher proportions of unstrained grains in the East 

Harbour Formation. It is concluded that such a trend is due to the 

overall finer grain size of these deposits. 

In the Central Coastal Section (Fig. 4.17) evidence is sparse, but 

the Pennan Head and Pennan Conglomerates have a composition reflecting 

their granite rich source area. More specifically, the composite grain 

type II is abundant 'and reflects this granitic source. Athigher 

stratigraphic levels pelitic material is introduced into the conglonerates, 

but this trend is not reflected in the quartz grain types. In the 

highest deposits, the Pennan Sandstones, the distribution of quartz types 

issirniia~ to the tmderlying granite rich sequence, yet the Pennan Sandstones 

are q~artzite rich. A consideration of composite grain types resolves 

this problem in.that the. type III grains are most abundant and reflect this 

quartzite source rock. Suprisingly, although quartzite has made a signi-

.ficant contribution to the Pennan Sandstone composite grains are quite rare. 

. . . 
In summary, the overall value of quartz type in the evaluation of 

source rocks appears· to be quite restricted, its greatest potential being 

in the study 'of varieties of composite grains (a region very close to the 

study of rock fragments themselves!). It would appear that quartz type 

is very sensitive to grain size variations in samples, and possibly also 

to· degree of transport. If the complex variables can be resolved, then 

perhaps quartz type may be of greater value. 
.. 

In proximal environments 

such as in the present study, the technique is regarded as too sensitive 



to many variables. 

4.8 (iii)b Feldspar 

'Orthoclase feldspar is the most abundant feldspar throughout .the 

succession, occurringin ~ wide range of weathering states from complete 

'ghost' grains to slightly seri~itised forms. Numerous grains show simple 

twinning. Microcline is a common constituent and demonstrates its 

greater resistance to weathering by its frequent lack of alteration. Many 

feldspar grains show perthitic intergrowths. 

, Feldspar content is quite ,variable, ranging from 47% in the 

Dundarg Castle Conglomerate sequence to zero in the Pennan Sandstone Form-

ation. 

The potassium feldspars observed are cloudy, generally twinned 

orthoclase feldspar.; Plagioclase feldspars are mostly albite and 

andesine compositions, they are quite uncommon, but show very little 
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alteration when present suggesting that their absence is lack of avail

ability rather than subsequent destruction. Untwinned ~lagiOCla~, f~lds~ars, 
although easily confused with quartz, are uncommon. 

;" '-

Feldspar is a potentially valuable tool in source rock evaluation, 

for example, acid plutonic'igneous rocks should provide a large amount 'of 

simple carlsbad twinned orthoclase feldspar (possibly zoned) along with 

a variety of twinned plagioclase feldspars. This contrasts sharply with 

metamorphic sources which supply unzoned orthoclase and untwinned plag-

ioclase (Blatt et al 1972). Because of the widd range of temperature/pressure.' 

conditions prevailing, metamorphic rocks theoretically provide somewhat . ., 

distinctive plagioclase feldspar assemblages. For example Blatt et al 

(op. cit.) regard feldspars with compositions An 0-7 to be low grade 

greenschist. facies, An 15-30 to be epidote-amphibolite facies, whilst 
< ." • • 

the range An 8-14 is absent or low in medium grade schists. Plagioclase 



of this latter range is regarded as abundant in granites. Granulites 

show small amounts of plagioclase with a composition in the An 30-40 

range and are frequently associated with perthitic orthoclase feldspars. 

Orthoclase should predominate over micro cline in high grade metamorphic 

facies except migmatites. 

In the present situation, in the light of such comments, feldspar 

would certainly appear to be of very little value. Orthoclase feldspar 

is in many cases abundant, certainly dominating microcline and occasionally 

zoned. Perthitic intergrowths are frequent, but never ab~~dant. 

Plagioclase feldspar has been studied only briefly, and without th~use of 

the universal stage, .and shows compositions ranging between An 10 and A~ 

45, with values in the order of An 35 being most common. The majority 

of plagioclase feldspars are twinned. 

Clearly the orthoclase feldspar could suggest that derivation was 

. from a granitic source, or a high grade metamorphic source. The plagioclase 

implies possibly high grade metamorphics, but such rocks (Granulites) would 

provide a lot of perthite, and the proportion of perthite is certainly 

not high. The paucity of plagioclase with low·An values does not support 

the idea thatgranite was a major contributor yet in the Dundarg Castle 

Conglomerate sequence where granite pebbles are abundant, the values of 

plagioclase composition would not appear to support their presence~ 

A consideration of the immediate and most probable source area 

adds further confusion in that plutonic igneous rocks, a range of meta-

morphic rocks and possible migmatites all may have contributed to the 

sediments at anyone time. Clearly, in such an assembly (apart from 

true migmatites, an assembly which is supported from clast composition) 

a whole range of ~eldspars would be tiliiquitous (see also Pettijohn et al 

1972). Therefore, although the present study has indeed only been brief, 
. 

the value of feldspar as an indicator of provenance is regarded as being 
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low, particularly in regions such as the Scottish Caledonides where the 

'feldspar producers' offer fairly wide but similar ranges of comp,osi tion. 

,Perhaps the most valuable, but again restricted type of conclusion 
--.--..-.----'-~------ __ 4 __ _ 

to arise, is that the total absence of more calcium rich feldspal~ 

implies that the few basic intrusions possible in the source al~a did 

not contribute detritus in any great magnitude. TIle restriction to such 

a conclusion is unfortunately a severe one - calcium rich feldspar is 

extremely unstable relative to other plagioclase feldspars, and would not 

be expected'to survive even mild soil forming processes. 

4.8 (1ii)c Mica 

• Although the proportion of muscovite, biotite, and ~~lorite 

present within the sandstones has contributed to the 'rock fragments' 

component of the sandstone classification diagrams, the interpretation 

of the significance of these minerals is qui te difficult as no major 

studies have been made of the relationship to source rocks. 

In general, granites are considered to produce mainly biotite 
, ~. j, ", '. 

with smaller amounts of muscov~te. Pegmatities probably offer the reverse. 

Metamorphic rocks may offer all three, but in the pre-sent instance the 

local source area would be expected to contribute mainly muscovite and 

chlori te. 

Folk (1974) considers that many factors may influence the availability 

of mica in sediments, and for this reason it is considered that mica is 

of little value in source area reconstruction. Folk (op. cit.) points 

out that biotite is probably the most abundant mic~ in source rocks, yet, 

in sediments muscovite is on average four times more abundant. The ahund-
i 

ance of the three micas is dependpnt upon: 

(i) their differing durability 

(ii) th~ir differing chemical stability 

(iii) their differing deposi tional characteristics due to their 
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shape making them act hydraulically differently to other' 

minerals. 

(iv) the possibility of the early introduction of authigenic 

mica. 

In the present instance, biotite and chlorite have suffered 

extensive hematisation, whilst muscovite remains relatively tmaltered. 

The size of biotite and muscovite grains is. quite variable, but in 

general biotites occur in larger flakes than do muscovite. Chlorite 

always occurs in very small flakes only. No authogenic micas ha~~ been 

observed • 

. While large biotites have been observed in sediments such as the 

Dundarg Castle 'sequence which have a known granite rich source area, large 

biotites have also been found in the Crovie Sandstone sequence, a sequence 

containing no granite material. In the latter instance, large biotites 

have been observed in composite quartz grains of type I, regarded as 

being of metamorphic origin. 

While biotites may not directly assist source area reconstruction, 
... 

. @may give indirect evidence.· For example, in the \~est Harbour and Castle 

Hill Sandstone Formations, biotite is abundant, often in quantities 

greater than the normally dominant muscovite. Granitic material is 

uncommon in sediments of this part of the sequence, but the relative 

. abundance of biotite' may indicate that granitic material haS been rapidly 

destroyed to liberate the high quanti ties of mica, and therefore that 

granite may have been a far more important component in the source area 

than at first apparent from a study of conglomerates alone. Unfortunately 

very little conglomerate material exists to allow a stud'J of the possibility 

of a metamorphic source of the biotite to be considered. 
, 

Overall, in the present study, mica is regarded to be of little 

value in source area reconstruction being variably susceptible to many 



different factors. If such factors can be evaluated and allowances 

made, biotite may offer information in addition to conglomerate evidence 

(such as the example in the previous paragraph) but alone is probably 

of little value. 

4.9 (i) Sandstone Composition (Rhynie Outlier) 

Figure 4.18 summarises the results of the present study, again 

analysis has been restricted to medium and fine grained sediments. 

The earliest sediments represented in Fig. 4.19 are from the lower 

red shales. Compositionally, these lowest deposits are distinct in their 

high rock fragment component, being comprised of a.variety of pelitic, 

psammitic and schistose metasediments, with an even larger con~onent of 

quartzitic fragments •. On top of these 'genuine' rock fragments, the 

total rock fragment component in the figure is boosted by quite a large 

amount of mica predominantly muscovite and chlorite, no biotite having 

. been observed. 

Orthoclase is common, but 'simple' untwinned orthoclase is common, 
------------- -.-. -----_. - .. _--

no microclin~ or' perthitehave-been observed. In addition, much of the 

orthoclase appears as large strained grains. 

The overlying Tillybrachty Sandstones have a high quartz content 

presumably in,direct response to the high quartzite content of the 

conglomerates. The .rock fragment component is 10\", due to the virtual 

absence of any form of. mica. Although quartzite contributes significantly 

to the cpnglomerates, rock fragments are uncommon in the sandstones, those 

present are regarded as being of quartzitic origin as they show highly 

sutured composite quartz forms. 

Plagioclase is ... ~te !igh, but orthoclase still predominates with 

large amounts of mircrocline and perthite being present. 
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The Quarryhill Sandstones are quite conparable with the underlying 

Tillybrachty Sandstones, but differ in a higher feldspar content, with 

notably higher plagioclase •. Rock fragments are boosted by a large Tnca 

content. In p~rticular a vast increase in the proportion of biotite. 

Rock fragments sensu stricto are very rare •. 

The Dryden Shales again compare very favourably with underlying 

sediments, but differ in a lower feldspar content and a high rock fragment 

component due solely to the abundant mica present. 

4.9 (ii) Discussion and Conclusions 

The'detrital mineralogy of the Rhynie sediments is considered to 

offer'little information of value towards source~area reconstruction. A 

major point of interest however has been the presence in quantity of 

strained orthoclase feldspars in the lowest sediments. This evidence, 

combined with quartzitic composite quartz fragments combines with a 

distinct lack of mica to suggest that earlier indications that the sediment 

may have been derived from the west or south west could have some support 

in the detrital mineralogy. Firstly, the strained feldspars could have 

been derived from earlier forceful granitic intrusioris which may have 

suffered further deformation during later stages of the Caledonian Orogeny, . . 

or, secondly, the strained feldspars may have been derived from gneisses 

or migmatites. Early permissive granites occur both east and west of the 

present outcrop of the Rhynie Outlier as do migmatites, but the western 

region could provide both migmatiti~ material, early Caledonian granite 

and quartzite. Such evidence therefore although hardly conclusive does 

add at least some support to the views made earlier. 
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PART C - PALEOGEOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION 

4.10 (i) Introduction 
) 

, In 'recent years much work has been carried out on the sedimentology 

of the Orcadian Basin (see Donovan 1971, Foster 1973, Plimmer 1974, 

McAlpine 1978), but to date no attempt has been made to reconstruct 

the 'pale~geography of the basin as a whole. This omission is partly due 

to the problems involved in the interpretation of paleoslopes in 

marginal and distal lacustrine sediments.' 

The object of this section is to attempt to delineate more precisely 

the limi~s and' paleogeography of , the Orcadian sediments of the south 

eastern Moray Firth, and to place these dp.posits into some regional 

context. 

Broadly speaking the Lower Old Red Sandstone sediments of the 

Gamrie Outlier were deposited in ~ series 'of continental alluvial environ-

mentsmarginal to both the Orcadian Lake apdthe 'Caledonian Mountain 
I 

Massif'. Deposition was initiated by Alluvial Fan coarse clastics, but 

with succe~sive deposition aggradaticn of the alluvial depositional 

surface resulted in fan recession and the establishment of a broad pied-

mont surface which was stable for long periods of time. In many places 

aggradation was slow and extensive calcrete profiles developed. Earth 

movements tC'wards the end of the Lower Old R(!d Sandstone ,times caused 

an advance of rejuvenated fans across this piedmont plain, and heralded 

the initiation of earth movements which eventually caused the folding 

and faulting of the Lower Old Red Sandstone sediments prior to the' 

deposition of, thick Middle Old Red Sandstone conglomerates. The Middle 

Old Red Sandstone deposits of the area confirm that alluvial processes 
, 

were renewed, and rapidly dominated the scene. £ome evidence suggests 

that these fan deposits may have flanked a lacustrine environment, and 
, 

toward the top of the exposed sequence the southernmost extent of the 



Or ca dia n Lake is a ppa r e nt in t h e findo n Fish Be d . 

The pre vi ous cons iderations of sedime ntology , p a l e ocurre nt t r e ncls 

a nd c ongl omerate compos iti on con c l ude d t h a t the Gamrie Out1ier exi ste d 

ess ential ly as an i n t ermontai n ba s i n ope n to the no r "th . 

4. 10 ( i i ) Ca use a nd Ti min g of Up Ji ft 

Dewe y ( 1969 and 1971 ) a nd Dewey and Pankhurs t (1970 ) p rovide 

detai l s of the Caledon:Lan Oro geni c events , inc l udin g e nvi sage d cross -

s e ct i on s thr o ugh n or th Br ita in up t o and incl uding the De vonia n period. 

The y de monstrate a hypothes is tha t the i nitiation of a Bennioff zone , 

a nd e ven t ua l clos ure of the Lower Pa l eozoi c ' prot o- At l antic Oce a n ' 

( Iapetus ) r es ul t e d i n the Ca ledoni a n earth rno vemen"t s r espons ible for 

t h e up l i ft o f V-i ha t e ven tually bec e.rne t he Old Re d Sandstone c ·.:mtine nt . 

Bo-tt ( 1964 , 1965 ) had previous ly pr ovi de d a wor k i n g hypothes i s for 

b a s in ori gin, recently app Ji e d by Le ede r (1972) in h i s out line o f Border 

Paleogeogr'aphy , l arge ly b a sed on the presen ce o f c r us t a l t e nsion a l 

s tress set up during uppe r mantle f l O'." nort h\"ards t owards this n eHly de v -

e l ope d Benioff zone . 

The ort ho t e ctoni c zone of the Scottis h Hi ghlands r e maine d r e l a tively 

stable , and b ear s e vide nce of a l ong and involve d t h e r mal histor y , during 

vlhich t i me ris i ng magmas as ce nded from the t.:nde r l ying Be nio ff zone . 

Th i s r i s e o f magma i s we l l de rrp nstrated by the abundan t ' newe r granites ' , 

a n d con tempor an e ous volca ni c outpouri ngs of the Lorne l a va p l a t e a u . 

Post-tec t oni c acti vity has been da ted by Brown E: t: a l ( 1 968 ) b a s ed 

on grani te crystallisation dates . He con c l ude d tha t t h e peri od of 

maximum intpus i.on \'Ias Lf OO - 390 m.y . ago , i:llthough the r a n ge of events 

cov(~ rs t he period Lf30 -. 370 Tn .y . , a n d points to t be l on g tel'm a vailab i l i TY 

o f f,l'an i t i c l1lugT!1 s . J3rown noted t ha t t he clilnax o f gran i te e rnp lace lnent 

waf3 some 20 m. y . after the rc~f, ional mei:c:Jfflorph i c countr y r ock Has ' close ri ' 
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to argon, concluding that magma remained at depth until the end of the 

main tectonic event, after which they permeated to hi~~er levels simply due' 

to isostatic processes. 

Modern petrographic and structural analysis of the Scottish Dalradian 

has resolved the Caledonian orogenic event into a number of episodes of 

deformation and re-crystallisation, the culmination being migmatisation 

(Sutton 1965). Recent K - AI' dates suggest that radiogenic Argon was 

accumulating by 470 m.y.and hence the Dalradian metamorphic peak was pre 

470 m.y. ago (Harris et al 1965). liarper UQ'7) recognises accelerated. 

cooling of Dalradian metasediments between 450 and 430 m.y. and relates 

this to post-metamorphic uplift and folding. This uplift was associated 

with the intrusion of 'forceful' granites' such as those of Kennethmont,. 

Auchedly, Ben Tirrel etc. (Pankhurst·1970) and followed at around 400 m.y. 

by the introduction of the Aberdeenshire newer granites - for example. 

Peterhead, Aberdeen, and Bennachie (about 404 m.y.). These late permissive. 

intrusions form the b.ulk of the Grampian intrusions and demonstrate the 

extension of deep seated thermal activity into the Devonian. 

In the Midland Valley of Scotland sedimentation began in the Gedinnian 

(Friend 1967) or slightly earlier (Westoll pers. comm.) and thick sediments 

accumulated there are proof of the significant downwarp relative to ad

jacent areas. Thin sediment accumulation on boundlng blocks associated 

with thin lava flows confirm the relative uplift of these areas. 

Richardson (1967) has provided valuable palynological evidence 

relating to the timing of Old Red Sandstone 'sedimentation north of the 

midland Valley. Graben. The Dryden shales containing the Rhynie Cherts 

are now considered to be of late Siegenian age (Richardson pers. comm.), 

possibly early Emsian, whilst an Ewsian age for the Strathpcffer sediments 

is proposed (Richardson 1967). Emsian ages have been suggested on similar 

groundS by Collins and Donovan (1978) for the Ousdale Mudstones of south 
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Caithness; and as mentioned previously an Emsian age has been suggested 

(Collins pers. cornm.) from poorly preserved spores extracted from lowermost 

deposits of the Crovie Group at Gamrie. 

It seems, therefore, that the Old Red Sandstone sediments began to 

accumulate in the post-Caledonian orogenic episode as early as late 

. Silurian in the more rapidly downwarping Midland Valley Graben, whereas 

to the north the deposits at Rhynie' appear to have lagged until at least 

late Siegenian times, or even later at Gamrie. At Rhynie and at Gamrie 

the thickness of the sequence is much reduced in comparison to that of the 

Midland Valley (estimated to exceed 10,000 m). Rbynie and Gamrie may 

thus,represent condensed deposits, calcrete development does indicate 

long peri9ds of slow'aggradation in both areas, but probably not sufficient 

to accommodate some 10 to 20 m.y. It does seem likely on these grounds 

that sedimentation began somewhat later in areas north of the Midland 

Valley ~ 

Towards the middle of the Crovie Group sequence the fining upward 

trend reverses and progressively coarser sediments approach from the west. 

As calcrete developments are abundant in the lower Crovie Group succession 

this portion may be regarded as occupying longer time than the rapidly 
. , 

accumUlating coarser upper portion. Tectonic events causing this coarsening 
I 

probably occurre~ during late Emsian times, and eventually caused uplift 

and folding of the LOvler Old Red Standstone sequence. Al though sediment-

ological evidence suggests that Middle Old Red Sandstone deposition 
" 

followed shortly after, the time gap cannot be estimated. The thickness 

of the conglomerate following is uncertain, certainly in excess of 400 m, 

but accumulating up until late Eife1ian times when an extension of the 

Orcadian Lake allowed deposition of the Findon Fish Bed. There is no 

evidence at Garnrie to suggest that deposition continued for any length 

of time into the Givetian. ---- --------
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.4.10 (iii) Limits of Sedimentary Basin 

As mentioned previously (page l'4-) paleocurrent and sedimentoligical 

studies conclude that the Old Red Sandstone of the Gamrie Outlier was 

essentially derived from the Caledonian Continent immediately to the 

south. It is important that the limits of this basin are recognised in 

order to reconstruct a regional paleogeography, and in particular to 

evaluate the relationships between the.sediments of the Gamrie Outlier 

and those further east. A more important problem is the relationship 

between the eastern Moray Firth sediments, and those of the Midland Valley 

Graben. 

The eastern limit of the Gamrie Outlier probably extended little 

further to the east than the present day outcrop, although the south 

easterly derived alluvial fans may have extended further into the 

Caledonian Highlands in the south east of the area. The general southern 

derivation of Lower Old Red Sandstone detritus indicates that closure 

occurred to .the south, whilst the extent of sedimentation to the west 

remains difficult to estimate •. Ashcroft and Wilson (1976) consider that 

the western edge of the basin may have been controlled by the influence 

of the Longmanhill Granite, they suggest a degree of fault control, and 

in particular that the Affor'sk Fault was active during Lower Old Red 

Sandstone sedimentation. The evidence used in support of this claim, 

slumped beds in the Castle Hill Sandstone Formation, is here regarded as 

invalid. The slumping present in these sandstones is of two forms:' 

(1) slumped foresets cn"the lee side of subaqueous dunes, and (2) bank 

caving in higher parts of the sequence. Neither of these phenomena 
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require tectonic instability for their development. In fact Potter and Pettijohn 

have used slump folds as a paleocurrent indicator (1963). 

Nevertheless, the present study concludes that in the west of the Outlier 
. 

sedimentation was controlled by an increa3ing westerly influence. The 
• , 

conclusions reached were that the Macduff Slate material, iiCiallY locally 



derived in the lower part of the sequence was eventually superseded by a 

restricted assemblage dominated by slate, but with additional small amounts 

of granitic material. With' the increasing coarse nature of the sequence 

a greater westerly influence is recognised until eventually Middle Old 

R~d Sandstone fans dominate. Faulting may have influenced this development 

but movement along the Afforsk Fault cannot be confirmed, and cannot be 

supported from the nature of the sediments adjacent to this fault in the 

Den of rindon • 

. It is concluded from the present study that the Gamrie Outlier was 

terminated quite close to the present western margin, and as slate rich 

alluvial fans may be up to 75% steeper than those derived from coarse 

grained rocks (Bull, 1964 ) it may be reasonable that the Lonemanhill 

Granite did form the western boundary to the basin. If this point is valid 

the influence of.this granite was clearly minimal as granite' content is 

small. 

A more detailed appraisal of the local paleogeography is not so 

easy, Friend (lffi7) considered criteria such as sediment thickness and 

grain size parameters of Old Red Sandstone sediments in the Midland yalley 

Graben, and was able to evaluate relative uplift of the source area. He 

was able to indicate the relatively small uplift of the Southern Uplands 

in comparison to the Grampian Highlands, and from sediment thickness trends 

he concluded ,that the order of uplift in the Crampian Highlands was 

greater towards the north east. 

Kennedy (1948) probably opened a path to the further evaluation of 

the nature and magnitude of the Caledonian Highlands by pointing out that 

the Highland metamorphic zones were arranged in a major 'southwestward 

plunging thermal anticline' in which hydrous zones (chlorite and biotite) 

give way regi.onally to kyanite towards the interior, and indicate a 
, ,.. .., . . 

greater depth of overburden towards the northeast. In northeast Scotland 
. , 

I, • 
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·andalusite characterises the Buchan assemblage and is regarded as coeval 

with kyanite development (Chinner 1966) representing high grade metamorphism . 
at higher crustal levels. ·Thus by such means it may be possible to 

interpret the regional form of the Caledonides and hence predict the 

general form of the early Orcadian Basin • 

. 
Dewey and Pankhurst (1~7o) estimate a 12 km mean depth for the 

, 

high level Buchan assemblages, and up to 20 km for Barrovian assemblages. 

The authors add that appeals to tectonic overpressures could not reduce 
\ 

these depth estimates significantly, although Fyfes (1967) re-estimation of 

the position of the triple point may reduce the estimates by half. Fig. 

4.20.illustrates the disposition of the metamorphic isograds, and if they 

can reasonably be assumed to reflect pressure and temperature relationships 

then their present day exposure may be regarded as a measure of burial and 

hence topography. As mentioned some confirmation of this exists in . 

Friend's conclusions that increased sediment thickness towards the northeast 

of the Midland Valley reflect greater uplift in the adjacent northeaster·n 

portion of the Grampian Highlands • 

. Further support for this comes from the distribution of the older 

forceful granitic intrusions of the region, the location of which will be 

a reasonable guide to regions of uplift. Migmati tes" also follow a 

similar distribution, and are reasonable evidence of deep seated processes 

(Turner' and Verhoogen 1950) and may. thus be taken as representing greater 

thicknesses of crust, and hence possibly topography. 
, . 
.. ", 

Recently,. much attention has be.en focused on potassium-argon 

dating of Highlan~ metamorphic rocks. Radiometric dates relate to time 

i and temperature during cooling and records the cessation of diffusion 

of radiogenic nuclide out of the system (Mool'bath 1967)._ 

Harper (1967b) considered that in general Phanerozoic K-Ar ages 

could be int£>rpreted in terms of oI'Oeenic processes, in that following 
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metamorphic re-crystallisation retentive minerals begin to accumulate 

radiogenic argon and with further cooling higher level metasediments 

accumulate radiogenic argon earlier than 101'ler level meta~ediments (Harper 

1967a). Dewey and Pankhurst (1970) illustrate the concept of argon 

fixing in terms of pressure and temperature relationships, and thus 

demonstrate that radiometric ages determined from argon measurements may 
, ' 

be a reliable indication of pressure and te~erature at a certain time, 

but more important they may allow speculation as to depth of b~ial. 

It· .. this: concept is acceptable, then old dates will indicate meta-

sediments which' cooled early and were therefore sla11owest. Younger ages , 

would belong to deepest metasediments, having cooled latest. This concept 

has been termed the 'uplift cooling hypothesis' 

and is re~arded by Fitch· Miller and Mitchell (1970) as being demonstrated 

"beyond reasonable doubt" in some cases. ·As examples they refer to the 

British Caledonides,the ,Western Alps, Eastern Alps, Appalachians, Western 

U.S.A., New Zealand, and the Grenville Province of the Canadian Shield. 

The idea is further supported and adequately summarised by Harper 

(1967) who considers that the spread of K-Ar ages in anyone area is 

specifically related to the post metamorphic cooling history, and such ages 

actually date a time of cooling related to uplift such that the conctituent 

minerals of higher level sediments accumulate radiogenic argon earlier 

than those of lower levels. 

Figure 4.21 is a reconstruction of the distribution of the 'chrontours' 

(K-Ar age dates) produced by Dewey and Pankhurst (1970). The age dates clearly 

support the implications of the metamorphic -isogruds, namely that the ~ 

no'rth eastern Grampians suffered relatively n.oro \;plift than the south west 
1 

portions. The implications are in full agreement though that the'ma~im~m 

overburden appears'to have been in the Inverness region, a region where 

early deposition of Old Red Sandstone is known to have occurred. 
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In relation to the present study, the metamorphic isograds combine 

with the K-Ar date evidence to indicate that the Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers 

were located within and ontha axis of the chlorite metamorphic zone, and 
~ . 

are surrounded by successively higher zones implying the presence of former 

mountain roots. 

This evidence is significant in that: 

(i) It adds support to the earlier view that the Gamrie Outlier 
I 

was in fact an enclosed basin open only to the north., 

(ii) It provides evidence for the possible topographic high loc-

ated to the immediate west of the Outlier and apparent in 

the sediments of the Gamrie Outlier as a swing of paleocurrents 

towards the west at the end of Lower Old Red Sandstone tiloos. 

(iii) It adds support to the idea that the Gamrie and Rhynie 

Outliers belon~d to the same intermontaine basin, and that 

the Rhynie Outlier probably did not drain towards the 

Midland Valley. This latter point would normally be apparent . . 

from paleocurrent trends, but in the present case data is 

sparse and acts only as a guide to paleoslope. 

The relative elavation implied from such evidence also allows certain 
, .. 

other broader points to be raised: 
1 ' r 

(i) From the implied elevation of the Grampians in the north east 

it would seem unlikely that a simple connection with the 

Midland Valley Graben could he possible.' (Such a connection 

is implied in recent geological maps produced by the Geological 

Survey) Cheshire (pars. comm.) supports this concl~~ion'and 

indicates that there is evidence to show that paleocurrents in 

the Old Red Sandstone of the Midland Valley initi~lly show a 

derivation from the Grampian Highlands, buttowards'the north 

east a strong axial component is pl'esent implying closure of 



the Graben to the north east. 

(ii) The relative high region in the Inverness area was probably 

weakened by the early movement along the Great Glen Fault. 

Stephenson (1972) and Mykura (pel's. comm.) record Lower Old 

Red Sandstone sedimentation into the axis of the depression 

eroded along this fault zone, sediment being transported from 

both north and south of the fault. 

(iii) Such a weakness was presumably responsible for the localised 

Lower Old Red Sandstone basins in that region, for example 

Strathpeffer, where the only truly lacustrine conditions 

prevailed during these early t1mes. It must be noted that 

such minor basins are in fact actually off the axis of the 

fault zone, the Great Glen Fault zone did not act as a major 

basin of deposition until Middle and Upper Old Red Sandstone 

times. 

(i v) The occurrence of Lo,,,er Old Red Sandstone on the southern . 
margin of the basin combined with a considerable gap in time 

before inundation by the Middle Old Red Sandstone Lacustrine 

development is problematical, particularly as Middle Old Red 

Sandstone lacustrine deposits flank the northern extension of 

the Highlands into Caithness. This may be related to the 

late Caledonian/early Lower Old Red Sandstone phase of 

'isostatic' readjustment. whereby numerous permissive granites 
{ , .. 

were emplaced. The Grampian region appears to have been the 

leading plate margin, and has suffered greatest permeation 
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of acid magmas.' It would therefore be expected to suffer 

greatest isostatic elevation during this late orogenic episode. 

It is therefore possib}-e that Lower Old Red Sandstone sediments 

w~re continually flUshed from the Grampian HiRhlands in 

response to such repeated adjustments and as evidence froID 

the Gamric Outlier shows in it~ rejuvenated fans overlying 
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Piedmont Plain deposits. On the other hand intense, 

adjustments to the north ~iy be expected and thus Lower Old 

Red Sandstone 'sediments would be buried and overstepped by 

Middle Old Red Sandstone as the sedimentary basin subsided. 

It is suggested therefore that at least some of the apparent 

difference in elevation of the deposits of the Orcadian 

Basin may be due to differential subsidence in the post 

, orogenic episode. ,~ 

(v) The extension 'of the 'chrontourfi' beyond Caithness would imply 

relative topographic highs to the west of Orkney, and in fact 

such a feature is confirmed both in this region and further 

north in Fair Isle and in Shetland, where the author has 

observed a local basi'n margin to the west on the Isle of 

Foula. 

(vi) Perhaps a more regional implication to arise from the present 

study is that as the Rhynie and Gamrie Outliers drained to 

the north, and this would leave only a very thin strip of 

the Caledonides to supply the ~1idland Valley Graben. This 

, portion' of the Caledonides is regarded as having suffered 

maximum uplift, and in fact provided as much as 15,000 m. of 

sediment to the northern end of the Graben. For the Caledonides 

to have such a relative elevation, it would seem to imply that 

'the Rhynie and Gamrie Outliers were probably 'perched' basins. 

Thu"l in summary, it would appear that the Orcadian Basin consisted of 

a subsiding elongate basin flanked by Caledonian Mountains which were 

broken by the GI'eat Glen Fault, and probably subsiding slightly in the 

north. Sediment was derived from these highlands, transported northwards 

from the Grampia.n region and east/northeast from the North of Scotland. 

A major disagreement is the l'lykura (pel's. comm.) considers that the 

lacustrine environlrent existed to the north, and ~ediment derived from the 



highlands and the Great Glen were transported eastwards along a broad 

alluvial plain. From the present study the elevation of the region to 

the·west of the Gamrie Outlier is regarded to be a significant topographic 

feature, and would prevent the existence of a broad easterly paleoslope 

from Inverness •. The small outcrops of Old Red Sandstone along the south 

of the basin add slight support to this in that they appear to indicate 

that sediment transport was either northerly, or biased to the west 

(the evidence in support of this must be stressed as being very weak!). 

It is therefore considered that the more logical conclusion is that these 

regions supplied the northerly Orcadian Lake more directly • 

• Sediments began to accumulate at a very late stage of the Caledonian 

Orogeny ~hen periods of prolonged stability allowed extensive calcrete 

development. Movement along the Great Glen Fault was also an early event. 

§ediments to the north of the zone having yielded Seigenian spores (Mykura 

pel'S. comm.). As the trends of the Great Glen and Gamrie and Rhynie . 

boundary faults have a somewhat common direction, it may be possible that 

the faults originated during the same period of stress. 

Toward the end of Lower Old Red Sandstone time, tectonism was ~juv

enated, causing folding and faulting of Lower Old Red Sandstone sedinents 

and a swing in source area to the west. This period of deformation may 
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be analogous to the event which caused extensive folding in the north of 

the basin in the Walls Formation of Shetland (regarded as being of late 

Lower or very early Middle Old Red Sandstone age), and also, the compressive 

episode responsible for the development' of the Struie Thrust near Inverness 

(also regarded as being of the same age as the lialls deformation). 



'1·.10 (iv) Possible Connection Bet,.,ecn The Gamrle and Rhynie Outliers 

AlthougppaleocurTent evidence is weak (particularly from the Rhynie 

Outlier) it has been concluded from the present study that both the Gamrie 

and Rhynie Outliers drained in general t~ the north toward the 'Orcadian 

Lake' or its Lower Old Red Sandstone precursor. 

Recent geophysical evidence provided by Ashcroft and Wilson (1976) 

(discussed in more detail on page ~ID ) indicates that the Gamrie Outlier 

is lar~ly fault controlled on both east and west margins with major 

0200 faults paralleling the regional Dalradian strike. The authors 

consider that such faults are Old Red Sandstone in age, and may therefore 

have·been syndepositional •. This major fault trend is similar in both 

Outliers, and although Ashcroft and Wilson did not extend their study 

as far as the Rhynie Outl~er it may be possible that similar Old Red 

Sandstone faults also governed the shape of the Rhynie basin. 

More recent studies by Ashcroft and Muir (1978) draw aLtention to 

the similarities between fault trends at Rhynie and Gamrie. If late 

cleavage trends are included in the consideration and taken to indicate 

late Caledonian structure, then they would indicate that both Outliers 

could easily have a common axis paralleling the axis pf the Boyndie 

Syncline and perhaps even influenced by the 'younger basic' suite of 

intrusions. These latter points are illustrated in Fig. ~ • .12. 

Although no direct evidence e'xists, it may be pertinent to consider 

the Cabrach and Tomintoul Outliers in relation to the present study area. 

It has been indicated that the source area for the Rhynie Outlier may 

have lay to the west or south west of the present outcrop, it is sugeested 

from the present study that a consideration of the composition of these 

outliers may provide information relative to the possible connection 'of 

these with the Rhynie Outlier. George (1965) considere d that much of the 

Grampians initially had a covering of 'Old Red Sandstone, it is possible 
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that the remaining outcrops simply represent the roots of major depressions 

in existence at that time. 

4.10 (v) Detailed Paleogeography of the Northern Part of the Gamrie Outlier 

Sedimentological studies assisted by analysis of detrital mineralogy 

and paleocurrent eviden~e are regarded to indicate a somewhat restricted -_ .. _-_._.-- --

sedimentary basin closed on all but the, northern side. Throughout the 

present study similar trends in facies d~velopment have been noted in 

different parts of the Outlier, but significant differences in composition 

of detritus have se'rved to isolate such similar facies from each other. 

Sedimentological evidence could provide no answer to the problems of the . 
interrelationship between the three coastal sections at Gamrie. 

Fortunately, Ashcroft and Wilson (1976) carried out a detailed 

geophysical study of the'Gamrie Outlier and were able to provide evidence 

which in many ways supports the conclusions made during the present stuay. 

Essentially, it would appear from the geophysical evidence that 

both the Strichen and Longmanhill granites may have influenced the local 

Devonian paleogeography, and also, sev~ral major faults have been j dentified 

running almost parallel with 'the present outcrop. These faults serve to 

step down the margins of the Outlier in Graben style and allow up to 1 km 

of sediment to accumulate in the axial regions. 

\ ,; 

In the north of the Outlier Ashcroft and Wilson (op. cit.) indicate 

a basement structure which could conceivably have had a strong influence 

on the Old Red Sandstone paleogeography. The authors were able to combine 

several lines of geophysical evidence to indicate that the simple Graben 

like structure of the southern portion of the Outlier became more complex 
. 
to the north, ~eing replaced by a series of interrelated faults modifying 

the trend of the axis of the basin. The structural interpretation of the 
15 .2~ 

basin as indicated by Ashcroft and Wilson is reproduced in rig. 4. ' and 
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Accepting the influence of the two granites on sedimentation, the Strichen 

granite providing abundant granite rich debris to the eastern section 

while the less well exposed Longmanhill Granite merely provided a topog-

raphic high in the Macduff Slate allowing a slate rich supply to the west. 

The deeper axis' provided by Ashcroft and Wilson would provide a solution 

to the previous mentioned problems by providing a means of channelling 

detritus from the south of the Outlier into the Central Coastal Section. 

A possible reconstruction of the region summarising the evidence of the 

present study, bu~ largely assisted by the basement evidence provided 

by Ashcroft and Wilson is illustrated in Fig. 4 •. ..zJ+ • 

4.l0.(vi) Destination of Drainage 

Three major areas of Lower Old Red Sandstone sedimentation are 

apparent from the present outcrop: 

(i) Sarclet region (Caithness) 

(ii)Strathpeffer region (near Inverness) 

(iii) Gamrie region (north east Scotland) 

At Strathpeffer, alluvial fan conglomerates rapidly give way to 

highly bituminous laminated lacustrine limestones. Donovan (1971 and 
- . 
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pers. comm.) considers the north east transport of large amounts of sediment 

in the Sarclet Group and the replacement of this facies by playa lake 

facies towards the north east, as evidence supporting the hypothesis of 

a Lower Old Red Sandstone 'Orcadian Lake' under the present Moray firth 

north east of Caithness. With this hypothesis, Strathpeffer exists as 

an early but very localised lacustrine development. 

It must be concluded from the present study that although the 

Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers drained in general to the north, the ultimate 

destination cannot at this stage be confirmed. 
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Sedimentological considerations (chapter 3) probably raised 

an important issue. The lowermost deposits indicate that ephemeral rivers 

debouched onto a piedmont floodplain. Initially this may have been 

their ultimate destination, as the evidence suggests that floodwaters 

were commonly ponded in this region. In the later part of the Lower Old 

Red Sandstone at Gamrie, the mechanisms of sediment transport were of 

greater magnitude and persistence. Perhaps at this time a link may have 

been developed with an 'Orcadian Lake' to the north. 

4.10 (vii) Climatic Conditions 

The interpretation of extensive carbonate developments in various 

parts 'of the sequence (chapter 7) as calcretes is probably the best 

climatic indicator available in the sediments studied. 

, 
Calcretes at present are a world-wide feature of arid and semi-arid 

regions, and Goudie (1972) has noted that Tertiary/Quaternary calcretes 

are also largely restricted to semi-arid regions. Even so, care must be 

taken. Goudie (1972) draws attention to the fact that " ••• caution needs 
.,. . , 

to be exercised in the use 'of calcrete as a paleoclimatic indicator ••• " 

". •• for climate is but one of the factors in its de· ... elopment ••• II. 

As considered in chapter 1 , precipitation, run-off, relief, and temperature 

are important factors in calcrete development, and contribute to the 

difficulties in evaluating climatic conditions. Nevertheless, it is 

probably reasonable to assume the vague implications of recent calcrete 

distributions, i.e. that a dry climate existed with periodic rains. 

These implications hold for the lowermOst Old Red Sandstone of the 

Gamrie Outlier, and are supported in part by the nature of the sediments 

in"which the calcretes are developed. In chapter 3 , the sequences 

comprising.this lower fining upward sequence were interpreted as lareely forming by , 
ephemeral events, allowing slow aggradation of floodplain areas. Flood 

events were regarded as infrequent, but possibly large in magnitude. This 



hypothesis would tend to support the suggestion of fa dry climate with 

periodic rains' • 
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'In the upper portion of the Lower Old Red Sandstone at Gamrie the 

sediments are interpreted as recording significant changes in both magnitude 

and persistence of deposit~onal processes. Aggradation became quite rapid, 

and significantly, calcretes are absent from the coarsening portion of the 

sequence. The important questions which must be considered are: 

1. Does this coarsening sequence record climatic change. 

2. Or, Could such changes by purely a response to greater catchment 

area? 

These are difficult questions to answer. Certainly the coarsening 

portion of the Lower Old Red Sandstone sequence as exposed is derived from 

a more westerly and hence different catchment area, but whether this 

could be solely responsible for the change in sequence is difficult to 

evaluate. The conclusions of the present study are that the ephemeral 

streams predominant in the lower sequence are incompatible with the 

apparently 'more permanently established streams' of the upper sequence, 

and may thus record at least some increased precipitati.on. Mykura (pers. 

comm.) has noted that certainly in the Middle Old Red Sandstone a greater 

catchment and run-off is indicated. It may follow that climatic changes 

initiated during the Lower Old Red Sandstone times became well established 

during Middle Old Red Sandstone sedi~entation ~nd were an important 

factor in the vast expansion of the Orcadian Lake. This expansion was 

ini tiated during late Lower Old Red Sandstone times, reaching a climax 

at the Achanarras horizon during the Middle Old Red Sandstone. 

This apparent change may in fact be the initiation of a cycle of 

change which ultimately culminated in the certainly more humid Carboniferous 

Period. 



CHAPTER 5 



TR.~CE FOSSTLS IN THE Gl\f.lRIE AND RHYNIE OUTLIERS 

5.IIntroduction 

The recognition of several apparent forms of trace fossil 

is regarded.as important,' being at present the only clue to the Lower 

Old Red Sandstone fauna in North Eastern Scotland. Five structural 

forms have been recognised, three of which are confidently regarded as 

of biogenic origin. The fourth and fifth remain problematical. 

(i) Large scale vertical and horizontal meniscus-filled structures • 

.(1i) Small scale inclined "burrows". 

(iii) Small scale surface markings. 

(iv) Mud-lined vertical "tubes". 

(v) Branching carbonate-filled "tubes". 

5.2 Vertical and horizontal meniscus-filled structures 

5.2. (i) I~troduction 

Unusual vertical cylindrical and horizontal pipe-like meniscus

filled sedimentary structures have been observed in the siltstone and 

sandstone members of the New Aberdour Siltstone Formation, and the viest \ 

Harbour Formation. Allen (1961) described structures similar to those 

described. here from a number of localities in the "lelsh Borders. He 

referred to these structures as "sandstone plugged pipes" and suggested 

that they formed purely as a result of physical processes. From the 

present study a biogenic origin is strongly favoured, but throughout the 

discussion the term "sandstone plugged pipe" has been retained (for 

descriptions) and is intended to have m'Jrphological implications only. 

" <. 

5.2. (,ii) Descri~tion 

:J 1 i 

At Gamrie two forms of structur.e have been differentiated on the basis; 



of their attitude and internal structures. 

(i) Vertical structures, here termed cylinders, 

(ii) Horizontal and inclined pipes, 

The general form and relationships observed are schematically illustrated 

in Figur,e 5.1. 

Cylinders 

Cylinders are restricted to sandstone horizons and show little diversity 
. 

in general form. They are inclined normal to bedding and show a circular 

to sub-circul~r section (Figure 5.2a) with occasional minor swellings 

along their length. The sediment infilling is similar to that of the host 

sandstone except for rare silty fi~s parallel and close to the vertical 

walls which suggest minor adjustments of shape and size during formation 

of the structure. The cylinders always cut the host sandstones cleanly 

and have never been observed to branch. Unfortunately the upper term-

ination_of such cylinders have never been observed, the lower termination 

being seen only in two cases where it consisted of a smooth, rounded 

concave upward sandstone projection into the underlying siltstone.· In 

one of these examples the lower termination had a short horizontal side 

projection (Figure 5.1). 

The cylinders are commonly isolated, widely spaced and in .thick~r 

sandstone units, but at Counter Head (Figure 5.3, locality D) they 
. . 

frequently show interlocking relationships (Figure 5.2a), suggesting 

slight lateral migration of their position. Less commonly they are cut 

by horizontal pipes, or, as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2a, pipes appear 

to originate or terminate at the sites of cylinders. The dimensions of 

cylinders from Gamrie are listed in Table 5.1. As no cylinders have been 
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avga. 1. Ces - 60-90 . - ~ 40 ,0 

11\':. 1. C:118 - ~ 40 2' 41 46 100 170 50 70 170 70 

lI'o. , 4 4 2, 156 1 23 16 40 66· " 
(.L) Ditt:l!1 Priorll. mell. t 96 t (X). tr .. Dav. rennsylvanla. Woodrow and Fletcher. 1966 

(B) l~idleto~ ~cr1ven -. (L) lleaconi te~ /!."lt~retlc1l3. Cevera et a1. 

(C) !1t-:e:-ly. • em ~ew Red SanJstone. S. Devon. Eid~OW3;Y. 1974. 

(u) Stoke St. l!11borough. • (tI) trpper Old Red. Orkne;y. l:c'up1:le. 1977 (pars COll:MI.) 

(E) ~.Jr4 1. • to) No" Jobol'Cour Shoro. £_1_. 'rhie St~. (cylindu·.) • 

(ij T-~CN 2. • (p) liev Abe~oar Shore. E:::s1c.n. • (pipaa.) • 

(a5 S • .anlal::e ~1l3'. Pe::!b. • (Q) Counter lJ",Gd. E;:!ul.an. • (cyl1:lderll) • 

(l1) J...-::o:to F-..on •• !enco. RomIr and. Olse!l. 1954 (It) . Coun';or &,,4. Emslan. • (:llpea). 

(I) LoYor Fer=ian Xew VAnco. Vaughn. 1 S64 (S) ):Ousa. Shet1.md. Civet1aA. • (~i.,.a). 

(J) V. Carbo:1!.!oroUQ Y.1choeQi. Carroll. 1 9(,4 

I 

Table 5.1 Swnma.ry of physical dimensions of ·plugged. pipe' type structures from the present 

study, &nd from the recent literature. 
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observed to traverse the thicker interbedded siltstones the maximum 

length is probably c. 60cms (i.e. maxjmum sandstone thickness). However 

. the maximum observed length is 24cms. 

Horizontal and inclined pipes 

These have a similar surface form to the sandstone plugged pipes 

described by Allen (1961), but differ significantly in section. In the 

Gamrie forms an internal layering or meniscus fill is developed, consisting 
. 

of sharp alternations of sandstone and equal or greater thicknesses of silty 

sandstone, the latter being commonly laden with angular siltstone clasts, 

(Figure 5:3). A comparison of Fiqure 5.1 with Allen's (1961) Figure 5 

shows that at Gamrie the surface form of long pipes with co1inear curved 

features is much shallower than those of the Welsh borders. 

The greatest number of pipes occur as individual horizontal structures, 

although quite a large number show a tendency to coalesce (Figure 5.2b). 

A small number of pipes are related to cylinders, apparently originating 

or terminating at such sites (Figure 5.2a). It may ~e fortuitious that 

this latter relationship is seen; pipes may predate cylinders which were 

sited coincidentally at the ends of pipes. 

The dimensions of pipes may show slight variations along the length 
, 

and although it is difficult to observe and quantify, pipes may also become 

gently inclined along their length (Figure 5.2c) but to what degree and 

over what distance is impossible to estimate from the exposure available. 

The curved internal bedding illustrated by Figure 5.3 show no 

preferred sand grain orientation, although siltstone clasts do occur with 

their longer axes parallel to the curved internal bedding. 



The inclination of each set of internal bedding surfaces is variable 

wi thin a pipe (Figure 5 ~ 3), • At the base the bedding surfaces are ' 

tangential to the erosive lower surface of the pipe but the inclination 

increases with increasing height \dthin a pipe until at a position 

near to the top of the pipe the bedding surfaces stand vertical or may 

o even be overturned b~' up to 15 from vertical. Occasionally, as shown in 

(Figure S.3a) the internal bedding surfaces when overturned may be packed 

by the next unit, bending double before being covered by the next unit, 

giving a sense of direction during formation. 
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The inclination of the internal bedding shows no preferred orientation 

except where the pipes are connected to cylinders, or where they are 

inclined. In the former case the sets are inclined such that they dip 

towards a conne~ting cylin~er whilst in the latter instance the dip is 

always "up the pipe". Significantly, each internal bed continues to the 

roof of the pipe and effectively seals the conduit. As internal bedding 

appears related to the position of a cylinder, and as the latter never cut 

pipes but may themselves be cut by pipes, a genetic relationship between 

pipes and cylinders is probable. Contrary to this genetic sequence'is the 

evidence displayed in Figure S.2a where a cylinder, apparently related to 

a pipe, is cut by a later cyllnder; thus proving that cylinders may in 

fact post date pipes. 

At Counter Head (Figure SA locality D), the sandstone host to the 

pipes and cylinders is extensively subaerially desiccated, but in none of 

the examples'studied does this desiccation post-date these irregular 

surface markings, except in that desiccation cracks originate from cylinders 

and pipes (Figure 5.2a). Major desiccation features do not traverse the 



structures. In all cases the pipe structures cut the host sediment 

cleanly and in the majori~y of cases do not modify it in any way. 

However at Counter Head bedding adjacent to pipes may be curved slightly 

below the pipe (Figure 5.2d)" suggesting that compaction has occurred 

during the production of the structure • 

. 5.2., (iii) Distribution 

The pipes and cylinders in the Gamrie Outlier occur throughout a 

wide variety of l~thologies and a total thickness of about 150 metres 

within which isolated pipes are only found at a few horizons. They are 

particularly abundant at one horizon and their maximum density of 

occurrence is restricted to 3m of sediment, laterally of quite variable 

lithology • 
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. At Gardenstown (locality A, Figure 5.3) and Crovie (locality B, Figure 5.4) 

only about ten pipes (no cylinders) have been noticed in a sequence of fine 

grained, very micaceous, sub-arkosic, ripple cross laminated red and buff 

sandstones commonly less than 40cm thick which fine upwards into flat 

laminated siltstones and eventually into laminated red muds with abundant 

desiccation cracks. A few infilled casts resembling small worm burrows 

have been recorded from this sequence. (See 5.3, page ~~') • 

At New Aberdour Shore (locality C) the host lithology is markedly 

different, consisting of +20cms of medium to coarse reddish sandstones 

showing abundant small trough cross stratified sets with numerous'gravel 

lags and pebble strings. Pipes and cylinders occur here in abundance 
.. . 
showing no obvious preference for sediment grade or bedding type except that 

their development is in the upper 60cm and greatest on the top surface 

of this unit. 

\ 



At Counter Head (locality D), siltstones with a considerable 

development of pedogenic carbonate are overlain by thin flat yellowish 

buff, flne grained sandstones, whi~h pass up into thin interbedded sand

stones and siltstones. The thinly bedded sandstones (c. 3cm units) show 

a very dense development of all forms described, and also illustrate 

the greatest variation in interrelationships. The thicker basal unit 

shows the development of horizontal pipes and cylinders only in the 

upper.lOcms, by far the greatest development occurring i.n the thinly 

interbedded sandstones and siltstone units. 

5.2. (iv) other Occurrences 

The distribution of plugged pipes has received little attention other 

than Allen's description (Allen ££ cit), casual reference has been made to 

their presence only in the Old Red Sandstone of Spit~bergen '(Dineley 1960,' 
\ 

Friend 1965) where structures similar to those described here occur in 

comparable sediments (Dineley and Friend pers corom). An individual 6cm 

pipe has been recorded by McAlpine (pers comm) in floodplain sediments of 

the Upper Old Red Sandstone of Dunnet Head. 
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Horne and Gardiner (1973) describe isolate, tubular, radially symmetrical 

structures 6cm to 12cm in diameter in reddish micaceous siltstones and 

medium sandstones at several levels in non marine late Devonian or early 

Carboniferous sediments of south west Ireland. Although apparently uncommon, 

they also record associated "elongate burrows and trails" of a similar 

size to the circular structures. They conclude that a biogenic origin 

is likely and prefer an interpretation as dwelling burrows rather than 

feeding or escap~ burrows. Seilacher (pers cow~ to Horne and Gardiner) 

suggests that burrowing coelenterates are a most likely organism. More 

recently Ridgeway (1974) has described 'problematical' trace fossils from 
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the New Red Sandstone of South Devon. In many ''lays the structures 

described are,very similar to those described here, particularly in shape, 

size and internal form and cross cutting relationships (Ridgeway op cit 

plate l7A,B, Figure 1) plus the ability to pass throu~h coarse clastic 

sediments. Diameters up' to 11.Ocm compare favourably whilst maximum 

lengths of l70cm and depth of 40cm are very close. Unlike many of the 

other examples cited, the South Devon examples also include inclined 

i' 

forms. Ridgeway supports a biogenic origin but rejects annelids and 

arthropods in favour of a reptilian origin. It is interesting to note that 
, . 

lungfish and hagfish were considered as possible sources. 

The present author has observed plugged pipes in the Upper Middle Old 

Red Sandstone on the Isle of Mousa, Shetland, where numerous pipes occur 

in a shallow water lacustrine facies similar to that described in the 

Orcadian Basin by Donovan and Foster (1971). Subaqueous shrinkage cracks 

are abundant, suggesting quiet water conditions with fluctuating salinity 

(Donovan & Foster, Ope cit.). The absence of large desiccation polygons 

suggests that drought conditions were never as far advanced as at Gamrie. 

Small, vertical, cylindrical, internally massive, sand filled structures 

have been described from the Permian and Carboniferous of the U.S.A. and 

attributed to the diverse species of aestiv~ting dipnoan fish which evolved 
,-

rapidly during the Palaeozoic era. 

/"" ",,-
Carlson (1955) describes a Permian lungfish and offers details of"their) 

aestivation burrows which are comparable to the structures described here. 

He records cylindrical burrows 1 - lOcms in diameter (45cms max. length) 

with well defined walls and a hemispherical base often ext~nding into the 

shale belo~. Majority are vertical and many show concentric internal 
.. .-. 

meniscus strur.ture (cf. Figure 5.1) and commonly burrows occur closely 

packed (cf. Figure 5.2a). 



Romer and Olsen (1954) d;'scribe aestivation burrows of Permian 

lungfish in the Arroyo Formation of New Mexico. They rePort vertical 

cylinders with smoothly rounded lower terminations. Their dimensions 

of 5.5 to lOcms compare favourably with the Scottish examples and those 

of the Welsh Borders. 

The Lower Permian of north west Mexico exhibits vertical or slightly 

inclined circular cylinders of 4.5 to 6.5cms diameter and up to 23cms 

3Z1 

length. Vaughn (1964) describes these and notes that the lower termination 

may bend to the horizontal. His examples were not true cylinders, their 

tops being dilated and with a bulbous base causing a flask-shaped appearance. 

Vaughn suggests that the lack of fossil remains in most burrows is 

explained because firstly the conditions necessary for aestivation by 

lungfish would be unfavourable for the preservation of bone, and secondly 

because lungfish were probably highly successful in survival by 

aestivation. Modern examples have been estimated to be capable of 

survival for periods in excess of 18 months (Smith, 1931). Vaughn thus 

contemplates an "environmental calamity" as the cause of the high bone 

contents in the cylinders of the Texas and New Mexico Arroyo Formation, 

concluding that the lack of skeleton parts" ••• does not seem to be 

strong evidence that these fish were not there, when it is remembered that 

the remains of lungfish are exceedingly rare even in the Arroyo Formation 

of Texas". The Carboniferous of the Michigan Coal Basin has yielded 

large, essentially straight cylinders of c.l5cms diameter and 41cms length 

with· spiral patterned sides caused by tail movement of the fish (Carroll, ~965). 

Carroll suggests that the earlier Dipnoi burrowed and remained straight 

rather thafihaving the coiled tendencies of modern examples. 
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Woodrow and Fletcher (1968) report cylinders 5 - lScms in diameter 

from the Upper Devonian of North East Pennsylvania. In section the' 

structures are subcircular to oval and have their long axes normal to 

. bedding. The bottoms of the cylinders are rounded and concave up\,lards, 

and, as in the present study, the cylinders only occur in the top 1.Sft 

(45cms) of sediment units. They may occur grouped or separated by several 
. 'l ~ 

feet. No fish 'remains have been found associated with the cylinders, 

although bone has been found in interbedded .lithologies. The environment 

of deposition of the host sediments is interpreted by Woodrow and Fletcher 

as being a broad fluvial plain or estuarine region with a development 

of pedogenic carbonate,' subjected to seasonal drought during which time 

the Dipnoans burrowed into the exposed river mud to aestivate •. 

Although a number of structures comparable to the vertical cylindrical 

forms described here have thus been noted, no horizontal or pipe like 

structures ever "relate to these examples. 

. 
Gevers et al (1971) describe a Devonian trace fossil from Victoria Land, 

> 

Antarctica, and although they do not offer detailed sections their 

descriptions and photographs prove very comparable to those described 

here •. The trace fossil they describe has been named Beaconites antarcticus, 
.. 

and typically may show a sinuous surface form, with curved internal 

bedding or septa as described from the present example. Branched forms 

are common, as are inclined forms. They range in size from 2.7 to 10.3cms, 

7.7 to 10.3 being the most common, and are thus very comparable to the 

Gamrie pipe structures. Steeply inclined or vertical burrows were noted, 

but few details offered that would allow comparisons with the cylindrical 

forms described here. Although Vialov (1962) initially recognised these . . 
Antarctic.forms he was undecided as to their origin. Gevers et al (on cit)/ , ________ .;;.Ja,. __ 

express little doubt in interpreting the structures as either rlurface or 



shallow annelid feeding burrows. Itolfe (pers corom. 1975) and Pollard 

(pers corom and 1976) have,observed similar surface forms from Lower O.R.S 

of Dunbartonshire and the T?r Bay breccias in South Down and consider them 

comparable to those described by Gevers et al (~ci~), but created as 

locomotion or temporary resting traces of amphibi'ans or reptiles. 

5.2. (v) Interpretation 

Allen (1961) considered several possible modes of origin for the 

sandstone plugged pipes of the Welsh Borders: (1) A hiogenic origin he 

felt was unlikely because of the large size of the structures, the 

absence of skeleton remains, and that the structures appeared to be 

unlike any attributed to organic processes. (2) He rcject~~ the notion of 

injection of sand and silt lubricated with water because of the shape and 

interrelationships of plugs and also the lack of associated sand ,veins 

and stringers. (3) Allen sug~ested that lithe most consistent explanation" 

was that rising water initiated tubular ducts in the unconsolidated 

sediment - choking of the ducts occurring when the velocity of the water 

fell below the settling velocity of any suspended detritus. 

A physical origin for the Old Red Sandstone plugged pipes described 

here is unlikely because:-

(a) The internal curved bedding is seen to seal the pipe completely and , 

thus would prevent further movement of water. 

(b) The pipes and cylinders cut through a wide range of lithologies but 

their morphology is not controlled by grain size as might be expected 

if they were formed by moving water. 

(c) They are restricted to the upper surfaces of thin sandstones and upper 

portions of thicker sandstone units. 

(d) Pipes may repeatedly coalesce. 



(e) Pipes appear to be genetically related to cylinders. 

(f) No change of form exists at the end of each pipe. 

(g) Cylinders have circumferential silt films and show evidence of 

slight lateral migration and size adjustment. 

(h) The lower terminations of cylinders project downwards into the 

siltstones below i.e. the cylinders originated from above~ and not 

from below. 

(i) Sedimentary structures in clastic sediments attributed to dewatering 

phenomena are usually folded rather than fragmented such as to allow 

the release of angular siltstone fragments into any released fluid. 

(j) The transport of large siltstone clasts and coarse sand in a . 

restricted pipe would presumably cause a significant rounding of the 

clasts. In fact the clasts are angular. 

(k) The·sides of cylinders and pipes are vertical, a phenomenon typical 

of damp rather than saturated sand. If the structure acted as a 

conduit for any length of time presumably collapse would occur as the 

sides became wet. Silt films parallel to the sides of cylinders 

suggest that the structure has witnessed several stages of development -

in none of the examples studied is there any evidence of collapse 

or winnowing of the sides of the cylinder. 

A biogenic mode of origin for the pipes and cylinders is a little easier 

to support. The lack of variation of size and form of the pipes even in 

differing lithologies suggests that they may not be produced by a hydrodynamic 
.~ > ' 

process which would presmnably produce different sized pipes depending on 
~ , 

the grain size of the host sediment and water velocity within the pipe. 

Pipes frequently pass through a variety of grades of sediment along their 

length, and no change in size or form o! the pipes is produced. This 
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'suggests that the mechanism producing the pipe was independent of the 

physical properties of the sediment. A burrowing organism would produce 

a burrow of fairly consistent dimensions irrespective of the nature of 

the sediment • 
. :., 

Similarly, a burrowing organism may pack sediment, secretions or 

excrement into a burrow sealing the tube behind it, and whilst in the 

process of burrowing or feeding could easily transport silt from the 

surface into the pipe. The pipes and cylinders are confined to the upper 

portions of sand units. They do not originate from below but instead 

from the silts above, suggesting entry from above. In the two examples 

of cylinders showing a lower termination the sand also projected down into 

the underlying siltstone. The sand lamellae of the pipes are wedge-shaped, 

(Plate 5.1) thinner at the base than at the top where the sand may be 

overturned. This could have resulted if a burrowing organism packed the 

sand into sheets by 'bulldozing' it along the pipe. 

Modern examples of l~ngfish burrows show clearly the presence of a 

mucous lining to the 'cocoon', it is conceivable that the vertical silt 

films'recorded in the cylinders from Gamrie are a vestage of such a lining, 

now only recorded by the presence of entrapped silt. 

As previously. mentioned, the sediment had undergone at least some 

desiccation prior to the development of the pipes and cylinders. This fact 

may add further support to the suggestion that the cylinders are in fact 

burrows. The sand and silt was clearly in a state of partial or total 
. , 

desiccation over the general period when the structures were produced, and 
. ' 

thus could have been produced by organisms trapped in ponded water on the 

floodplai~. This is the environm~'t at present daycausinq lungfish to 

aestivate, and although unrecorded, it is possible that the pipe like 

structures are a record of such an organism at.tempting to move through 



partially desiccated silt. Prom .... ·ork on Gambian lungfish, Jchnels and 

Svenson (1955) observed that modern lungfish 'awakened' by being placed 

complete with burrow in a tank of water left their "nests", but returned 

periodically for protection for up to 6 - 7 hours before resuming a 

normal free swimming life. If the silt had been totally desiccated the 

pipes may represent feeding trials initiated during a subsequent flood 

but this is unlikely to be the case as cylindrical aestivation burrows 

would not be produced in such a situation. The absence of cylindrical 

structures on Mousa may also be ascribed to the absence of advanced desic-

cation if the structures are correctly interpreted as aestivation burrows. 

Several cylinders show radiating desiccation cracks and thus 

suggest that the silt and sand was only partially desiccated (Figure 5.2a). 

Donovan and Archer (1975) have shown that natural or artificial 

inhomogeneities in desiccating mud can have a significant control on 

desiccation crack patterns. Thus it appears quite possible that the silt 

and sand was actually undergoing desiccation and that the structures 

described were in fact produced in response to this drying invironment. 

5.2. (vi) Discussion and Conclusions 

The evidence compiled seems favourable for the interpretation of the 

cylindrical structures as burrows. The pipe structures present a greater 

problem in that there is only one record in the literature of similar 

structures directly attributed to burrowing or feeding organisms. 

The majority of pipes are surface forms, occurring on the sand-silt 

interface and therefore may represent feeding trials rather than burrows. 

A discussion on the feeding habits of Devonian fish and other large aquatic 

organisms is beyond the scope of this p~per, particularly as the sediments 

considered are devoid of skelet~n fossil' remains thus offering no clues as 

to the identity of a suitable organism. (To date only one fish scale of 

3 ., ,.. 
.... v 



Porolepis a mid-water Crossopterygian, has been extracted from the entire 

Orcadian "Basement Groupll). 

Several of the major groups of fishes in existence could have 

offered individuals of the required size and bottom feeding habits 
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, . 

(Westoll, pers. comm.) but none has been noted to produce feeding structures 

similar to those described. In the Gamrie'outlier no evidence exists of 

any flora or fauna available in abundance to support a bottom feeding 

biota. Parrington (1958) suggested that the Anaspids and Heterostracans fed' , 

head down, steeply inclined to the bottom, and that the action of the 

hypocercal tail - elevating the snout during swimming (Kermack, 1943) actually 

served initially to enable the fish to plough through the bottom sediments 

in search of prey. Such a mechanism may be a source of structures similar 

to those described here. 

In an attempt to simulate the above feeding process, wet silt covered 

sediment'was prodded at a steep angle by an Scm wide blunt nosed object. 

It was found relatively easy to produce surface expr~ssions similar to the 

, pipes described,and also comparabl~ sections of internal bedding. This 
( 

apparently simple method of producing pipe like structures has several 

drawbacks. 

(a) Such a process cannot easily produce inclined pipes, and many of the 

horizontal pipes examined at Gamrie do become inclined along their 

length. 

(b) If the cylinders genuinely represent aestivation burrows, and the 

relationship between cylinders and pipes is not fortuitous, why do 

other examples of aestivation burrows not show the pipe like trails? 
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(c) Aestivating Dipnoans are not recognised as feeding by the method 

described by Parrington. 

(d) The organism responsible would be feeding immersed in water and not 

desiccating sediment as the evidence suggests. c. 

(e) The organism would need a mechanism of moving in a reverse direction. 

Unfortunately, however there 'is a complete absence of any surface 

markings attributable to pectoral fins or tail markings. 

On the other hand the suggested mechanism of formation of the pipe 

structures would strongly favour an origin silnilar to Beaconites. Gevers 

et al (op cit) suggest that annelids feeding in the nutrient rich surface 

sediments ingested and consequently excreted large volumes of sediment. 

The animals regularly pushed this bulky excrement, the product of 

rhythmic defecation, backwards to produce the curved pipe filling "as a 

result of peristaltic motion". 

The environmental interpretation, and the timing of development of 

such structures would favour a similar interpretation, although Pollard (1975) 

supports Ridgeways (1974) argument that defecation back packing is 

unlikely due to low organic content and coarse angular nature of the 

sediment. 

In conclusion, Ridgeway (l974), favoured a tetrapod origin for, the 

. structures, a mechanism also strongly supported by Pollard (1976) for the 

Permo-Triassic examples •. Rolfe'(pers. corom.) favours a comparison with 

Beaconites for the Old Red Sandstone examples he has observed. 



Clearly, due to the age of the sediments concerned, a tetrapod 

origin is highly linlikely! 1-7any of the features ma~' be explained by 

comparison with Ileaconites, but the strong rejection of this mechanism 

by Ridgeway (1974) and Pollard (1976) must be considered. The interpretation 

of the structures as lungfish burrows, although having many drawbacks, 

may be valid and possibly the pipe structures are analogous to 
}, 

Pollards{l976) consideration of tetrapod burrows as " ••• temporary re~ting 

or locomotion burrows •••••• ", 

Although two possible modes of origin have been considered, the author 

considers that at the present state of knowledge the problem must la.rgely 

remain open. Many problems remain, and will do EO ~~til further light 

is thrown onto the complex feeding habits of the available Devonian fauna. 

l'lith this in mind, new faunal evidence from the many new localities dis-

playing such structures may be forthcoming as eyen if annelid forms were 

responsible, chitinous jaws and teeth may have been left in the sediment. 

5.3 Small Scale Inclined Burrows 

- Trace fossils·of this nature are uncommon in the area considered' 

examples being restricted to the Quarryhill Sandstone Formation at . 

Quarryhill near Rhynie. The structures occur at numerous levels within 

the higher part of the Quarryhill Sandstone Formation, being concentrated 

in fine sandstones interbedded with 'Siltstones, interpreted as recording 

a proximal floodplain environment. 

The burrows are quite consistent in shape, size and form, ranging 

in size from 3 to 7~n diameter and 10 to 25rr~ le~gth. In cross section they 

are circular to subcircular, maintaining approximately the same diameter 

down to a gently rounded base. The structures are always sand filled, usually 

somewhat crowded but rarely in contact, and slightly inclined to the 



bedding. No examples have been observed to branch. Many of the burrows 

appear to be smooth walled, and several examples (see Plate 5-.1) show 

features suggesting that the burrow was actively, rather than passively 

infilled. 

The above structures are quite confidently interpreted as burrows 

and probably worm burrows. They bear a striking resemblance to 

structures broadly interpreted as Scolithos worm~burrows from the 

Upper Old Red Sandstone of the Elgin district (Peacock pers. comm. and 

Peacock et al 1968). 

5.4 Small scale Surface Markings 

Three forms of surface markings have been recognised, all from within 

floodplain sediments of the Quarryhill Sandstone Formation at Quarryhill 

near Rhynie. Briefly these surface forms are: 

(i) curved positive relief features 

(ii) smooth surface trials 

(iii) sharp surface impressions 
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5.4(i) Positive relief features t~ve been observed in thin 

sandstones of floodplain origin. Plate 52aillustrates the form of 
\ 

these markings, the origirlal sample being an undersurface. A rubber cast 

(plate 5.2b) shows the true positive form of these features. 

The markings are restricted to the surface of the sediment, and are 

up to 2cm in maximum length.' Plate~5.3 illustrates clearly the almost 

straight to tightly curved shape of the rnarkings,and demonstrates the 
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occurrence of these markings in,close proximity to the previously described 

burrows, and to trails'tobe described later. 

Although difficult to ascertain, no overall preferred orientation of 

.thes~ markings is apparent other than possinle association separated 

in Plate 5.3 and discu~sed later. 

Interpretation poses several problems, the greatest being that the, 

traces are totally positive relief features and not depressions on the 

bedding surface. This latter point is regardei as significant in excluding 

crawling organisms and probably also fish tail'markings (although.the 

tightness of many of the curves probably would exclude the latter).' 

, : 

Recent discussion with N. Trewin indicates that example of this form 

are unknown in sediments of the Orcadian Basin, but have been observed in: 

recent 'sediments, produced by worms in shallow water.' Effectively, the 

worm is partially supported by the'water preventing normal locomotion. 

Instead sideways movement of its body ploughs minor amounts of sediment 

into small lateral ridges, maximum ridge height corresponding to the 

maximum sideways displacement of the worm. In the light of this suggestion, 

a reconsideration of the traces on Plate 5.3 allows the separation of 
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several groups of traces, based on either relative age or size. 

Plate 5.3 illustrates the result of such a consideration, and adds 
, ' 

support to such a proposed origin. 

Structures of a si~ilar shape and size have been included by 

Hantzschel (1975) and ascribed to a type of insect track. Unfortunately, 
1 ... 

although such an interpretation ,would be acceptable in the present,case, 

significant differences do 'exist; the major difference being the positive 
. "t 

relief of those structures described here, but also those structures 

detailed by Hantzschel (op cit) tend,in all cases to show complete lines 

of curved trackes rather than the isolated portions observed in the present 

example. The strongest support for Trewin~\'SUggestion comes from the 
\ 

identification by Moussa (1970) of Eocene Nematode trails. In his 

# 'interpretation he draws attention to 'the signHicance of water depth, 

indicating that the effects of surface tension in shallow films of water 

may either serve to increase the effective weight of the creature (thin 

films), or in the case of thicker films surface tension is ineffective 

and the creature is essentially bouyant. Thus Moussa points out that in~ 

shallow water films such creatures may indeed produce distinct trails 

whilst increasing water depth reduces this likelihood. 

It may be possible that the Rhynie examples represent a situation where 

a 'worm like' creature was supported enough by the water film to prevent 

it causing significant trails to be formed. Instead, its movements were 
" 

only able to produce lateral displacement features. 

As traces of this form have no previous record, interpretation is 
. , " 

difficult. The suggestion that the trails have been produced by ~~rms in 

shallow water seems mechanically feasible, and has at least some support 

in the clos~ proximity of worm burrows (previously described), and in the 

trails to be described in the next section which are regarded as being 

of a 'similar origin. 



On. the othE:!r hand, a recent experiment involving desiccated 'algal mat' 

demonstrates a further possible means of production. of such surface features 

\·1ithout recourse to invertebrate a.ssistance. 

plate 5.4a, b illustrates the results of the total desiccation of a 
. { 

thin algal layer overlying a fine sediment film. Well documented features 

such as 'micro desiccation polygons' and curled mudflakes developed, but more . , 

important, with repeated wetting and drying the curled edges of flakes rolled 

tightly to produce small curved 'positive relief features' incorporating large 
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amounts of the underlying sediment •. It is particularly interesting that these 

'accident~lly' produced structures show many features closely comparable to those 

found in the Quarryhill Sandstone. 

Plate 5.4a shows clearly the comparable size of these experimentally produced 

structures, and also concentric curved features (Plate S.4a B), and circular forms 

(Plate 5.4a, A). Both of these features are also apparent in the Quarryhill Sandstone· 

example (Plates 5.2 and 5.3). 
, ! 

The structures produced in the laboratory formed in response to the development 
,-'. , . 

of a thin layer of green algae in shallow water overlying a layer of coarse siltstone. 

The algal layer produced abundant gas photosynthetically, causing the development of 

small floating bubbles or 'blisters'. Evaporation of the water film resulted in 

sediment being bound to this algal layer, this occurring most abundantly at the edges 

of bubbles or 'blisters' where the algae was thickest and remained moist longest. 

These regio~~ ~f thicker algal material eventually became boundaries to larger 

desiccation features (see Plate'S.3b B, A) which with advanced desiccation produced 

curled edges, ultimately producing tiglltly curled features on the sediment surface 

(Plate 5.3b c). 

Clearly, .this mechanism could have produced the randomly oriented, uniform 

sized positive relief features on a floodplain surface. It would appear that the 

ixr:portant factor is not simply the development of a floating algal mat, but the 

production of gas blisters immediately prior to total evaporation of the water layer. 



. S.4(ii) Smooth Surface Traces An isolated surface trace preserved 

as a reddish brown mud film has been observed in sediments adjacent to 

those containing the traces above. The trace is illustrated in Plate 5.5 
. 

and reaches a maximum length of Scms with a width in the order of O.Scm •. 

In appearance the trace is very plant like, showing a definate branched 

appearance. Unfortunately only one example has been recorded, severely 

restricting a detailed appraisal of the true form of such traces. 

Nevertheless, unless the traces are actually of plant origin they 

compare reasonably with traces described by Hantzschel (1975) and inter-, 

preted as collapsed worm burrows (e.g. compare wit~~~~drites a possible 

marine anologue.) 

• 
S.4(iii) Sharp Surface Impressions A series of sharp, circular, 

pit like depressions have been recorded adjacent to the previously described 

examples in floodplain sediments at Quarryhill. Again, restricted 

evidence prevents a full understanding. The impressions are illustrated 

in Plate S. 6 ,The rows can only be traced for approximately lOcms,' but 
, 

clearly consist of two pairs,of parallel rows of simple pits approximately 

1 to 1.Scms apart, the rows separated by about 4cms •• 

Many variants of this form of structure have been described and . 

interpreted as invertebrate walking tracks. It'is reasonable that such 

an interpretation be applied here as numerous invertebrate species have 

been recorded from the Rhynie Cherts occurring in the sediment immediately 

above the Quarryhill Sandstone Formation. The cherts are known to contain:-

Arachnids, Crustacea, Insect'S, anC! EurypteridS.' 
\. \ 



" . . . . .-

Trewin (1976 pers comm) has observed similar tracks in siltstones 

of the West Harbour Formation at Gamrie and attributes them to a Dimilar 

origin, possibly an arthropod.' At this same locality Trewin has also 
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observed Isopodichnus (see Trewin 1976) a trace fossil of wide distribution 

in the Orcadian sediments, and interpreted as an arthropod walking trail, 

5.5 Mud-lined vertical Tubes 

Small scale structures tentitively interpreted as plant rootlets have 

been observed both at Gamrie in the West Harbour Formation, and at Rhynie 

in the Quarryhill Sandstone Formation. 

At Gamrie, small scale vertical or steeply inclined smooth walled 

structures are commonly observed in fine sandstones of the West Harbour 

Formation, and range in size from 0.4 to lcm diameter and up to l2cm 

length. They are alway~ circular to sub-circular in section, and filled with 

sandstone but lined with reddish mud. At Crovie the structures are smooth 

walled, whereas in the West Harbour Formation the walls show irregular 

sharp outwardly protruding 'dimples'. Although often steeply inclined, 

the structures in the latter locality also show frequent sharp obtuse 

bends, but never appear branched. The structures in both localities show 

little change in dimensions over their length, although in the West 

Harbour Formation lower terminations have not been recorded. At ~rovle, 

a marked thinning leads to a sharp base to the structures. In both 
l 

localities the structures occur in types of floodplain sediment, and 

generally appear to postdate the sedimentary unit in which they occur, 

originating from the upper surfaces of sandstone units overlain by floodplain 

silts. 



,At Rhynie, floodplain sediments within the Quarryhill Sandstones 

sequence contain similar structures, but generally in greater abundance 

and with larger dimensions (see Plates S,8, S.Ya). 
j 

The Rhynie examples are illustrated in plate 5.8 and clearly occur 

densely,packed, but still always isolate and never cross cutting 04 

branched. The structures extend to considerable depths, up to GOcms, 

always originating within the floodplain sediments and extending well into 

the thick underlying sandstones. Plate s.B also demonstrates the close 

relationship between the tube development and Channel development within 
, . 
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sandstone units. It would appear from this example that the tube structures 

developed at times in floodplain sites adjacent to active channels. 

Interpretation is again difficult, but, the shape, form and 

interrelationships seem to preclude an animal origin (e.g. lack of cross 

cutting relationships), and although details of the habitat of Devonian· 

flora has not been studied in great detail, it may be possible that these 

mud lined 'tubes' are rootlet horizons. 

5.<)), 

5.6 Branching Carbonate Filled Tubes (Platel5.l0) 

In'the basal deposits of the Gamrie Outlier 'at Quarryhead this 

fourth group of problematical structures is abundantly displayed. As 

the title implies', the structures are tublar and carbonate filled, but 

there is little evidence to allow speculation as to their origin, even 

their description as 'Trace Fossils' must remain uncertain. 

The carbonate filled tubes occur in a variety of lithologies at 



Quarryhead, ranging from boulder conglomerate to fine ~andstone, but 

excluding finer siltstones which dominate certain vertical and lateral 

si t ,:a tionf • 

Two distinct size ranges are developed, the larger'forms ranging 

from 0.5 to 2.8cm diameter being generally circular or oval in section, 

and up to 45cm in length although more comlnonly they rang a bet",een 10 

and 25cms. The smaller varieties rarely exceed 0.2cms diameter and range 

between 0.5 and 4cms in length. 

All varieties of tube are observed to branch repeatedly, the larger 

forms branching often in'three dimensions, whilst the smaller forms te~d 

to be restricted to bedding surfaces (this latter feature is difficult 

to confirm due to the restricted size of development). The nature of 

this branching tends to be fairly specific in that large and small forms 

both may show 'Y' or IT' junctions, but the larger varieties only may 

-show 'Y I branches in any sense 'of direc.tion. The side branches appear 

to occur randornly, the side tube always being of a smaller diameter than 

the main or original tube. The smaller fo~ms typically show multiple 

change in direction, often acutely, an~ often in response to obstacles. , ., 

The larger forms do not show major directional changes, but their cross 

section is often modified by an obstacle (i.e. flattening often occurs 

against ,pebble,s). 

'There is little evidence as to the origin of these structures. Their 

mechanism of origin 1s difficult to ascertain as the beginning and ends of 

such tubes cannot be located with confidence. There is no apparent lining 

to the tubes, and although the occasional example may show several periods 

of cement or have an unc~ment~d core, no sediment infilling or floor 

deposits have been recognised. 
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The shape and interrelationships of the structures are considered 

to support a biogenic origin; for example, the relative uniformity of 

the tube syste..11lS and their branching forms comhined with the relationships 

between tubes and obstacles are regarded as features providing more 

support to a biogenic origin than against. 

The distribution of the tubes remains a source of concern, as the 

coarse sediments and calcrete horizons would seem to be a somewhat 

hostile environment for any form of life. Plant evolution is certainly 

not regarded as being adequate to enable colonisation of such environments, 

whilst at the same time if the structures are considered to be burrows, 

the environment (including the implied aridity) would appear to fail to 

provide a food source. 

Fursich and Palmer (1975) have described similar structures from 

Bathonian sediments and interpreted them as crustacean burrows. They 

also regard a relationship to area,s of calcrete developments as being 

significant in that the ~ystem could remain open during vadose cementation. 

Presumably such burrows may have been more common than is apparent as . . 

such cementation would ~e an ideal guarantee of preservation without which 

collapse and destruction would be relatively easy. These authors also 

regard it possible that the burrows were cemented early due to organiC 

material (e.g. mucous lining) serving as a nucleus for calcite precipitation. 

F\rrthermore, they do not consider the problems mentioned above because 

•••• "It is difficult to make inferences about the ecology of the animals 

responsible for the burrows, as their recent counterparts exhibit a wide 

range of behaviour, particularly with regard to feeding." (Fursich and 

Palmer op cit). 



5.7 Other Examples 

Little information has been published on Old Red Sandstone trace 

fossils in Scotland, Trewin being perhaps the leading worker in this 

fieldl (see Trewin 1976), Isopodichnus has been recorded from many 
I ._ , 

localities in Northern Scotland (Trewin op cit) and although not identified 

during this study, rare examples have been found in the siltstones of 

the west Harbour Formation (Trewin pers corom). This record adds further 

evidence to the invertebrate fauna of the Orcadian Basin, IS0podichnus 

being interpreted by Trewin as an arthropod walking trail. 
1\\ N~ l.. J~.\",I~ 

Trewin has also recognised structures bearing a strong resemblance 

to those described here as walking trails, from the West Harbour Formation. 

5.8 Conclusions 

The remarkable scarcity of fossil remains in the majority of the 

Old Red Sandstone of North East Scotland, in particular the virtual 

a~sence of a fossil record in the Lower Red. Sandstone sequences, restricts 

a~tempts at detailed environmental reconstruction. Attempts have been 

m~de in this thesis to evaluate the local paleogeography of the region 

d~ring Old Red Sandstone times, and it is felt that many of the conclusions 

r~ached may have been supported had fossil evidence been available. 

A substantial flora has been extracted from the Rhynie Cherts, and 

a~so a restricted fauna established - including species of arachnids, 

c~ustacea, insects and eurypterids. 

A specialised knowledge of these species may allow further detailed 

interpretation of the trace fossils to be made. At present the value of 

such traces is still considerable in demonstrating that not only ,<{as the 

Lower Old Red Sandstone less 'barren' than perhaps at first envisaged, but 



also that many environments generally regarded as arid/semi-arid on 

sedimentological evidence. were in fact capable of supporting a sparse 

but varied population and of course its' (unrecorded) food source. 
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THE ORIGIN OF RED BEDS IN THE GAr-lRIE AND RliYNIE OUTLIERS 

6.1 Introduction 

The origin 'of the colour in red beds has been a controversial 

subject for many years and the problem is far from resolved. Essentially 

two strong different lines of argument have developed. Krynine (1949) 

and Van Houten (1961, 1960) argued that erosion of iron oxides from upland 

red soils (traditionally from warm, moist, tropical or sub tropical ,' .. 

climates) resulted in the deposition of potential red rocks, the reddening 

being completed by the "ageing" of the iron hydroxide ,to hematite. Such 

arguments have been supported by many authors, although contr~versy ". 
exists about the exact physico-chemical conditions necessary for the 

ageing process. (see discussion page 370 ) 

. 
. More recently Walker (l967a~ 1967b) l'la1ker et a1 (1967) and l'lalker and 

Honea (1969), postulated the derivation of iron oxide (and clay) 'from the 

in-situ early diagenetic breakdown of iron-bearing silicate minerals. 
, . .. .., 

Walker's argumant in~olves the decomposition of iron silicates into an 

iron-rich roontmorillonitic clay, with a later redistribution of the iron 

oxides by oxygenated pore waters. No direct climatic implications are 

involved by this theory. Friend (1966), utilising earlier theories, 

suggested that sedimentological controls maintained certain Eh-pH conditions 

and determined whether iron hydroxides were oxidiscd to hematite (in floodplain 

areas) or reduced and removed in solution (in channel areas). Friend's 

hypothesis provided an explanation for the red drab differ~,tlation 

commonly mentioned in red bed descriptions, but was not concerned wit}l the 
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origin of the pigment • 

. This chapter is concerned with the origin of the colour of the 

Devonian red bed sequence exposed in North East Scotland, in an attempt 

to dete~lIline the source of the pigment (transported or authigenic), 

the conditions of its formation, and any climatic inferences. 

I· 

6.2 Field Evidence 

At Gamrie, red beds dominate the succession, and overall cannot 

.be assigned to a particular range of sediment grade. However, locally 
/ 

in the East and West Harbour Formations, and the rocks at Rhynie, the 

coarse members of cyclothems are commonly drab, while the fine members 

are red or brown. At Gamrie many sequences exist with a coarse-fi~e inter-

relationship, but only rarely does this equate with colour changes. One 

such case is where drab sandstone overlies siltstone, then a thin zone 

of reduction may occur, as noted by Friend (1966). 

Many sandstone units at Gamrie, and Rhynie show well-developed 

intraformational mudflake conglomerates which may consist of red, 

brown or green mudflakes set in a red or drab sandstone matrix. Red mud-

flakes are most common in red sandstones while drab sandstones normally 

contain brown or green mudclasts. Reduction zones are common around 

the edges of red mudclasts preserved in drab sediments, whilst brown silt-
-; ,~ 

clasts may be reddened at the edges when occurring in red sediments.-

Green mudclasts were only recorded in drab sediments. 

'. 



In the West larbour Formation laminated mudstones are common and 
.. 

consist of graded laminae (3 - 6mm thick) of silt fining into clay. 

The 'sil t portion is drab to brown in colour, while the clay is bright 

red and frequently opaque in thin section due to the abundance of 

pigment (see plate 6.la). 

In the New Aberdour Siltstone Formation desiccation of siltstones' 

and mudstones is common. The desiccated surfaces and part of the crack 
--------~ ... ~ 

are commonly reddened but preceeding and succeeding sediment is grey 

in colour. 

At Rhynie climbing ripple lamination shows the development of 

reddening as spots of pigment associated with concentrations of biotite 

mica on the lee faces of ripple laminae, the host sediment being drab 

to pink in colour (Plate 6.2). Reduction spots are abundant in the Castle Hill 

Sandstone Fo~ation at Gamrie. Siltstone and mudstone clasts transected by 

reduction spots show an absence of intense reddening and biotite flakes 

similarly transected in red sandstone do not show hematlsed cleavages 

(plate 6.lb). 

Many of the earliest red-bed sequences at Gamrie and at Rhynle 

contain abundant calcrete developments (see Chapter 7). 

The drab - red, coarse ~ fine relationship has been noted by 

Friend (1966) and taken as evidence for the sedimentological control 

of reddening, i.e. fine-grained sediments deposited on overbank floodplain 

areas where oxidising conditions probably persisted for a long period in 

contrast to the reducing environment more typical beneath the water table 



and in channel sandstone deposits. In addition the oxidation of 

floodplain sediments would probably continue long enough to complete the 

ageing of amorphous iron hydroxide to hematite, whilst at the same time 

breakdown of iron-bearing detrital silicates would be possible. The 

'less oxidising' or very mildly reducing channel enrivoment would not 

be as favourable for such long oxidation, neither would the sandstones be 

as rich in detrital iron bearing clays. Thus the red - drab grain,size 

relationship in part suggests a diagenetic origin but one partly 

influenced by sedimentological controls and partly by clay content. 

Mudflake conglomerates support the notion of environmental control 

plus the importance of fine grained clay. The fine detritus, reddened 

in an overbank environment 'remains red if oxidising conditions persist, 

but probably becomes reduced in' non-oxidising channel enviroments 

, " 
responsible for non-red sandstones." 

... 
Laminated mudstones stress the importance of fine-grained materials 

in the genesis of red beds. Reddened laminae are frequently only millimetres 

thick and laterally persistent, they do not correspond to desiccated 

surfaces. Local Eh.- pH controls cannot be invoked (cf. Friend 1966 for 

Channel and overbank sediments). The evidence supplied by the laminated 
, 

mud suggests that although lithological/diagenetic controls may decide 

which sediments become red and remain red, it is the availability of a, 
. , 

hematite precurser that decides the nature or ease of reddening; and this 
•• 0. ' 

precurser may exist within the fine grained portion of the sediment. 
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The evidence from d~siccation cracks at New Aberdour supports the 

need for suitable environmental conditions in that grey mudstones have 

the ability to be reddened, but only when oxidising conditions p~rsist. 

Reduction spots are regarded as local areas of sediment, perhaps . 
rich in organic matter, where oxidising conditions did not develop; 

siltstone clasts have thus been reduced, 1. e. hematite removed, and 

biotites have not suffered secondary hematisation. 

6.3 Petrographic Evidence 

6.3a Location of Pigment 

In all cases studies the colour of the red beds is due to a fine 

particulate pigment which may occupy a variety of textural sites. (plates 6 • 3a, b) 

(a) 'Most common to all red sediments are particulate grain 

coatinqs frequently appearinq as finely crystalline (c.2f 

hexagonal red translucent particles. This pigment is 

conspicuously absent from drab and qrey rocks. 

(plates 6.4a - 3 and 6. Sa - f) •. 

(b) Large irreg~lar patches of hematite up to O.4mm in length 

occupy intergrain positions. These are clearly of post-

, depositional origin. (Plate 6.6) 

(c) Large, dense patches of pigment may occupy areas of grain 

contact or embayments on grain surfaces. (Plate 6.6£) ,. 



. 
'In most cases particulate grain coatings completely envelop all 

grains (but in poorly compacted sediments th~S may be of no significance~ 

P~wever, some grain contacts may show a lack of pigment at the contact 
, .. 

point (Plate 6.5) suggesting that the pigment formed post depositionally 

(a feature noted by Miller and Folk 1955 and Glennie 1970). A post 

depositional origin is also indicated by continuous pigment lining 

cavities' created by grain contacts (plate 6.5). Point contacts on the 
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other hand are not always devoid of pigmentation (plate 6.5) and may imply 

that pigment was available during deposition, or that compaction 

occurred later than pigmentation. The large patches of pigment also 

indicate that at least some hematite, or its precursor, originated post-

depositionally in that such patches appear to be a replacement of 

argillaceous matrix (iron-rich clay?) in some cases with gradational margins. 

Other examples being sharply defined may represent post-depositionally remobilised 

detritial grains as discussed by Picard (1965). Fine-grained (11'- to ?Of) 

red translucent hexagonal crystals may occur individually or in small clusters 

on grain coatings or on biotite and chlorite surfaces and cleavages 

(plate 6.3a, b) their delicate nature being a cle,ar indication of their post 

depositional origin. Friend (1966) showed that much of the red pigment of the 

Catskill red beds consisted of fine grained hexagonal crystals of this type. 

Waugh (1967) also demonstrated that the pigmenting agent in the Penrith 

Sandstone was this type of hematite. Dense patches of finelY,crystalline 

hematite may also occupy quartz grain embayments and areas of grain 

contact and are further suggestion of post depositional crystallisation. 

(plate 6.6f) 



'The generation of hematite in the distorted cleavages of compacted 

detrital micas is considered in more detail later, but indicates that 

at least some of the reddening is post-depositional in origin. 

6.3a Textural Relationships 

Several stages of cementation can be recognised in the red 

sandstone of the Gamrie Outlier, the primary cementing agents being 

authigenic clay associated with calcite and minor amounts of silica cement. 

A combination of textural evidence from all thin sections studi~s gives 

the following sequence:-

(a) Sand grains are coated by hematite pigment or its precursor 

either pre- or post-depositionally or both. 

(b) Quartz overgrowth (plate 6.7a, c,e and 6.8a, b,e) 

(c) Minor pigmentation 

Cd) Pore filling by authigenic kaolinte (plate 6.7a, b,c,d, 

plate 8d, f and 9b) 

Ce) Inclusion of pigment and authigenic silica. 

(f) Calcite cementation with accompanied local destruction 

clay cement. (plate 6.7a, b) 

of 



. 
Reductfon Spot Host Sediment 

Fe2+ 0.96 0.36 

Fe3+ 0.26 0.95 

Fe2+/Fe3+ 3.69 0.38 
~ 

MgO 0.95 1.10 

MoO 0.09 0.05 
! 

KZO 2.35 2.10 
, . 

Cao 3.7 4.05 

Table 6.1 Chemical analyses of a 'Reduction Spot' 

area in comparison to the host (red) 

sandstone 

Two important points arise:-

1. Some pigment is of post-depositional origin, and 

2. Silica overgrowth occurs at an early stage and may be related 

to generation of kaolinite. 

Authigenic kaolinite, the dominant cement, shows good crystal form and 

frequently envelops 'floating' detrital quartz grains, suggesting that 

the crystallisation was early and probably pre-compaction. Since 

pigmentation is largely pre-crystallisation of kaolinite, this indicates 
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an earlier formation for the pigmentation. The crystals form (1. e. "books 

and worms lf
) suggests that the kaolinite may be the variety dickite, which 

may originate from potassium feldspar by:-

K feldspar ----~~~ Dickite + Si02 (Smithson and Brown 1954) 

Such authigenic dickite is always associated with large volumes of authigenic 

silica, and is believed to be of very early diagenetic'origin (Smithson and 
;". ", 

Brown op.cit). The occurrence of such authigenic clay is of great interest 

if it is truly dickite. Harms (1975) notes that dickite is traditionally 

thought to be a high tem~erature mineral, but also records authigenic 

dickite in marine Permian sediments. More recently, Hancock and Taylor 
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(1978) and Blanche and McD Whitaker (1978) have reported fairly 

extensive early di,;tgenetic kaolinite cementation in the Brent Formation 

(Middle Jurassic- North Sea). Calcite in all cases examined appears 

to be pre-compaction (evidence from floating grains). 

The occurrence of reduction spots in sandstones offers some interesting 

petrographic evidence, both biotites and mudclasts have been recorded 

transected by reduction spots (plate 6.lb). In such areas, hematisation 

has not taken place, biotites are fresh and mudclasts if present are 

drab. Outside the reduction sports hematite genesis is normal. Are 

reduction spots areas of hematite reduction and dissolution, or are they 

areas of non-oxidation? Chemical'analysis of reduction spots and their 

host rocks (Table 6.1) suggests that they are 'non-oxidisation' areas as 

total iron is constant, but ferrous iron predominates. Thus for various 

reasons, presence of organic matter or whatever, reducing conditions 

prevailed in such areas whilst oxidatioh occurred elsewhere. They are 

not considered areas of post-reddening reduction, and they confirm 

(hematisation of biotites and mudclasts) that post-depositional 

hematisation did occur. (As opposed to reduction of hematite post-de-

positionally) • 

6.4 Magneti.c Evidence 

There is some controversy over the interpretation of palaeomagnetic 

data from the Scottish Old Red Sandstone, (see Donovan, Archer, Turner and 

Tarling 1976, Turner, Archer, Tarling and Donovan 1977), but it is only 

recently that an attempt has been made to understand the diagenesis and 
I 
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magnetisation of these sediments (Turner and Archer 1975,.1977).· 

Palaeomagnetic studies of red beds (Daag and Helsey 1974, Collinson 1974) 

have shown that in many cases the magnetisation was carried by hematite 

pigment, and acquired shortly after deposition, because secular variation 

has been preserved in the magnetic record. They inferred therefore that 

pigment generation was very early. 

Recent magnetic studies of the red sandstone of the Gamrie Outlier 

(Turner and Archer 1975)concluded that the production of pigmen~ with a 

stable magnetisation was necessary for the preservation of Devonian pole 

positions. The preservation of two or more antiparallel directions in 

the pigment indicated that pigment production must have been continuous 

during diagenesis to accommodate normal and reversed magnetic periods. 

Reversals may involve periods of the order of 10,000 years. 

Remagnetisation was considered to be a result ol long term processes 

completing the alteration of magnetite to hematite 

Le. magnetite-+ maghemite -> hematite 

and demonstrating that red-bed processes continued for a very long time 

after burial, in this case culminating during Permo-Carboniferous times. 

6.5 Detrltal Opaque Oxides 

Van Houten (1968) demonstrated the importance of the nature of 

opaque oxide suites in the evaluatio~ of the history of 'red beds. His work 

indicated that detrital grains were predoDlinantly magnetite, ilmenite, maghemite 

and hematite, and the abundance of ilmenite and magnetite were noted to 

decrease relative to hematite in older red beds. Drab beds showed an 
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overall depletion of the opaque suite due to reduction and dissolution. 

The implications of Van Houten's conclusions are that diagenetic processes 

may control the iron minerals present in red beds for a very long period 

after deposition. 

Turner (pers. comm.) has observed that drab sediments (in this case· 

reduction zones) in the Triassic St. Bees Sandstone contain an opaque oxide 

assemblage dominated by anatase, whereas corresponding red beds are 

dominated by iron-titanium oxides, principally hematite. 

Polished specimens of red and drab sandstones, plus polished 

separations of heavy mineral suites have been studies in an attempt to 

identify the iron oxides present and to study their textural relationships. 

Polished specimens of red sediments confirm the presence of 

hematite as grain coatings and a matrix constituent, as well as a direct . . 
replacement of phyllosilicates (Plate 6.10, 11). Drab specimens ~re 

characteristically lacking in hematite grain coatings and hematite matrix. 

Separations of heavy minerals from red beds proved that the opaque 

iron oxide suite was composed of hematite, magnetite, chromite and 

leucoxene. Hematite, including hematised magnetite dominated all separations, 

RED OMS 

Sample P.S G.7 G.2S G.13 G.l1 

Hematite 15 12 15 13 21 

Magnetite 2 0 0 0 0 

Chromite 1 0 0 0 . . 0 

Leucoxene 6 4 4 7 3 

Magnetfte- 76 84 81 00 76 
Hematite 

Table 6.2 Modal analyses (100 grains each) of the 

opaque oxide ~uite of 3 red and 2 drab 

sandstones 



magnetite and chromite being recorded in only one sample whilst leucoxene 

formed a minor constituent to all separations (Table 6.2). On average 

about 80% of hematite grains counted displayed an internal polycrystalline 

appearance (Plate 6.11 and Table 6.2) i.e. martitisation textures'due 

to the,hematisation of magnetite along (111) partings (Thompson 1970~ 

Edwards 1947). Those hematite grains show~ng no polycrystalline appearance 

showed varying degrees of secondary alteration in the form of anastomosing 

corrosion pits and channels (Plate 6.11 ) similar in all respects to those 

described and illustrated by Thompson (1970) and Turner (1974).' Similar 

relationships were found to exist between the opaque oxides in both 

red and drab sediments, the main difference being that the total opaque 

, suite was depleted in drab beds. Magnetite and chromite, being recorded 

in ,only one specimen are not significant 'in 'the pr~sent example,' although 

-the common occurrence of leucoxene, an amorphous titanium oxide, suggests 

the alteration of ilmenite both in red and drab sediments. 

Previous studies of red beds have reached similar conclusions namely 

that the detrital iron oxide suite has largely been altered. (Cf Miller and 

Folk 1955, Thompson 1970, Van Houten 1968, Turner 1974). Although this 

conversion process may have been initiated during transport, depositionJ 

and 'early diagenesis (Van Houten 1968) its activity may have continued 

for'a long time after deposition (Turner 1974). Such a long term oxidisation 
\\ . 

of magnetite, or periodically rejuvinated oxidation, is a factor recently , ' , , \I 
considered in connection with palaeomagnetic dating of the sediments of 

the Gamrie outlier (Turner and Archer 1975) and in particular their 

acquisition of Permo-Carboniferous pole positions. 



Turner and Archer (1977) offer some verification of the above 

results in that measurements of a number of different grain size separations 

of opaque oxides recorded only hematite Curie points, with nO.indication 

of magnitite in any of the samples studied. This largely also confirms 
. \'\', . 

Van Houtens'\(1968) conclusions. 
''0J ) 

6.6 Replacement of Iron Silicates 

A consideration of conglomerate composition in the sediments of the 
, , . . ~ 

Gamrie Outlier (see Chapter 4. 
(I 

) allows a prediction of detrital 

mineralogy to be made, and of the iron bearing silicate minerals, an 

assemblage of olivine, hornblende, pyroxene, and biotite would be expected. 

Olivine, hornblende, and pyroxene were not recorded in this study 

although Mackie (1923) does refer to rare examples of hornblende and pyroxene. 
·,.c, !.. 

Biotite occurs, often in profusion, and with chlorite forms the only iron-

bearing silicates detected. 

Hematisation of magnetite has been considered by many authors in the 

past, but recent magnetic experiments (Turner and ~rcher 1977) have' 

demonstrated a new textural site for hematite, a site which the author 

considers important in relation to recent models of hematite genesis 

(Walker 1967). 

Olivine,:. hornblende and pyroxene are notably unstable, 'and would not 

be expected to be common in sediments of this age; their absence may 

support Walkers (1967) contention that in-situ degradation of iron-bearing 

. silicates releases iron and assists in red-bed formation, but unfortunately 



their absence can also be explained simply in terms of the mineral 

instability with sediment age (Van Andel 1959). 

Biotites and chlorites show several stages of replacement by fine 

grained, red, translucent often hexagonal-shaped pigment. Detrital 

grains range from totally'fresh, to opaque specimens almost totally 

replaced by pigment (see Plate 6.12). Initially pigment crystallises 

on the grain margins before attacking cleavages (Plate 6.l2c). 

Cleavages are first altered in the vicinity of compaction and distortion 

where cleavages are split (Plate 6.l2c and d), or at the ends of flakes 

where similar splitting occurs. Random crystallisation of pigment 

occurs first, later replaced by sheets of pigment which ultimately 

obliterate the whole grain. A sequence of thin-section photographs is 

presented in Plate 6.12 to illustrate this phenomenon and Figure 6.1 is a 

schematic reconstruction of the process. The total replacement of 

phyllosilicate grains is easily recognisable because the original grain 

outline is preserved, and individual cleavage traces arc frequently 

easily discernable (plate 6.12f). The preservation of distorted cleavages 

(Plates 6.12d, e), and the initial attack of such sites suggests that 

'alteration took place post-depositionally. 

Silicate grains altered in this manner are common througho~t the 

sediments of the study area and the occurrence in anyone section of 

biotites and chlorites with varying degrees of alteration sugg~sts that 

although alteration appears to b~ post-depositional, reworking of 

numerous floodplain sites may have caused the resulting mixture of 
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weathering products. Such a phenomenon was reported by Friend et al, - ,--
(1963) and Friend (1966) proposed that a mixing of variously-weathered 

detritus may have been responsible. However this need not imply a 

derivation from upland red soils. 

During the course of this study the nature of the hexagonal 

crystalline alt~xation product has received close attention, thin section 

evidence being complimented by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) study 

utilising energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX). 
: r > 

" A selection of biotite flakes with varying degrees of alteration were' 
. 

carefully split to expos~ cleavage surfaces (Plate 6.l3a). 

Relatively unaltered biotites showed a fairly smooth surface. 'The 

initial hematite crystallisation (Plate 6.l3b, c and 6.l4a,;b) produces 
" , 

a regular, often coal.escing, pseudo-hexagonal relief. The dimensions of these 
'. . " 

crystals are comparable to ~hose observed in thin section, ranging from 

~.2S;U t~ 20~ in unrestricted areas, cleavage traces more commonly being 

clutt.ered with 2/ to 5fCrystals. EDAX ;;nalysis of these areas (Plates 6.14 

and 6.15) demonstrates a progressive iron 'enrichment, at the expense of silicon, 

magnesium, and aluminium, when compared with the background. With increasing 

hematisation, the surface relief increases in intensity without increase 

in crystal dimensions and this is freqUently associated with t.he 

s'epa:t-ation of pseudo-hexagonal flakes (Plate 6.13 c,' d). 'Plate 6.15 

smnmc.ris'es the apparent stages in development, illustrating the 

separation of flakes (Plate 6.lSa), their coalescence (Plate 6.lSb), and 



final pseudomorphing of a biotite (Plate 6.1Sc). 

In an attempt to confirm the composition of these clay sized flakes, 

EDAX was applied to separations of clay from disaggregated micas made 

under gravity in a strong magnetic field. The results were inconclusive, 

numerous specimens were identified as iron oxides were identified as 
.. 

'. , 

iron oxides, while others of the same size and shape were alumino-

silicates. If the" pigment was genuinely hematite, it must be concluded 

that the clay fraction obtained was strongly contaminated by kaolinite 

(although kaolinite has not been recorded with a red colouration (Robb 1949 

and therefore may not be the red hexagonal crystals on all biotites). The 

presence of kaolinite within the biotite cleavages is not regarded 
,-

unusual, considering the discovery of other minerals during a study of 

biotites from the Upper Old Red Sandstone of Caithness, and Silurian 
, " , ~ i ;:".. j. 

red sandstones from'the Ringerike Group of Norway in which authigenic 

albite was found to be present in a cleavage site. (see Plate 9d). 

Separations of detrital iron oxide, 'hematised' mica and grain 

pigment have been studied with reference to their magnetic properties 
.. 

(Turner and Archer 1977), and the conclusions indicate that the magnetic 

" properties of the altered mica were consistent with those of hematite 

pigment, rather than those of specularite. It appears therefore that 

hematite crYstallisation has occurred in the biotit~s and chlorites, 

although EDAX analysis and X-ray diffraction failed to detect this 

mineral. 

, , 



Many authors have recognised that iron is liberated during the 

oxidation of biotite (Wils9n 1966, Rice and Williams 1969) and Farmer 

et al (1971) considered to mechanism of oxidation 'in detail. 

Iron occupies an octahedral site in biotite, but as noted, hematite 

crys~allises> in an inter layer cleavage position. Norm~lly the iron is in 

a ferrous state, but oxidation converts the iron to the ferric state. A 

reversible loss of protons, and an irreversible loss of octahedral iron 

is thought to accompany this change, and to compensate for the change in 

valency (Farmer et al 1971). 

LOSS OF HYDROXYL 'PROTONS 

, , ' 

2+ ' , 3 l' 3+" 
(S1~10101Fe3 + lOH),K + - 0, + - HZO ~.(S13Al010)Fe, (OH)ZK + FeOH 

, 4 . 2 ," ' - , , 

LOSS OF OCTAHEDRAL IRON ~. . 

The process of electron transfer from octahedral Fe2+ is probably 

mediated through a hydroxyl or oxide ion. Initially the transfer of 

2+ hydrogen atoms from a OH group ~o the oxidant takes place while Fe . 

ions are coordinated to oxide ions, electrons may transfer directly 

from oxide ions to oxidant or indirectly through bridging water molecules. 
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,2+ 2+ 2 4+ 2+ 2- 5+ 
In this manner ,the (Fe3 Fe 02) grouping is conver~ed to (Fe3 02 ) 

the resultant local concentration of +ve charges being unstable and a 
3+' ) 2-+' . ' 

(Fe 02 ) grouping is ejected through hexagonal holes in the silicate 

sheet into an interlayer (cleavage) space.' 



Farmer et al (1971) showed that this interlayer oxide was either 

amorphous iron hydroxide or a crystalline phase of J3 -FeOOH. Both of 

these could readily be converted to hematite (o(-Fe203) with continued 

oxidation. 

A number of authors have studied the loss of iron during biotite 
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weathering, Wilson (1956) noted a decrease from 15.5\ to 10.5\ in weathered 

mica from well-drained soils. In such sites there is evidence therefore 
-, 3+ 

that complexing and reducing agents can extract the ejected Fe ions. 

Rice and Williams (1969) found that iron staining and disintegration of 
. - 2+ 

biotite was associated with loss of Fe from octahedral layers. 

It appears therefore that the process of breakdown of biotite and 

hematite development without input of iron is understood, x-ray diffractograms 

of selected biotite flakes, fresh and hematised were compared, and 

demonstrate an increase in the spacing of the 001 layer (Figure 6.2) 

- 2+ 0 
corresponding to the loss of Fe (i.e. from the 10 A octahedral layer). 

In the present case, in all flakes studied, iron has crystallised as 

hematite, and has not been leached to contribute significantly to the 

grain pigment. Therefore it must be concluded that although other iron 

silicates may have contributed to the iron content of the red beds, and 

biotites may have released iron in'other depoSitIonal sites, the in ~itu 

breakdown of biotite is not solelY,responsible for redbed genesis in the 

Gamrie outlier. 

In the light of this evidence it would appear that the irregularities 

'recorded in the S.E.M. pictures may represent breakdo~~ of the biotite 

lattice, and gradual fixing of hematite in interlayer positions. Release 

of hematite does not occur untIl the biotite structure has been leached 

sufficiently to destroy the original lattice, leaving the interlayer 

hematite, and in ultimate cases hexagonal flakes of kaolinite (see also 
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Chi11ingar and Larson 19'7). 

6.7 . Clay Mineralogy 

6.7a Introduction 

In certain circumstances clay mineralogy has proven to be a 

valuable tool in the characterisation of environments, source areas, 

and depositional conditions. The clay mineralogy of the red-bed sequence 

at Gamrie has been studied with an aim to clarifying the environment. in 

which the sediments were transported and deposited. 

Appendix IIout1ines the approach used by the present author to the 

analysis of separated clay fractions. 

Examples of X-ray diffractograms are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, 

the major clay minerals present in the sediments consisting of the 

following types: 

1. Muscovite Group Minerals 

2. Chlorite Group Minerals 

3. Kaolinite Group Minerals 

These three groups of minerals form the geologically important clays 

found in both recent and ancient sediments. Expanding clays (e.g. 'mont-

moril1onite) may often be an addition to certain sediments, and have in' 

fact been isolated by Donovan (1971) from the Sarc1et Basement Group 

south of Wick, and noted by Wilson (1971) to occur in small quantities in 

Caithness sediments. During the present survey, however, no expanding 

. clays were detected. 

Reesman' and Keller •. , (1967) noted that one of the most profound effects 

on clay minerals in a given environment1 was the production of mineralogical 
\ 

simplification of the original assemblages. Hence, the restricted l 
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assemblage fo~,d in the Gamrie sediments may reflect such a simplification. 

6.7.b Results 

1. Muscovite Group Minerals recorded range from the true 

muscovite ordered 1M and 2M po1ymorphs, to the disordered 1Md polymorph 
~ 

(illite). Muscovite was recognised by the 001 basal reflection at lOA 

000 (8.9 29) and subsidiary peaks at 17.8 29, 26.7 29. The sharpness of 

many of the peaks suggests that the muscovite is largely of the 1M or. 
, 

2M polymorph with good crystal form, a feature supported by the abundant 

detrital muscovite recorded in thin sections. 

Disordered lMd illite is also abundant, being further support of 

silicate breakdown during weathering. Thin sections show no evidence 

of authigenic muscovite, and it is concluded that the ordered 1M or 2M 

polymorphs recorded are purely of detrital origin, and not due to the 

recrystallisation of 1Md disordered varieties. The nature of the 

source area (see Chapter I~ ), an igneous-metamorphic terrain would also 

support the primary, first cycle origin of muscpvite. 

. . 
2. Chlorite Group Minerals were distinguished by a l4A 

o . • 001 reflection (6.2 29) plus an integral series of reflections at 7A, , 

• • 3.5A etc., for second and third order reflections. The 7A 002 reflection . , 
is complicated by the 7A 001 kaolinite peak. This problem may be 

o resolved by heating the sample to S60 C during which time the kaolinite 

structure collapses to X-ray amorphous meta-kaolinite (Carrol 1970). 

During the present study an alternative approach was used in the 

• identification of chlorite and kaolinite, based on the 14A reflection 

• • and the slow-scan separation of the 3.54A chlorite and 3.5BA kaolinite 

peaks (see Figures 6.3 and 6.4). 



The chlorite present notably hao suppressed 001, 002, 003 and 005 

r·eflections, with stronger 002 and 004 peaks indicating that the chlorites 

are iron-rich (Brindley 1961, Carrol 1970), a phenomenon common to other . . 
ancient red-bed sequences (Turner 1974). Furthermore the diffractograms 

suggest a good crystal form to the chlorite, and combine with thin section 

evidence to suggest that the chlorite may largely be of detrital origin, a 

feature also expected from source area considerations. 

3. Kaolinite Group Minerals have been recognised as mentioned 
. 0 

above by the 001 7A peak, and separated from chlorite by identification of 

o 
the 3.58A peak at slow scan speeds. The kaolinite present is generally only 

abundant in red sediments, in particular red sandstones. The diffractograms 

show strong sharp peaks, and combine with thin section evidence to confirm 

a good crystal form to the kaolinite, this time exclusively authigenic in 

origin. 

6.7.c. Relationship of clay mineralogy to colour 

Friend (1966) studied the clay mineralogy of the Catskill red-bed 

facies and found that chlorite, kaolinite, and illite were predominant • 

. Sandstones were noted to be richer in chlorite and kaolinite, whilst siltstones 

were richer in illite. ~~ relationship between clay mineralogy and rock 

colour was a~pa!~nt. Thompson (1970) detected illite and chlorite but no 

kaolinite in the Juniata and Bald Eagle Formations and recognised that 

although red and drab sandstones showed a predominance of illite in the red 

portion, there was no variation in total clay content between red and drab 

sandstones. 



3 6~ 

6.7.d. Discussion 

Figure 6.5 summarises the results of the present study and demonstrates 

that: 

(i) Illite is present in all sediments, of all grain sizes, but is 

most abundant in finer grained and redder deposits. (cf. Thompson 1970) 

(ii) Kaolin~ is present in brown.siltstones and red sandstones, the 

greatest abundance being recorded in the redder coarser deposits. 

Kaolinite is virtually absent from all mudston~s and grey, fine 

grained siltstones and mudstones. 

(iii) Chlorite is most abundant in darker finer grained sediments, and 

is common in most fine grained rocks, particularly brown siltstones • 
. ' ~ 

. Chlorite is' of low percentage in the reddest deposits, coarse or fine. 
" 

It appears that some colour differentiation exists, particularly between 

chlorite and illite in fine grained rocks, although grain size of the host 

rock appears to have an important control on'the clay mineral assemblage as 

shown by Figure 6.5 and 6.6. These Figures show that the coarser grained 

deposits are richer in kaolinite but poor in both chlorite and illite. 

Thin-section evidence (page~) demonstrated that the kaolinite in all 

cases is authigenic whereas chlorite and particularly illite are detrital. 

From this evidence it may be pertinent to exclude the kaolinite from the 

initial consideration and conclude that the clay mineral abundance is essentially 

related to colour and that illite dominates r~dder sediments. 
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Theoretically the weathering products of feldspathic detritus may 

be potassic clay (illite), smectite, kaolinite or gibbsite, depending 

largely on the intensity of weathering processes and their duration. In 

moist tropical soils, or environments where metal cations are freely 

available, illite and smectite remain in the soil, but with increasing 

intensity and duration·of weathering leaching of metal cations increases 

allowing sodium and calcium to be stripped from inter1ayer positions in 

smectites, and potassium to be removed from similar locations in illite -

resulting in kaolinite rich soil profiles. The generation of authigenic 

kaolinit.e requires several critical factors - the Si and Al ratio must be 

10'" in order that alumina, being more susceptible". to flocculation, is 

relatively enriched. Metal cations must be depleted by extensive leaching, 

or in the case of fe~rous iron, oxidising conditions are necessary for its 
.' .. - . 3+ 

effective removal in the Fe state (Ross 1943). Acid oxidising condJtions 

are therefore favoured (Grim 1953). The timing of this genesis is critical 

to the present study as the kaolinit:-rich sequence in intimately associated 

with calcrete developments, which as Walker 1967 recorded, belong at the 

opposite end of the (c11matic) spectrum, kaolinite being more common in moist 

tropical climates compared to the relatively dry semi-arid calcrete 

environment (Goudie 1 q7:j ~ -.. ,-

Hem;~ite genesis in the Sonoran desert~ (Walker 1967) takes place at a 
Ii 

pH consistantly above 8. Significantly kaolinite is of minor importance. 
, J 

In contrast, sediments of the Orinico basin, a moist tropical settingthaVe 

\ 
high kaolinite clay contents (Walker 1967b). Walker concluded that hematite 

genesis is taking place within the vadose zone, with acid oxidising 

conditions existing above and below the water table. 



Pettijohn et. al ~973) considered that kaolinitisation took place 

from ,meteoric water "withi'n a few hundred feet of the surface" (also see 

Millot 1963). Kaolinitisation of the porous sandstones therefore probably 

occurred during an early diagenetic episode, but not in response to 

prevailing climatic conditions. Calcrete development occurs virtually 

syndepositionally, and the high availability of Ca during this period 

would effectively inhibit kaolinitisation (Grim 1953). The good 

crystallinity/well-defined shape of the kaolinite suggests its post- . 
, . 
depositional origin and indicates that precipitation probably occurred 

directly from solution' (Mankin et~,!..1970). The appearance of the kaolinite 

strongly suggests that many of the "books" and "worms" of clay may be 

authigenic dickite, which may readily develop from potassium feldspars 

(Smith~on and Brown 1954) whilst liberating substantial amounts of sil~ca, 
, . . ," '.,. C:.\ 

and believed to be of early diagenetic origin (Smithson and Brown op.cit). 
. , ' ... ' .', ." A 

The sequence of events during cementation indicates that calcite was the 

last phase to develop, and an overwhelming amount of evidence has been 

produced in recent years noting the frequent early diagenetic occurrence 

of calcite in sandstones (Glover 1963, Pettijohn ~1973) although 

Siever (1959) described its occurrence at a later stage than silica overgrowth. 

Thus 10' conclusion - although kaolinite dominates the sandstones, the 

environmental inferences from such a mineralogy are not valid, since the 

clay is authigenic and although early diagenetic it formed later than 

calcrete development. The latter is a more reliable indicator of the 

paleoclimate. 



6.7.e. ~ig~~nce of Clay Min~ogy 

The study of clay mineral suites in sedimentary rocks may allow a 

relationship to be established between them and environment, source and 

depositional processes (see Beaven 1966, Neiheissel and Weaver 1967, 

Porrenga 1967, Weaver 1967). Care must be taken with such interpretations 

as diagenetic modification may pose great problems; as mentioned, diagenetic 

simplification of diamorphic clay minerals is probably the most common 

effect (Reesman and Keller 1967) and is apparent by the simple three fold 

division of the clay minerals extracted during this study. 

Kaolinite is authigenic, its environmental implications are therefore 

la~ely invalid, although Aristarain (1970) does record kaolinite development 

in calcrete profiles. 1 Kaolinite is normally accepted as being the 

product of weathering of alumino-silicates where metal cations are removed 

by intensive leaching; wet climates are invoked to facilitate repeated 

leaching, under oxidising and acid conditions (Grim 1953). 

Illite in siltstones would require adequate supply of silica; and an 

abundance of Ca, Mg, and Fe ions, alkaline conditions would thus be 

favoured, and leaching could not be extensive as much potassium must be 

available in. solution. Alternate wetting and Crying favour illite preservation. 

Occurrence of illite in floodplain sediments suggests a not-so-well drained 

site. 

6.8. Chemical Analysis of Red Beds 

. Forty samples of red, drab and brown sediments were analysed by a 

combination of at~mic absorption and colorometric techniques discussed in 



Appendix II •. The grain size of these sediments was estimated to the 

nearest Wentworth grade, and,the colour noted by comparison with standard 

charts (Goddard 1951).' Analyses, in all cases, were made in duplicate 

and the results averaged. The samples were separated into three colour 

groups, red (5Rand lOR), brown (5YR and lOYR), and drab (Y, G, N, etc.). 

The iron contents of these groups are listed in Table 6.3. 

Fe2+ S Fe3+ % ~~t% fe2+/fe3+ 

Red 0.4 1.12 3.7 0.36 
, 

Brown 1.14 1.3 5.4 0.88 

Drab 1.47 0.7 4.8 2.1 

Table 6.3 Summary of iron analyses of red. brown 

and drab Sediments 

, 

Total iron 1s lower in the red beds, but as discussed later this 

is ~rongly influenced hy graJ.n size. Ferric iron is more abundant in red 

and brown beds, while ferrous iron is most abundant in drab beds. The 
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influence of grain size upon total iron cont~lt 1s demonstrated in Figure 6.7 

where a strong correlation exists(O.O), finer' sediments having greater 

total iron. The effect of this variation can be partially offset by 

2+ 3+ consideration of the 'oxidation ratio' (Fe Fe ), red and brown beds are 



2+ 3+ 
similar in their low ratio compared to the much higher Fe jFe ratio 

in drab beds. Furthermore the brown and dr~b beds are similar in grain 

size yet show little difference in total iron. The latter supports the· 

~ . 
idea of Fe. enrichment in red beds without variation in total iron. 

Figure 6.8 is a sequence of graphs illustrating the relationsh~ps between· 

Fe2+j Fe3+ and Fe tot. for the three colour groups. Table 6.4 lists the 

correlation coefficients calculated for these grpahs • 

'. " 

. 
Red Brown Drab 

(n=40) (n-20) (n-ZO) 

Fe3+ Y Fe2+. 0.44 0.32 ·0.85 

fetot v Fe2+ 0.35 0.17 0.19 

fetot v Fe3+ 0.91 0.96 0.94 

Table 6.4 Correlation between Ferric •• . 
Ferrous and total iron in re~, 

broWn and drab Sediments . 

3+ 
These results demonstrate that Fe represents a high proportion of the 

• total iron in all sediments. The strong negative correlation ( - 0.85) 

. 2+ 3+ 
between Fe and Fe in drab beds is due to the primary nature of drab 

silts, muds and sandstones, and al~o secondarily reduced drab sediments 

~J G 7 

. 3+ 
which still retain a high Fe content of specularite. Hence drab sediments 



2+ 3+' 
tend to be either Fe rich or Fe rich causing a reciprocal relationship 

2+ 3+ 2+ 3+ between Fe and Fe • Graphs of Fe and Fe against grain size show a 

2+ 
moderate negative correlation of Fe and grain size ( - 0.36) but a strong 

3+ 
negative relationship between Fe and grain size (- 0.71) indicating 

3+ ,that Fe' is related to finer grained sediment, perhaps directly related 

to clay. 

The results of the chemical analysis have been grouped using the 

Weighted Pair - group'Method with arithmetic averages. The Q-mode 
\ 

-
dendrogram is shown in Figure 6.9, the R-mode dendrog~ams have b~e~ computed 

for red and drab rocks and are shown in Figure 6.10 •. The. cluster analysis 

was carried out using the computer program CLUSTER described by Davis (1973). 

The Q-mode dendrogram (Figure 6~9)~an ~e subjectively partitioned 

into.four lithologically and chemically'discrete groups •. 
, . . 

1. Red sandstones from the Castle Hill Sandstone'Formationwith 

3+ 2+ . 
Significantly high Fe and K

2
0 but low Fe and low CaO. 

2. Red Sandstones from the lower portion of the Crovie. Group with 

3. 

4. 

. 2+ 3+ 
Higher Fe and lo~er Fe therefore less oxidi~ed.MgO and 

CaO higher but K
2
0' 17~s •. · 

. tot . 
Drab mudstone l high Fe ., MgO, 

tot Red siltstonesjhighest Fe , 

high MgO and CaO. 

K20, and ~aO, highest Fe2~ 
3+ and highest Fe , K

2
0, 

The significant features of these results are 

a) 

b) 

c) 

3+ . 
significantly higher Fe in red beds. 

significantly higher Fetot , in fine beds. 

significantly higher K
2
0 and MgO in fine beds. 

3GB 



Overall, fine deposits are enrlched in iron and oxides related to clay 

minerals. It is suggested" from this that either iron and thus hematite 
, 

may have been generated from the breakdown of iron-bearing silicates and 

clays (cf Walker 1967, Walker, Ribbe and Honea 1967, \'la1ker and Ribbe 

1967, Turner and Archer 1975) or iron and hematite may be enriched 
: . . 

through oxidation of iron-bearing detrital clays (Walker and Honea 1969). 

The R mode dendrogram (Figure 6.10) adds further support to the~e 

ideas in that: 

1. Red Beds (a) .. Total iron is related to K20, perhaps located in 

potassic clay. Illite is abundant in red beds, 

and is known to have the ability to absorb and 

transport iron. 

(b) Ferric-iron is related to MgO, perhaps in the 

form of chlorite. The general lack of chlorite 

in red beds detracts from this possibility unless 

the absence is due to chlorite breakdown. Such 
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breakdown would also assist in causing ferric-iron 

enrichment. 

These relationships may also be connected with biotite 

breakdo~~, as EDAX analysis of hematised biotite 

demonstrated that the hematite carries significant 

amo\mts of magnesium, presumably derived from the 

biotite lattice. (Plates 6.14, 6.15). Ferrous iron 

is also significantly related to MgO, and again this 

may imply a link between iron, and either chlorite 

or biotite. 
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2. Drab Beds (a) Ferrous and ferric iron are significantly related, and 

(b) both are related to MgO and K
2
0 

(c) total iron is related to both (a) and (b)." 

It may alsO be pertinent to consider clay mineralogy in the light of 

these chemical analyses. 

l.The red bed groups are generally enriched in kaolinite, 

'particularly the coarser deposits - these deposits are also 

notably depleted in K20, MgO, CaO •. 

2. Drab beds lack kaolinite but have higher chlorite and illite -

notab~~;.~20, MgO, CaO are high • 

. Chemical' analysis may be directly related to clay content,' OR lack 

of metal cations in red beds may have assisted kaolinite development, but 

the enrichment of K, Ca, Mg, may have inhibited kaolinite development 

in finer beds while at the same time enriching chlorite and illite. 

'. 6.9' Summary 

Chemical analysis demonstrates ferric-iron enrichment in red beds, 

which may be due to the introduction of amorphous ferric hydroxides concentrated 
. . 

in muds and silts. This is further supported by fine beds having higher 

. 3+ 
t.otal iron, and fine beds being Fe enriched. Drab beds may have been 
"', 

selectively reduced by post depositional reduction and solution (Miller and 

Folk 1955) or the in-situ oxidation of iron-rich silicates and iron-bearing 

clays may have occurred (Walker and Honea 1969). The comparison of brown 

(red) and drab fine-grained sediments suggests that little difference exists 

3+ in total iron, 'and therefore selective enrichment in Fe is not supported. 



2+ 3+ 
Variations in Fe and Fe support a mechanism of oxidation and/or 

reduction of the total iron population. Post-depositional reduction 

and dissolution (Miller and Folk 1955) is not favoured. Support is 

greatest for Walker and Honea's (1969) hypothesis of post-depositio~al 

oxidation, in this case Ot detrital iron rich clay. 

The environment of deposition and subsequent reddening must be 

considered in order to evaluate the causes of reddening. Sedimentological 

studies (Chapter 3) suggest that ephemeral conditions prevailed in many 

of the rivers depositing the sandstones. Calcrete developments verify 

the arid semiarid nature of the climate where precipitation was' exceeded 

by evapotranspiration. Reddened siltstones and mudstones are abundantly 

desiccated and mudflakes (resulting from desiccation) are common in 

sandstones. 

Previous discussion suggested that iron may have been introduced into 

the sediments as iron-rich clays. This would probably correspond to 

the amorphous iron hydroxide approximating to Fe(OH) considered by Krynine 

(1949) and Van Houten (196B) to be the hematite precursor. Unfortunately 

the recognition of such a source of iron is not enough, much argument 

has taken place as to the ability and conditions under which such an iron 
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hydroxide may 'age' to hematite. Essentially the problem is, can limonite age 

to hematite, and can it do so in th~ presence of water? 

The genesis of hematite in sediments has been argued principally from 

two fronts: (i) that under suitable pH and Eh conditions hematite may 

form below the water table (Walker 1967 ), and 

(ii) hematite cannot form in the presence of liquid water 

(i.e. below the water table (Schmalz 196B). 



There is little doubt that abundant moisture is essential to the chemical 

weathering of iron-bearing'rock-forming minerals, and although these 

ferrosilicates may release their iron. under anhydrous conditions the rate 

of release is so l.ow, even by geological standards, as to be negligible., " 

In moist climates iron-rich soils form rapidly on suitable substrates 

even where temperatures are low throughout the year (Schmalz 1968 )- at 

this stage of hematite genesis high temperatures are unimportant although 

they would of course accelerate the weathering process. 'Under moist 

oxidising conditions the principal iron-rich weathering product is an 

amorphous ferric oxyhydroxide (approximately ferric hydroxide) which 

recrystallises very rapidly to goethite (HFe02). Either of these phases 

may impart a characteristic yellow, yellow - brown colour to the sediment. 

Schmalz (1968) argues that the characteristic red pigment hematite may , 

form from these initial weathering products (amorphous ferric hydroxide 

or goethite) by three possible reactions:-

(I) 2Fe(Olr), --'" FezO, + ,Hl ~ 

(.I) 2Fe(OR), ~ 2EFeOz + 2iI
2
O ~ FoZO, + 'H2O ..-- ..-

0) 2HPeOz ;c=t F8z0, +' H2O 

" ' 

The substantial amounts of water liberated from these reactions lead 

Schmalz to conclude that the formation of hematite must be considered as 

the dehydration of the primary weathering products of iron-rich minerals, 

and also that a dry climate was essential for its formation. Further,' 

Schmalz argued that on thermodynamic grounds amorphous ferric hydroxide 

would spontaneously recrystallise to geothite plus water at 25°C and 1 

atmosphere total pressure. 
, 
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For this reaction he quotes a Gibbs free energy of - 4.69 K cal/mol., thus 

indicating that it could take place below the water table. The more 

critical question, can hematite or goethite.be the stable ferric oxide 

o phase under standard conditions (25 C 1 atmos.), Schmalz attempted to 

answer from thermodynamic data. For the reaction - (3) above Schmalz 

quoted a Gibbs free energy bet~een 0.2 and +2.2 Kcal/mol (hematite) 
'! t t 

and concluded from the positive free energy that the reaction (under . 
~ r 

standard conditions) will move spontaneously to the left, and therefore 

hematite cannot form stably in the presence of liquid water. Furthermore 

Schmalz contested Walker's contention that hematite might form below the 

water table under suitable Eh - pH conditions by re-examining the stability 

fields of hematite and geothite. That the Eh - pH characteristics of 

near surface groundwaters generally lie within the "hematite" field of 

Garrels (1960). Garrels and Christ (1965) and within the "ferric hydroxide" 

field of Hem and Cropper (1959), Schmalz (1968) claimed such a basis for 

Walker's (1967) hypothesis is inappropriate on several counts. 

(i) Ferric hydroxide is unstable relative to goethite, 

(ii) Ferric hydroxide is yellow-brown and not red, 

(iii) The hematite field of Garrels and Christ (1965) assumes the presence 

of pure liquid water (i.e. aH20 = 1.0) under such conditions hematite is 

unstable relative to goethite. Garrels (1960) acknowledged that hematite 

may not be the stable phase but assumed that (op. cit) the helllatite 

stability field in water is essentially the same as goethite. But as 



n Schmalz (1968) has shown (eq 4) the stability relations of hematite and 

goethite are independant of Eh and pH, and equilibrium at' standard 

temperature and pressure depends only on the aH20 (water activity) in 

the system •••••••••• ~ ••• a parameter not included in the Eh/pH plot. 
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Thus the stability field "hematite" of Garrels and Christ (1965) and Garrels 
.. 

(1960)'represents an approximation of the stability field of goethite-

a yellow brown pigment. 

, In summary Schmalz (1968) defined some possible conditions for 

formation of red beds. ' 

(i) Sufficient moistl~e'to facilitate rapid deep chemical 

weathering and the release of iron from parent minerals. 

Also preferably warm. 

(ii) Absence (or reduced activity) of water to promote dehydration 

of these primary weathering products. 

Berner (1968) has produced experimental evidence to indicate that 

goethite could recrystallise to form hematite plus water and that this 

could occur in the presence of liquid water. Such contradictions serve 

to illustrate that with such uncertainty about the variable involved 
. , 

in arguments of this nature - evidence of this nature will at present offer 

little assistance in interpreting the process of hematite formation. 

Walker (1967a, 1967b) investigated the origin of hematite pigmentation 

in a series of immature arkosic sediments in the region of Baja California. 

He concluded that the iron oxide pigment in red sandstones was formed by 

xhe redistribution of iron outwards frOm the decomposing grains by oxygenated 

pore waters during diagenesis, and that climate during deposition of the 

sandstones-may be irrelevant to the formation of the red pigment. 
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Several lines of evidence from the present work indicate that a 

variety of processes and factors combine to produce the reddening of 

the sediments, and to create the red-drab differentiation. As recorded 

by earlier authors the red colouration is caused by finely-crystalline 

hematite present as grain'coatings and within the clay roatrix.~ The 

crystal form and textural sites occupied by this hematite clearly indicate 

that at least some crystallised post~depositionally, although the variety 

of hematised biotites in many samples suggests that this process of 

hematisaUon was probably active in numerous floodplain sites prior to 

final deposition. Hematisation of phyllosilicates continued long after 

deposition, and demonstrates the range of time involved in hematite genesis. 

Consideration of source area and sediment compositions suggests that 

breakdown of iron-rich silicates (hornblende and pyroxene) may have been 

a contributory factor in freeing of Fe from the lattices, but the in-situ 

breakdown of such minerals as suggested by Walker (l967a, b) and Walker 

et al (1967) is not evident in the Gamrie Outlier. In fact the study of 

biotite morphology in red beds in the study area ( and others) has demonstrated 

that although biotite weathering may liberate free iron oxide, the presence 

of hematite in biotites and chlorites indicates that the phyllosilicates 

were acting as a 'trap' recipient for iron rather than a source. As 

hematisation of micas was initiated during transport it is very likely 

that mechanical disintegration of corroded biotite would liberate substantial 

quantities of iron into the system, to be dissolved and redistributed, or 

transported and incorporated in Hcdiments as an iron-rich clay. Micaceous 

-
sediments at Rhynie d~rr.~nstrate that the ~~ breakdown of phyllosilicates 

is possi~le but the outward migration of iron is very limited in this 
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. instance., 

·Thus, the i~~ oxidation and liberation of free iron oxides from 

detrital iron-bearing silicate grains is possible, not directly by ~~ 

breakdown, but by breakdown within the sedimentary basin with subsequent 

redistribution of the weathering products. As such, the author'be1ieves 

that this preliminary conclusion supports the concept of Walker (1967a, b), 

Walker and Honea (1969) alt~ough in many respects is may be analogous 

to Van Houten's and Kryjnine notion of derivation from 'upland' red soils. 

The production of red or drab 'sediments at Gamrie and Rhynie is 

probably'a dangerous argument as the normal red-drab, fine-coarse 

relationship is only locally developed. The sedimentological control 

invoked by Friend (1966)and supported by Turner (1974) can be used to 

explain the red-drab differentiation noted in the present study, 'although 

field evidence and petrographic evidence favour an alternative mode of 

origin. In many examples redness is a function of grain size, so that 

under suitable conditions the iron present in fine grained sediment is 

oxidised to produce red beds. This implies that any fine grained sediment 

has, the ability to become reddened, but it i,s ~he environmental or diagenetiC 

conditions which trigger the process. Chemical analysis confirms this, 

red and grey siltstones have' comparable total iron contents, but different 

2+ 3+ 2+ 3+ Fe and Fe contents suggesting that it is the conversion of Fe to Fe 

that controls the reddening. 2+ 3+ Figure 6.11 is a graph of Fe v Fe 
, , 

incorporating grain size and colour. The distinguishing line in the. present 

2+ 3+ 3+ 2+' analysis is Fe ta . Fe , greater Fe allows re.d beds, greater Fe - . 

drab beds. This conclusion is irrespective of grain size. Field and 

petrographic evidence confirms this idea. Sandstones may become reddened, 



but in the vicinity of reduction spots no hematite pigment is or has 

been generated. Mud clasts incorporated in ~eduction spots are drab 

in the spot but red outside suggesting that the hematite precursor was 

initially available, and not introduced at a later stage. 
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It is concluded from the present study that hematite pigment crysta11ioed 

post-depositiona11y, and was derived from the oxidation of iron-rich 

detrital clay derived from an upland area. Breakdown of detrital iron-rich 

silicates probably also liberated iron, but this cannot be proven in situ 

in any but one case. Iron may have been attached or incorporated 

within clays either derived from iron-silicate breakdown in floodplain 

sites, or from source rock disint~gration in the Caledonian Uplands. The 

ultimate control of reddening was an environmental one, the presence 

or absence of oxidising conditions decided whether iron hydroxides would 

'age' to hematite. 

Carroll (1958) recognised that as well as the chemical transport 

of iron a mechanical method existed as iron may be carried into the depositional 

basin either incorporated within the clay shructure, or by adhering to the 

clay surface. The importance of clay minerals in the transport of iron 

was stressed by her work, iron oxides were recognised as being responsible 

for the co10uration of red soils but, more important, these iron oxides 

were always associated with clay minerals. Analysis of clay fractions 

demonstrated that iron was mainly associated with the finest fractions 

probably in relation to the very large surface area of finer particles 

(see also Baver 1956). Most important is Carroll's (op. cit.) note that 

the iron attached to clay minerals was in an easily removable form •. 



Analysis quoted by Carroll indicated that as much as 10\ ferric oxide may 

be transported in modern clays. Carroll summed up the importance of clays 

by noting that they may accumulate ------" a considerable quantity of 

iron and the mechanism is certainly of geological importance in the 

movemen"t of iron". 

Although a discussion of the physico~chemcal controls of hematite 

genesis is beyond the scope of the present project it is interesting to 

note that the combination of evidence, (1. e. implied semi-arid condltlons, 

plus development of calcrete profiles developing before, at, or near the 
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time of hematite genesis) might suggest that hematite crystallisation occurred 

above the water table, and the subsequent burial beneath the water table 

probably allowed the early crystallisation of kaolinite directly from 

meteoric groundwaters. 

If such an argument is valid then iron-silicate breakdown and 

redistribution of liberated iron would probably not be feasable. Hematite 

would be generated in a relatively dry environment, the lack of 

water also preventing mobilisation of any iron liberated by disintegration 

of iron silicates. 



CHAPTER 7 



CHAPTER 7 - PAT...EOSOIL HORIZONS IN THE GAMRIE AND RHYNIE OUTLIERS 

Introduction 

~1i thin the Gamrie and Rhynie Outliers two forms of mineral 

concentration have been recognised and interpreted as having formed 

as a result of soil forming processes. 

The first and most ext~nsive of these deposits consists ?f 
" . 

large acc~~ulations of carbonate material within floodplain sediments, 
." 

and has been interpreted by analogy with modern calcrete or caliche 

developments in arid and semi-arid environments. 

The second form is much less extensive, and occurs in sand-

stones and conglomeratic sandstones of distal alluvial fan regions, 

and consists of the concentration of iron and manganese" rich miner

als. Such concentrat~ons are again considered to be the result of 

soil forming processes in"a manner analogous to the deVelopment 

of 'hardpans'. 

PART A - Calcrete Horizons 

7.1 Introduct:i.on 

Carbonate-rich horizons are present within the lowest sediments 

of the Lower Old Red Sandstone sequences at: c" 

(i) Crovie and Quarryhead, 

(ii) New Aberdour Shore and COlli,ter Head, 

(iii) Rhynie, in the lower red shales in Corbiestongue, 

and in Middle Old Red Sandstone sedin~nts in: 

(iv) the uppel' portion of the rindon Fish Bed. 

From the stratigraphy outlined in Chapters 1 and 2, it is 

c~ear that such developments are widely distributed" both in area 

and in time. The development and i~terpretation ~f such ceposi ts . ¢" .. 

:1 'jJ 9 
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is regarded important due to both the climatic in~llcations, and 

the time and tectonic stability required for their formation. 

7~2 !erminologr 

In recent years, many studies have been made on both recent 

and ancient calcretes, 'and an abundance of terminology has developed. 

During this study, the terms calcrete and caliche have been used in 

reference to pedogenic accumulations of carbonate, where calcrete 

implies an indurated deposit whilst caliche refers to recpnt 
~ 

'powdery' deposits (Crf. ,Aristarain, 

James, 1972). ~ 
~ 

1970, Lamplugh, 1907, and 

Most recent descriptions of calcretes employ, quite reasonably, 

terminology derived by soil scientists. In keeping with this trend, 

several soil terms are also used during this study, and the reader 

is referred to Brewer (1964) and Gile et al (1966) for a full 

description of these terms. 

Unfortunately, the terminology is very much open to misuse, 

and although Brewer (1964) draws attention to 'a confusion in termin-

ology' over nodule/concretion terminology, the collective term 

glaebule has still recently found great use in place of the highly 
~ ~ 

specific te~ nodule. The term glaebule has therefore been avoided 

during this discussion, as in all cases the 'glaebules' concerned 

can be readily indentified as nodules (see Brewer, 1964, p. 258). 

7.3 Calcrete Developments in the Gamrie Outlier' 

7.3(i) Quarryhead/Crovie Type Profile 

7.~(i)a Description (see Plates 7.1 to 7.3) 

Concentrations of carbonate material commonly occur as irregular 

" 
, 

beds between ~ and b5 ems thick in which calcite nodules lie 
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unevenly scatter'ed through a groundmass of red-brown siltstone! 

mudstone. The nodules are generally knobbly or tuberose in shape 

an,d rarely exceed 45' cms in diameter. The nodules are always 

quite hard and crossed by several stages of calcite veining. 

Several stages o~ nodule development are recognised: 

Stage I 

Stage II 

The host sediment ~hows the development of small (5mm 

to 30 mm) prismatic or columnar peds with a strong 

vertical element and distinct polygonal or rectangular 

cross-section. 

Calcite precipitates both in the matrix of these peds, and 

also'in the voids between the peds developed during Stage 

. I." This produces initial weak nodule developments and 
• 

occasionaliy predominant calcite veins. These veins are 

considered to be the, '~rystallaria' of Brewer (1964) and 

maY,become so extensive that a pseudo-brecciation fabric 

develops.' Normally, Stage II grades directly into Stage 
\ . 
\, , 

III. 

Stage III With extension of the calcite cementation initiated during . 
Stage II, nodules develop in abundance but rarely exceed 

20 mm in diameter. Wi,th increasing maturity as increased 

density of nodule davelopment is apparent, but without 

notable increase in size. 

Stage IV A marked increase in nodule density is apparent, with the 

initial prismatic fabric often exerting a strong influence 

on the site of calcite precipitation. Thus during Stage 

IV as nodules begin to coalesce. crude pipe-like structures 

develop. 
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Stage V Extr·eme coalescing of nodules, but never to the extent 

. that distinct carbonate sheets develop. nodules become 

densely packed, eventually only separated by thin ~kins 

or films of host sediment. 

7.3(i)b Miscroscopic Oescription (see plates 7.7, 7.S) 

Compositionally, the nodules are always ~uite simple, the 

non-detrital component consisting of microcrystalline calcite. 

Generally, the structure1ess host sediment (the s-matrix of Brewer, 

1964) shows various development of calcite cementation. 

During Stage I, cerr.entation is not readily apparent, the 

host sediment is relatively unconsolidated, and no fretting of 

detrital grains or exfoliation of mica is apparent. 

Stage II cementation shows the replacement and/or displacement 

bf the original host sediment (the s-matrix of Brewer, 1964) by 

microcrystalline calcite; coarser microcrystalline calcite fills 

voids between peds (the crystallaria of Brewer, 1964). 

Stage III shows intensification of this cement and the true 

development of a fairly .continuous undifferentiated crystic-p1asmic

fabric (i.e. a mosaic of microcrystalline calcite). During this 

stage, detrital grains become widely separated and although exfoliation 
, . 

of detrital quartz grains (as figured ~y Allen, 1974) is not apparent, 

exfoliation of detrital mica is a distinct and common fe"ature. 

Stage IV shows further expansion of areas of undifferentiated 

crystic-plasmic-fabric as dense fine mosaics of microcrystalline 

calcite, with quite numerous small calcite crystallaria. Although 

nodule size is relatively large, agglomeratic fabric is also re?og-

nised (consisting of oval and sub-circular areas of microcrystalline calcite 

with coarser calcite in between). The crysta11aria at this stage 



show complex relationships suggesting that several generations of 

crystallisation have occurred, crystallaria frequently sho,', complex 

cross-cutting relationships, and some of the latest phases show' the 

development of crudely laminated crystallaria (also observed by 

Allen, 1974). 

7.3(i)c Interpretation 

The development of the Quarryhead/Crovie type of carbonate is 

regarded as having been a gradual but complex event. Plates 7.1 

to 7~3 show the stages in the development of a mature profile, 

and many features illustrated are closely comparable to those found 

in younger calcretes. 

The features noted in the previous section are closely compar-

able to those detaile~ by several authors. Freytet (1973) described 

similar calcareous nodules associated with prismatic host-sediment 

fractures, and noted the occurrence of the more mature • columnar' 

type of nodule. Similar nodules and in similar profiles are also 

noted by Chapman (1974), Reeves (1970), Allen (1974), Goudie. (1973), 

and Steel (1974) and have been'interpreted as calcrete. In particular, 

the observed sequence fits very well into the morphogenetic sequence 

of Gi1e,et al (1956) which perhaps forms the basis of many recent 

studies of such deposits. Gile et al (op cit.) outline a four stage 

development closely comparable to that detailed on page c~ t : 

Procent Studr GU •• t al. (1900) . 
I rorcatio~ ot pri:&~ pede , 

II tr.e1p1tat1on ot caloito I !hiD 41.oontlnuoua ooat1~G. 

in tho II-utrlz 

III Development of: ~odule. It Fov to ec.=on lI04ul •• 
, . , 

IV :norooood donaltr ct nodule III l:anr nodul •• and intoruodule 

dovelopCIent . f'llllncs ., Coaleootc& ot neduloe 
, 

I'f Incr.~a~ carbocato iaprocoation 

I LemlDar hor1zon OTorlyins 
~ . pbCf;Od hozoizColl : 

Table 7.1 C(lml'!.r1aon ot tl' •• Dte~o, of oarbor-ate aeou::ulation 0'1>,.01"0'.4 at C1'<IVie 

a."\d .t ~ .. rl'j'~.n:: ... i. \lith tho~& Ol!t~illeJ. l>l" G1lG .t at (1~,;€) 



In making this comparison, the major difference is only in the 

absence of the mature stage IV deposits of Gile, and as disclwsed 

later, this is perhaps a stage which would be mst likely to be 

absent (see page 4oJ.). 

The evidence provided by thin sections strengthens such 

comparisons. Siesser (1975), Nagtegaa1(1969), and Steel (1974) 

note the characteristic micrite pore-filling of calcrete nodules, 

and the initial' local development of such micrite infilling followed 

by'its extension to a 'continuous crystic-plasmic-fabric' (termin-

ology of Brewer, 1964).was noted by Gile et al (1966) in their 

definition of the K-horizon (a soil-horizon of carbonate accumul-

ation characterised by such 'continuous crystic-plasmic-fabric', 

a term shortened by them to K-fabric). 

Furthermore, the maturation and development of such aK-fabric 

is a complex polyphase event as indicated by the" numerous phases 

of cross-cutting crystallaria traversing the basic K~fabric calcite. 

Similar conclusions were reached by Freytet (1973) and Gile et 

al (1966) who describe 'crystallaria' and 'stellate voids' as 

retraction features caused by shrinkage during periodic desiccation 

of the profile. Similar features have been observed by Chapman 

(1974), Swineford et ai (1958), Reeves (19'70), Steel (1974) and 

Sehgal and Stoops (1972). 

Although it was noted earlier that the sequence lacked the 

mature Stage IV of Gila et al (1966), the presence of laminated -------
crystallaria may be an early form of such a mature stage. Essentially, 

the mature Stage IV of Gile et al (1966) is characterised by 
--------~.....-.. 

distinct lamin~r s~l:>horizons at the top of the main carbonate 

horizon. Such subhorizons are generally accepted to be the result 



of 'pluggingt of the profile by extensive carbonate crystallisation 

causing a very much reduced permeability. In the present. instance, 

. th,e eventual close 'packingt of the nodules during late stages of 

development would also reduce permeability and leave retraction 

fissures as the only route for the downward migration of carbonate 

laden water. Such conduits would then be in a suitable position 

to be prime sites for carbonate deposition as laminae or coatings 
, . 

on the walls of the fissures or cracks (see also Flach et al, 196~, 

and page ~st, ). 

Thus in summary the development of the Quarryhead/Crovie type 

of calcrete is 'considered to involve: 

. Ii .' 

(i) desiccation of the host-sediment and the production of 

prismatic peds (see also Freytet, 1973); 

(ii) the prismatic peds become the site of localised micritic 

calcite crystallisation infilling sediment pores (see 

also Siesser,"7~, Nagtegaal, 1969, and Steel, 1974). 

Such micrite develops the characteristic K-fabric of 

Gile et al (1966) first as isolate zones, and then 

. coalescing as nodules grow and begin to merge; , 

(iii) carbonate development varies in intensity, in all cases 

some primary s-matrix is retained, but separation of 

detrital grains occurs by the expansion of the micrite 

cement. This eventually causes the destruction of 

the primary fabrics leaving only variable amounts of 

insepic and asepic plasmic-fabrics (see also Nagtegaal, 

1969, Sehgal and Stoops, 1972); and finally, 

(iv) desiccation causes retraction fissures in which coarse 

grained micrite crystallises to form the crystallaria 

of Brewer (1964) and stellate voids of Freytet (1973) 



noted earlier. Such void infills appear to post-date 

the main K-fabric development as crystallaria clearly 

invade the' crystic s-matrix. 

The primary/ fissures forming the prismatic peds probably 

initially allowed the rapid transfer of water through the host

sediment. Capilliary action,would not only elevate pore water above 

the water table, but would also draw moisture within the peds 

themselves. Nodule formation would thus initiate from within such 

peds. Carbonate would continue to accrete towards such centres and 

eventually produce elongate nodules as prismatic peds became totally 

calcified (Freytet, 1973, describes a similar mechanism which he 
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calls 'radic'ular aspiration', and Flach et al, l<t:.' , offer a similar I \ 

mechanism of nodule growth whereby nodules are regarded as zones 

of restricted hydraulic conductivity serving to funnel carbonate 

saturated solutions to previously uncemented regions). 

7.S(ii)a Counter Head/New Aberdour Shore Type Profile (Plates 7.4, 5,6) 

The second type of profile recognised in the Gamrie Outlier 

outcrops exclusively in the New Aberdour Siltstone Formation at 

Counter Head (and to a lesser extent at New Aberdour Shore itself). 

The profile developed at Counter Head is a modification of the 

lo~ermost portion of the siltstone sequence and the uppermost 

portion of the Dundarg Castle Sandstone Formation sequence. The 

complete sequence is illustrated in Fig. 7.1, and is comprised the 

following carbonate'morphological types (lettel~ refer to those in 

Fig. 7.1): 

1. Discontinuous thin-sheets of carbonate interdigitating with 

thin sandstones and siltstones. Symmetrical-ripples and desic

cation cracks are often preserved within such carbonate. This 

form is only well developed in the lo,~est portion of the profile 



in sediments considered to be marginal to the true Piedmont 

Floodplain/Playa facies (Fig. 7.1A ). 

2; Similar discontinuous thin-sheets of carbonate to those above, 

but with much reduced interbedded clastic material (Fig. 7.1B ). 

This form is restricted to lower portions of the siltstone 

sequence, and appears to replace the previous type A carbonate 

in more distal sites where the clastic component is very much 

reduced. 

3. Isolate, often large, reddish-brown to green carbonate nodules 

occurring along distinct and laterally persistent horizons. 

Along such horizons nodules occur widely spaced and always 

separate (Fig. 7.lC). 

4. Clustered nodules occur within siltstones in higher and mid 

portions of the profile and are in all ways comparable (except 

in size) to the nodules already described from Crovie and 

Quarryhead. The dimensions of nodules ranges much larger at 

Counter Head, where individual nodules may reach 15 cm. This 

form of carbonate is again restricted to fairly persistent 

" -" horizons, although as illustrated on Fig. 7.1 the intensity 

of nodule development may vary considerably lat~rally, and in 

particular in the vicinity of underlying dense carbonate 'knolls' 

( Fig. 7 .lD, E ) • 

. 
5. Continuous but thin single sheets of red-brol-m or pale grey-green 

internally massive fine-grained carbonate occurring in mid and 

higher parts of the profile within thick, massive, brown 

siltstones. Frequently, such carbonate developments weather 

oral'lge (Fig. '1.lF ). 

6. Single, laterally persistent, thick sheets of fine pale red-brown 
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or pale grey-green cal'bonate occurring wi thin finest sediments 

in the profile, and although laterally persistent they Tilay 

thicken rapidly to form dense carbonate 'knolls' (Fig.7.1·~ ). 

. 7. Thick relatively impersistent units of massive fine-grained 

carbonate. Generally such units are pale-grey to pale-green 

in colour, but very commonly weather orange, and in particular 

the uppeI'lTlost portions of suchunits freq~ently weather an 

intense orange. These thick units may develop as thickenings 

of the previously mentioned sheets of carbonate (see Fig. 7.1 

H, J'. ) or they may develop as isolated 'knolls' of carbonate • 

. Where bedding is distinct in the host sediment, such as in 

lower parts of the profile where sands and silts interdigitate, 

the edges' of such 'knolls' may interdigitate with the host 

sediment"elsewhere the units a~e sharp margined. The develop-

ments of 'knolls' of carbonate are frequently repeated along 

a'single horizon, with units up to 70 cm thick repeated along 

~ne horizon at distances of approximately 10 m. 'Knolls' of 

carbonate frequently influence the development of carbonate 

immediately above, generally reducing the intensity of develop-
, . 

ment.in such sites. A common feature of 'knolls' is for the 

upper portion of dense units to be brecciated and recemented, 

the resulting breccia weather~ng the most intense orange 

7~3(ii)b Microscopic Description (Plates 7.7 to 7.13) 

Of the morphological types of carbonate previously described, 

majoritynre relatively simple and in many ways directly reflect 

the carbonate developments described from Crovie and Quarryhead . 
(page ~'60). Types C, D, E, F and G are almost identical, being 
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composed of a continuous microcrystalline calcite cement. As with 

the carbonate at Crovie and Quarryhead the Counter Head varieties 

~how features such as replacement/displacement textures. f~ttirig 

of detrital quaI'tz grains, and intense exfoliation of detrital 

1;>ioti te flakes. Several Stages of carbonate development are again 

ap~arent, ~ut are less distinct than in the previously mentioned 

e~amples. Tne Counter Head varieties show the III. IV and ~ 

~tas~~ ~~tioned earlier, but not the early development of prismatiq' 

t~~tqs. ~imilarly, the Counter Head examples show the developmen~ 

Qf ~~y ph~~es of crystallaria, although laminated crystallaria 

hav~ :PQt :P~~n observed in type C and E forms. ':l'Ype C carbonate 

~t co~~n.ly shows c~stallaria of septarian forms •. 

Q.~Nll, low magnesium carbonate predominates, but iron~rich 
... 

~al~ite anQ ferroan qQ~omite occur in orange-weathering zones. 

~Q~t QommQnly, the ferroan dolomite occurs as a replacement of 

ea~l~e~ ~G~it!c calcite and shows relatively large rhomb-shaped 

er.y$tals, Where brecciation has occurred, recementation g~~erally 

~~c~~ J;>y ~ans of ferroan dolomite. 

th~ 1DQ§t distinctive cementing fabric occurs wi thin types A 
. . . , 

~nQ ~ carbon.ate where the previously detailed continuous 'K-fabric' 

t~t~lly inVqdes the Clost sediment, but due to the frequent occurrence 

~f ~.heet"'(iraCks numerous elongate. voic;1s occur which have been 

!nf!lled,hy sparry calcite, and in places by fibrous ferroan dolo

mite. 

The majority of these cavities show pseudo-concentric, largely 

substrate parallel patterns defined by inclusions and colour banding 

within the sparry calcite, and furthermore, frequently show the 

development of predominantly dcwnward growing, gravity, or drips tone 

microstalacti tic calcite. Such do\mward growth appears mos t frequently 
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from protuberan~es on the roofs of sheet cracks and fenestral 

voids. Hore rarely, cavities may show the presence of crudely 

bedded sedim~nt infills~ 

The intercrystalline boundaries within the sparry'calcite 

are unrelated to the previously mentioned inclusion patterns, and 

thus indicate a later origin for the sparry cement •. The inclusion 

patterns vary in extent, being thicker in regions where blocks. of 

s-matrix are in contact, or where cracks penetrate into the s-matrix. 

In the upper portions of type A and B carbonate profiles, where 

orange weathering is distinct, fibrous dolomite may occur as a final 

infilling to sheet cracks, infilling cavities lined by 'drusy' 

sparry calcite. 

7.3(ii)c Interpretation 

The predominance of fine-grained floodplain sediment cemented 

by a continuous microcrystalline cement showing extensive displacive 

relationships, exfoliation of detrital micas, plus features such . 

. as crystallaria and the accumulation of carbonate as thick laterally 

extensive often nodular horizons, leads to a general interpretation. 

of the Counter Read profile in a similar manner to the previously 

described Quarryhead and Crovie profiles. That is, having formed 

as a result of the epigenetic accumulation of carbonate in the Cca. 

zone of floodplain soils. 

Nevertheless, some variations worthy of note do exist, part-
, ~ 

icularly within carbonate forns A and B. 

Several generations of cement are apparent within these 

forms. Firstly, the floodplain sediment appears to have become 
.. 

indurated by microcrystalline calcite forming the distinctive 
, 

'k-fabric'. Although largely displacive, this phase of cementation 
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was also accompanied by shrinkage allowing the development of 

many sheet-cracks and fenestral voids. 

A 'second phase of cementation involves the coating of such 

voids by the tufa-like microstalactitic cavity lining. The 

abundant sub-parallel inclusion patterns present in these coatings 

are comparable to those described by Kendall and Tucker (1973) 

and considered to represent impurities within former cements, and 

now recording growth stages in the original cement •. 

Several lines of evidence combine to suggest that these early 

stages of cementation took place above the water table: 

(1) the development of 'K-fabric' is probably a grain 

contact cement formed by evaporation of capilliary 

moisture, 

(ii)shr.ink~g~ cracks and fenestral cavities were probably 
- . ~ 

. open and subject to vadose fluids allowing only the 

development of the tufa/travertine like cavity linings, 

(iii) the presence 'of sediment infills also strongly supports 

a vadose origin for this stage of cementation, 
'. 

(iv) the thickening of the cavity linings in regions where 

cracks terminate or where large fragments of s-matrix 

are in close contact is probably a large scale analogy 

of the meniscus cement commonly referred to as typical 

of vadose cementation, (Dunham, 1971, James, 1972', 

Land, 1970). 

The final in~illing of such cavities by sparry calcite, and 

the recrYstallisation of the earlier cements represents a later 

diagenetic event, probably related to the transfer of the profile 

into the phreatic zone of groundwater. Whether such a change 
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occurred due to elevation of the water table or depres'sion of, the 

sediment profile cannot be ascertained. The presence of a late 

in,filling of sparry' calci te ass~ciated with brecciation and re

crystallisation of earlier cements and ultimately followed by a 

phase of ferroandolomite crystallisation, may in some way relate 

to the ultimate 'plugging' of the profile by the early phreatic 

cement. 

once the profile became relatively impermeable, any fluid 

above the main carbonate level would tend to concentrate by 

evaporation,' graduaily in~reas'ing the Mg/Ca ratio as' low magnesium 

calcite precipitated asdrusy sparite~ The brecciation noted 

earlier in more distal situations may also relate to such a pond

ing of·subsl.lrface moisture, as the later phase of sparry' cement 
• i • ' ~ 

binds the brecciated fragments and causes.some'recrystallisation of 

the primary 'K-fabric'. Folk and Land (1975) note that subsequent 

dilution of high Mg/Ca brines is a feasible mechanism for the 

precipitation of dolomite, as 'the dilution by fresh.water serves 

to maintain the high Mg/Ca ratio, but reduces the salini ty •• 

Thus the interpretation of petrographic evidence may be 

summarised as follows: 

1. early cementation of floodplain sediment by the evaporation of 

capilliary moisture; 

2. development of cavity linings as a vadose cement, plus some 

sediment deposition upon cavity floors; 

3 •. brecciation of earlier cemented floodplain sedirnent followed 

by precipitation. of phreatic drusy sparry calcite, plus 

extensive recPJstallisation of earlier cements; 

4. continued precipitation of drusy sparry calcit~ as trapped water 

evaporates. Eventually an elevated f.1g/Ca ratio is produced 
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allowing the precipitation of dolomite largely as a final 

fibrous cavity infilling, but also as a microcrystalline 

cement within some breccia horizons. 

The major differences between the Count~r Head an~ Quarryhead 
" ' -

types of carbonate profile are attributed largely to the facies of 

the host sediment. 

At Quarryhead and Crovie,'marginal'floodplain environments 

probably suffered localised intense floods and relatively higher 

rates of sedimentation being somewhat closer to the base of the 

alluvial fan. Furthermore such a location would also be well 

situated to receive moisture travelling down gradient having seeped 

into the porous fan surface during flood episodes (see also Eugster 
, ' 

and Surdam, 1973) •. These factors would combine to reduce the effect 

of the Cca pedological zone, by providing: 

a) too much sediment; 
" ',' 

'b) a broad zone of wetting within the soil; and 

. c) a means of removal of carbonate laden water down slope.,' 

towards the floodplain s.s. 

At Counter Head, in more distal floodplain situations, both 

the effect of floods and sediment dispersion would be spread over 

wider areas. The water table would be more stable, and the zone of 

wetting and drying would probably be more consistent allowing . 

intense carbonate accumulation to occur. The lack of extensive 

floodplain relief would prevent gradients developing that would 

allow the migration of sub-surface moisture. Because of these factors, 

the concentration of carbonate would be more intense, as periods 

of stab~lity would exis~ for longer periods, and solutions would be 

capable of concentration and evaporation to ',allOW the, production of 

dolomite (the distribution of dolomite in the calcretes also tends 
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to su~port this view in its total restriction to the Counter Head 

type profile, and in particular, only to portions of this profile, 

considered to represent more distal floodplain sites). 

The absence of extensive calcretes from higher portions of 

the sequence is probably due to such distal sites being wettest, 

possibly even supporting small impersistent lakes. The environ

'ment is somewhat analogous to the situation described by l-lilliains 

(1970) and already discussed in Chapter 3 (page'-'lf). Williams 

notes the presence of calcretes in distal-fan marginal floodplain 

sites, but indicates their absence in the more distal positions 

('the chotts') where water is frequently pond~d and commonly evapor-

ates t? produce extensive salt deposits. 

Structures similar to the 'reefs' and 'knolls' of carbonate 

have been described from ma?y recent caliche profiles; 'pseudo-
, , 

anticlines' being noted by Price (1975), Jennings and Sweeting 

(1961), 'buckle-cracks' bY,Reeves (1970), and 'expansion-structures' 

by Bretz and Horberg (1949), and Gi1e et a1 (1966). .--------
\J 

Allen (l97~ 

1974) also describes'antiform structures from calcretes in the 

British Lower Old Red Sandstone, whilst much literature is avai1-

able on similar but subtidal and peritidal 'tepee' structures 

:.' ' (Smith, 1974~ and Assareto et al,' 1977). 

All ~f the above cases (except tidal/peritidal) occur within 
, . 

mature caliche/calcrete horizons and have dimensions similar to 

those descr.ibed here. In several of the recent examples, and 

Allen (op cit.) the structures are observed in three dimensions 

and demonstrate a megapolygon form. 

Tllere is general agreement that the genesis of such structures 

is closely related to the expansion of the host sediwent, deep 



seasonal wetting producing a 'patterned ground', the displaced sed-

iment' later replaced and strengthened by carbonate precipitation 

(Allen,.1973, 197~. This is vaguely accepted by Jennings and 

Sweeting (1961) for AUStralian caliche pseudo-anticlines, but th~y 

place more emphasis on high temperature and aridity, whilst Paton 

(1974) who also considered Australian 'gilgai' and related structures 

concluded. that tney probably originated due to differential loading 

of sediments. 

Nevertheless, the weight of support is for a 'displacivel 

replacive' origin as summarised by Allen .(1973). Assez::eto \(a~ ... 
(1977), ~.,hile considering peritidal tepee antiforrns discuss the 

various mechanisms proposed and conclude that they form by a com-

bination of: 

1. des'iccation and thermal contraction of the host sediment, 

'2. enlargement of fractures during wetting phases, 

3. further enlargement of fractures by carbonate crystall-

isation, 

4. further enlargement of fractures by hydrolysis of minerals 

(clays) • 

In making these suggestions, they also suggest that caliche 

soil structures are probably a dry end member of a subtidal-peri tidal-

continentai series of structures. 

It would seem reasonable that the structures observed at 

Counter Head are comparable to those noted from the literature, 

particularly in the comparable size and regular spacing of the 

Counter Head varieties suggesting that the coastal section may be 

a cross-section through a polygonal type of patterned ground as 
a,b 

detailed by Allen (1973, 1974E. 
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Why carbonate precipitation shouid be so intense in the 

anticline regions may also be answered by AlIens' (1973, 1974) com

parison of the structures with patterned ground or 'gi1gai'. 

Although Allen (~p cit.) compares the antiform structures with 

'gi1gai't Paton (1974) points out that 'gi1gai' are in fact the 
. . . 

depressions between such structures, the term being an aboriginal 

one for a water hole. If such a patterned ground were to develop 

on a floodplain,and maintain water for'even a short length of 

time, evaporation would probably be most intense in marginal 

regions actually in contact with the anticlinal structure. These 

areas would therefore be e>.-pected to witness most intense carbonate 

precipitation. 

Even without continual ponded water, areas above such anti--
clinal strl:1ctures would probably be more open and porous, and a 

pore-moisture gradient wouid exist between the open anticline 

region and the less porous 'gi1gai' area, allowing further preferential 

crystallisation of carbonate in the anticlinal regions (see also 

Stuart and Dixon t 1973, and Aylor and Parlange, 1973, for 

consideration of the effect of capilliary action on carbonate 

precipi tation). 

7.4 Origin of Calcrete 

Calcr-ete and caliche appear as a world-wide feature of many 

present day arid and semi-arid regions, and similarly, calcretes 

have been recorded from numerous Pleistocene and Quarternary arid 
. , 

and semi-arid regions and are being frequently described from 

sediments deeper in the stratigraphic record. Calcretes have been 
0..1 to 

described from the British Old Red Sandstone (Allen, 197~ Burges~t 

19C1) and the Triassic (Steel, 1974). 



Many theories have in the past been offered to explain their 

origin, and although perhaps no single mechanism has universal 

applica~ion, manyhave now been disregarded. Theories range from: 

1. Chemical and biochemical deposition in surface waters, such 

as the reroval of C02 from surrounding water by Charophyte 

algae to coat stems and reproductive bodi~s with CaC03• An 

increased pH aliows the precipitation of CaC03 on'the floor 
\ ' 

of ponded-water (Davis, 1901, and later reconsidered by Friend . 
"\ . ., " 

and Moody·-Stuart, 1970). 

2. Deposition by groundwater principally by capilliary-rise and 

evapotranspiration in the 20ne of capilliary-rise from a 

relatively high water table. -
3. Deposition within the Cca zone of soils by both evapotranspir

ation of c'apilliary water and introduction of CaC03 laden 

water from dissolved airborne carbonate-rich dust. 

The first hypothesis may b'e valuable in explaining the form-

ation of some lacustrine marls, but cannot be applied to the present 

alluvial fan slopes and marginal floodplain environments (in fact 

carbonate is virtually absent from distal floodplain sites where 

temporary lacustrine conditions are most common). 

Similarly, the second hypothesis has limited application, 

particularly in accumulating the large amounts of carbonate, and 

in generating the morphological-genetic sequences already recorded. 

Most of the features recorded can be easily accommodated by 

·the third hypothesis, and in fact many of the features detailed 

have been recorded from present day pe~ocal soils. 
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This last hypothesis has been considered in detail by several 

authors (see Bretz and Horberg, 1949, B~own, 1956, Price, 1958, 

Gile et aI, 1964, 1966, and Ruhe, 1967) who, in general, agree 

that the most likely source of CaC03 is from wlridborne dust and 

carbonate rich rain-water within the soil. In principal, the 

mechanism they propose entails the soaking of floodplain soils 

dUring wet episodes, and the concentration of CaC03 by evaporation 

during subsequent dry periods. 

As noted previously, they consider that initial carbonate 

precipitation occurred interstitially, with the maximum impregnation 

occurring within the 'zone of most frequent wetting'. Plugging 

of the profile, they considered, ",ould pond water above the main 

.horizon and further evaporation would produce the laminar horizons 

common in many recent and 'ancient calcretes. 

That such an interpretation is in essence correct is strongly 

supported by both chemical analysis and by radiometric dating of 

the 'genetic sequences. Aristaraino(1970) considered' the distrib

ution of major elements in the upper portions of Recent caliche. 

prOfiles, and concluded from the concentration of Ca, C. 0 and H2 

that additions of these elements were made from above, resulting 

in the enrichment of underlying sediments rather than the simple 

evaporation of capilliary water drawn up from the water table •. 

Similarly, radio-carbon dating has shown that within the morpho

genetic sequence outlined by Gile et al (1966) the higher laminae 

are younger than the underlying nodular developments • 
. , 

One feature stressed by many descriptions of calcretes is 

the re-deposition of silica initially put into solution during 

the elimination of much of the detrital fra'mework of the host 

sediment. This silica tends to be re-deposited as chert, but to 
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date, no secondary silica in ~ny form has been detected within 

the seq uencp.s at Gamrie. 

, In summary, the following factors are regarded by m~st authors 

as important in controlling calcrete development: 

1. time: long enough to allo\1 carbonate accumulation without; 

influe'nce of tectonism or excessive sedimentation; 

2. an adequate supply of carbonate to the profile; 

3. a surface temperature high enough to main tain evaporation of 

., sub-surface moisture; and 

4. sufficient addition of water to carry carbonate down into the -sediment, but not too much to cause leaching of such material. 

, Goudie (1973) has generalised these factors and notes that 

extr~me ~r{dity w~uld prevent soil'leaching, mobilis'ation, and 

eventual accumulation of calcium carbonate, whilst'on the Qther 

hand too much moisture would tend to leach out ~st of ,the soluble 

naterial required for calcrete formation. In general it is consid-

ered that thick, mature calcrete developments required suitable semi-

arid/arid environments for their formation, although Reev~s (1970) 

indicates that calcretes may still develop in wetter climates, 

provided that the temperature is high enough to maintain the 

necessary evaporation rates. 

7.5 Significance of the Distribution of Calcrete in the Gamrie 

and Rhynie Outliers 

. As already discussed in some detail, calcrete horizons Bre 

very restricted in their distribution in these Outliers. The 

broad distribution is coo8idered of some value in the interpretation 

of the sedimcnta~J history of the area, in particular, that of the 



Gamrie Outlier. 

The concentration of calcrete in the lower or fining upward 

part of the Lower'Old Red Sandstone sequence suggests by comparison 

with recent analogues that the environment was probably" semi-arid/ 

arid, and that floodpl~in aggradation was also probably quite slow. 

Furthermore, and surprisingly, although the calcretes develop in 

sediments quite close to the base of the sequence and therefore 

belong to the very early historY of basin developl~nt, tectonic 

stability is generally considered a prerequisite for calcrete 

formation, (instability is usually assumed to generate either 

large amounts of sediments or"cause erosion). 

As sedimentation continued, more and more distal facies -are represented in the profile, and as discussed earlier, the absence 

of calcrete in such locations is probably not surprising as such 

distal sites would most likely be the wettest; too wet for exten

sive ca~bonate accumulation. 

At higher levels, coarser sediment is introduced, and paleo

current trends indicate that renewed tectonism caused a shift in 

source area. The re'newed activity and advance of alluvial fans is 
, 

recorded in the absence of calcrete from the coarse~ing portion of 

the sequence; the new sedimentation rates were clearly too high 

for carbonate accumulation. 

During the deposition of the Middle Old Red Sandstone conglom

erates, calcretes were present within the area, as calcrete nodules 

have been found as a detrital component in these conglomerates. ' 

Further confirmation comes from the calcretisation of the upper 

portion-of the Flndon Fish Bed; evidence supporting the view that 

the • semi-arid climate probably did continue well into the Middle 
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Old Red Sandstone. 

7.6 Time of Development 

Clearly, throughout the sequences described two events are 

involved; firstly the deposition of floodplain detritus, and then 

a phase of progressive soil development. From Chapter 3 it is 

concluded th'at deposition of floodplain sediments was' a rapid but 

probably rare event. A further considerat'ion of the rate of devel-

opment of the calcareous prqfiles serves to strengthen this view. 

Steel '(1974) notes that the acceptance of 'cornstone' as an 

indicator of pedogenesis suggests that floodplain sedimentation 

was ephemeral, a view supported by numerous recent radiometric 

da'tings of Quaternary and Tertiary calcretes (such as those carried, 

out by Gile et al, 1966, Gile and Hawley, 1966, Williams and Polach, 

1969, 1971, Williams, 1973). Gile et al (19~Sho~ed that the 

laminar stage alone (Stage IV) may involve periods of up to 10,000 

years per inch of carbonate, and a mature profile may represent up 

to one million years. Gardiner (1972) by perhaps less quantitative , 
, , 

means derived ages of between 400,000 and 2.5,million years. 

Leeder (1974) has recently summarised much 'of the available evidence, 

and he outlines a series of ages which appear' to be br~a'dly equi v-. 

alent to Stages I to IV of Gile et al (1966), i.e: 

Stage I ' 1000 - 4500 years 

Stage II 3500 ~' 7000 years 

Stage III 6000 - 10,000 years 

Stage IV 10,000+ years 

Although Gile and Hawley (1966) managed to relate the time 
, . 
required for' calcrete development to the nature of the host rock 

(essentially higher permeabilities allowed faster development rates), 
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Leeder also considered the importance of'floodplain accretion rates. 

He noted that the Stages I to IV of Gila et al.(1966) probably 
. ----" 

required progressively lower accretion rates for their ,development. 

As it is considered that the sequences described here are 

commonly equivalent to Gile et al's stage II and frequently stage 

III (possibly even bordering on stage IV), a consideration of the 
. . 

time of development confirms that the calcareous' soil profile "must 

have b~enstable for'very long periods of time, a~d as discussed 

e'arlier, such a condition would necessitate: (i)' a siow accumul-
. . 

ation rate on the floodplain surface, (ii) stability of the marginal 

fan facies, and most significantly (iii) tectonic stability. 

7.7 SummarY and 'Conclusions 

'In)umma~, the similarity between 'the morphogenetic sequences 
"'-" ~ . 

derived fro~ 'the~present work and that outli~ed by Giie et al (1966) 

is ~arded ~ry, close, andlt,)s"co~dere'd 'th~t the previously 
- ~ '" '" . "",,: '. "" '. . 

des~ribed ~chanisms were probably responsible for carbonate 

accumulation in the sequences described. The variation in type of 

profile and the diversity of carbonate t)~es developed is largely 

considered to be influenced by host rock facies. 

PART B - iro~/Manganese Conc~ntrations 

7.8 Introduction 

Within the Dundarg Castle Conglomerate and Pennan Sandstone 

sequences, an unusual form of sandstone' cementation is recognised .. 

and consists of extensive grain coatings of an iron oxide, combined 

with pore fillings of psilomelane and kaolinite. Although not 

recorded from Recent or ,ancient hardpans, the present examples are 

consideted primary ceme~ts probably formed as 'soil' horizons in 
• 

an intense oxidising environment. 
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7.9 Description 

Several regions of such cementation occur, rare occurrences 
. 

have been observed in the Dundarg Castle Conglomerate Formation . 

beneath Dundarg Castle, but the most extensive developments occur 

within the Pennan Sandstone sequence. Essentially, areas of such 

cementation consist of deep reddish brown sandstones with distinct 

almost black parallel zones of psilomelane, common~y in t~e order 

of several cms in thickness. Such zones are substrate parallel, 

and in the Dundarg Castle sequence are cut by erosion surfaces, 
.. ' 

confirming their primary rather than late diagenetic origin. 

'. In thin section,a distinct paragenesis of mineral develop-

rnent 1's readily apparent. Within the host sediment, haematite· 

pigmentation occurs on detrital grains as'datailed in ~hapter 6 for 

the commonly occurring red beds. In areas where'psilornelane occurs, 

extensive coatings of authigenic silica occur, often showing very' 

distinct euhedral faces (plate 7.14b). Following the period of 

quartz overgrowth, precipitation of very thick pellicles of iron 

oxide aro\.IDd grains and infilling small cavities occurred. This 

iron oxide has a fibrous form, and occurs .as botryoidal pore linings. 

Major cavities and pores are subsequently infilled by a mixture of 

psilomelane and authigenic kaolinite. It would appear that kaolinite 

Crys"tallise{earlY d~ring t~is later phase, as many of" the large 
. , . 

crystals are expanded and infiltrated by psilomelane. 

Many of the quartz grains within these zones show a distinctive 

fracturing (see plate 7.l4,d,e)Plate 7.14 shows the typical form 
'. . 

of such fracturing which occurs as sub-parallel flaking of the 

upper portions of quartz grains, the flaking also being parallel 

to bedding. The development of this flaking predates the' development 

of both the il'on oxide and psilomelane, but as the flakes are infilled 
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by kaolinite, it would appear that the crystallisation of this 

clay occurred continuously r~ther than being res'tricted to locations 

~i :thin ' th~, psi1omelane. " Nevertheless, the mos t extensive phase of ' 

kaolinite crystallisation does appear from the bulk of clay within' , ~ 

the psilomelane to have been a relatively late event. 

'Petrologically, the identification of the major mineral 

phases pr;ved.difficult. As mentioned the iron oxide grain ,coating 

shows fibrous 'form in transmitted light, and frequently shows a 

botryoidal cavity lining appearance ( a' feature shown clearly in 

electron micrographs sho~n in plate 6.9c). The iron oxide coatings 

appear deep reddish brown in transmitted light, whereas the psi1om

e1ane is opaque. Polished blocks of such cements show that the 

main cavity infi1Iings,(psilome1ane) are isotropic and have a mean 

reflectance of 23.9%, whilst the cavity linings show a reddish 

brown inter~i'refle'~tion and a mean reflectance of'18%. Psilomelane 
". 

has a reflectance in'the 23 to 25% range, and goethite (a possible 
. " . . 

cavity lining) h~s a reflectance in the order of 16 to 18%, whilst 

haematite, also a possible lining has a much higher reflectance of 

between' 25 and 30%. 

The pro~ability that the main cementing agent was psilornelane 

was first realised from X-ray fluorescence measurements of separated 

fragments of cement which indicated that the mineral was barium -

manganese rich. Measurements of the d-spacing derived from X-ray 

powder photographs have since confirmed this view, the results are 

listed in the adjacent table: 
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J.!ineral 
\ 

d-spacing I intensity 

Pyrolusite HnO 
2 ,.14 2.41 . 1.6, 100 50 50 

Birnessite (lIa.,ca,)r~O'4 2.8!l20 7.27 2.44 1.41 100 70 70 

Pyrochroite :,:n(OH) 4.73 2.45. ; 1.6, 190 40 25 
2 

Manganite Jo:n20, H2° ,.40 2.64 2.28 100 60 50 

, 'Hydrohaus~ite (1,;n4~ln)nn80160H 4.65 2.50 2.78 100 60 50 -
Hausmannito Mn,04 2.48 2.75 -1.57 100 63 50 

Fsllomolane (DaH2O)ilnsO,0 2.41 2.19 '.48 100 ·65 60 . 

X-ray powder photograph .' 2.40 2.19 . '.45 - 100 75 50 

.-... '. 
Table 7.2 Comparison ot d-spacincs tor aroas ot cement preoumed to be P811o~elano, 

with d-spacinGB for other common mrunBaneso rich minorals. 

I 

Identification of the cavity lining mineral proved impossible 

as relatively pure separations could not be made. Separations of 

the psllomelane cement were easily achieved as the mineral is 

unaffected by hydrofluoric acid. 

A further study of the cements using an electron microprobe 

adds fu~ther support~ indicating that the proposed psilomelane 

portions have the required proportion of manganese, but the barium 

content is low (presumably due to the barium content'being related 

to the hydration state of the mineral,ie.(BaH20)2 MnSOlO ). The 

cavity lining 'suggested as goethite showed much less total iron 

than expected, but again goethite is a hydrated mineral and the 

addition of only 3 or 4 water molecules to the structure would ' 

reduce the total iron content to the amount detected during this 

study. 

The results of these analysis are listed in the following 

table, figures in parenthesis are values derived from theoretical 

pure minerals, and disregard the influence of hydration. 

(see also plate 7.15 for summary) 
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.... - Perccntago 
Sample 

Fe Ti .lg l\a Mn 

Goothite (1) .6 2.5 47 .1 .1 

(70) 

. , ,,, 
Psilomele.ne 12.7 44 .'!i .4 .07 

~ 

(23) (46) 

Table 7.3 Results or electron microprobe analysis of 
• 

the two cementing phases. Figures in parontheais 

refer'to thooretical, pure, mineral species. 
\ 

• 

It is concluded from the present study that the lower reflect-

ing cavity lining phase may be goethite, but that this cannot be 

confirmed. The higher reflecting phase is confidently indentified 

as psilomelane., 

7.10 Interpretation' 

At first, the mineralisation was considered to be secondary 
" 

accumulation. Several factors combine to suggest that the develop-

ment is in fact authigenic: 

(i) zones of mine:ral cementation are present in substrate 

parallel bands; 

(ii) such zones are always transected by erosion surfaces; 

,and 

(iii) 'sheeted' or 'exfoliated' quartz grains also occur in 

substrate parallel zones within the cement. 

The development of 'sheeted' quartz grains is of interest, and 

may be analogous to the comr:tOn presence of shattered pebbles and 

sheeted bedrock in modern arid and semi-arid re~ions (Cooke and 

\-Tarren, 1973, Glennie, 1970, Ollier, 1969), although no details are 

given of such features on a microscopic scale. In the geological 
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record such phenomena are rare, Tucker (1974) has described 

exfoliated pebbles and sheeting within the Triassic of South Wales. 

Blackwelder (1925,1933), and Grlggs (1936) produced exper-

imental evidence to demonstrate that physical processes alone could 

not produce such disintegration without the assistance of chemical 

weathering. Fractured quartzite and flint pebbles described by 

Bosworth (1922) and Ollier (1963) would on the other hand appear to 

confirm that insolation alone may be quite effective. 

G. 

-Allen (l97~ records the presence of corroded and exfoliated 

detrital fragments from Siluro-Devonian limestones he interprets as 

calcrete, and thus it would seem reasonable to conclude that the 

present examples probably also formed in a semi-arid environment that 

was known to exist and was producing calcretes in laterally equiv-

alent situations. 

A source of both barium and manganese is as yet unknown, 

. although in North East Scotland barytes veining is not uncommon, 

and Wallace as early as 1919 noted concentrations of 'low grade' 

manganese rocks near the Middle Old Red Sandstone unconformity 

south of Clava near Nairn. 

Krauskopf (1957) and later nem (1972) considered factors 

relating to the availability of both iron and manganese in sediments. 

In general their conclusions were that both iron and manganese 

were relatively insoluble in oxygenated neutral or midly alkaline 

water (Hem~~~~~), and that inorganic processes should always 

concentrate iron from solution before manganese (Krauskopf, op·cit.). 

Krauskopf ·also concluded that a sui table mechanism for such a 

separation and concentration was by the addition of alkali to a 

solution in contact with atmospheric oxygen. 
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7.11 Summary and Conclusions 

It would therefore be reasonable to conclude that in an area 

where calcrete horizons 'are not uncommon, the occurrence of sheeted 

quartz grains may represent a paleosoil horizon. If such a horizon 

was in fact witnessing evaporation of groundwater and capilliary 

water as is common in semi-arid soils, then the increasing alkal

inity would provide an ideal mechanism for the separation of an iron 

oxide first cement followed by the precipitation of psilomelane. 

This may be even more probable as the microprobe analysis indicates 

that the ear~y iron oxide cement does in fact have a lot more than 

trace amounts of both barium and in particular manganese. 
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